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Chemistry and Measurement

Chemistry and Physics :
Physics is the science that studies all what relates to the matter, its movement, energy, in
order to understand the natural phenomena and the Affecting force on it. Physics also studies
measurement and inventing new methods for measuring with more accuracy. The combination
between physics and chemistry is called physical chemistry. It specializes in the study of the
properties of substances, their structures, and the particles that form these substances, which
allows the physicists to perform their studies in an easier method.

Chemistry, Medicine, and Pharmacy :
The medicines that patients use and doctors prescribe are chemical substances that have healing
properties. Chemists either prepare these substances in their laboratories or they extracted them
from natural sources. Chemistry explains the nature of the function of hormones and enzymes in
the human body and how medicine is used in treating the defect in any of them.

Chemistry and Agriculture :
Chemistry contributes in the selection of the suitable soil to plant any crop by chemical analysis,
which specifies the ratios of its components and the degree of sufficiency of these components for
the needs of these crops. Chemistry also specifies the suitable fertilizer for this soil to increase its
productivity of crops. It also contributes in the production of suitable insecticides for agricultural
insects.

Chemistry and the Future :
Through Nanochemistry, substances can be discovered and formed with extraordinary(unusual)
properties using nanotechnology chemistry. These substances may be used for the advancement
of various fields like engineering, communication, medicine, the environment, transportation,
and provide numerous human needs.

Measurement in Chemistry
The nature of measurement :
The scientific, industrial, technological, and economical advancement that we live now is the
result of the correct and accurate use of the measurement principles.

Measurement: the comparison of an unknown quantity with another quantity of its kind in order to know
the number of times which the first includes the second.
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and industry. Chemistry also contributes in treating some environmental problems like rust, pollution
and industry. Chemistry also contributes in treating some environmental problems like rust, pollution
of water - air - soil , water shortage, energy resources, and many other fields.
of water - air - soil , water shortage, energy resources, and many other fields.
Chemistry has hence been divided into branches like physical chemistry – biochemistry – organic
Chemistry has hence been divided into branches like physical chemistry – biochemistry – organic
chemistry – analytical chemistry – thermochemistry – nuclear chemistry – electrical chemistry –
chemistry – analytical chemistry – thermochemistry – nuclear chemistry – electrical chemistry –
environmental chemistry, and others.
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Chemistry is the central science
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Refer to the Internet and clarify the relationship between chemistry and the following applications :
Refer to the Internet and clarify the relationship between chemistry and the following applications :

Figure (2) The relationship between chemistry and life

Figure (2) The relationship between chemistry and life
Chemistry is considered
the center of most other sciences like biology, physics, medicine,
agriculture and other sciences. We can mention some of them, for example, as follows:
Chemistry is considered the center of most other sciences like biology, physics, medicine,
agriculture
and other
Chemistry
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the chemical reactions that occur inside the organisms that include the reactions of digestion,
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and others.
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the science of biochemistry. It is specialized in the studying of the chemical structure of the
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between
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results
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cell in the various
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fats, carbohydrates,
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in the science of biochemistry. It is specialized in the studying of the chemical structure of the
parts of the cell in the various organisms like fats, carbohydrates, proteins, nucleic acids and others.
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Chemistry and Measurement
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allows the physicists to perform their studies in an easier method.
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productivity of crops. It also contributes in the production of suitable insecticides for agricultural
insects.
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The scientific, industrial, technological, and economical advancement that we live now is the
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Chemistry and Measurement

The fields of studying chemistry :
Chemists are interested in studying the molecular and atomic structure of substances, how
they bind with each other, in order to understand their chemical properties, and describe them
quantitatively and qualitatively. Also the chemical reactions in which a substance transforms into
another substance and how to control it. As chemists are always trying to reach new beneficial
products that satisfy the increasing needs in different fields like medicine, agriculture, engineering,
and industry. Chemistry also contributes in treating some environmental problems like rust, pollution
of water - air - soil , water shortage, energy resources, and many other fields.
Chemistry has hence been divided into branches like physical chemistry – biochemistry – organic
chemistry – analytical chemistry – thermochemistry – nuclear chemistry – electrical chemistry –
environmental chemistry, and others.

Chemistry is the central science
Search for yourself

Refer to the Internet and clarify the relationship between chemistry and the following applications :

Figure (2) The relationship between chemistry and life

Chemistry is considered the center of most other sciences like biology, physics, medicine,
agriculture and other sciences. We can mention some of them, for example, as follows:

Chemistry and biology:
Biology is a science specialized in studying organisms, chemistry is involved in understanding
the chemical reactions that occur inside the organisms that include the reactions of digestion,
respiration, photosynthesis and others. The combination between biology and chemistry results
in the science of biochemistry. It is specialized in the studying of the chemical structure of the
parts of the cell in the various organisms like fats, carbohydrates, proteins, nucleic acids and others.
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Chemistry
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Measurement

2. Measurement is necessary for monitoring and protection.
The following
table
specifies: the international standards to decide the usability of water. Use
Chemistry
and
Physics

the given information in the table to decide the quality of water in the two previous cards.
Physics is the science that studies all what relates to the matter, its movement, energy, in
order to understand the+ natural phenomena
and the Affecting
force on it.− Physics also studies
(SO4)2−
Components
Na
K+
Mg++
Ca++
Cl
measurement and inventing new methods for measuring with more accuracy. The combination
between
physics and
chemistry
called physical
It specializes in theless
study
of the
Quantity
than
less than
lessisthan
less thanchemistry.
less than
200
250
properties
and50
the particles300
that form these substances,
250 which
150 their structures,
12
(mg/L)of substances,
allows the physicists to perform their studies in an easier method.
The safety of the environment and its protection requires the monitoring of drinking water,
Chemistry,
Medicine,
and Pharmacy
:
the air we breathe,
food substances,
and agricultural
products. This requires many various
The medicines that patients use and doctors prescribe are chemical substances that have healing
measurements.
properties. Chemists either prepare these substances in their laboratories or they extracted them
3.from
Measurement
is necessary
to evaluate
a certain
and to
a medication
natural sources.
Chemistry
explains the
nature situation
of the function
of suggest
hormones
and enzymesinin
thehuman
case ofbody
the presence
of defects.
the
and how medicine
is used in treating the defect in any of them.
Test

Chemistry
and Agriculture :
your
Skills

Chemistry
contributes
in the
selection
of the
suitable
soil to plant
anyofcrop
by chemical
analysis,
The medical
analysis
report
in front
of you
represents
results
medical
biological
which
specifies
the ratios
of its components
and
degree
of sufficiency
these
components for
analyses
in which
a person
was subjected
tothe
before
breakfast.
Clarifyofthe
following:
the
needs
of these
crops.
Chemistry
specifies the suitable fertilizer for this soil to increase its
What
does the
reference
valuealso
mean?
productivity of crops. It also contributes in the production of suitable insecticides for agricultural
Medical Analysis Re
 What do you conclude from the results of the
port
insects.
sugar (glucose) and uricacid in the blood of
Value of
Re
Type of
analysis analysis
(mg/dL) (mg/dL)
Through
be discovered
and70formed
extraordinary(unusual)
 What Nanochemistry,
are the decisionssubstances
that man can
should
take
− 110 with
70
Glucose
properties
using
chemistry. These substances
for
the advancement
3.6 −may
in the
lightnanotechnology
of your deduction?
8.3 be used
9.2
Uricacid

Chemistry
and the Future :
this person?

ference
value

of various
fields
likedecisions
engineering,
communication,
 What
are the
that this
person has to medicine, the environment, transportation,
and provide numerous human needs.
take in the light of your deduction?

In medical analysis, measurements
allow us to take
necessary decisions to cure the defect.
Measurement
in the
Chemistry

The nature of measurement :
Measurement tools in the chemical laboratory :
The scientific, industrial, technological, and economical advancement that we live now is the
Chemical experiments are carried out in a place with certain specifications and conditions. This
result of the correct and accurate use of the measurement principles.
place is called a lab or a chemical laboratory. A chemical laboratory requires appropriate safety
procedures, a source of heat like a bunzen flame , a source of water, and places to store chemicals,
tools, and various apparatuses.It is necessary to know the correct method to use each of them and
the comparison
of an
anotherofquantity
of its
kindapparatuses
in order to know
howMeasurement:
to store them.The
following
is aunknown
detailedquantity
displaywith
of some
the tools
and
that
the
number
of
times
which
the
first
includes
the
second.
are used in the chemical laboratory and why it is used:
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Chemistry and Measurement

The fields of studying chemistry :
Chemists are interested in studying the molecular and atomic structure of substances, how
they bind with each other, in order to understand their chemical properties, and describe them
quantitatively and qualitatively. Also the chemical reactions in which a substance transforms into
another substance and how to control it. As chemists are always trying to reach new beneficial
products that satisfy the increasing needs in different fields like medicine, agriculture, engineering,
and industry. Chemistry also contributes in treating some environmental problems like rust, pollution
of water - air - soil , water shortage, energy resources, and many other fields.
Chemistry has hence been divided into branches like physical chemistry – biochemistry – organic
chemistry – analytical chemistry – thermochemistry – nuclear chemistry – electrical chemistry –
environmental chemistry, and others.

Chemistry is the central science
Search for yourself

Refer to the Internet and clarify the relationship between chemistry and the following applications :

resistant

Figure (2) The relationship between chemistry and life

Chemistry is considered the center of most other sciences like biology, physics, medicine,
agriculture and other sciences. We can mention some of them, for example, as follows:

Chemistry and biology:
Biology is a science specialized in studying organisms, chemistry is involved in understanding
the chemical reactions that occur inside the organisms that include the reactions of digestion,
respiration, photosynthesis and others. The combination between biology and chemistry results
in the science of biochemistry. It is specialized in the studying of the chemical structure of the
parts of the cell in the various organisms like fats, carbohydrates, proteins, nucleic acids and others.
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Graduated Cylinder :
A graduated and
cylinder
is made: out of glass or plastic. It is used to measure the volume of liquids
Chemistry
Physics

where it is more accurate than flasks. There are different capacities of graduated cylinders.
Physics is the science that studies all what relates to the matter, its movement, energy, in
order to understand the natural phenomena and the Affecting force on it. Physics also studies
measurement and inventing new methods for measuring with more accuracy. The combination
between physics and chemistry is called physical chemistry. It specializes in the study of the
properties of substances, their structures, and the particles that form these substances, which
allows the physicists to perform their studies in an easier method.

Chemistry, Medicine, and Pharmacy :
The medicines that patients use and doctors prescribe are chemical substances that have healing
properties. Chemists either prepare these substances in their laboratories or they extracted them
(7)sources.
How to determine
volume the nature of theFigure
(8) Graduated
cylinders
with
fromFigure
natural
Chemistrytheexplains
function
of hormones
and enzymes
in
of a liquid in a cylinder
different capacities
the human body and how medicine is used in treating the defect in any of them.
Check Your Understanding

Chemistry and Agriculture :

How do you use a graduated cylinder in determining the size of a solid body that does not dissolve ?

Chemistry contributes in the selection of the suitable soil to plant any crop by chemical analysis,
which specifies the ratios of its components and the degree of sufficiency of these components for
the needs
Flasks
: of these crops. Chemistry also specifies the suitable fertilizer for this soil to increase its
productivity of crops. It also contributes in the production of suitable insecticides for agricultural
Flasks are one of the types of glass tools used in a chemistry lab. There are different types of
insects.
flasks according to its function:

Chemistry and the Future :

 Conical flask : It is made out of Pyrex glass. Their types differ accordingly with the difference

Nanochemistry,
substances
be discovered
inThrough
flask capacity.
They are used
in the can
titration
process.and formed with extraordinary(unusual)
properties using nanotechnology chemistry. These substances may be used for the advancement
 Round-Bottom Flask : It is usually made out of Pyrex glass. Their types differ accordingly with
of various fields like engineering, communication, medicine, the environment, transportation,
the difference in flask capacity. They are used in the processes of preparation and distillation.
and provide numerous human needs.
 Volumetric Flask : It is made out of Pyrex glass. On its top, it has a mark that determines
the flask volume capacity and it is used for preparing the standard solutions (with known
Measurement in Chemistry
concentrations very accurately).

The nature of measurement :
The scientific, industrial, technological, and economical advancement that we live now is the
result of the correct and accurate use of the measurement principles.

Measurement: the comparison of an unknown quantity with another quantity of its kind in order to know
the number of times which the first includes the second.
Figure (9) Conical flask
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Figure (10) Round flask
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Chemistry and Measurement

The fields of studying chemistry :
Chemists are interested in studying the molecular and atomic structure of substances, how
they bind with each other, in order to understand their chemical properties, and describe them
quantitatively and qualitatively. Also the chemical reactions in which a substance transforms into
another substance and how to control it. As chemists are always trying to reach new beneficial
products that satisfy the increasing needs in different fields like medicine, agriculture, engineering,
and industry. Chemistry also contributes in treating some environmental problems like rust, pollution
of water - air - soil , water shortage, energy resources, and many other fields.
Chemistry has hence been divided into branches like physical chemistry – biochemistry – organic
chemistry – analytical chemistry – thermochemistry – nuclear chemistry – electrical chemistry –
environmental chemistry, and others.

Chemistry is the central science
Search for yourself

Refer to the Internet and clarify the relationship between chemistry and the following applications :

Figure (2) The relationship between chemistry and life

Chemistry is considered the center of most other sciences like biology, physics, medicine,
agriculture and other sciences. We can mention some of them, for example, as follows:

Chemistry and biology:
Biology is a science specialized in studying organisms, chemistry is involved in understanding
the chemical reactions that occur inside the organisms that include the reactions of digestion,
respiration, photosynthesis and others. The combination between biology and chemistry results
in the science of biochemistry. It is specialized in the studying of the chemical structure of the
parts of the cell in the various organisms like fats, carbohydrates, proteins, nucleic acids and others.
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Nanotechnology and Chemistry

 Nano gold : We know that gold is yellow-color and has a certain brightness. However, when

the volume of gold decreases to become a Nano volume, if differs. Scientists have discovered
that Nano gold takes different colors according to their Nano volume. So that gold maybe red,
orange, green or blue since the reaction of gold with light in this dimension of the substance
is different than its seen volume.
 Nano copper : Scientists have noticed that the toughness of copper particles increases when

it shrinks from the macro measurement to the Nano measure and it differs with the difference
of the Nano volume of the substance.

Figure (20) Different colors of Nano gold

Figure (21) Nano copper

What applies on the previous examples, also applies on the Nano volume for any substance.
This allows the Nano substances to show super unique properties that are not shown in the
volumes of the macro and micro of the substance. This leads to its usage in new and uncommon
applications. The super properties of the Nano substances are due to the relationship between
the surface area and the volume.
Test
your
Skills

Review the following drawing and calculate the ratio between the area surfaces and
the volume in the three cubes. What do you infer? What happens if the division continues
until we reach a cube of an angle length estimated with a nanometer?
1m

Figure (22) The relationship between surface area and volume

In the Nano volume of the substance, the ratio increases between the surface area to the volume
to a very large degree. The numbers of substance atoms exposed to reactions become many if
compared to their numbers in the greater volume of the substance. This ratio between the surface
area to the volume acquires the Nano particles new and unique physical and chemical properties.
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Nanotechnology and Chemistry

The Nano is a unique measuring unit :
From the physical and mathematical point of view, the Nano equals one part of a billion
(0.000000001) of the measured unit. The nanometer (nm)equals a part of a billion part of a meter.
Thus, it is 10-9 of a meter. There is also the nanosecond, the Nano gram, the Nano mole, the Nano
joule, and so on. The Nano is used as a measuring unit for very minute particles.
Check Your Understanding

1 ✕ 10-9
Nano

Using 10n , determine the relationship between :
ml and Micro

Minimize

ml and Nano
Micro and Nano

1 ✕ 10-6
Micro

Magnify

1 ✕ 10-3
milli

The minute nanometer can be clarified through the following examples :

Figure (17) The diameter of
a sand grain is about one million
nanometer this equals one millimeter

Figure (18) The diameter
of a water molecule equals
approximately 0.3

Figure (19) The diameter of
an atom is between 0.1 - 0.3 nm

What makes the Nano scale unique in its measurement, is that the properties of the substance
in this dimension like color and transparency, the ability to conduct heat and electricity, the
toughness and elasticity, the melting point, the speed of chemical reaction, and other properties
totally change and the substance gains new and unique properties. Scientists have discovered that
these properties change with the change of Nano volume properties from the substance, which is
called volume dependent properties.

Critical Nano volume: the volume in which the unique Nano properties of the substance appears and
is less than1 - 100 nm.
In order for us to understand the volume dependent properties, which make the Nano substances
unique, the following examples are shown:
Shorouk Press
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of
the
substance
orange, green or blue since the reaction of gold with light in this dimension of the substance
is
is different
differentthan
thanits
itsseen
seenvolume.
volume.


copper
particles
increases
when
 Nano
Nano copper
copper::Scientists
Scientistshave
havenoticed
noticedthat
thatthe
thetoughness
toughnessofof
copper
particles
increases
when

itit shrinks
and
it differs
with
thethe
difference
shrinksfrom
fromthe
themacro
macromeasurement
measurementtotothe
theNano
Nanomeasure
measure
and
it differs
with
difference
of
the
Nano
volume
of
the
substance.
of the Nano volume of the substance.

Figure (20) Different colors of Nano gold
Figure (20) Different colors of Nano gold

Figure (21) Nano copper
Figure (21) Nano copper

What applies on the previous examples, also applies on the Nano volume for any substance.
applies
on thesubstances
previous examples,
also applies
the Nano
volume
forshown
any substance.
ThisWhat
allows
the Nano
to show super
unique on
properties
that
are not
in the
This
allows
the
Nano
substances
to
show
super
unique
properties
that
are
not
shown
in the
volumes of the macro and micro of the substance. This leads to its usage in new and uncommon
volumes of the
macro
micro ofofthe
This leads
its to
usage
in new and uncommon
applications.
The
superand
properties
thesubstance.
Nano substances
areto
due
the relationship
between
applications.
The
super
properties
of
the
Nano
substances
are
due
to
the
relationship
between
the surface area and the volume.
the surface area and the volume.
Test
your
Test
Skills
your

Review the following drawing and calculate the ratio between the area surfaces and
the
drawing
calculate
the ratio
between
area surfaces
the Review
volume in
thefollowing
three cubes.
Whatand
do you
infer? What
happens
if thethe
division
continuesand
the volume
in the
three
What
do you
infer? What
if the division continues
until
we reach
a cube
ofcubes.
an angle
length
estimated
with ahappens
nanometer?
until we reach a cube of an angle length estimated with a nanometer?
1m
1m

Skills

Figure (22) The relationship between surface area and volume

Figure (22) The relationship between surface area and volume

In the Nano volume of the substance, the ratio increases between the surface area to the volume
to aInvery
numbers
of substance
atoms exposed
tothe
reactions
many
if
the large
Nanodegree.
volumeThe
of the
substance,
the ratio increases
between
surfacebecome
area to the
volume
compared
to their
numbers
the greater
of the
substance.
This
between
the surface
to a very large
degree.
Theinnumbers
ofvolume
substance
atoms
exposed
toratio
reactions
become
many if
area
to the volume
Nano
particles
newof
and
physical
and
chemical
properties.
compared
to their acquires
numbersthe
in the
greater
volume
theunique
substance.
This
ratio
between
the surface

area to the volume acquires the Nano particles new and unique physical and chemical properties.
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Nanotechnology and Chemistry

The Nano is a unique measuring unit :
From the physical and mathematical point of view, the Nano equals one part of a billion
(0.000000001) of the measured unit. The nanometer (nm)equals a part of a billion part of a meter.
Thus, it is 10-9 of a meter. There is also the nanosecond, the Nano gram, the Nano mole, the Nano
joule, and so on. The Nano is used as a measuring unit for very minute particles.
Check Your Understanding

1 ✕ 10-9
Nano

Using 10n , determine the relationship between :
ml and Micro

Minimize

ml and Nano
Micro and Nano

1 ✕ 10-6
Micro

Magnify

1 ✕ 10-3
milli

The minute nanometer can be clarified through the following examples :

Figure (17) The diameter of
a sand grain is about one million
nanometer this equals one millimeter

Figure (18) The diameter
of a water molecule equals
approximately 0.3

Figure (19) The diameter of
an atom is between 0.1 - 0.3 nm

What makes the Nano scale unique in its measurement, is that the properties of the substance
in this dimension like color and transparency, the ability to conduct heat and electricity, the
toughness and elasticity, the melting point, the speed of chemical reaction, and other properties
totally change and the substance gains new and unique properties. Scientists have discovered that
these properties change with the change of Nano volume properties from the substance, which is
called volume dependent properties.

Critical Nano volume: the volume in which the unique Nano properties of the substance appears and
is less than1 - 100 nm.
In order for us to understand the volume dependent properties, which make the Nano substances
unique, the following examples are shown:
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Nanotechnology and Chemistry

 Nano gold : We know that gold is yellow-color and has a certain brightness. However, when

the volume of gold decreases to become a Nano volume, if differs. Scientists have discovered
that Nano gold takes different colors according to their Nano volume. So that gold maybe red,
orange, green or blue since the reaction of gold with light in this dimension of the substance
is different than its seen volume.
 Nano copper : Scientists have noticed that the toughness of copper particles increases when

it shrinks from the macro measurement to the Nano measure and it differs with the difference
of the Nano volume of the substance.

Figure (20) Different colors of Nano gold

Figure (21) Nano copper

What applies on the previous examples, also applies on the Nano volume for any substance.
This allows the Nano substances to show super unique properties that are not shown in the
volumes of the macro and micro of the substance. This leads to its usage in new and uncommon
applications. The super properties of the Nano substances are due to the relationship between
the surface area and the volume.
Test
your
Skills

Review the following drawing and calculate the ratio between the area surfaces and
the volume in the three cubes. What do you infer? What happens if the division continues
until we reach a cube of an angle length estimated with a nanometer?
1m

Figure (22) The relationship between surface area and volume

In the Nano volume of the substance, the ratio increases between the surface area to the volume
to a very large degree. The numbers of substance atoms exposed to reactions become many if
compared to their numbers in the greater volume of the substance. This ratio between the surface
area to the volume acquires the Nano particles new and unique physical and chemical properties.
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Nanotechnology and Chemistry

The Nano is a unique measuring unit :
From the physical and mathematical point of view, the Nano equals one part of a billion
(0.000000001) of the measured unit. The nanometer (nm)equals a part of a billion part of a meter.
Thus, it is 10-9 of a meter. There is also the nanosecond, the Nano gram, the Nano mole, the Nano
joule, and so on. The Nano is used as a measuring unit for very minute particles.
Check Your Understanding

1 ✕ 10-9
Nano

Using 10n , determine the relationship between :
ml and Micro

Minimize

ml and Nano
Micro and Nano

1 ✕ 10-6
Micro

Magnify

1 ✕ 10-3
milli

The minute nanometer can be clarified through the following examples :

Figure (17) The diameter of
a sand grain is about one million
nanometer this equals one millimeter

Figure (18) The diameter
of a water molecule equals
approximately 0.3

Figure (19) The diameter of
an atom is between 0.1 - 0.3 nm

What makes the Nano scale unique in its measurement, is that the properties of the substance
in this dimension like color and transparency, the ability to conduct heat and electricity, the
toughness and elasticity, the melting point, the speed of chemical reaction, and other properties
totally change and the substance gains new and unique properties. Scientists have discovered that
these properties change with the change of Nano volume properties from the substance, which is
called volume dependent properties.

Critical Nano volume: the volume in which the unique Nano properties of the substance appears and
is less than1 - 100 nm.
In order for us to understand the volume dependent properties, which make the Nano substances
unique, the following examples are shown:
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 Nano gold : We know that gold is yellow-color and has a certain brightness. However, when
Communications
Field :

the volume of gold decreases to become a Nano volume, if differs. Scientists have discovered

 Producing
Nano
devices,
mobiles,
and satellites.
that Nanowireless
gold takes
different
colors
according
to their Nano volume. So that gold maybe red,

orange, green
since
the reaction of gold with light in this dimension of the substance
 Decreasing
the or
sizeblue
of the
transistor.
is different than its seen volume.

 Producing electric chips that are distinguished with a high storage capability.
 Nano copper : Scientists have noticed that the toughness of copper particles increases when

it shrinks fromfield
the macro
Environmental
: measurement to the Nano measure and it differs with the difference
of the Nano volume of the substance.

 Producing Nano filters that work ion purifying the air and water, solving the problem of nuclear

wastes, and eliminating the dangerous elements from industrial wastes.

Go Further
For more knowledge about this topic you
can refer to the Egyptian Knowledge Bank
(EKB) through the opposite link.

The possible harmful effects of nanotechnology
Figure (21) Nano copper

Figure (20) Different colors of Nano gold

Although
the technology
of Nano
has various
applications,
there
What applies
on the previous
examples,
also applies
on thesome
Nanopeople
volumebelieve
for anythat
substance.
could
harmful
effects
from this
fears
are summarized
follows:
This be
allows
the side
Nano
substances
to technology.
show super Their
unique
properties
that are as
not
shown in the

the macro
and micro of
substance.
This leads
to itsthat
usage
new and
uncommon
volumes
Medicalofeffects:
is represented
thethe
very
minute Nano
particles
mayinslither
from
the cell
applications.
super
the inside
Nano the
substances
are due
to thethe
relationship
between
membranesThe
of the
skin properties
and lungs toofyield
human body
or inside
bodies of animals
the cells
Thus,
negatively affecting the health of all these organisms.
theand
surface
areaplants.
and the
volume.
 Environmental
effects: it includes the Nano pollution, which are wastes resulting from the
Test
your
process
of producing Nano substances. As they may be quite dangerous due to its size as they
Skills

the following
calculate
the ratio between
theand
areaplant
surfaces
may beReview
suspended
in the air drawing
and thus,and
may
easily penetrate
the animal
cells.and
Nano
the
volume
in
the
three
cubes.
What
do
you
infer?
What
happens
if
the
division
continues
pollution may also have its negative effects on the atmosphere, water, air, and soil.
until we reach a cube of an angle length estimated with a nanometer?
 Social effects: Specialists associated with the social effects of the Nano technology believe that
it will add to the1problems
resulting from social and economic inequality that already exists
m
and includes, but not limited to, the uneven distribution of technology and resources.

Figure (22) The relationship between surface area and volume

In the Nano volume of the substance, the ratio increases between the surface area to the volume
to a very large degree. The numbers of substance atoms exposed to reactions become many if
compared to their numbers in the greater volume of the substance. This ratio between the surface
area to the volume acquires the Nano particles new and unique physical and chemical properties.
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Chemistry and Measurement

The fields of studying chemistry :
Chemists are interested in studying the molecular and atomic structure of substances, how
they bind with each other, in order to understand their chemical properties, and describe them
quantitatively and qualitatively. Also the chemical reactions in which a substance transforms into
another substance and how to control it. As chemists are always trying to reach new beneficial
products that satisfy the increasing needs in different fields like medicine, agriculture, engineering,
and industry. Chemistry also contributes in treating some environmental problems like rust, pollution
of water - air - soil , water shortage, energy resources, and many other fields.
Chemistry has hence been divided into branches like physical chemistry – biochemistry – organic
chemistry – analytical chemistry – thermochemistry – nuclear chemistry – electrical chemistry –
environmental chemistry, and others.

Chemistry is the central science
Search for yourself

Refer to the Internet and clarify the relationship between chemistry and the following applications :

Figure (2) The relationship between chemistry and life

Chemistry is considered the center of most other sciences like biology, physics, medicine,
agriculture and other sciences. We can mention some of them, for example, as follows:

Chemistry and biology:
Biology is a science specialized in studying organisms, chemistry is involved in understanding
the chemical reactions that occur inside the organisms that include the reactions of digestion,
respiration, photosynthesis and others. The combination between biology and chemistry results
in the science of biochemistry. It is specialized in the studying of the chemical structure of the
parts of the cell in the various organisms like fats, carbohydrates, proteins, nucleic acids and others.
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Lesson One : Chemistry and Measurement
Application Activity : Relationship Between Chemistry and
Biology (Harmfulness of drinking tea after food)

Procedure :

Security and Safety

With your classmates, follow the steps of the scientific
method to answer the problem in this activity.
Purpose of the Activity
; Conclude the relationship
between chemistry and other
sciences.
; Explain the danger of drinking
tea immediately after eating.

 Dissolve 3 g of iron III sulfate in 50 ml of distilled water.

Take the purifier from the solution in a test tube and record
its color.
Color: ................................................................................................
 Spill a small amount of tea in a test tube, and then spill an

amount of iron III sulfate on it. Record your observations.
Observation: ...................................................................................

Acquired Skills
; Hypotheses – Experimentation
– Conclusion

Materials
; Cup of tea – lemon juice or
vitamin C – iron sulfate III salt
– test tubes – tube carrier – 2
glass flasks of 100 ml

 Dissolve vitamin C or drops of lemon juice in distilled water.
 Add drops of the lemon juice solution or vitamin C to the

precipitant formed. Record your results. Does the color of
the precipitant refer to the iron III sulfate solution?
Observation: ...................................................................................

Conclusion and explanation :
 What do you conclude from this experiment?

..............................................................................................................
 Clarify how we can make use of the results of this experiment

in our everyday life.
..............................................................................................................
 From the previous experiment, explain how chemistry

contributes in biology.
..............................................................................................................
Solution

Precipitant
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Unit1 1
Unit

Activities
and
Assessment
Questions
Activities
and
Assessment
Questions
Application Activity : Using Measurement Tools
Application Activity : Using Measurement Tools
(Determining Water Density)
(Determining Water Density)

Procedure
Procedure
: :

Security and Safety
Security and Safety

First : Determining distilled water's density by using a
First : Determining distilled water's density by using a
graduated cylinder
graduated cylinder
 Using the balance, determine the mass of the cylinder.
Purpose of the Activity  Using the balance, determine the mass of the cylinder.
Purpose of the Activity
 Using a straw, fill the graduated cylinder up to 10 ml with
; Using the measuring tools with  Using a straw, fill the graduated cylinder up to 10 ml with
the distilled water found in the flask.
; Using the measuring tools with
the distilled water found in the flask.
accuracy.
accuracy.
 Identify the mass of the graduated cylinder that has water
 Identify the mass of the graduated cylinder that has water
by using the balance.
Acquired Skills
by using the balance.
Acquired Skills
 Using the date that you have, identify the mass of the water.
; Using the tools – observation.  Using the date that you have, identify the mass of the water.
; Using the tools – observation.
Materials
Materials
; 100 ml glass cup filled with
; 100 ml glass cup filled with
distilled water – graduated
distilled water – graduated
cylinder – pipette – digital
cylinder – pipette – digital
balance – burette – plastic
balance – burette – plastic
bottle.
bottle.

Recording
data
Recording
data
: :
Mass of empty Mass of cylinder Water
Water
Water
Mass of empty Mass of cylinder Water
Water
Water
cylinder
with water
mass
volume density
cylinder
with water
mass
volume density
.................
.................
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Second : Identifying Water Mass by Using a Burette
Second : Identifying Water Mass by Using a Burette
 Using the balance, determine the mass of a small and empty
Using the balance, determine the mass of a small and empty
plastic bottle.
plastic bottle.
 Fill a 50 ml burette with distilled water in room temperature
Fill a 50 ml burette with distilled water in room temperature
from the flask.
from the flask.
 Record the reading of the burette from the beginning.
Record the reading of the burette from the beginning.
 From the burette, add 5 ml of distilled water to the plastic
From the burette, add 5 ml of distilled water to the plastic
bottle.
bottle.
 Record the final reading of the burette and determine the
Record the final reading of the burette and determine the
water volume inside the plastic bottle.
water volume inside the plastic bottle.
 Identify the mass of the bottle with water by using the
Identify the mass of the bottle with water by using the
balance.
balance.
 Using the data you have, determine the water density.
Using the data you have, determine the water density.
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Recording data :
Mass of empty plastic

Mass of bottle with

bottle (g)

water (g)

..............................

..............................

Water mass (g)

..............................

Water volume

Water density

(ml)

(g/ml)

..............................

..............................

Analyze :
 Compare between the density of water in each of the two previous experiments

.............................................................................................................................................................................
 Identify the sources of possible errors in the previous measurements.

.............................................................................................................................................................................
 Which of the results are more accurate and why?

.............................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 1

Assessment
Questions
Activities and
Assessment Questions
Application
Activity : Using Measurement Tools
First : Choose the correct answer
:
(Determining Water Density)

1. One of the following is used to determine the mass of substances ............................
A.Security
Buretteand Safety
C. Sensitive balance

Procedure :
B. Pipette
First
: Determining
D.
Round
bottom flaskdistilled water's density by using a
graduated cylinder

 Using the balance, determine the mass of the cylinder.
2. OnePurpose
of the types
glass tools used in the operations of preparation and distillation ............................
of theof
Activity
 Using a straw, fill the graduated cylinder up to 10 ml with
A.the
Burette
B.
; Using
measuring tools with
thePipette
distilled water found in the flask.
accuracy.
C. Sensitive balance
D. Round flasks
 Identify the mass of the graduated cylinder that has water
Acquired Skills

by using the balance.

3. The pH value of acidic solution
is ............................
 Using
the date that you have, identify the mass of the water.

; Using the tools – observation.

A. > 7

B. < 7

C. = 7 Materials

D. = 14

Recording data :

; 100 ml glass cup filled with
Mass of empty Mass of cylinder Water
Water
Water
distilled water – graduated
4. Which of the following is used in
the titration ............................
cylinder
with water
mass
volume density
cylinder – pipette – digital
A. Round
bottom
flask
B. Conical flask
balance
– burette
– plastic
.................
.................
................. ................. .................
bottle.
C. Pipette
D. Graduated cylinder

Second : Identifying Water Mass by Using a Burette
Second : Justify :

 Using the balance, determine the mass of a small and empty

plastic bottle.
1. Measurement has great importance in chemistry.
 Fill a 50 ml burette with distilled water in room temperature
.............................................................................................................................................................................
from the flask.
2. Chemistry is considered thecenter
for the
mostreading
other sciences
as biology,
and agriculture.
Record
of the burette
from physics,
the beginning.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
 From the burette, add 5 ml of distilled water to the plastic
bottle.
3. The measurement of pH has a great degree of importance in chemical and biochemical reactions.
 Record the final reading of the burette and determine the
.............................................................................................................................................................................
water volume inside the plastic bottle.
 Identify the mass of the bottle with water by using the

balance.
 Using the data you have, determine the water density.
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Third : Write the scientific terminology :
1. Systematic knowledge that includes facts, concepts, principles, laws, and theories that are
coordinated in an assortment or structure ............................
2. The science that is interested in the study the substance composition, its properties, changes
that occur to it, the reactions of different substances with each other, and the appropriate
circumstances for this ............................
3. The comparison of an unknown amount with another amount of its kind to know the number
of times the first includes on the second ............................
4. Long glass tube opened from both sides and its graduation starts from top to bottom
............................
5. A device used to measure the mass of matter ............................
Fourth : Various questions :

2

1. Observe the figure in front of you and then answer :
A. Write the names of the tools 1 and 2.
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

1

B. Write one function for each of them.
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
2. Determine the appropriate tools for the following usages :
Tool

Use

A. ............................

Determine the volume of liquids and the irregular solid objects

B. ............................

Transport a certain amount of a matter

C. ............................

Add accurate volumes of liquids during degradation

D. ............................

Prepare solutions of known concentrations with accuracy
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Unit 1

Lesson
Two : Nanotechnology
andQuestions
Chemistry
Activities
and Assessment
Application Activity
Activity :: Using
Identify
the Nano Scale
Application
Measurement
Tools
(Determining Water Density)
Security and Safety
Security and Safety

Purpose of the Activity
Purpose of the Activity
; Conclude the relationships
; Using the measuring tools with
between the different
accuracy.
dimensions.

The following table shows the different abbreviated suffixes
Procedure
: these units and then use
used to express length.
Understand
the schedule
to find distilled
the relationships
betweenbythe
following
First
: Determining
water's density
using
a
lengths:
graduated cylinder
 Using the balance, determine the mass of the cylinder.

Suffix
Measurement
Scientific notation
 Using a straw, fill the graduated cylinder up to 10 ml with
Kilo water found in
1000
1 ✕ 103 m
the distilled
them
flask.
 IdentifyMeter
the mass of the graduated
cylinder that
1m
1 ✕has
100water
m

; Identify the Nano scale.
Acquired Skills
; Using the pH (10n) to express

; Usingthe
theNano.
tools – observation.

by using the balance.
Deci
0.1 m
1 ✕ 10-1 m
Using the date that you have, identify the mass of the water.
Centi

Materials
Acquired Skills

Milli

0.01 m

Recording
data :
0.001 m

1 ✕ 10-2 m
1 ✕ 10-3 m

; 100
ml glass cup –filled
with –
; Measurement
observation
Mass of empty Mass of cylinder Water
Water
Water
Micro
0.000001 m
1 ✕ 10-6 m
distilled
water – graduated
conclusion.
cylinder
with water
mass
volume density
cylinder – pipette – digital
Nano
0.000000001 m
1 ✕ 10-9 m
balance – burette – plastic
.................
.................
................. ................. .................
Materials
bottle.
; White paper – food pigment
– dropper – 200 ml of water –
cup of water – 9 small cups – 
pipette (10 ml) – dye

Second :First
Identifying WaterSecond
Mass by Using aRelationship
Burette
measuring unit
measuring unit
Using the balance, determine the mass of a small and empty
plasticKilometer
bottle.
Meter
103 m

 Fill a 50 ml burette with distilled water in room temperature

Meter
from the flask.

Micrometer

A. ......................

Micro
Nanofrom the beginning.
B. ......................
 Record the
reading of the burette
 From theMeter
burette, add 5 ml ofNano
distilled water to the plastic

C. ......................

bottle.

Cooperate
yourofclassmates
solving
the following
 Record
the finalwith
reading
the buretteinand
determine
the
problem:
water
volume inside the plastic bottle.

 When
a colored
substance
to by
water,
which
 Identify
theadding
mass of
the bottle
with water
usinginthe

concentration does the solution appear without color?
balance.
..........................
 Using the data you have, determine the water density.
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Procedures :
 Number the cups with the numbers from 1-9. Place a white paper under the cups.

.............................................................................................................................................................................
 Using the pipette , place 1 ml from the food pigment and 9 ml of water in the cup number 1.

Gently move the cup to mix the solution.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
 In cup number 2 , use the pipette to transport 1 ml of the solution of cup number 1 and then

add 9 ml of water.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
 Continue the dilution process as you have done above until you reach cup number 9.

.............................................................................................................................................................................
 In the results table, describe the color of the solution and the concentration in each case.

.............................................................................................................................................................................

1

2

Cup number
Concentration

3

1

4

2

5

3

4

6

7

5

6

8

7

9

8

9

........... ........... ........... ........... ........... ........... ........... ........... ...........

Color of solution ........... ........... ........... ........... ........... ........... ........... ........... ...........
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Unit 1

Assessment
Questions
Activities and
Assessment Questions
Using Measurement Tools
1. You have a cube with a side Application
length of 1 cmActivity
. It has :been
divided into sequentially smaller
(Determining Water Density)
squares. Use the following table to express
the relationship between the volume of the cube
and the surface area in each case.

Procedure :

Security and Safety

First : Determining distilled water's density by using a
graduated cylinder
Purpose of the Activity
; Using the measuring tools with
accuracy.

 Using the balance, determine the mass of the cylinder.
 Using a straw, fill the graduated cylinder up to 10 ml with

the distilled water found in the flask.
 Identify the mass of the graduated cylinder that has water

by using the balance.
Sum areas
The ratio

Using
that
identify the mass of the water.
Total
Area
of the date
of the
sixyou have,
; UsingSide
the tools – observation.
Number of
Volume – between
faces of
length of a
surface
one of the
3
area and
cubes
2
Recording
data
: cm
– area – cm
cube – cm
faces – cm2 the cube
Materials
volume
cm2
; 100 ml glass cup filled with
Mass of empty Mass of cylinder Water
Water
Water
Acquired Skills

distilled water – graduated
1
1
cylinder – pipette – digital
balance
– burette – 8plastic
0.50
bottle.

cylinder ...............
with water
volume
...............
...............mass ...............

density
...............

................. ...............
................................
................................
................. .................
...............
...............

0.25

...............

...............
............... Water
...............
...............
Second : Identifying
Mass by...............
Using a Burette

...............

...............


Using the balance,
the mass ...............
of a small and...............
empty
...............
...............determine
...............

plastic bottle.

 Fill
a 50 ml burette
distilled
waterofinaroom
temperature
A. If the division of the cube
continues
to reachwith
a Nano
volume
matter,
which of the
from the flask.
following expressions are correct?

Recordarea
theand
reading
of the
buretteand
fromthe
thespeed
beginning.
First: the ratio between thesurface
volume
increases
of the chemical
reaction increases.  From the burette, add 5 ml of distilled water to the plastic
Second: the ratio between thebottle.
surface area and volume decreases and the speed of the chemical
reaction decreases.
 Record the final reading of the burette and determine the
B. Explain your answer in lightwater
of thevolume
number
of atoms
subjected
to the reaction.
inside
the plastic
bottle.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
 Identify the mass of the bottle with water by using the
balance.
 Using the data you have, determine the water density.
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Unit One
Unit One
Chemistry
the Central
Science
Chemistry
is theisCentral
Science

Unit 1

UnitActivities
One Revision
Questions Questions
and Assessment
Application Activity : Using Measurement Tools
(Determining Water Density)

First : Choose the correct answer :

1. Specializes in the study of the chemical composition of the cell parts ............................
Security and Safety

A. Physical chemistry
C. Organic chemistry

Procedure :

B. Biochemistry
First : Determining distilled water's density by using a
D. Electrochemistry
graduated cylinder

 Using the balance, determine the mass of the cylinder.
theNano
Activitysubstances ............................
2. OnePurpose
of theof1D
 Using a straw, fill the graduated cylinder up to 10 ml with
; Using
measuring
A.the
Nano
fiberstools with
B. Nano
tubes
the distilled
water
found in the flask.
accuracy.

C. Nano shell
Acquired Skills

Bookie
balls
 IdentifyD.
the
mass of
the graduated cylinder that has water

by using the balance.
 Using the date that you have, identify the mass of the water.

3. Which
of the
following expresses the Nanometer? ............................
; Using
the tools
– observation.
A. 1 ✕ 109 Meter
10-9 Meter
C. 1 ✕ Materials

B. 1 ✕ 10 Meter

Recording
-3
D. 1 ✕ 10
Meter

data :

; 100 ml glass cup filled with
Mass of empty Mass of cylinder Water
Water
Water
distilled water – graduated
water
mass
volume density
4. The Nanometer is important incylinder
our life becausewith
............................
cylinder – pipette – digital
A. It –needs
special
tools to see it and deal with it.
balance
burette
– plastic
.................
.................
................. ................. .................
bottle.

B. It shows new properties that have not appeared before.

: Identifying
Water Mass by Using a Burette
C. It needs special methods toSecond
manufacture
it.
D. All the choices above.  Using the balance, determine the mass of a small and empty
plastic bottle.
5. Small volumes of liquids can be measured by a ............................
 Fill a 50 ml burette with distilled water in room temperature
A. Graduated beaker
B. Graduated cylinder
from the flask.
C. Measuring flask
D. Test tube
 Record the reading of the burette from the beginning.
 From the burette, add 5 ml of distilled water to the plastic

6. Which of the following amounts
is larger? ............................
bottle.
A. 10-6
C. 10-3

 Record B.
the10final reading of the burette and determine the
-9

water volume
D. 10-2inside the plastic bottle.
 Identify the mass of the bottle with water by using the

balance.
 Using the data you have, determine the water density.
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7. When dividing a cube into smaller cubes ............................
A. The surface area decreases and the volume decreases.
B. The surface area increases and the volume decreases.
C. The surface area decreases and the volume remains fixed.
D. The surface area increases and the volume remains fixed.
8. The behavior of Nano particles is related with its very small size because ............................
A. The ratio between the surface area to the size is very large in comparison with the larger
size of the matter.
B. The number of atoms on the surface of the particles is large in comparison to their numbers
to the larger size of the matter.
C. The number of atoms on the surface of the particles is small in comparison to their numbers
the larger size of the matter.
D. A and B are true answers.

Second : Write the scientific terminology :
1. Deals with the treatment of the matter on the Nano scale to produce new useful products.
...............................
2. A branch of the Nano science that deals with the chemical applications of the Nano substances.
...............................
3. Used to state the volumes of liquids and the irregular solid bodies. ...............................
4. Changes the properties of the Nano particles of different sizes in the range of the Nano scale.
...............................
5. Includes the study, description, and production of the substances with Nano dimensions.
...............................
6. Equals one of a billion of a meter. ...............................
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Chemistry
is theisCentral
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Unit 1

Third : Choose from the column (A) what is appropriate from column (B), and then
choose what is appropriate from
column (C)and
:
Activities
Assessment Questions
Column (A)
Substances that have one
Security and Safety
Nano dimension

Application Activity : Using Measurement Tools
Column
(B)
Column (C)
(Determining
Water Density)

Procedure
Nano shells

:

Space shuttles

First : Determining distilled water's density by using a
Substances that have two
Nano wires
Treatment of cancer
graduated cylinder
Nano dimensions
Substances that have three  Using the balance, determine the mass of the cylinder.
Nano carbon tubes
Electronic circuits
Purpose
of the Activity
Nano dimensions
 Using a straw, fill the graduated cylinder up to 10 ml with
; Using the measuring tools with
the distilled water found in the flask.
accuracy.

 Identify the mass of the graduated cylinder that has water
Fourth : Compare between the following :
by using the balance.
Acquired Skills
1. Normal solar cells and Nano solar cells.
 Using the date that you have, identify the mass of the water.
; Using the tools – observation.
2. Solidness of copper and the Nano particles of copper.
Materials

Recording data :

: Write
a short
; 100Fifth
ml glass
cup filled
withanswer about :
Mass of empty Mass of cylinder Water
Water
Water
distilled water – graduated
cylinder
water
mass
volume density
1. The harmful and beneficial health
effects of thewith
Nano
technology.
cylinder – pipette – digital
.............................................................................................................................................................................
balance
– burette – plastic
.................
.................
................. ................. .................
bottle.

2. The importance of the relationship between the surface area and the size in Nano substances.
Second : Identifying Water Mass by Using a Burette
.............................................................................................................................................................................
 Using the balance, determine the mass of a small and empty
plastic bottle.
Sixth : What is meant by each :
 Fill a 50 ml burette with distilled water in room temperature
from the flask.
1. Measurement.
 Record the reading of the burette from the beginning.
.............................................................................................................................................................................

2. Measuring unit.

 From the burette, add 5 ml of distilled water to the plastic

bottle.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
 Record the final reading of the burette and determine the
3. Nanotechnology.
water volume inside the plastic bottle.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
 Identify the mass of the bottle with water by using the
balance.
 Using the data you have, determine the water density.
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The Mole and the Chemical Equation

NaCl(s)

Hydrated Na− ion

Cl−
Na+
H2O(l)

Hydrated Cl− ion

Figure (9) When dissolving sodium chloride in water, it dissociates into Cl-, Na+ ions

✓ Neutralization of sulfuric acid with sodium hydroxide to form sodium sulfate salt and water

Lesson One 2NaOH
: The Mole
and theNa Chemical
Equation
+ H SO
SO + 2H O
can be expressed with the following symbolic equation:
(aq)

2

4(aq)

2

4(aq)

2

(l)

As these substances are in their aquatic solutions, they are found in the form of ions except water,
which is the only substance, found in the form of molecules, this reaction can be expressed in the
Byform
the end
this equation
lesson, you
of anofionic
as follows:
Chemical Equation
Learning Outcomes

will be able to:

+
2- in EKB explains
+
✓ Express a chemical+ reaction using aThe
next link
how 2-do you balance the
2Na (aq)
2H (aq) SO 4
2Na (aq) SO 4 2H2O(l)
balanced symbolical
equation.2OH (aq)
chemical equation.
✓ Calculate the mass of the mole of a
2By looking
equation, we find that the Na+ ions and the SO 4(aq) ions remained
chemical
compoundatinthe
termsprevious
of the
atomic
free
inmass.
the reaction, it did not participate in the reaction. By neglecting it from the two ends of the
✓ Mention the relationship between the
equation,
we get the ionic equation of the reaction, which shows the reactant ions only.
mole and the Avogadro number.
+
✓ Identify the size of the mole gas at
2OH (aq) 2H (aq)
2H2O(l)
(STP).
When
of potassium
dichromate
solutionthe
into
silver nitrates
solution,
✓ Calculate
theadding
number ofdrops
gas moles
in
Table (1) shows
symbols
used to
expresssilver
the chromate
physical
terms
of
its
size
and
the
size
of
one
forms. It does not dissolve in waterstates
and separates
in
a
solid,
red,
precipitant
form.
and is written at the bottom left of the chemical symbol
mole.

+

+

+

+

+

+

of the substance. 2KNO
✓ Calculate the amounts Kof Cr
reactant
O + 2AgNO
+ Ag2Cr2O7 (s)
2
2 7(aq)
3(aq)
3(aq)
Test
substances
that results from the
your equation using the units of
balanced
Skills
mole and mass.Express the previous reaction with a balanced ionic equation.
✓ Appreciate the efforts of scientists.
✓ Appreciate the ingenuity of the Creator
and His creativity in the universe.
Notice

.

In the balanced ionic equation, the sum of the positive charges have to be equal to the sum of the negative charges
in each of the two sides of the equation, in addition to the equal number of atoms of elements intered and produced
from the
reaction.
Solid
s

Liquid

l

Remember
Gasthe smallest part of a substance
g
Molecule:
that can be found in a single state. The properties of the substance
are evidentSolution
in it.
Aqueous
aq
Atom: the smallest building unit of the substance that participated in chemical reactions.
Table (1) Symbols of the physical state ot the
Burning
of magnesium
in oxygen
Both the molecule and the atom are all very small particles in which
their dimensions
are estimated
by a nanometer
substance
unit and are difficult to practically deal with.
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The Mole and the Chemical Equation
The Mole and the Chemical Equation

 The chemical equation must be balanced. In other words, the number of atoms of the
 The chemical equation must be balanced. In other words, the number of atoms of the
reactant's element is equal to the number of atoms of the same element resulting from the
reactant's
element
is equal
of atoms of The
the same
element
resulting
from the
reaction
to achieve
the to
lawthe
of number
mass conservation.
following
equation
expresses
the
reaction
to
achieve
the
law
of
mass
conservation.
The
following
equation
expresses
the
reaction of the combination of hydrogen with oxygen to form water. By looking at the equation
reaction
of the
combination
hydrogen
oxygen
to form
water.
By looking
the equation
in figure
(1),
we find thatofthe
numberwith
of the
resultant
oxygen
atoms
from theatreaction
is less
in figure
(1),
we
find
that
the
number
of
the
resultant
oxygen
atoms
from
the
reaction
is
less
than those entering in the reaction. In order to balance the equation, we start to deal with
thanitthose
entering in the
reaction.
In order to the
balance
the equation,
we start
deal with
as a mathematical
equation
by multiplying
two sides
of the equation
in to
a factore
that
it asmake
a mathematical
equation
the equation
balancedbyasmultiplying
follows: the two sides of the equation in a factore that

make the equation balanced as follows:

H2 + O2
H2 + O2

H2O
H2O

2H2 + O2
2H2 + O2

Figure (1) Before balancing the equation

Figure (1) Before balancing the equation

2H2O
2H2O

Figure (2) After balancing the equation

Figure (2) After balancing the equation

 The chemical equation represents a law for the quantitative relationships between the reactants

and the products, i.e. these quantities can be doubled or divided.
 The chemical equation represents a law for the quantitative relationships between the reactants

and the products, i.e. these quantities can be doubled or divided.
Ionic Equation :
 Some physical operations like dissociating of some ionic compounds when dissolved in water
Ionic
Equation :

or melting. There are also chemical reactions occurring between the ions like the equilibrium
 Some
physicalbetween
operations
like dissociating
some
compounds
whenthat
dissolved
in waterin
reactions
the acid
and the baseofand
the ionic
precipitation
reactions
are expressed
or melting.
areequations.
also chemical reactions occurring between the ions like the equilibrium
the formThere
of ionic

reactions between the acid and the base and the precipitation reactions that are expressed in
✓ When dissolving sodium chloride in water, it is expressed by the following ionic equation:
the form of ionic equations.

+
✓ When dissolving sodium chloride in water,
it is expressed
by -the following ionic equation:
water

NaCl(s)

1 molwater
NaCl
(s)

Na (aq) + Cl(aq)

mol
1 mol
+ Cl
Na1(aq)
+ (aq)
+

-

This means that a mole of NaCl produces a mole from Na ions consisting of 6.02 ✕ 1023 Na+ ion
and mole from Cl– ions consists
of 6.02 ✕ 1023 Cl
ion. The
total sum of the number of ions in the
1 mol
1–mol
1 mol
23
solution
is 12.04
10 ofion.
This
means
that a ✕
mole
NaCl produces a mole from Na+ ions consisting of 6.02 ✕ 1023 Na+ ion

and mole from Cl– ions consists of 6.02 ✕ 1023 Cl– ion. The total sum of the number of ions in the
solution is 12.04 ✕ 1023 ion.
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The
and the
the Chemical
ChemicalEquation
Equation
The Mole
Mole and

NaCl
NaCl
(s)(s)

− − ion
Hydrated
Hydrated
NaNa
ion

Cl−Cl−
+ +
NaNa

HH2OO
2 (l)(l)

− −
ionion
Hydrated
ClCl
Hydrated

- + ions
Figure
inin
water,
it dissociates
into
Cl-,Cl
Na
Figure(9)
(9)When
Whendissolving
dissolvingsodium
sodiumchloride
chloride
water,
it dissociates
into
, Na+ ions

Neutralization of
sodium
sulfate
saltsalt
andand
water
✓ Neutralization
✓
of sulfuric
sulfuricacid
acidwith
withsodium
sodiumhydroxide
hydroxidetotoform
form
sodium
sulfate
water
can be
can
be expressed
expressedwith
withthe
thefollowing
followingsymbolic
symbolicequation:
equation:
2NaOH
NaNa
SO4(aq) + 2H
OO
2 SO
2 (l)
2NaOH(aq) ++HH2SO
SO4(aq)
+ 2H
(aq)

2

4(aq)

2

4(aq)

2

(l)

As these substances are in their aquatic solutions, they are found in the form of ions except water,
As
these substances are in their aquatic solutions, they are found in the form of ions except water,
which is the only substance, found in the form of molecules, this reaction can be expressed in the
which is the only substance, found in the form of molecules, this reaction can be expressed in the
form of an ionic equation as follows:
form of an ionic equation as follows:
+

-

+

2-

+

2-

+ + 2OH - + 2H + + SO 22Na (aq)
2Na (aq)+ + SO 4 2+ 2H2O(l)
2Na (aq) + 2OH(aq)
2H(aq)
SO4 4
2Na (aq) + SO 42- + 2H
O
(aq) +
(aq) +
2 (l)
+
SO
By looking at the previous equation, we find that the Na ions and the
2- ions remained
4(aq)
By looking at the previous equation, we find that the Na+ ions and the SO
ions remained
free in the reaction, it did not participate in the reaction. By neglecting it from the4(aq)
two ends of the
free
in the reaction, it did not participate in the reaction. By neglecting it from the two ends of the
equation, we get the ionic equation of the reaction, which shows the reactant ions only.
equation, we get the ionic equation -of the reaction,
which shows the reactant ions only.
+
2OH (aq)
2H2O(l)
- + 2H (aq)
+
2OHdichromate
2Hsolution
2H2nitrates
O(l) solution, silver chromate
(aq) +
(aq)
When adding drops of potassium
into silver
When
adding
of potassium
dichromate
solution
nitratesform.
solution, silver chromate
forms.
It does
notdrops
dissolve
in water and
separates in
a solid,into
red,silver
precipitant
forms. It does not dissolve in water and separates in a solid, red, precipitant form.
K2Cr2O7(aq) + 2AgNO3(aq)
2KNO3(aq) + Ag2Cr2O7.(s)
Test
K
Cr
O
+
2AgNO
2KNO3(aq) + Ag2Cr2O7.(s)
your
2
2 7(aq)
3(aq)
Test
Skills
your
Skills

Express the previous reaction with a balanced ionic equation.
Express the previous reaction with a balanced ionic equation.

Notice
In the balanced ionic equation, the sum of the positiveNotice
charges have to be equal to the sum of the negative charges
in
each
of
the
two
sides
of
the
equation,
in
addition
to
the
equal number
atoms
produced
In the balanced ionic equation, the sum of the positive charges
have toofbe
equaloftoelements
the sumintered
of the and
negative
charges
from
theofreaction.
in
each
the two sides of the equation, in addition to the equal number of atoms of elements intered and produced
from the reaction.
Remember
Molecule: the smallest part of a substance thatRemember
can be found in a single state. The properties of the substance
are
evident
in
it.
Molecule: the smallest part of a substance that can be found in a single state. The properties of the substance
Atom:
the smallest
are
evident
in it. building unit of the substance that participated in chemical reactions.
Both thethemolecule
the atom
small particles
in which theirin dimensions
are estimated by a nanometer
Atom:
smallestand
building
unitare
of all
thevery
substance
that participated
chemical reactions.
unit and are difficult to practically deal with.
Both the molecule and the atom are all very small particles in which their dimensions are estimated by a nanometer
unit and are difficult to practically deal with.
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TheMole
Moleand
andthetheChemical
Chemical
Lesson One
Equation
Name
The
Equation

The Mole

 The chemical equation must be balanced. In other words, the number of atoms of the

Scientists have agreed on using the term “Mole” in the International System of Units (S.I) to
reactant's element is equal to the number of atoms of the same element resulting from the
express the amounts of substances used and resultant from the chemical reaction.
reaction to achieve the law of mass conservation. The following equation expresses the
The next link in EKB shows how can you calculate the molcular mass and molar mass.
reaction of the combination of hydrogen with oxygen to form water. By looking at the equation
in figure (1), we find that the number of the resultant oxygen atoms from the reaction is less
than those entering in the reaction. In order to balance the equation, we start to deal with
it as a mathematical equation by multiplying the two sides of the equation in a factore that
make
as follows:
Fromthe
theequation
previousbalanced
link calculate
the mass of CO gas.
2

 In the case of ionic compounds, in which the building units can be expressed by the formula

H2 instead
+ O2 of the molecule,
H2Othe formula unit mass
2H2can
+ Obe2 calculated in the
2Hsame
O manner as
2
unit
the molecular mass calculation.
Notice
The ionic compounds are in the form of a regular geometrical structure
known as the crystal lattice as the ion is surrounded with opposing ions, in
terms of charge, from all directions. This can be expressed by the formula
unit that clarifies the ratio between the ions composing it. The image in
front of you shows an organizational chart of the crystal lattice of the ionic Formula
unit
sodium chloride salt.

Crystal lattice

For example, the formula unit mass from the ionic calcium chloride CaCl2 is calculated as
follows:
Figure (1) Before balancing the equation

Figure (2) After balancing the equation

Mass of CaCl2 = (2 ✕ chloride ion mass) + (1 ✕ calcium ion mass)

 The
chemical
representsatomic
a law for
the =
quantitative
relationships
between
the=reactants
If you
know,equation
that the chlorine's
mass
35.5 and the
calcium's atomic
mass
40

and
the the
products,
these=quantities
be✕doubled
(2 ✕ 35.5)can
+ (1
40) = 71or+divided.
40 =
Then
mass ofi.e.CaCl
2
111 a.m.u.

Ionic Equation :

Cl−

Ca2+

Cl−

Figure (3)

And thus a mole of CaCl2 = 111 grams
Calcium chloride
 Some physical operations like dissociating of some ionic compounds when dissolved
in water
formula unit
Information
or melting. There are also chemicalEnrichment
reactions occurring
between the ions like the equilibrium
reactions
between
thewho
acid
andthe
the“mole
base
the precipitation
reactions
that
in
The
first scientist
named
” wasand
the scientist,
Wilhelm Ostwald,
in 1894
andare
wasexpressed
originated from
word “Mol”. It is derived from the word “Molecule”.
the formtheofGerman
ionic equations.

✓ When dissolving sodium chloride in water, it is expressed by the following ionic equation:

If you use a mass of carbon dioxide with an amount of 44 g , this means that you use one mole
of it. If you use another mass of it with an amount of 22 g , then you are using half a mole of it.

NaCl(s)

water

+

-

Na (aq) + Cl(aq)

Mass
of substance
1 mol =
1 mol
1 mol(gram)
Number of moles from the substance
one mole
of itconsisting
(g.mol-1) of 6.02 ✕ 1023 Na+ ion
This means that a mole of NaCl producesMass
a moleoffrom
Na+ ions
and mole from Cl– ions consists of 6.02 ✕ 1023 Cl– ion. The total sum of the number of ions in the
solution is 12.04 ✕ 1023 ion.
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The Mole and the Chemical Equation

Hydrated Na− ion

NaCl(s)

Cl−
Na+
Hydrated Cl− ion

H2O(l)

Figure (9) When dissolving sodium chloride in water, it dissociates into Cl-, Na+ ions

✓ Neutralization of sulfuric acid with sodium hydroxide to form sodium sulfate salt and water

can be expressed with the following symbolic equation:
2NaOH(aq) + H2SO4(aq)

Na2SO4(aq) + 2H2O(l)

As these substances are in their aquatic solutions, they are found in the form of ions except water,
which is the only substance, found in the form of molecules, this reaction can be expressed in the
form of an ionic equation as follows:
+

-

+

2-

2Na (aq) + 2OH (aq) + 2H (aq) + SO 4

+

2-

2Na (aq) + SO 4 + 2H2O(l)
2-

By looking at the previous equation, we find that the Na+ ions and the SO 4(aq) ions remained
free in the reaction, it did not participate in the reaction. By neglecting it from the two ends of the
equation, we get the ionic equation of the reaction, which shows the reactant ions only.
-

+

2OH (aq) + 2H (aq)
2H2O(l)
When adding drops of potassium dichromate solution into silver nitrates solution, silver chromate
forms. It does not dissolve in water and separates in a solid, red, precipitant form.
K2Cr2O7(aq) + 2AgNO3(aq)

Test
your
Skills

2KNO3(aq) + Ag2Cr2O7.(s)

Express the previous reaction with a balanced ionic equation.

Notice
In the balanced ionic equation, the sum of the positive charges have to be equal to the sum of the negative charges
in each of the two sides of the equation, in addition to the equal number of atoms of elements intered and produced
from the reaction.
Remember
Molecule: the smallest part of a substance that can be found in a single state. The properties of the substance
are evident in it.
Atom: the smallest building unit of the substance that participated in chemical reactions.
Both the molecule and the atom are all very small particles in which their dimensions are estimated by a nanometer
unit and are difficult to practically deal with.
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The Mole and the Chemical Equation

 The chemical equation must be balanced. In other words, the number of atoms of the

reactant's element is equal to the number of atoms of the same element resulting from the
reaction to achieve the law of mass conservation. The following equation expresses the
reaction of the combination of hydrogen with oxygen to form water. By looking at the equation
in figure (1), we find that the number of the resultant oxygen atoms from the reaction is less
than those entering in the reaction. In order to balance the equation, we start to deal with
it as a mathematical equation by multiplying the two sides of the equation in a factore that
make the equation balanced as follows:

H2 + O2

H2O

2H2 + O2

Figure (1) Before balancing the equation

2H2O

Figure (2) After balancing the equation

 The chemical equation represents a law for the quantitative relationships between the reactants

and the products, i.e. these quantities can be doubled or divided.

Ionic Equation :
 Some physical operations like dissociating of some ionic compounds when dissolved in water

or melting. There are also chemical reactions occurring between the ions like the equilibrium
reactions between the acid and the base and the precipitation reactions that are expressed in
the form of ionic equations.
✓ When dissolving sodium chloride in water, it is expressed by the following ionic equation:

NaCl(s)
1 mol

water

+

-

Na (aq) + Cl(aq)
1 mol 1 mol

This means that a mole of NaCl produces a mole from Na+ ions consisting of 6.02 ✕ 1023 Na+ ion
and mole from Cl– ions consists of 6.02 ✕ 1023 Cl– ion. The total sum of the number of ions in the
solution is 12.04 ✕ 1023 ion.
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The Mole and the Chemical Equation

From the previous link in EKB, we can
express
the
relationship
between the number of moles
Hydrated
Na− ion
NaCl
(s)
and the number of atoms, molecules or ions in the overall law:
Atoms
Number or
or

Atoms

Molecules = Number of moles

or

Ions

or

Example:

H2O(l)

Cl−
Molecules ✕ Avogadro,s number (6.02 ✕ 1023)
Na+
Ions

Hydrated Cl− ion

Calculate Figure
the number
of carbon
atoms
found
in 50 ginofwater,
calcium
carbonates,
that:
(9) When
dissolving
sodium
chloride
it dissociates
intoknowing
Cl-, Na+ ions
[Ca = 40 , C = 12 , O = 16]
✓ Neutralization of sulfuric acid with sodium hydroxide to form sodium sulfate salt and water
Solution:
can be expressed with the following symbolic equation:
16 ✕ 3 + 12 + 40
100 g + 2H O
Mole of calcium carbonates
2NaOHCaCO
+ H3 2=SO
Na=2SO
(aq)
4(aq)
4(aq)
2 (l)
contains
1
mol
of
carbon
atoms
(C)
As
one
mole
of
CaCO
As these substances are
3 in their aquatic solutions, they are found in the form of ions except water,
contains
which
is the
in the
form(C)
of molecules, this reaction can be expressed in the
1 molfound
of carbon
atoms
i.e. 100
g only substance,
form of an ionic equation
contains as follows:
X mol
therefore, 50 g
+
+
2+
21 ✕ 50
` X (Number
atom
2Na (aq)of+ carbon
2OH (aq)
2H (aq)=+ SO 4 = 0.5 mol2Na (aq) + SO 4 + 2H2O(l)
+ moles)
100
2+
23
lookingof
at carbon
the previous
we✕find
the=Na
ions
the SO 4(aq) ions remained
1023that
✕ 0.5
3.01
✕ 10and
atom
`ByNumber
atoms equation,
= 0.5 ✕ 6.02
free in the reaction, it did not participate in the reaction. By neglecting it from the two ends of the
The Mole and the Volume of Gas
equation, we get the ionic equation of the reaction, which shows the reactant ions only.
+
It is known that the solid or liquid matter
has a definite
and constant volume. It can be measured
2OH
2H
+
2H2to
O(l)the volume of the space or
(aq)
(aq)
by various methods. As for the volume of gas, it is always equal
Whenitadding
drops
of potassium
solution
into silver nitrates
silver
container
occupies.
However,
due todichromate
research and
experimentation,
that thesolution,
mole, from
anychromate
gas,
not dissolve
in water and
in a solid,
red, precipitant
ifforms.
placedItindoes
the standard
temperature
andseparates
pressure (STP),
it occupies
a certainform.
volume estimated
to be 22.4 liters. K Cr O
+ 2AgNO3(aq)
2KNO3(aq) + Ag2Cr2O7.(s)
2
2 7(aq)
Test
your
The
Skills

Notice
standard temperature and pressure (STP) means the existence of the matter in a temperature of 273 K,
Express the previous reaction with a balanced ionic equation.
which equals 0°C and a pressure of 760 mm.Hg which is the normal atmospheric pressure 1 atm.p

This means that a mole of methane gas CH4Notice
occupies a volume of 22.4 liters and a mole of
In
the
balanced
ionic
equation,
the
sum
of
the
positive
charges
have to be equal
the sum
of the
charges
ammonia gas NH3 also occupies a volume of 22.4 liters
in condition
that to
these
gases
arenegative
in the STP.

in each of the two sides of the equation, in addition to the equal number of atoms of elements intered and produced
from the reaction.
Remember
Molecule: the smallest
part of a substance
of the substance
NHin3 a single state. The
CHproperties
He
N2 that can be found
4
28
g
17
g
16
g
4
g
are evident in it.
n = 1 mol
n = 1 mol
n = 1 mol
n = 1 mol
Atom: the smallest
unit of
substance
that participated
V the
= 22.4
L
V = 22.4 L in chemicalVreactions.
= 22.4 L
V = 22.4building
L
Both
the (10)
molecule
the atom are
all very small
particles inmoles
which their
are estimated
Figure
Theand
relationship
between
the numberof
of gasdimensions
and its volume
in STPby a nanometer
unit and are difficult to practically deal with.
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The Mole and the Chemical Equation

 The chemical equation must be balanced. In other words, the number of atoms of the

reactant's element is equal to the number of atoms of the same element resulting from the
reaction to achieve the law of mass conservation. The following equation expresses the
reaction of the combination of hydrogen with oxygen to form water. By looking at the equation
in figure (1), we find that the number of the resultant oxygen atoms from the reaction is less
than those entering in the reaction. In order to balance the equation, we start to deal with
it as a mathematical equation by multiplying the two sides of the equation in a factore that
make the equation balanced as follows:

H2 + O2

H2O

2H2 + O2

Figure (1) Before balancing the equation

2H2O

Figure (2) After balancing the equation

 The chemical equation represents a law for the quantitative relationships between the reactants

and the products, i.e. these quantities can be doubled or divided.

Ionic Equation :
 Some physical operations like dissociating of some ionic compounds when dissolved in water

or melting. There are also chemical reactions occurring between the ions like the equilibrium
reactions between the acid and the base and the precipitation reactions that are expressed in
the form of ionic equations.
✓ When dissolving sodium chloride in water, it is expressed by the following ionic equation:

NaCl(s)
1 mol

water

+

-

Na (aq) + Cl(aq)
1 mol 1 mol

This means that a mole of NaCl produces a mole from Na+ ions consisting of 6.02 ✕ 1023 Na+ ion
and mole from Cl– ions consists of 6.02 ✕ 1023 Cl– ion. The total sum of the number of ions in the
solution is 12.04 ✕ 1023 ion.
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The Mole and the Chemical Equation

NaCl

Hydrated Na− ion

This means that the mole from any gas at the(s)standard temperature and pressure (STP) occupies
a volume of 22.4 liters and contains 6.02 ✕ 1023 molecules from this gas. If the number of moles
doubles, the volume doubles, and the molecules also double.
−
Cl

Na+
H2O(l)

Hydrated Cl− ion

Figure (9) When dissolving sodium chloride in water, it dissociates into Cl-, Na+ ions

�Cl2� hydroxide to form
Hydrogen
�2HCl�
Hydrogen (H2)of sulfuric acidChlorine
✓ Neutralization
with sodium
sodiumchloride
sulfate salt
and water

mol
1 mol
2 mol
can be1 expressed
with the following
symbolic equation:
22.4 L
22.4 L
2 ✕ 22.4 L
2NaOH(aq) + H2SO
Na2SO4(aq) + 2H2O(l) 23
23
4(aq)
23
6.02 ✕ 10 molecule
6.02 ✕ 10 molecule
2 ✕ 6.02 ✕ 10 molecule
As these substances are in their aquatic solutions, they are found in the form of ions except water,
Figure
(11) The volumes
of introducing
producingthis
gases
are of fixed
which is the only
substance,
found in
the form ofand
molecules,
reaction
canratios
be expressed in the
form
of an ionic equation as follows:
From the previous, we can conclude a number of concepts for the mole which include:
+

-

+

2-

+

2-

 The atomic,
molecular,
or 2H
formula+units
expressed2Na
in grams.
2Na (aq)
SOare
SO 4
+ 2OHionic
(aq) +
(aq)
4
(aq) +

+ 2H2O(l)

2- ✕ 1023.
 ABy
constant
of molecules,
atoms,
formula
units
estimated
6.02
+
lookingnumber
at the previous
equation,
weions
findorthat
the Na
ions
and thebySO
ions remained
4(aq)

freeVolume
in the of
reaction,
it did
participate
the reaction.
neglecting
it from the two ends of the

22.4 L of
gas not
at the
standard in
temperature
andBypressure
(STP).
equation, we get the ionic equation of the reaction, which shows the reactant ions only.
- contains Avogadro'
+
The mole: the quantity of matter that
s number (6.02 ✕ 1023) of atoms,
2OH (aq) + 2H (aq)
2H2O(l)
molecules, ions or formula units of the substance.
When adding drops of potassium dichromate solution into silver nitrates solution, silver chromate
forms. It does not dissolve in water and separates in a solid, red, precipitant form.
K2Cr2O7(aq) + 2AgNO3(aq)

Test
your
Skills

2KNO3(aq) + Ag2Cr2O7.(s)

Express the previous reaction with a balanced ionic equation.

Notice
In the balanced ionic equation, the sum of the positive charges have to be equal to the sum of the negative charges
in each of the two sides of the equation, in addition to the equal number of atoms of elements intered and produced
from the reaction.
Remember
Molecule: the smallest part of a substance that can be found in a single state. The properties of the substance
are evident in it.
Atom: the smallest building unit of the substance that participated in chemical reactions.
Both the molecule and the atom are all very small particles in which their dimensions are estimated by a nanometer
unit and are difficult to practically deal with.
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The Mole and the Chemical Equation

 The chemical equation must be balanced. In other words, the number of atoms of the

reactant's element is equal to the number of atoms of the same element resulting from the
reaction to achieve the law of mass conservation. The following equation expresses the
reaction of the combination of hydrogen with oxygen to form water. By looking at the equation
in figure (1), we find that the number of the resultant oxygen atoms from the reaction is less
than those entering in the reaction. In order to balance the equation, we start to deal with
it as a mathematical equation by multiplying the two sides of the equation in a factore that
make the equation balanced as follows:

H2 + O2

H2O

2H2 + O2

2H2O

Lesson Two : Calculation of Chemical Formula
Learning Outcomes

Mass Percentage

By the end of this chapter, you
will be able to:

The stickers found on food cans or mineral water, and the

✓ Calculate the percentage of the
instructions found in medicine boxes are all necessary to guide
components of a matter by using its
the consumers of the compositions of these products. The term
chemical formula or by using the
weight percentage is usually used which means the number of
experimental results.
✓ Infer the empirical formula and the
units from the particle for each 100 units from the overall. In
molecular formula of the compound
chemical calculations, we use the word “weight percentage” to
by using the experimental results.
Figure (1) Before balancing the equation
(2) After balancing the equation
calculate the ratioFigure
of each
component from the components
✓ Calculate the percentage of the actual
product with respect to the calculated
of a certain sample. When calculating the weight percentage
theoretical
productequation
from the balanced
 The
chemical
represents a law for the quantitative relationships between the reactants
of nitrogen in the fertilizer of ammonium nitrates NH4NO3 ,
chemical equation.

and the products, i.e. these quantities can be doubled or divided.
we must know how many grams of nitrogen is found in 100 g
of fertilizer. This can be calculated with the assistance of the
Ionic Equation :
molecular formula of the material or through the experimental
results thatofare
practically
obtained. when dissolved in water
 Some physical operations like dissociating
some
ionic compounds
or melting. There are also chemical reactions occurring between the ions like the equilibrium
reactions between the acid and the base and the precipitation
reactions
that are expressed in
Element mass
in the sample
Mass
percentage
=
✕ 100
the form of ionic equations.
Total mass of the sample
✓ When dissolving sodium chloride in water, it is expressed by the following ionic equation:

NaCl(s)
1 mol

water

+

-

Na (aq) + Cl(aq)
1 mol 1 mol

This means that a mole of NaCl produces a mole from Na+ ions consisting of 6.02 ✕ 1023 Na+ ion
and mole from Cl– ions consists of 6.02 ✕ 1023 Cl– ion. The total sum of the number of ions in the
solution is 12.04 ✕ 1023 ion.
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Calculation of Chemical Formula

Add to your
The molecular formula of a compound
can beInformation
calculated by knowing the molar mass of it and
The weightformula
percentagethen
of an multiplying
element in a compound
can be
calculatedoffrom
the atomic mass of the element and the
its empirical
it in the
number
itsofunits.
molar mass of the compound from the relation:

Notice

Mass of the element in one moleMolar
of themass
compound
of the compound
✕ 100
Number of units of theMolar
empirical
formula
=
mass of the compound
Molar mass of the empirical formula

Example:
The molar mass of ammonium nitrate NH4NO3 = (O) ✕ 3 + (N) ✕ 2 + (H) ✕ 4
Chemical analyses have proven that acetic acid (vinegar acid) is formed from 40% carbon,
NO3 = 16molar
✕ 3 + mass
14 ✕ 2of+it1is✕60
4 g= ,80
g the molecular
The
molar massand
of ammonium
nitrate
NHmolecular
4
6.67% hydrogen,
53.33% oxygen.
If the
infer
formula
of the
acid knowing
(C14= ✕122 ,=H28= g1of
, Onitrogen
= 16).
This mass
contains
inside itthat
2(N)
Solution:

N%=

Mass of nitrogen (28)
Mass of ammonia (80)
O
H

✕ 100 = 35 %

C
53.33and hydrogen
6.67 using40
Calculate the percentage of both oxygen
the same method.
Calculation of number of moles =
16
1
12
The sum of the weight percentages3.33
of the elements
forming
6.67
3.33the compound must be equal
to 100. In the ammonium nitrites, we find that the nitrogen weight percentage (35%) + oxygen
percentage (60%) + hydrogen weight percentage (5%) = 100%.
divid=on the
Ratio between the numbers of moles
1 smallest
: number
2
: of moles
1
Notice

Empirical
formula =
O
H2
C
The weight percentage of an element in a compound can be calculated
from of its weight percentage in this compound.
Calculation of the molecular mass of the empirical formula =
The number of moles of each element in a compound can be calculated from its percentage
16 + 1 ✕ 2 + 12 = 30
and the molar mass of the compound.

60
Example:
Calculation of the number of units of the empirical formula =
=2
30
Calculate the number of moles of carbon in an organic compound containing only carbon and
Molecular
of the
= empirical
formula
✕ compound
units of emirical
formula
hydrogen.
If youformula
knew that
the compound
weight percentage
of carbon
in this
is 85.71
% and the
molar mass of this compound is 28 g (C = 12 , H = 1).
Molecular formula of the compound = CH2O ✕ 2 = C2H4O2
Solution:
Carbon mass =

Carbon's weight percentage ✕ Molar mass of the compound
100

` Number of carbon moles =

=

85.71 ✕ 28
100

= 24 g

24
= 2 mol
12

Calculation of Chemical Formula
The chemical formulas are divided into a number of types that include the empirical formula,
the molecular formula, and the structural formula. Chemical calculation can be used to express
both the empirical formula and the molecular formula.
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CalculationofofChemical
ChemicalFormula
Formula
Calculation

The
nextlink
linkininEKB
EKBexplains
explainshow
howcan
canyou
youcalculate
calculatethe
theemprical
empricalformula:
formula:
The
next

Notice
Notice
Theempirical
empiricalformula,
formula,in inthisthiscase,
case,does
doesnotnotexpress
expressthethetrue
truecomposition
compositionofofthethemolecule
moleculeasasit itonly
onlyshows
showsthe
the
The
simplest
ratio
between
components.
simplest
ratio
between
itsitscomponents.

Theempirical
empiricalformula,
formula,sometimes
sometimesexpresses
expressesthe
themolecular
molecularformula
formulalike
likethe
thecarbon
carbondioxide
dioxide
The
moleculeCO
COor
or the nitric oxide NO.
2 the nitric oxide NO.
molecule
2
H and
numberofofcompounds
compoundsmay
mayparticipate
participateininone
oneempirical
empiricalformula
formulalike
likeacetylene
acetyleneCCH
2 2and
A Anumber
2 2
aromatic
benzeneCCH6Has
as the empirical formula for them is (CH).
6 the empirical formula for them is (CH).
aromatic
benzene
6

6

The empirical formula of the compound can be calculated in terms of the weight percentage of
The empirical formula of the compound can be calculated in terms of the weight percentage of
the elements forming it as the weight percentage represents the mass of these elements found in
the elements forming it as the weight percentage represents the mass of these elements found in
every 100 g of the compound.
every 100 g of the compound.
Example:
Example:
Calculate the empirical formula of a compound containing nitrogen with a weight percentage
Calculate the empirical formula of a compound containing nitrogen with a weight percentage
of 25.9% and oxygen with a weight percentage of 74.1% knowing that (N = 14, O = 16).
of 25.9% and oxygen with a weight percentage of 74.1% knowing that (N = 14, O = 16).
Solution:
Solution:
25.9
Number of nitrogen moles =25.9 = 1.85 mol
Number of nitrogen moles = 14 = 1.85 mol
14
74.1
Number of oxygen moles =74.1 = 4.63 mol
Number of oxygen moles = 16 = 4.63 mol
16
The ratio between the number of O moles : number of N moles is 1.85 : 4.63 , by dividing by
The
ratio
between
theanumber
of O between
moles : number
of N of
moles
is 1.85 : 4.63 , by dividing by
the
less
number
to find
simple ratio
the number
moles.
the less number to find a simple ratio between
N the number
:
O of moles.
N
O
4.63
1.85 :
: 4.63
1.85
1.85
1.85 :
1.85
1.851
:
2.5
1
:
2.5
This ratio does not express the empirical formula, but when multiplying on the coefficient
This
does not
express
the empirical
(2), theratio
empirical
formula
becomes
N2O5. formula, but when multiplying on the coefficient
(2), the empirical formula becomes N2O5.

Molecular formula: is a symbolic formula of the molecule of the element, or molecule or the formula
Molecular
is athe
symbolic
the molecule
of the
element,
or molecule
or theorformula
unit. Itformula:
expresses
actual formula
type andofnumber
of atoms
or ions
that form
this molecule
unit.
unit. It expresses the actual type and number of atoms or ions that form this molecule or unit.
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The molecular formula of a compound can be calculated by knowing the molar mass of it and
The molecular
formula
a compounditcan
be calculated
byits
knowing
its empirical
formula
thenofmultiplying
in the
number of
units. the molar mass of it and
its empirical formula then multiplying it in the number of its units.
Notice
Notice
Molar mass of the compound
Number of units of the empirical formula =
Molar mass of the compound
Number of units of the empirical formula =Molar mass of the empirical formula
Molar mass of the empirical formula

Example:
Example:analyses have proven that acetic acid (vinegar acid) is formed from 40% carbon,
Chemical
Chemical
analyses
have proven
that Ifacetic
acid (vinegar
acid)
is formed
6.67%
hydrogen,
and 53.33%
oxygen.
the molecular
molar
mass
of it is from
60 g ,40%
infercarbon,
the molecular
6.67%
hydrogen,
and
53.33%
oxygen.
If
the
molecular
molar
mass
of
it
is
60
g
,
infer
the
molecular
formula of the acid knowing that (C = 12 , H = 1 , O = 16).
formula of the acid knowing that (C = 12 , H = 1 , O = 16).
Solution:
Solution:
O
H
C
O
H
C
53.33
6.67
40
Calculation of number of moles = 53.33
16.67
1240
Calculation of number of moles = 16
16
1
12
3.33
6.67
3.33
3.33
6.67
3.33
Ratio between the numbers of moles =1
:
2
:
1 divid on the smallest number of moles
divid=on the
Ratio between the numbers of moles
1 smallest
: number
2
: of moles
1
Empirical formula =
O
H2
C
Empirical formula =
O
H2
C
Calculation of the molecular mass of the empirical formula =
Calculation of the molecular mass of the empirical formula =
16 + 1✕ 2 + 12 = 30
16 + 1 ✕ 2 + 12 = 30

Calculation of the number of units of the empirical formula60= 60 = 2
Calculation of the number of units of the empirical formula =
=30
2
30
Molecular formula of the compound = empirical formula ✕ units of emirical formula
Molecular formula of the compound = empirical formula ✕ units of emirical formula
Molecular formula of the compound
= CH 2O ✕ 2 = C2H 4O 2
Molecular formula of the compound = CH2O ✕ 2 = C2H4O2
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Calculation of Chemical Formula

The next link in EKB explains how can you calculate the emprical formula:

Notice
The empirical formula, in this case, does not express the true composition of the molecule as it only shows the
simplest ratio between its components.

The empirical formula, sometimes expresses the molecular formula like the carbon dioxide
molecule CO2 or the nitric oxide NO.
A number of compounds may participate in one empirical formula like acetylene C2H2 and
aromatic benzene C6H6 as the empirical formula for them is (CH).
The empirical formula of the compound can be calculated in terms of the weight percentage of
the elements forming it as the weight percentage represents the mass of these elements found in
every 100 g of the compound.
Example:
Calculate the empirical formula of a compound containing nitrogen with a weight percentage
of 25.9% and oxygen with a weight percentage of 74.1% knowing that (N = 14, O = 16).
Solution:
25.9
= 1.85 mol
14
74.1
Number of oxygen moles =
= 4.63 mol
16
Number of nitrogen moles =

The ratio between the number of O moles : number of N moles is 1.85 : 4.63 , by dividing by
the less number to find a simple ratio between the number of moles.
N
:
O
4.63
1.85
:
1.85
1.85
1
:
2.5
This ratio does not express the empirical formula, but when multiplying on the coefficient
(2), the empirical formula becomes N2O5.

Molecular formula: is a symbolic formula of the molecule of the element, or molecule or the formula
unit. It expresses the actual type and number of atoms or ions that form this molecule or unit.
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CalculationofofChemical
ChemicalFormula
Formula

formula1of
a compound
2The
molmolecular
of H2 Produce
mol
of CH3OHcan be calculated by knowing the molar mass of it and
its empirical formula then multiplying it in the number of its units.
4 g Produce 32 g
Notice
Molar mass of the compound
1.2 g ProduceNumber
X g of units of the empirical formula =
Molar mass of the empirical formula
32 ✕ 1.2
` X ( mass CH3OH theoritical ) =
✕ 100 = 9.6 g
4
Example:
6.1
`Chemical
Percentage
of actual
yield
= that
✕ 100 = 63.54%
analyses
have
proven
acetic acid (vinegar acid) is formed from 40% carbon,
9.6
6.67% hydrogen, and 53.33% oxygen. If the molecular molar mass of it is 60 g , infer the molecular
formula of the acid knowing that (C =Search
12 , H =and
1 , OLearn
= 16).
Participate with some of your classmates in conducting a research on the mole and its uses in chemical
calculations. Use the Internet and some references in your school library.

Solution:

Calculation of number of moles =

O
53.33
16
3.33

H
6.67
1
6.67

C
40
12
3.33

divid=on the
Ratio between the numbers of moles
1 smallest
: number
2
: of moles
1

Empirical formula =

O

H2

C

Calculation of the molecular mass of the empirical formula =
16 + 1 ✕ 2 + 12 = 30
Calculation of the number of units of the empirical formula =

60
=2
30

Molecular formula of the compound = empirical formula ✕ units of emirical formula
Molecular formula of the compound = CH2O ✕ 2 = C2H4O2
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Calculation of Chemical Formula

The next link in EKB explains how can you calculate the emprical formula:

Notice
The empirical formula, in this case, does not express the true composition of the molecule as it only shows the
simplest ratio between its components.

The empirical formula, sometimes expresses the molecular formula like the carbon dioxide
molecule CO2 or the nitric oxide NO.
A number of compounds may participate in one empirical formula like acetylene C2H2 and
aromatic benzene C6H6 as the empirical formula for them is (CH).
The empirical formula of the compound can be calculated in terms of the weight percentage of
the elements forming it as the weight percentage represents the mass of these elements found in
every 100 g of the compound.
Example:
Calculate the empirical formula of a compound containing nitrogen with a weight percentage
of 25.9% and oxygen with a weight percentage of 74.1% knowing that (N = 14, O = 16).
Solution:
25.9
= 1.85 mol
14
74.1
Number of oxygen moles =
= 4.63 mol
16
Number of nitrogen moles =

The ratio between the number of O moles : number of N moles is 1.85 : 4.63 , by dividing by
the less number to find a simple ratio between the number of moles.
N
:
O
4.63
1.85
:
1.85
1.85
1
:
2.5
This ratio does not express the empirical formula, but when multiplying on the coefficient
(2), the empirical formula becomes N2O5.

Molecular formula: is a symbolic formula of the molecule of the element, or molecule or the formula
unit. It expresses the actual type and number of atoms or ions that form this molecule or unit.
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Unit Two
Unit Two
Quantitative
Chemistry
Quantitative
Chemistry

Lesson
One One
: Mole
and the
Equation
Lesson
: Mole
andChemical
the Chemical
Equation

uestions

Laboratory
Activity
: Mole
and the
Equation
Laboratory
Activity
: Mole
andChemical
the Chemical
Equation

Derivatives

Procedure
: :
Procedure

Security and Safety
Security and Safety

nd perform the
s, observations,
he other groups

mass.

m bicarbonates)
tly with a sealer
s from the other
nt of limewater.

flame and then
you observe?

............................

ach time test the
m bicarbonates
d because the

 Bring a crucible and measure its mass.
 Bring a crucible and measure its mass.
 Measure 2.4 g of magnesium.
 Measure 2.4 g of magnesium.
 Ignite the magnesium and then quickly place it inside a coned
 Ignite the magnesium and then quickly place it inside a coned

Purpose of the Activity
Purpose of the Activity
; Express the chemical reaction
; Express the chemical reaction
with a balanced symbolic
with a balanced symbolic

equation by using the chemical
equation by using the chemical
calculation.
calculation.

Acquired Skills
Acquired Skills

; Using laboratory equipment
; Using –laboratory
equipment
– observing
recording data
–
–
observing
–
recording
data –
concluding.

concluding.
Materials
Materials
; Crucible – Magnesium –
; Crucible
– Magnesium
–
bunsen
flame – digital
balance

bunsen
flame
–
digital
balance
– flask filled with pure oxygen.
– flask filled with pure oxygen.


Sodium
bicarbonates

flask filled with pure oxygen and the ignition is complete and
flask filled with pure oxygen and the ignition is complete and
there is a transformation of magnesium oxide.
there is a transformation of magnesium oxide.
Measure the mass of the produced magnesium oxide. What
 Measure the mass of the produced magnesium oxide. What
do you observe?
do you observe?
Observation: ...................................................................................
Observation: ...................................................................................
Calculate the mass of the used oxygen in this reaction.
 Calculate the mass of the used oxygen in this reaction.
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
Express the reaction with a balanced symbolic equation
Express
the reaction
with aknowing
balancedthat
symbolic
equation
by
using
the chemical
calculation,
[Mg = 24,
by using the chemical calculation, knowing that [Mg = 24,
O = 16]
O = 16]
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
Calculate the mass of the magnesium required to get 120 g
Calculateoxide.
the mass of the magnesium required to get 120 g
of 
magnesium
of magnesium oxide.
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
Use the relationship between the mole and the mass
 Use in
thecalculating
relationship
betweenofthe
mole
andgthe
substance
the number
moles
of 160
of mass
substance
in calculating the number of moles of 160 g of
magnesium
oxide.
magnesium oxide.
..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

Conclusion :
Conclusion
 What are the most important
conclusions: that you have
reached
through
the most
resultsimportant
of this experiment?
 What
are the
conclusions that you have
reached through the results of this experiment?
..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
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Unit Two
Unit
UnitTwo
Two
Quantitative Chemistry
Quantitative
QuantitativeChemistry
Chemistry

Unit222
Unit
Unit
Activities and Assessment Questions

Activities
Activitiesand
andAssessment
AssessmentQuestions
Questions

Laboratory Activity : Mole Unit and its Derivatives
Laboratory
LaboratoryActivity
Activity: :Mole
MoleUnit
Unitand
andits
itsDerivatives
Derivatives
Security and Safety
Security
Securityand
andSafety
Safety

Purpose of the Activity
Purpose
Purposeofofthe
theActivity
Activity
; Calculate the amount of
;;Calculate
Calculate the
the amount
amount ofof
reactant substances using a
reactant
reactant substances
substances using
using a a
practical method.
practical
practicalmethod.
method.
; Calculate the number of
;;Calculate
Calculate the
the number
number ofof
molecules of a substance by
molecules
moleculesofofa asubstance
substancebyby
using the relationship between
using
the
relationship
using the relationshipbetween
between
the mole and the Avogadro
the
themole
moleand
andthe
theAvogadro
Avogadro
number.
number.
number.
; Calculate the volume of gas
;;Calculate
Calculatethe
thevolume
volumeofofgas
gas
in standard conditions of
inin standard
standard conditions
conditions ofof
temperature and pressure in
temperature
and
temperature andpressure
pressure inin
terms of the number of gas
terms
termsofofthe
thenumber
numberofofgas
gas
moles.
moles.
moles.

Procedure
Procedure
:: :
Procedure

Cooperate with two of your classmates and perform the
Cooperate
Cooperatewith
withtwo
twoofofyour
yourclassmates
classmatesand
andperform
performthe
the
following activity. Compare between the results, observations,
following
followingactivity.
activity.Compare
Comparebetween
betweenthe
theresults,
results,observations,
observations,
and conclusions that your reached and what the other groups
and
andconclusions
conclusionsthat
thatyour
yourreached
reachedand
andwhat
whatthe
theother
othergroups
groups
reached in the classroom:
reached
reachedininthe
theclassroom:
classroom:
 Bring a clean and dry test tube and state its mass.
Bring
Bringaaclean
cleanand
anddry
drytest
testtube
tubeand
andstate
stateits
itsmass.
mass.
 Place a small amount of baking soda (sodium bicarbonates)
Place
Placeaasmall
smallamount
amountofofbaking
bakingsoda
soda(sodium
(sodiumbicarbonates)
bicarbonates)
and then state its mass once more. Seal it tightly with a sealer
and
then
state
its
mass
once
more.
Seal
it
tightly
and then state its mass once more. Seal it tightlywith
withaasealer
sealer
and allow a tube to permeate from it that ends from the other
and
andallow
allowaatube
tubetotopermeate
permeatefrom
fromititthat
thatends
endsfrom
fromthe
theother
other
side inside a test tube that has a small amount of limewater.
side
sideinside
insideaatest
testtube
tubethat
thathas
hasaasmall
smallamount
amountofoflimewater.
limewater.
 At the beginning, gently heat the tube on a flame and then
At
Atthe
thebeginning,
beginning,gently
gentlyheat
heatthe
thetube
tubeon
onaaflame
flameand
andthen
then
use a strong flame for ten minutes. What do you observe?
use
a
strong
flame
for
ten
minutes.
What
do
you
observe?
use a strong flame for ten minutes. What do you observe?
Observation: ...................................................................................
Observation:
Observation:...................................................................................
...................................................................................
 Repeat the previous step a few times and in each time test the
Repeat
Repeatthe
theprevious
previousstep
stepaafew
fewtimes
timesand
andinineach
eachtime
timetest
testthe
the
rising gas by using limewater until the sodium bicarbonates
rising
risinggas
gasby
byusing
usinglimewater
limewateruntil
untilthe
thesodium
sodiumbicarbonates
bicarbonates
are completely dissolved. This is inferred because the
are
arecompletely
completelydissolved.
dissolved.This
Thisisisinferred
inferredbecause
because the
the
limewater did not turbid.
limewater
limewaterdid
didnot
notturbid.
turbid.

Acquired Skills
Acquired
AcquiredSkills
Skills
; Observing – explaining –
;;Observing
– – explaining
–
Observing
explaining
recording data
– analyzing– –
recording
data
recording
data––analyzing
analyzing––
concluding.
concluding.
concluding.
Materials
Materials
Materials
; Baking soda (sodium bicarbonates)
;;Baking
soda
bicarbonates)
Baking
soda(sodium
(sodium
– bunsen
flame –bicarbonates)
digital balance
– –bunsen
flame
–
digital
balance
bunsen
flame
–
digital
balance
– watch – limewater – connecting
– –watch
–
limewater
–
connecting
watch
limewater
tubes ––test
tubes. – connecting
tubes
tubes– –test
testtubes.
tubes.
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Lesson
Oneits: Mole
Chemical
Equation
 Leave the tube to cool down and
then state
mass ofand
whatthe
it contains
of products
after
removing the sealer and the connecting
tubes.
Laboratory
Activity : Mole and the Chemical Equation
 Compare between the mass of the tube in the second step and its mass in the fifth step. What

do you observe?

Security and Safety

nd perform the
s, observations,
he other groups

mass.

m bicarbonates)
tly with a sealer
s from the other
nt of limewater.

flame and then
you observe?

............................

ach time test the
m bicarbonates
d because the

Procedure :

Observation: .................................................................................................................................................
 Bring a crucible and measure its mass.
...................................................................................................................................................................................
 Measure 2.4 g of magnesium.
 If you knew that the sodium bicarbonates dissolves by heat and gives sodium carbonates and
 Ignite
the magnesium
and
then
quickly place it inside a coned
carbon dioxide
gas and
vapor rise,
how could
you explain
this
observation?
Purpose
of thewater
Activity
flask filled with pure oxygen and the ignition is complete and
Explanation:
...................................................................................................................................................
; Express the
chemical reaction
there is a transformation of magnesium oxide.
...................................................................................................................................................................................
with a balanced symbolic

 Measure the mass of the produced magnesium oxide. What
equation
by using
the chemical
 Use the
chemical
calculation
in writing the expressive symbolic equation from the previous

do you observe?
calculation.
reaction,
knowing that [Na = 23 , C = 12 , O = 16 , H = 1]
Observation: ...................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Acquired Skills
 Calculate the mass of the used oxygen in this reaction.
 Calculate
the mass ofequipment
baking soda (sodium bicarbonates) that participated in the previous
; Usingoflaboratory
..............................................................................................................
reaction.
– observing – recording data –
concluding.
 Express the reaction with a balanced symbolic equation
.............................................................................................................................................................................
by using the chemical calculation, knowing that [Mg = 24,
 Calculate of the produced water vapor molecules from this reaction.
O = 16]
Materials
.............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
; Crucible – Magnesium –

 Calculate
of flame
the produced
volume ofcarbon
dioxide
reaction
in STP.required to get 120 g
bunsen
– digital balance
Calculate
thefrom
massthis
of the
magnesium
– flask filled with pure oxygen.
of magnesium oxide.
.............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................
 Calculate the number of produced sodium
carbonate moles when heating 53 g of baking soda
until it is dissolved.
Sodium
bicarbonates

 Use the relationship between the mole and the mass

substance in calculating the number of moles of 160 g of
.............................................................................................................................................................................
magnesium oxide.
 Analyze your results and record your conclusions.
..............................................................................................................

Analyzing and concluding:
Conclusion :

.............................................................................................................................................................................
 What are the most important conclusions that you have
.............................................................................................................................................................................
reached through the results of this experiment?
.............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
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Unit
Unit22

Unit Two
Unit
UnitTwo
Two
Quantitative Chemistry
Quantitative
QuantitativeChemistry
Chemistry

Assessment
Questions
Activities
Assessment
Activitiesand
and
AssessmentQuestions
Questions
Laboratory
Activity
Laboratory
Activity: :Mole
MoleUnit
Unitand
andits
itsDerivatives
Derivatives
Use the following atomic masses
when required:

C = 12

O = 16

Cl = 35.5

P = 31

Security
Securityand
andSafety
Safety

H=1

NProcedure
= 14
S:= 32

Procedure :

Na = 23

Mg = 24 with
Ca
40your
Al = 27 and
Fe = 56
Cooperate
the
Cooperate
withtwo
two=ofof
yourclassmates
classmates
andperform
perform
the
following
followingactivity.
activity.Compare
Comparebetween
betweenthe
theresults,
results,observations,
observations,
that
andconclusions
conclusions
thatyour
yourreached
reachedand
andwhat
whatthe
theother
othergroups
groups
First : Choose the correctand
answer
:
reached
reachedininthe
theclassroom:
classroom:
1. Number of water moles found in 36 g of it are ................... moles.
Bring
Bringaaclean
cleanand
anddry
drytest
testtube
tubeand
andstate
stateits
itsmass.
mass.
A. 1
B. 2
Purpose
Purposeofofthe
theActivity
Activity
Place
Placeaasmall
smallamount
amountofofbaking
bakingsoda
soda(sodium
(sodiumbicarbonates)
bicarbonates)
C. 2.5
D.and
0.5
then
state
its
mass
once
more.
Seal
it
tightly
and then state its mass once more. Seal it tightlywith
withaasealer
sealer
;;Calculate
Calculate the
the amount
amount ofof
and
allow
a
tube
to
permeate
from
it
that
ends
from
the
other
and
allow
a
tube
to
permeate
from
it
that
ends
from
the
other
reactant
reactant substances
substances using
using a a
side
a test
tube
that
has
amount
ofoflimewater.
sideinside
inside
test128
tube
that
hasaasmall
small
amount
limewater.
method.
practical
method.
2.practical
Number
of carbon dioxide molecules
founda in
g of
it equals
...................
molecules.
;;Calculate
Calculate the
the number
number ofof
A.
2
molecules
moleculesofofa asubstance
substancebyby
23 between
using
the
relationship
C.
3.01
✕
10
using the relationship between
the
themole
moleand
andthe
theAvogadro
Avogadro
number.
number.

At
gently
Atthe
thebeginning,
beginning,
gentlyheat
heatthe
thetube
tubeon
onaaflame
flameand
andthen
then
23

ininA.standard
conditions
standard
conditions ofof
2
temperature
and
temperature and23pressure
pressure inin
C. 3.01 ✕ 10
terms
termsofofthe
thenumber
numberofofgas
gas
moles.
moles.

completely
dissolved.
are
completely
dissolved.This
Thisisisinferred
inferredbecause
because the
the
B.are
6.02
✕ 1023
limewater did
notturbid.
turbid.
23 not
D. limewater
12.04 ✕ 10did

B. 6.02 ✕ 10
use
useaastrong
strongflame
flamefor
forten
tenminutes.
minutes.What
Whatdo
doyou
youobserve?
observe?
D. 12.04 ✕ 1023
Observation:
Observation:...................................................................................
...................................................................................

Repeat
Repeatthe
theprevious
previousstep
stepaafew
fewtimes
timesand
andinineach
eachtime
timetest
testthe
the
3.
Number
of
produced
sodium
ions
from
dissolving
40
g
of
NaOH
in
water
equals
...................
ions.
rising
;;Calculate
risinggas
gasby
byusing
usinglimewater
limewateruntil
untilthe
thesodium
sodiumbicarbonates
bicarbonates
Calculatethe
thevolume
volumeofofgas
gas

4. The volume of 4 g of hydrogen in standard conditions (STP) equals ................... liter.
A. 2

Acquired
AcquiredSkills
Skills

;;Observing
Observing – – explaining
explaining ––
C.
44.8
recording
recordingdata
data––analyzing
analyzing––
concluding.
concluding.

B. 22.4
D. 89.6

Sodium
Sodium
bicarbonates
bicarbonates

5. The gas volume is directly proportion to the numberof its moles as its temperature and pressure
Materials
are constant
...................
Materials
;;Baking
soda
A. Avogadro’s
Law
Baking
soda(sodium
(sodiumbicarbonates)
bicarbonates)
– –bunsen
flame
–
digital
bunsen flame – digitalbalance
balance
C. Avogadro’s hypothesis
– –watch
–
limewater
–
connecting
watch – limewater – connecting

B. Law of Matter Conservation
D. Law of Mass Conservation

tubes
tubes– –test
testtubes.
tubes.

Limewater
Limewater
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Activity
ActivityBook
Book- -Unit
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Unit Two
Unit Two
Quantitative
Chemistry
Quantitative
Chemistry

Second : Express the following
reactions
in the
form and
of balanced
ionic equations
:
Lesson
One
: Mole
the Chemical
Equation
1. Sodium chloride solution + Laboratory
silver nitrate Activity
solution : Mole
sodium
nitrate
solutionEquation
+ white
and the
Chemical
precipitant from silver chloride
2. Nitric acid + potassium hydroxide solution
Security and Safety

nd perform the
s, observations,
he other groups

mass.

m bicarbonates)
tly with a sealer
s from the other
nt of limewater.

flame and then
you observe?

potassium nitrate solution + water

Procedure :

 Bring a crucible and measure its mass.
Third : Rewrite the following equations after balancing them :
 Measure 2.4 g of magnesium.
Δ
NH3(g)
1. N2(g) + H2(g)
 Ignite the magnesium and then quickly place it inside a coned
Purpose of the Activity
flask filled with pure oxygen and the ignition is complete and
2. Cu(NO3)2(s) Δ CuO(s) + NO2(g) + O2(g)
; Express the chemical reaction
there is a transformation of magnesium oxide.
with a Δ balanced symbolic
Al2O3(s)
3. Al(s) + O2(g)
 Measure the mass of the produced magnesium oxide. What
equation by using the chemical
do you observe?
calculation.

Fourth : Explain :

Acquired Skills

Observation: ...................................................................................

 Calculate
massisof
the used
this reaction.
(STP)
equal
to theoxygen
volumeinoccupied
by
1. The volume occupied by 26 g of acetylene
C2H2 atthe
; Using laboratory equipment
2 g of hydrogen at the same conditions. ..............................................................................................................

............................

– observing – recording data –
concluding.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
 Express the reaction with a balanced symbolic equation

ach time test the
m bicarbonates
d because the

by using the chemical calculation, knowing that [Mg = 24,
2. The difference in the molar mass of phosphorus by the difference in its physical state.
O = 16]
Materials
.............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
; Crucible – Magnesium –
bunsen
– digital
balance thesame
3. One liter
of flame
oxygen
gas contains
number
molecules
that a liter ofrequired
chlorinetogas
Calculate
theofmass
of the magnesium
get 120 g
– flask
filled with pure oxygen.
contains
at STP.
of magnesium oxide.

.............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
 Use the relationship between the mole and the mass
Sodium
bicarbonates

Fifth : Solve the following problems :substance in calculating the number of moles of 160 g of
magnesium
oxide. from dissolving 117 g of sodium
1. Calculate the number of sodium ions that
are produced
chloride in water.
..............................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Conclusion
2. Calculate the mass of calcium carbonate needed to produce
5.1 liters of :carbon dioxide
according to the reaction:
 What are the most important conclusions that you have
reached through the results of this experiment?
CaCl2(aq) + CO2(g) + H2O(l)
CaCO3(s) + 2HCl(aq)
..............................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
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Unit Two
Unit
Two
Unit
Two
Quantitative Chemistry
Quantitative
QuantitativeChemistry
Chemistry

Unit
Unit
2Chemical Formula
Lesson Two : Calculating
the2
Activities
Activitiesand
andAssessment
AssessmentQuestions
Questions

Laboratory Activity : Percentage and Molecular formula

Laboratory
LaboratoryActivity
Activity: :Mole
MoleUnit
Unitand
andits
itsDerivatives
Derivatives
Security and Safety

Security
Securityand
andSafety
Safety

Procedure :
Procedure
::
Procedure
 Measure the mass of the empty crucible after cleaning and

Cooperate
Cooperate
with
two
ofyour
yourclassmates
classmatesand
andperform
performthe
the
drying it.with
Let ittwo
be of
m.
following
followingactivity.
activity.Compare
Comparebetween
betweenthe
theresults,
results,observations,
observations,

Place
a
sample
of
hydrated
copper
sulfates
in
the
crucible
groups
andconclusions
conclusionsthat
thatyour
yourreached
reachedand
andwhat
whatthe
theother
other
groupsand
Purpose of the Activity and
measure
the
mass of the crucible once more (m1).
reached
ininthe
reached
theclassroom:
classroom:

; Calculate the percentage of
hydrate water in a practically
hydrate sample.
Purpose
Purposeofofthe
theActivity
Activity
; Practically calculate the primary
and molecular
;;Calculate
the
amount
Calculate
the formula.
amount ofof
;
Calculate
the
percentage
of the
reactant
reactant substances
substances using
using a a
actual product in in proportion
practical
practicalmethod.
method.
to the the oretical product.
;;Calculate
Calculate the
the number
number ofof
molecules
moleculesofofa asubstance
substancebyby
Acquired Skills
using
the
relationship
using the relationshipbetween
between
;theUsing
tools
– Avogadro
observing
the
mole
moleand
andthe
the
Avogadro –
measuring – using mathematical
number.
number.
relations – analyzing.
;;Calculate
Calculatethe
thevolume
volumeofofgas
gas
inin standard
standard conditions
conditions ofof

temperature
pressure
temperatureand
and
pressure inin
Materials
terms
termsofofthe
thenumber
numberofofgas
gas
;
Stand
–
metal
ring
–
flask
moles.
moles.
– bunsen flame – digital
balance – test tubes – sodium
Acquired
Skills
hydroxide
solution
– filtration
Acquired
Skills
paper.
;;Observing
Observing – – explaining
explaining ––
recording
recordingdata
data––analyzing
analyzing––
concluding.
concluding.

Heat
the
crucible
a tube
flame
for state
15
toits
20mass.
minutes and then

Bring
aaclean
and
test
Bring
clean
anddry
dryon
test
tubeand
and
state
its
mass.
remove it from the flame. Leave it to cool down until it
reaches room temperature and measure its mass. Let is be
and
andthen
thenstate
stateitsitsmass
massonce
oncemore.
more.Seal
Sealitittightly
tightlywith
withaasealer
sealer
(ma).
and
andallow
allowaatube
tubetotopermeate
permeatefrom
fromititthat
thatends
endsfrom
fromthe
theother
other
side
inside
aatest
tube
has
aasmall
amount
ofoflimewater.

Repeat
previous
step
once
again
and measure
the mass
side
insidethe
test
tubethat
that
has
small
amount
limewater.
of the
flask. Let it be (m
).
b the
At
Atthe
thebeginning,
beginning,gently
gentlyheat
heat
thetube
tubeon
onaaflame
flameand
andthen
then
use
a
strong
flame
for
ten
minutes.
What
do
you
observe?
flame
for ten
What
doayou
observe?
use
If amstrong
does not
equal
m ,minutes.
repeat step
three
number
of times
Place
Placeaasmall
smallamount
amountofofbaking
bakingsoda
soda(sodium
(sodiumbicarbonates)
bicarbonates)

a

b

until the mass
is completely fixed. Let it be (m2).
Observation:
...................................................................................
Observation:
...................................................................................

Repeat
the
step
few
and
each
test
Compare
between
ma1aand
m
. What
do
youtime
notice?
What
Repeat
theprevious
previous
step
fewtimes
times
andinin
each
time
testthe
the
2

rising
gas
until
is your
explanation
for this?
rising
gasby
byusing
usinglimewater
limewater
untilthe
thesodium
sodiumbicarbonates
bicarbonates
are
arecompletely
completelydissolved.
dissolved.This
Thisisisinferred
inferredbecause
because the
the
Observation: ...................................................................................
limewater
limewaterdid
didnot
notturbid.
turbid.
....................................................................................................................

Explanation: ...................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
 Determine the percentage for hydrate water.
Sodium
Sodium
bicarbonates
bicarbonates

Materials
Materials
;;Baking
Bakingsoda
soda(sodium
(sodiumbicarbonates)
bicarbonates)
– –bunsen
flame
–
digital
bunsen flame – digitalbalance
balance
– –watch
–
limewater
–
connecting
watch – limewater – connecting
tubes
tubes– –test
testtubes.
tubes.

Limewater
Limewater

Shorouk Press
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Quantitative Chemistry

Onesulfate
: Mole
and
the knowing
Chemical
 Calculate the number of molesLesson
of dry copper
(after
heating)
that Equation
[Cu = 63.5,
S = 32 , O = 16]

Laboratory Activity : Mole and the Chemical Equation
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Procedure :

 Calculate the
number
moles of volatile water knowing that [H = 1 , O = 16]
Security
and of
Safety

nd perform the
s, observations,
he other groups

mass.

m bicarbonates)
tly with a sealer
s from the other
nt of limewater.

flame and then
you observe?

............................

ach time test the
m bicarbonates
d because the

.............................................................................................................................................................................
 Bring a crucible and measure its mass.
 Follow the steps of calculating the
molecular
that you studied until you get the
Measureformula
2.4 g of magnesium.

molecular formula of hydrated copper sulfate salt. Keep in consideration that water and dry
 Ignite the magnesium and then quickly place it inside a coned
copper sulfate
are the
Purpose
of primary
the Activityelements for this formula

flask filled with pure oxygen and the ignition is complete and
there is a transformation of magnesium oxide.

Molecular
......................................................................................................................................
; Expressformula:
the chemical
reaction

with a balanced symbolic
 Dissolve dry copper sulfate salt in an
amount
of water
to form
a solution
from
it.
Measure
the mass
of the
produced
magnesium
oxide. What
equation by using the chemical
do youtoobserve?
 Add few
drops of sodium hydroxide solution
the solution.
calculation.

Observation: ...................................................................................
Observation: ..................................................................................................................................................

Acquired Skills
 Express the previous reaction with a 
balanced
symbolic
equation
then
specify
Calculate
the mass
of theand
used
oxygen
in the
thisformed
reaction.
;
Using
laboratory
equipment
precipitant.
..............................................................................................................
– observing – recording data –
.............................................................................................................................................................................
concluding.
 Express the reaction with a balanced symbolic equation

the chemical
knowing
[Mg = 24,
 Continue to add NaOH solution until by
youusing
observe
that therecalculation,
is no increase
in the that
formed
Oon
= 16]
precipitant and Materials
then filter the precipitant
filtration paper to separate it from the solution.

 Dry
precipitant
by heating–it inside..............................................................................................................
a clean flask of a known mass and then identify its
;the
Crucible
– Magnesium
mass.bunsen
Let it be
(m
).
flame –3 digital balance
 Calculate the mass of the magnesium required to get 120 g
–
flask
filled
with
pure
oxygen.
 Calculate the mass of the precipitant expected
to theoretically
of magnesium
oxide. form. Let it be (m ). Compare
4

between m3 and m4 . What do you observe?

..............................................................................................................

Sodium
bicarbonates

Observation: ..................................................................................................................................................
 Use the relationship between the mole and the mass
 Calculate the actual product to the theoretical product.

substance in calculating the number of moles of 160 g of
Ratio = ..............................................................................................................................................................
magnesium oxide.
..............................................................................................................

Analyze :
 Analyze the previous results

Conclusion :

.............................................................................................................................................................................
 What are the most important conclusions that you have

reached through the results of this experiment?
.............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................
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Unit
Unit22

Unit Two
Unit
Two
Unit
Two
Quantitative Chemistry
Quantitative
QuantitativeChemistry
Chemistry

Laboratory
Activity
: Theoretical
and Practical
yield
Activities
and
Assessment
Questions
Activities
and
Assessment
Questions

Laboratory
LaboratoryActivity
Activity: :Mole
MoleUnit
Unitand
andits
itsDerivatives
Derivatives
Security and Safety

Security
Securityand
andSafety
Safety

Procedures :
Procedure
:: its mass.
Procedure
 Clean the crucible
well, then measure

Cooperate
with
classmates
Cooperate
withtwo
twoofofyour
your
classmates
and
perform
the

Use the digital
balance
to
measure
a massand
of 7perform
g of iron the
filling,

Purpose of the Activity
; Calculate the percentage of the
actual product.

Purpose
; Explain
the of
change
occurring
Purpose
ofthe
theActivity
Activity
in the actual product rather
;;Calculate
Calculate the
the amount
amount ofof
than the theoretical product.
reactant
reactant substances
substances using
using a a
practical
practicalmethod.
method.
Acquired Skills
;;Calculate
Calculate the
the number
number ofof
;
Using
materials
− chemical
molecules
moleculesofofa asubstance
substancebyby
calculation
−
observation
−
using
usingthe
therelationship
relationshipbetween
between
explanation
− conclusion.
the
themole
moleand
andthe
theAvogadro
Avogadro
number.
number.
Materials
;;Calculate
Calculatethe
thevolume
volumeofofgas
gas
in
standard
conditions
ofof
inCrucible
standard
conditions
;
− iron
filling − sulfur
temperature
and
pressure
inin
temperature
pressure
powder − and
flame
− digital
terms
ofofthe
number
terms
numberofofgas
gas
balance
−the
holder.
moles.
moles.
Acquired
AcquiredSkills
Skills
;;Observing
Observing – – explaining
explaining ––
recording
recordingdata
data––analyzing
analyzing––
concluding.
concluding.

following
between
following
activity.
Compare
betweenthe
theresults,
results,observations,
observations,
thenactivity.
place itCompare
in
the crucible.
and
andconclusions
conclusionsthat
thatyour
yourreached
reachedand
andwhat
whatthe
theother
othergroups
groups
 Measure a mass of 4 g of sulfur and place it in the crucible,
reached
reachedininthe
theclassroom:
classroom:
then identify the mass of the mixture.
Bring
Bringaaclean
cleanand
anddry
drytest
testtube
tubeand
andstate
stateits
itsmass.
mass.
 Heat the mixture on a flame until the mixture turns into
Place
aasmall
amount
Place
small
amountofofbaking
bakingsoda
soda(sodium
(sodiumbicarbonates)
bicarbonates)
black
color.
and
then
state
its
mass
once
more.
Seal
it
tightly
and then state its mass once more. Seal it tightlywith
withaasealer
sealer
 Let the product to cool then identify its mass. What do you
and
allow
aatube
totopermeate
from
ititthat
ends
from
the
other
and
allow
tube
permeate
from
that
ends
from
the
other
observe?
side
sideinside
insideaatest
testtube
tubethat
thathas
hasaasmall
smallamount
amountofoflimewater.
limewater.
Observation: ...................................................................................
At
Atthe
thebeginning,
beginning,gently
gentlyheat
heatthe
thetube
tubeon
onaaflame
flameand
andthen
then

Express
the
previous
reaction
using
a
balanced
chemical
use
a
strong
flame
for
ten
minutes.
What
do
you
observe?
use a strong flame for ten minutes. What do you observe?
equation.
Observation:
Observation:...................................................................................
...................................................................................
 Calculate the mass of iron sulfide (FeS) expected to be
Repeat
the
step
aafew
and
in each
test
Repeat
theprevious
previous
step
fewtimes
times
and
eachtime
timetaking
testthe
the
obtained
from such
a reaction
using
theinequation
into
rising
gas
limewater
until the
sodium
rising
gasby
byusing
using
limewater
sodiumbicarbonates
bicarbonates
consideration
that
[Fe = 56until
, S =the
32].
are
arecompletely
completelydissolved.
dissolved.This
Thisisisinferred
inferredbecause
because the
the

Identify
the
percentage
of
the
practical
yield.
limewater
limewaterdid
didnot
notturbid.
turbid.
 What is your explanation of why some changes occur in
the practical yield rather than the calculated theoretical
yield?
Explanation: ...................................................................................
Sodium
Sodium
bicarbonates
bicarbonates

Materials
Materials
;;Baking
Bakingsoda
soda(sodium
(sodiumbicarbonates)
bicarbonates)
– –bunsen
flame
–
digital
bunsen flame – digitalbalance
balance
– –watch
–
limewater
–
connecting
watch – limewater – connecting
tubes
tubes– –test
testtubes.
tubes.

Limewater
Limewater
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Unit Two
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Unit Two
Unit Two
Quantitative Chemistry
Quantitative Chemistry

Lesson One : Mole and the Chemical Equation

uestions

Derivatives

Assessment Questions

Laboratory Activity : Mole and the Chemical Equation

Use the following atomic masses when required:

Cl Security
= 35.5 and Safety
O = 16

nd perform the
s, observations,
he other groups

mass.

m bicarbonates)
tly with a sealer
s from the other
nt of limewater.

flame and then
you observe?

............................

ach time test the
m bicarbonates
d because the

S = 32

Ba = 137

C = 12

HProcedure
=1
Ca =: 40

 Bring a crucible and measure its mass.

Na = 23

Fe = 56

 Measure 2.4 g of magnesium.

First : Choose the correct answer : Ignite the magnesium and then quickly place it inside a coned
Purpose of the Activity
flask filled with pure oxygen and the ignition is complete and
1. The;empirical
formula
ofreaction
the compound C4H8O2 is .......................
Express the
chemical
there is a transformation of magnesium oxide.
with
a balanced symbolic
O
B.
C
H
O
A. C4H
4 2
2 4
 Measure the mass of the produced magnesium oxide. What
equation by using the chemical
D. C4H8Odo you observe?
C. C2H8O2
calculation.

Observation: ...................................................................................

Acquired
Skills formula units of the compound C H O is .......................
2. The number of
the empirical
2 2 4

A. 1; Using laboratory equipment
B. 2
– observing – recording data –
C. 3 concluding.
D. 4

 Calculate the mass of the used oxygen in this reaction.

..............................................................................................................
 Express the reaction with a balanced symbolic equation

by using the chemical calculation, knowing that [Mg = 24,
O = 16]
Materials
3. The mass of CaO
resulted from dissociating
50 g of calcium carbonate CaCO3 thermally is
....................... g
..............................................................................................................
; Crucible – Magnesium –

A. 28 bunsen flame – digital balance
B. 82  Calculate the mass of the magnesium required to get 120 g
– flask filled with pure oxygen.
of magnesium oxide.
C. 96
D. 14

..............................................................................................................
Sodium
bicarbonates

Use the
relationship
between
theis mole
and the
4. The volume of the hydrogen needed toproduce
11.2
L of water vapor
at (STP)
.......................
L mass
A. 22.4
B. 44.8 substance in calculating the number of moles of 160 g of
magnesium oxide.
C. 11.2
D. 68.2
..............................................................................................................
5. If the empirical formula of a compound is CH2 and its molecular mass is 56 , then the molecular
Conclusion :
formula of such a compound is ...................
What are the most important conclusions that you have
B. C3H
A. C2H4
6
reached through the results of this experiment?
C. C4H8
D. C5H10
..............................................................................................................
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Second : solve the following problems :

Unit
Unit22

Unit Two
Unit
Two
Unit
Two
Quantitative Chemistry
Quantitative
QuantitativeChemistry
Chemistry

Activities
and
Questions
Activities
andAssessment
Assessment
Questions
1. Calculate the ratio of iron present
in the raw siderite
FeCO3 .
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Laboratory
LaboratoryActivity
Activity: :Mole
MoleUnit
Unitand
andits
itsDerivatives
Derivatives
2. Calculate the mass percentage of the element forming sugar glucose C6H12O6 .

Procedure :

Procedure :
Security
Securityand
andSafety
Safety
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Cooperate
Cooperatewith
withtwo
twoofofyour
yourclassmates
classmatesand
andperform
performthe
the
3. Infer the molecular formulafollowing
of
an
organic
compound
of
a
molecular
mass
70
g
,
if
you
know
followingactivity.
activity.Compare
Comparebetween
betweenthe
theresults,
results,observations,
observations,
that it contains carbon with and
aand
ratio
85.7 % and
hydrogen
with aand
ratio
14.3the
% .other
conclusions
that
your
conclusions
that
yourreached
reached
andwhat
what
the
othergroups
groups
reached
reachedininthe
theclassroom:
classroom:
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Bring
aaclean
dry
test
tube
and
its
Bring
cleanand
and
dry40
test
tube
andstate
state
itsmass.
mass.
4. 39.4 g of barium sulfate BaSO
precipitated
when
g of
barium
chloride
solution BaCl2
4
Purpose
of
the
Activity
Purpose
of
the
Activity

Place
a
small
amount
of
baking
soda
(sodium
bicarbonates)
reacted with an abundance of
potassium
sulfate.
Calculate
the percentage
of the
practical yield.
Place a small
amount
of baking
soda (sodium
bicarbonates)
and
then
state
its
mass
once
more.
Seal
it
tightly
with
and then state its mass once more. Seal it tightly withaasealer
sealer
;;Calculate
the
Calculate
the amount
amount ofof
.............................................................................................................................................................................
and
allow
a
tube
to
permeate
from
it
that
ends
from
the
other
and
allow
a
tube
to
permeate
from
it
that
ends
from
the
other
reactant
reactant substances
substances using
using a a
side
sideinside
insideaatest
testtube
tubethat
thathas
hasaasmall
smallamount
amountofoflimewater.
limewater.
practical
practicalmethod.
method.
;;Calculate
ofof 
Third : the
write
the scientific
term
:thebeginning,
Calculate
the number
number
At
Atthe
beginning,gently
gentlyheat
heatthe
thetube
tubeon
onaaflame
flameand
andthen
then
molecules
moleculesofofa asubstance
substancebyby
use
a
strong
flame
for
ten
minutes.
What
do
you
observe?
use a strong
flameorfor
tenforming
minutes.the
What
do youorobserve?
1. A formula expressing the actual number
of atoms
ions
molecule
the formula
using
usingthe
therelationship
relationshipbetween
between
unit.
Observation:
Observation:...................................................................................
...................................................................................
the
themole
moleand
andthe
theAvogadro
Avogadro
.............................................................................................................................................................................
number.
Repeat
number.
Repeatthe
theprevious
previousstep
stepaafew
fewtimes
timesand
andinineach
eachtime
timetest
testthe
the

rising
;;Calculate
risinggas
gasby
byusing
usinglimewater
limewateruntil
untilthe
thesodium
sodiumbicarbonates
bicarbonates
Calculatethe
thevolume
volumeofofgas
gas
2.in The
amount
of
a
substance
which
we
practically
obtain
from
a
reaction.
are
in standard
standard conditions
conditions ofof
arecompletely
completelydissolved.
dissolved.This
Thisisisinferred
inferredbecause
because the
the
temperature
and
pressure
in
.............................................................................................................................................................................
limewater
temperature and pressure in
limewaterdid
didnot
notturbid.
turbid.
terms
termsofofthe
thenumber
numberofofgas
gas
3.moles.
A formula expressing the simplest ratios of integers among the element atoms forming the
moles.
compounds.

Acquired
AcquiredSkills
Skills
.............................................................................................................................................................................
;;Observing
– – explaining
explaining ––
4. Observing
The amount
of
the calculated substance based on the reaction's equation.
Sodium
Sodium
recording
recordingdata
data––analyzing
analyzing––
bicarbonates
bicarbonates
.............................................................................................................................................................................
concluding.
concluding.
Materials
Materials
;;Baking
Bakingsoda
soda(sodium
(sodiumbicarbonates)
bicarbonates)
– –bunsen
flame
–
digital
bunsen flame – digitalbalance
balance
– –watch
–
limewater
–
connecting
watch – limewater – connecting
tubes
tubes– –test
testtubes.
tubes.

Limewater
Limewater
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Unit Two
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Unit Two
Unit Two
Quantitative
Chemistry
Quantitative
Chemistry

Lesson One : Mole and the Chemical Equation
Unit Two Revision Questions

uestions

Laboratory Activity : Mole and the Chemical Equation

Derivatives

C = 12

O = 16

H=1

N = 14

Security and Safety

nd perform the
s, observations,
he other groups

mass.

m bicarbonates)
tly with a sealer
s from the other
nt of limewater.

flame and then
you observe?

............................

ach time test the
m bicarbonates
d because the

Ag = 108

Procedure :

Cl = 35.5

First : Choose the correct answer :
 Bring a crucible and measure its mass.
1. The masses of atomic particles are estimated
by the
atomic masses (amu) which equals
 Measure
2.4unit
g ofofmagnesium.
............................ g
 Ignite the magnesium
and then quickly place it inside a coned
Purpose of the Activity
B. 1.66 ✕ 10−24
A. 6.02 ✕ 1023
Express
the chemical reaction
C. ;
6.02
✕ 10−24
with a balanced symbolic

flask filled with pure oxygen and the ignition is complete and

23
D.there
1.66 ✕
is 10
a transformation of magnesium oxide.

 Measure the mass of the produced magnesium oxide. What
equation by using the chemical
2. The unit
used in the international system SIdotoyou
express
the amount of a substance is ............................
observe?
calculation.

A. Mole
C. Kilogram

Acquired Skills

B.Observation:
Gram
...................................................................................
Unit of atomic
masses
D.Calculate
the mass
of the used oxygen in this reaction.

; Using laboratory equipment
..............................................................................................................
– observing – recording data –
3. The number
of
grams
of
44.8
L
of
ammonia
gas NH at (STP) equals ............................
concluding.
 Express the3reaction with a balanced symbolic equation

A. 2

B.by
17using the chemical calculation, knowing that [Mg = 24,

C. 0.5

Materials

D.O
34= 16]

..............................................................................................................
; Crucible – Magnesium –
bunsen flame
– digital contains
balance 3.01
4. If an amount
of sodium
✕ 1023 atoms
, thenofthe
of this amount
 Calculate
the mass
themass
magnesium
requiredequals
to get 120 g
– flask filledgwith pure oxygen.
............................
of magnesium oxide.
A. 11.5

B. 23

..............................................................................................................

C. 46
Sodium
bicarbonates

Na = 23

D. 0.5
 Use the relationship between the mole and the mass

substance in calculating the number of moles of 160 g of
magnesium
oxide.
H O , then
its empirical formula is ............................
5. If the molecular formula of vitamin C is C
6 8 6
A. C3H4O6

B...............................................................................................................
C3H4O3

C. C6H4O3

D. C3H8O3

Conclusion :

6. A chemical equation is to be balanced
satisfyare
............................
law.
toWhat
the most important
conclusions that you have
A. Avogadro

through
the results of this experiment?
B.reached
Reservation
of energy

C. Reservation of mass

D...............................................................................................................
Gay - Lussac

..............................................................................................................
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Unit
Unit22

Unit Two
Unit
Two
Unit
Two
Quantitative Chemistry
Quantitative
QuantitativeChemistry
Chemistry

7. Half a mole of carbon dioxide CO2 is ............................ g
A. 44

Activities
Activities
andAssessment
AssessmentQuestions
Questions
B. 22 and

C. 88

D. 66Activity
Laboratory
Laboratory
Activity: :Mole
MoleUnit
Unitand
andits
itsDerivatives
Derivatives

Procedure
::............................
Procedure
formula of
8. TheSecurity
empirical
Safety
Securityand
andformula
Safety of CH2O expresses the molecular
Cooperate
two
Cooperate
with
twoofofyour
yourclassmates
classmatesand
andperform
performthe
the
COOH
A. HCHO
B. CHwith
3
following
followingactivity.
activity.Compare
Comparebetween
betweenthe
theresults,
results,observations,
observations,
D. All of the previous
C. C6H12O6
and
andconclusions
conclusionsthat
thatyour
yourreached
reachedand
andwhat
whatthe
theother
othergroups
groups
reached
reachedininthe
theclassroom:
classroom:
9. When 64 g of oxygen reacts 
with
abundance
ofand
hydrogen,
thenand
thestate
volume
of
the water vapor
aaclean
dry
Bring
Bring
cleanand
drytest
testtube
tube
and
stateits
itsmass.
mass.
resulted in STP is ............................ L
Purpose
Purposeofofthe
theActivity
Activity
Place
Placeaasmall
smallamount
amountofofbaking
bakingsoda
soda(sodium
(sodiumbicarbonates)
bicarbonates)
A. 22.4
B.
44.8
and
then
state
its
mass
once
more.
Seal
it
tightly
and then state its mass once more. Seal it tightlywith
withaasealer
sealer
;;Calculate
Calculate the
the amount
amount ofof
and
allow
a
tube
to
permeate
from
it
that
ends
from
the
other
and
allow
a
tube
to
permeate
from
it
that
ends
from
the
other
C. 11.2substances
D. 89.6
reactant
reactant
substances using
using a a
side
sideinside
insideaatest
testtube
tubethat
thathas
hasaasmall
smallamount
amountofoflimewater.
limewater.
practical
practicalmethod.
method.
;;Calculate
Calculate the
the number
number ofof At
gently
the
on
aaflame
then
Atthe
thebeginning,
beginning,
gentlyheat
heat
thetube
tube
on
flameand
and
then
10.
The
molecular
formula
of
the
hydrocarbon
compound
resulted
from
the
linkage
of
0.1
mol
molecules
moleculesofofa asubstance
substancebyby
use
a
strong
flame
for
ten
minutes.
What
do
you
observe?
use
a
strong
flame
for
ten
minutes.
What
do
you
observe?
of carbon
atoms with 0.4 mol of hydrogen atoms is ............................
using
usingthe
therelationship
relationshipbetween
between
Observation:
...................................................................................
Observation:
the
and
the
Avogadro
the
mole
and
the
Avogadro
H
B. C4H8 ...................................................................................
A.mole
C
2 4
number.
Repeat
number.
Repeatthe
theprevious
previousstep
stepaafew
fewtimes
timesand
andinineach
eachtime
timetest
testthe
the

C. CH4

D. C3H4

rising
;;Calculate
risinggas
gasby
byusing
usinglimewater
limewateruntil
untilthe
thesodium
sodiumbicarbonates
bicarbonates
Calculatethe
thevolume
volumeofofgas
gas
inin standard
are
standard conditions
conditions ofof
arecompletely
completelydissolved.
dissolved.This
Thisisisinferred
inferredbecause
because the
the
temperature
and
pressure
in
limewater
did
turbid.
temperature
and pressure
in
limewater
didnot
not
turbid.
Second : write
the scientific
term
expressing
each
of the following :
terms
termsofofthe
thenumber
numberofofgas
gas
1.moles.
The method of expressing the symbols , formulas and amounts of reactants , products and the
moles.
reaction conditions.

.............................................................................................................................................................................
Acquired
AcquiredSkills
Skills
;;Observing
– – explaining
explaining ––ionic or formula units expressed in grams.
2. Observing
The atomic,
moleculer,
Sodium
Sodium
recording
recordingdata
data––analyzing
analyzing––
bicarbonates
bicarbonates
.............................................................................................................................................................................
concluding.
concluding.

3. A constant number expressing the number of the atoms , molecules or ions in one mole of a
Materials
matter. Materials
;;Baking
soda
Baking
soda(sodium
(sodiumbicarbonates)
bicarbonates)
.............................................................................................................................................................................
– –bunsen
flame
–
digital
bunsen flame – digitalbalance
balance
4.– –watch
Awatch
formula
expressing
the actual number of the atoms or ions forming a molecule.
– –limewater
–
connecting
limewater – connecting
tubes
– –test
tubes
testtubes.
tubes.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Limewater
Limewater
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Activity
ActivityBook
Book- -Unit
UnitTwo
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Unit Two
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uestions

Unit Two
Unit Two
Quantitative Chemistry
Quantitative Chemistry

Lesson
One : obtain
Molefrom
andthe
the
Chemical
Equation
5. The amount of a substance which
we practically
chemical
reaction.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Laboratory Activity : Mole and the Chemical Equation

Derivatives

6. The sum of the masses of the atoms forming a molecule.

Security and Safety
Procedure :
.............................................................................................................................................................................

nd perform the
s, observations,
he other groups

mass.

m bicarbonates)
tly with a sealer
s from the other
nt of limewater.

flame and then
you observe?

............................

ach time test the
m bicarbonates
d because the

 Bring a crucible and measure its mass.
7. The volume of the gas is directly proportional to the numberof its moles as its temperature
and pressure are constant.
 Measure 2.4 g of magnesium.

.............................................................................................................................................................................
 Ignite the magnesium and then quickly place it inside a coned
Purpose of the Activity
filled with
pure oxygen
the ignition
is complete
8. The equal volumes of gases at the sameflask
conditions
of pressure
and and
temperature
contain
the and
; Express the chemical reaction
there is a transformation of magnesium oxide.
same molecules.
with a balanced symbolic

 Measure the mass of the produced magnesium oxide. What
.............................................................................................................................................................................
equation by using the chemical
do you observe?
calculation.
9. A formula expressing the simplest ratios of integers among the element atoms forming a
Observation: ...................................................................................
compound. Acquired Skills
 Calculate the mass of the used oxygen in this reaction.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
; Using laboratory equipment
..............................................................................................................
observing – recording data –
10. The –quantity
of the calculated substance based on the reaction equation.
concluding.
 Express the reaction with a balanced symbolic equation

.............................................................................................................................................................................
by using the chemical calculation, knowing that [Mg = 24,
O = 16]
Materials

..............................................................................................................
Third
: solve the
:
; Crucible
– following
Magnesium problems
–
bunsen
– digital formula
balance fora compound
Calculate the
mass ofcarbon
the magnesium
required
get 120 g
1. Calculate
theflame
molecular
contains
with a ratio
85.7 %toand
– flask filled with pure oxygen.
of magnesium
oxide.
hydrogen with a ratio 14.3 % and its molecular
mass is 42.

.............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
Sodium
bicarbonates

 Use
the ofrelationship
between
the in
mole
the mass
2. 130 g of silver chloride precipitated when
a mole
soduim chloride
dissolved
waterand
reactd
with silver nitrate solution. Calculate thesubstance
following:in calculating the number of moles of 160 g of
magnesium oxide.
A. The percentage of the actual product.
..............................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................

B. The number of soduim ions resulted from this reaction.

Conclusion :

.............................................................................................................................................................................
 What are the most important conclusions that you have
through the results of this experiment?
3. Calculate the number of moles of 144 g reached
of carbon.

..............................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
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4. Calculate the mass of 2.4 mol of a limestone CaCO3

Unit
Unit22

Unit Two
Unit
Two
Unit
Two
Quantitative Chemistry
Quantitative
QuantitativeChemistry
Chemistry

Activities
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Activitiesand
andAssessment
AssessmentQuestions
Questions

5. Calculate the volume of 56 gLaboratory
of
nitrogen atActivity
(STP) : :Mole
Laboratory
Activity
MoleUnit
Unitand
andits
itsDerivatives
Derivatives
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Procedure
Procedure::

Security and Safety

Security and Safety
6. Calculate
the volume of hydrogen and the number of sodium ions resulted from the reaction
ofofyour
and
perform
Cooperate
withtwo
two
yourclassmates
classmates
andaccording
performthe
thethe
of 23 g of sodium and an excessCooperate
amount of with
water
in the
standard
conditions
to
following
followingactivity.
activity.Compare
Comparebetween
betweenthe
theresults,
results,observations,
observations,
following equation:
and
andconclusions
conclusionsthat
thatyour
yourreached
reachedand
andwhat
whatthe
theother
othergroups
groups
2Nareached
+ 2Hin
Othe
2NaOH
+
H
(s)
2
(l)
(aq)
2(g)
reached in theclassroom:
classroom:
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Bring
Bringaaclean
cleanand
anddry
drytest
testtube
tubeand
andstate
stateits
itsmass.
mass.

7. Calculate
the
of one
mole
of aphosphorus
in the
gasious
state
at (STP),
then calculate
Purpose
ofofvolume
the
Purpose
theActivity
Activity
ofofbaking
(sodium
bicarbonates)
Place
Place
asmall
smallamount
amount
bakingsoda
soda
(sodium
bicarbonates)
the number of the atoms in thisand
volume.
andthen
thenstate
stateitsitsmass
massonce
oncemore.
more.Seal
Sealitittightly
tightlywith
withaasealer
sealer

;;Calculate
Calculate the
the amount
amount ofof
and
andallow
allowaatube
tubetotopermeate
permeatefrom
fromititthat
thatends
endsfrom
fromthe
theother
other
reactant
substances
.............................................................................................................................................................................
reactant
substances using
using a a
side
sideinside
insideaatest
testtube
tubethat
thathas
hasaasmall
smallamount
amountofoflimewater.
limewater.
practical
practicalmethod.
method.

;;Calculate
Calculate the
the number
number ofof At
Atthe
thebeginning,
beginning,gently
gentlyheat
heatthe
thetube
tubeon
onaaflame
flameand
andthen
then
molecules
moleculesofofa asubstance
substancebyby
use
a
strong
flame
for
ten
minutes.
What
do
you
observe?
use a strong flame for ten minutes. What do you observe?
Fourth : give the reason :
using
usingthe
therelationship
relationshipbetween
between
Observation:
Observation:...................................................................................
...................................................................................
mole
and
the
mole
andthe
the
Avogadro of 9 g of water (H O) is equal to the number of molecules of 39 g
1.the
The
number
of Avogadro
molecules
2
number.
Repeat
number.
Repeatthe
theprevious
previousstep
stepaafew
fewtimes
timesand
andinineach
eachtime
timetest
testthe
the
aromatic benzine C H
6

6

rising
;;Calculate
risinggas
gasby
byusing
usinglimewater
limewateruntil
untilthe
thesodium
sodiumbicarbonates
bicarbonates
Calculatethe
thevolume
volumeofofgas
gas
.............................................................................................................................................................................
inin standard
are
standard conditions
conditions ofof
arecompletely
completelydissolved.
dissolved.This
Thisisisinferred
inferredbecause
because the
the
temperature
and
pressure
in
did
and equation
pressure inshould limewater
limewater
didnot
notturbid.
turbid.
2. temperature
The chemical
be
balanced.
terms
termsofofthe
thenumber
numberofofgas
gas
.............................................................................................................................................................................
moles.
moles.

3. When you calculate the gas volume in terms of its molar mass, it should be placed in the standard
Acquired
Skills
Acquired
Skills
conditions
of pressure
and temperature.
;;Observing
– – explaining
Observing
explaining ––
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Sodium
Sodium
recording
recordingdata
data––analyzing
analyzing––
bicarbonates
bicarbonates
concluding.
4.concluding.
The practical yield is always less than the theorietical yield of the equation.

.............................................................................................................................................................................
Materials
Materials

5. The molar mass of the sulfur in the solid state differs from its molar mass in the gaseous state.

;;Baking
Bakingsoda
soda(sodium
(sodiumbicarbonates)
bicarbonates)
– –bunsen
flame
–
digital
.............................................................................................................................................................................
bunsen flame – digitalbalance
balance
– –watch
–
limewater
–
connecting
watch – limewater – connecting
tubes
tubes– –test
testtubes.
tubes.

Limewater
Limewater
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Solutions and Colloids

Add to your Information
Electronegativity: is the ability of atom to attract the bonded electrons to itself.
Polar bonds: is a covalent bond between two different atoms in the electronegativity. The higher electronegative atom
carries a partially negative charge (δ-) while the other carries a partially positive charge (δ+).
Polar molecules: are the molecules that have an end carrying a partially positive charge (δ+) and another end carrying
a partially negative charge (δ-). This depends on the polarity of the bonds , the angles between these bonds and its
stereostructure.

Water is a Polar Solvent :

Lesson One : Solutions

and Colloids

The bonds in a water molecule are polar bonds because the electronegativity of oxygen is higher
than that of hydrogen. Therefore, oxygen atom carries a partially negative charge (δ−)while the
hydrogen carries a partially positive charge (δ+). In addition to the value of the angle between the
Learning Outcomes
When adding 104.5°
table salt,
two bonds in the water molecule is approximately
. cobalt (II) chloride, or sugar to
water, they dissolve and produce a homogenous mixture called
By the end of this lesson, you
a solution. While none of them dissolve in kerosene as each
will be able to:
✓ Explain what is meant by solution
component can be distinguished from the other and therefore,
and distinguish between the types of
form a heterogeneous mixture and are called suspensions.
solutions by practical experiments.
Polar bond
However, if the mixture includes both the properties of the
✓ Describe the solubility process “solid
in a liquid”, the factors affecting it, and
solution and the suspension, it is called a colloid. Its components
the heat changes forthcoming with it.
can be distinguished by using a microscope, like milk, blood,
✓ Show the concentration of solutions
aerosols, hair gel, and the mayonnaise emulsion.
using different methods.
✓ Calculate the concentration of the
solution using one of the concentration
units.
Figureof(4) The angle between the two bonds in the water molecule
✓ Identify the general properties
solutions “solid in a liquid” (vapor
Electrolytes
and
non-electrolytes solutions :
pressure – boiling point
– freezing
point).

Electrolytes: are the substances which their solutions or molten conduct the electric
current through their ions .

✓ Represent the graphical relationship
between concentration of the solution,
the vapor pressure, and the change in

Figure (1) Cobalt (II) chloride,

Figure (2) Oil in water is a

its boiling and freezing point.
in water is a solution
suspension
✓ Separate between the solutions and
Electrolytes are divided into:
the colloid systems.
✓ Prepare some simple colloids.
 Strong electrolytes: conduct the electrical current to a large extent as it is completely ionized,
✓ Clarify the importance of the colloids
i.e.everyday
all itslife.
molecules are dissociated into ions. Examples of this are:
in our

✓ Ionic compounds are like sodium chloride NaCl – sodium hydroxide NaOH.
✓ Polar covalent compounds like hydrogen chloride gas HCl which conducts the electrical

current in the case of its solution in water , and does
not(3)
conduct
electrical current in its
Figure
Milk is the
a colloid
gaseous state.
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Solutions and Colloids

Solutions
Solutions
Solutions
necessary
biological
processesthat
thatoccur
occurininliving
livingorganisms.
organisms. And sometimes
sometimes
Solutions
areare
necessary
in in
biological
processes
even
a main
condition
certainchemical
chemicalreactions.
reactions.IfIfyou
youanalyze
analyze any
any two
two samples
samples of
theythey
areare
even
a main
condition
forfor
certain
of
the
same
solution,
you
will
find
that
they
contain
the
same
substances
with
the
same
amounts,
the same solution, you will find that they contain the same substances with the same amounts,
which
confirms
homogeneity
insidethe
thesolution.
solution.The
Theproof
proofofofthis
thisisis the
the sweet
sweet taste
taste of
which
confirms
thethe
homogeneity
inside
of the
the
sugar
solution
in
water
in
any
of
its
parts.
sugar solution in water in any of its parts.

solution:
a homogenousmixture
mixtureofoftwo
twosubstances
substancesorormore.
more.
TheThe
solution:
is ais homogenous
The major component that has the larger ratio is usually called the solvent while the minor
The major component that has the larger ratio is usually called the solvent while the minor
component with the lesser ratio is known as the solute.
component with the lesser ratio is known as the solute.

Types of Solutions :
Types of Solutions :

Some believe that the word solution is always connected with the liquid state of the substance.
Some
believe that the word solution is always connected with the liquid state of the substance.
However, the solutions are classified according to the physical state for each of the solute and the
However,
solutions
to the physical state for each of the solute and the
solventthe
as clarified
inare
theclassified
followingaccording
table:
solvent as clarified in the following table:
Type of
Solute State Solvent State
Examples
Type
of
Solution
Solute State Solvent State
Examples
Solution
Gas
Gas

Gas
Gas

Gas
Gas

Gas
Gas
Liquid

Liquid

Liquid

Liquid

Soft drinks - oxygen dissolved in water
Soft drinks - oxygen dissolved in water
Liquid

Liquid

Solid

Solid

Alcohol in water – ethylene glycol (anti-freeze) in water

Alcohol in water – ethylene glycol (anti-freeze) in water
Sugar or salt in water

Solid

Solid

Air – natural gas
Air – natural gas

Sugar or salt in water

Gas

Hydrogen in platinum or palladium

Gas
Liquid

Hydrogen in platinum or palladium
Silver amalgam Ag(s) / Hg(l)

Liquid
Solid
Solid

Solid

Solid

Silver amalgam Ag(s) / Hg(l)
Alloys like nickel – chrome alloy
Alloys like nickel – chrome alloy

Table (1) Types of solutions

We will concentrate in our study of this section on the solutions of the type “solid in a liquid”
Table (1) Types of solutions
in which water is the solvent.
We will concentrate in our study of this section on the solutions of the type “solid in a liquid”
in which water is the solvent.
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Add to your Information
Electronegativity: is the ability of atom to attract the bonded electrons to itself.
Polar bonds: is a covalent bond between two different atoms in the electronegativity. The higher electronegative atom
carries a partially negative charge (δ-) while the other carries a partially positive charge (δ+).
Polar molecules: are the molecules that have an end carrying a partially positive charge (δ+) and another end carrying
a partially negative charge (δ-). This depends on the polarity of the bonds , the angles between these bonds and its
stereostructure.

Water is a Polar Solvent :
The bonds in a water molecule are polar bonds because the electronegativity of oxygen is higher
than that of hydrogen. Therefore, oxygen atom carries a partially negative charge (δ−)while the
hydrogen carries a partially positive charge (δ+). In addition to the value of the angle between the
two bonds in the water molecule is approximately 104.5° .

Polar bond

Figure (4) The angle between the two bonds in the water molecule

Electrolytes and non-electrolytes solutions :

Electrolytes: are the substances which their solutions or molten conduct the electric
current through their ions .
Electrolytes are divided into:
 Strong electrolytes: conduct the electrical current to a large extent as it is completely ionized,

i.e. all its molecules are dissociated into ions. Examples of this are:
✓ Ionic compounds are like sodium chloride NaCl – sodium hydroxide NaOH.
✓ Polar covalent compounds like hydrogen chloride gas HCl which conducts the electrical

current in the case of its solution in water , and does not conduct the electrical current in its
gaseous state.
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Solutions

Notice
Solutions
When hydrogen chloride gas is dissolved in water and the hydrogen ion H is separated , it does not remain in its
+

Solutions
in biological
processes
occur inionliving
And
sometimes
as in the following
equation:
singleare
formnecessary
, but is attached
to water molecule
forming that
the hydronium
H3O+ organisms.
they are even a main condition for certain chemical reactions.+ If you analyze
any two samples of
HCl(g) + H2O(l)
H3O (aq) + Cl (aq)
the same solution, you will find that they contain the same substances with the same amounts,
which confirms the homogeneity inside the solution. The proof of this is the sweet taste of the
 solution
Weak electrolytes:
conduct
electrical current to a weak extent as it is partially ionized, i.e.
sugar
in water in any
of itsthe
parts.
a small part of its molecules are ionized into ions. Examples of this are: acetic acid CH3COOH
The solution:
is aNH
homogenous
mixtureHofO.two substances or more.
and ammonium
hydroxide
OH and water
4
2
The major component that has the larger ratio is usually called the solvent while the minor
Non-electrolytes: are the substances in which its solutions or its moltens do not conduct
component with the lesser ratio is known as the solute.
the electric current since there are no free ions.

Types of Solutions :
 Non-electrolytes: do not have the ability to ionize like sugar and ethyl alcohol.
Some believe that the word solution is always connected with the liquid state of the substance.
However, the solutions are classified according to the physical state for each of the solute and the
solvent as clarified in the following table:
Dissolving Process :
Type of
Solute
Statedissolve
Solvent
Examples
Substances
that easily
inState
water include ionic and polar
compounds. While the nonSolution
polar molecules like methane, oil, grease, fat, or gasoline – all do not dissolve in water inspite their
but dissolve in benzene. To understand this difference, we have to know the structure of solvent
Gas
Gas
Gas
Air – natural gas
and solute and the attraction between them during dissolving process.

The water molecules are in continuing motion due to its kinetic energy. When placing a crystal
Gas
Soft drinks - oxygen dissolved in water
of sodium chloride NaCl, as an example of an ionic compound, in water, the polar water molecules
collide with the crystal and attract the solute ions. The dissolving of sodium chloride starts as soon
Liquid
Alcohol
in water away
– ethylene
(anti-freeze)
in water
asLiquid
the sodium ions
Na+ and theLiquid
chloride ions
Cl- separate
fromglycol
the crystal.
The solution
forms from ions or molecules that have approximate diameters of 0.01 : 1 nm distributed in a
Sugar
or salt in water
systematic shapeSolid
inside the solution. Therefore, the solution
is homogeneous
in its composition
and properties and light can pass through it.

Gas
in platinum
or palladium
When a small amount
of sugar is added to water,Hydrogen
the polar sugar
molecules
are separated and
bonded with water molecules by hydrogen bonds and dissolving process occures.
Solid

Liquid

Solid

Silver amalgam Ag(s) / Hg(l)

Dissolving process: Is the process occurs when the solute decomposes or dissociates into
Solid
like nickel
chrome
negative and
positive ions or into separated polarAlloys
molecules.
Each of– them
bindsalloy
to the
molecules of the solvent.
Table (1) Types of solutions

We will concentrate in our study of this section on the solutions of the type “solid in a liquid”
in which water is the solvent.
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Electronegativity: is the ability of atom to attract the bonded electrons to itself.
Polar bonds: is a covalent bond between two different atoms in the electronegativity. The higher electronegative atom
carries a partially negative charge (δ-) while the other carries a partially positive charge (δ+).
Polar molecules: are the molecules that have an end carrying a partially positive charge (δ+) and another end carrying
a partially negative charge (δ-). This depends on the polarity of the bonds , the angles between these bonds and its
stereostructure.

Water is a Polar Solvent :
The bonds in a water molecule are polar bonds because the electronegativity of oxygen is higher
than that of hydrogen. Therefore, oxygen atom carries a partially negative charge (δ−)while the
hydrogen carries a partially positive charge (δ+). In addition to the value of the angle between the
two bonds in the water molecule is approximately 104.5° .

Polar bond

Figure (4) The angle between the two bonds in the water molecule

Electrolytes and non-electrolytes solutions :

Electrolytes: are the substances which their solutions or molten conduct the electric
current through their ions .
Electrolytes are divided into:
 Strong electrolytes: conduct the electrical current to a large extent as it is completely ionized,

nonpolar
i.e. all its molecules are dissociated
into ions. Examples of this are:
methylene dichloride
nonpolar
✓ Ionic compounds are like sodium chloride NaCl – sodium hydroxide NaOH.

✓ Polar covalent compounds like hydrogen chloride gas HCl which conducts the electrical

current in the case of its solution in water , and does not conduct the electrical current in its
gaseous state.
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Solutions

2. Temperature :

at 52°C it became 100 g. While in some salts the

Solubility
degree


The solubility
of most
solid substances
Solutions
are necessary
in biological
processes that occur in living organisms. And sometimes
thecondition
raising offor
temperature.
For reactions. If you analyze any two samples of
theyincreases
are evenwith
a main
certain chemical
it is clearyou
from
thefind
opposite
diagram
that the same substances with the same amounts,
theexample,
same solution,
will
that they
contain
which
homogeneity
inside
the solution.
The proof of this is the sweet taste of the
the confirms
solubility the
of potassium
nitrates
increases
by
sugar
water in anyAt
of0°C
its parts.
thesolution
raising ofintemperature.
it was 12 g and

The solution: is a homogenous mixture of two substances or more.

effect of temperature on its solubility is weak like
NaClmajor
and incomponent
other salts it that
decreases
by larger
the raising
The
has the
ratio is usually called the solvent while the minor
of temperature.
component
with the lesser ratio is known as the solute.
The classification of the solution can be

Types of Solutions :

Figure (6) The relationship between solubility
and temperature

classified according to the degree of saturation
Some
believe that the word solution is always connected with the liquid state of the substance.
into:
However, the solutions are classified according to the physical state for each of the solute and the
 Unsaturated
it is the
solution in which the solvent accepts more of the solute at a
solvent
as clarified insolution:
the following
table:
certain temperature.
Type of
State
Statein which the solvent contains
Examples
 SaturatedSolute
solution:
it is Solvent
the solution
the maximum amount of
Solution
the solute at a certain temperature.

Gassolution: itGas
– natural
gas substance after
Gas
Super saturated
is the solution that accepts Air
more
of the solute
reaching a state of saturation. It can be obtained by heating the saturated solution and adding
more of the solute
molecules
extradissolved
solid substance
separates
Gasto it. If left to cool down, the Soft
drinksof- the
oxygen
in water
from the saturated solution at cooling or when placing a small crystal from the dissolved solid
substance in this solution as the extra substance collects on this crystal in the form of crystals.
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Alcohol in water – ethylene glycol (anti-freeze) in water

Concentration of solutions :
Solid
Sugar or salt in water
As the solution is a mixture, then its components are not of certain amounts. The amount of
solute can be controlled inside a certain amount of the solvent which effects the concentration
of the solution. Therefore,
we use the terms ‘concentrated
solution’
when the
of solute is
Gas
Hydrogen
in platinum
oramount
palladium
large (not larger than the solvent). We also use the term ‘diluted’ when the amount of the solute
is small in proportion to the amount of the solvent. There are different methods to express the
Solid
Solid
amalgam Ag(s) / Hg(l)
concentration
ofLiquid
solutions like percentage
– molarity –Silver
molality.
Solid

Alloys like nickel – chrome alloy
Table (1) Types of solutions

We will concentrate in our study of this section on the solutions of the type “solid in a liquid”
in which water is the solvent.
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Add to your Information
Electronegativity: is the ability of atom to attract the bonded electrons to itself.
Diluted

Polar bonds: is a covalent bond between two different atoms in the electronegativity.
The higher electronegative atom
solution
Concentratedthe other
carries a partially positive charge (δ+).
carries a partially negative charge (δ ) while
Adding
a solvent
solution

Polar molecules: are the molecules that have an end carrying a partially positive charge (δ+) and another end carrying
a partially negative charge (δ-). This depends on the polarity of the bonds , the angles between these bonds and its
stereostructure.
Figure (7) Concentrated solution and diluted solution

Water
is a Polar
Solvent :
Percentage
:
The
in a watercalculation
molecule are
polarby
bonds
the electronegativity
of nature
oxygenofisthe
higher
Thebonds
concentration
method
usingbecause
the percentage
depends on the
solute
andofsolvent:
than
that
hydrogen. Therefore, oxygen atom carries a partially negative charge (δ−)while the
Solute volume
hydrogen carries aPercentage
partially positive
(δ+).=In addition
to the value
of the angle between the
✕ 100
(volumecharge
− volume)
Solution volume
two bonds in the water molecule is approximately 104.5° .
Solute mass
✕ 100
Percentage (mass − mass) =
Solution mass
As the solution mass = solute mass + solvent mass
Due to the existence of a different types of percentages for solutions, the stickers placed on
Polar bond
products must show the units that express the percentage like the stickers of nutritional substances,
medicines, and others.

1

2

1

2

Add water
Add 10 g
Add water
until the
of sucrose
until the
solution mass
solution
is 100 g
volumethe
is two bonds in the water molecule
Figure (4) The angle between
100 ml

Add 25 ml
of ethanol

Electrolytes and non-electrolytes solutions :

Electrolytes: are the substances which their solutions or molten conduct the electric
Figure (8)current
Percentage
in terms
mass.or volume
through
theirof ions

Example:

Electrolytes
divided
into: (m/m) of the solution resulted from the dissolving of 20 g of
Calculate theare
mass
percentage
NaCl in 180 g of water.
 Strong electrolytes: conduct the electrical current to a large extent as it is completely ionized,
Solution:
i.e.
all its molecules are dissociated into ions. Examples of this are:
Mass = 20 + 180 = 200 g
✓ Ionic compounds are like sodium chloridegNaCl – sodium hydroxide NaOH.
20 g
Solute mass ( )
✕ 100 % =
✕ 100 % = 10 %
Solution mass percentage =
200
g
Solution
mass
(g)
✓ Polar covalent compounds like hydrogen chloride gas HCl which
conducts the electrical
current in the case of its solution in water , and does not conduct the electrical current in its
gaseous state.
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Molarity (M) :

Solutions

The solution concentration can be expressed by the term “molarity”.
Solutions are necessary in biological processes that occur in living organisms. And sometimes
they are even a main
condition
for certain
chemical
youliter
analyze
any two samples of
Molarity:
the number
of solute
moles reactions.
dissolved inIfone
of solution
the same solution, you will find that they contain the same substances with the same amounts,
which Itconfirms
the homogeneity
insideorthe
solution.
is estimated
by the unit (mol/L)
molar
(M) The proof of this is the sweet taste of the
sugar solution in water in any of its parts.
Number of moles (mol)
Molarity (M) =
Solution
volume (L) mixture of two substances or more.
The solution:
is a homogenous
Example:
The major component that has the larger ratio is usually called the solvent while the minor
Calculate
for aissugarcane
C12H22O11 in water, if you knew that the mass
component
withthe
themolarity
lesser ratio
known assolution
the solute.
of the dissolved sugar is 85.5 g in a solution volume of 0.5 L (C =12 , H = 1 , O = 16).

Types of Solutions :

Solution:
Some believe that the word solution is always connected with the liquid state of the substance.
✕ 11 + 1 ✕ 22 + 12 ✕ 12 = 342 g / mol
Molar
of theare
sugarcane
= 16
However,
themass
solutions
classified
according
to the physical state for each of the solute and the
85.5 g
solvent as clarified in the following table:
Number of sugar moles =
= 0.25 mol
342 g / mol
Type of
Solute State Solvent State
Examples
Molarity (M) = 0.25 mol = 0.5 mol / L
Solution
0.5 L

Gas
Molality
(m) : Gas

Gas

Air – natural gas

Molality: number of solute moles in one kilogram of solvent
Gas
Soft drinks - oxygen dissolved in water
It is estimated by the unit (mol/kg) and is calculated from the relation
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Alcohol in water – ethylene glycol (anti-freeze) in water
Number of solute moles (mol)
Molality (mol/kg) =
Solvent mass (kg)
Solid
Sugar or salt in water
Example:
Calculate the molality of a prepared solution by dissolving 20 g of sodium hydroxide in 800 g
Gas
Hydrogen in platinum or palladium
of water, knowing that (Na = 23 , H = 1 , O = 16)
Solution:
Solid
Liquid
Solid
Molar mass NaOH = 1 + 16 + 23 = 40 g / mol

Silver amalgam Ag(s) / Hg(l)

Number of moles
SolidNaOH = 20 = 0.5 mol
Alloys like nickel – chrome alloy
40
Molality (m) = 0.5 = 0.625 molTable
/ kg (1) Types of solutions
0.8
We will concentrate in our study of this section on the solutions of the type “solid in a liquid”
in which water is the solvent.
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Add to your Information
Electronegativity: is the ability of atom to attract the bonded electrons to itself.
The properties of a pure solvent differs from its properties when dissolving a non-vollatile,
Polar bonds:inis aa covalent
bondcollegative
between twoproperties,
different atomssuch
in theas
electronegativity.
The higher
electronegative
atom
solid substance
group of
vapor pressure,
boiling
point, and
+
a partially negative charge (δ ) while the other carries a partially positive charge (δ ).
freezingcarries
point.

Collective Properties :

Polar molecules: are the molecules that have an end carrying a partially positive charge (δ+) and another end carrying
Vapor Pressure :
a partially negative charge (δ-). This depends on the polarity of the bonds , the angles between these bonds and its
stereostructure.
Vapor
Pressure: the pressure that vapor affects on the liquid surface when it is at a dynamic

equilibrium with the liquid inside a closed container at a constant temperature and pressure.
Water is a Polar Solvent :
The vapor pressure depends on the temperature of the liquid. As the
The bondsincreases,
in a waterthe
molecule
are polar bonds
because
of oxygen is higher
temperature
rate of vaporization
increases
andthe
theelectronegativity
vapor
than
that of the
hydrogen.
Therefore,
oxygen
atom
carries a continues
partially negative charge (δ−)while the
pressure
liquid increase
as well.
If the
temperature
to rise until
the vapor
pressure
becomes
atmospheric
hydrogen
carries
a partially
positive
chargeequal
(δ+).to
Inthe
addition
to the value of the angle between the
pressure,
startsmolecule
to boil. Inisthis
case, the boiling
point. is called
two
bondsthe
inliquid
the water
approximately
104.5°
the normal boiling point.
The purity of a liquid can be detected through its boiling point. So
if its boiling point is identical to normal degree, this proves the purity
of the liquid.

Polar bond
figure (9) evaporation
In a pure solvent, all surface molecules exposed to the vaporization
speed = condensation
process is limited to that liquid. And the only force that has to be
speed

overcome is the attraction force between the solvent molecules and
each other. However, when adding a solute, the vapor pressure of the solvent decreases because
some surface molecules become solute molecules that decrease the surface area of the solvent
exposed to vaporization. The attraction force between the solvent molecules and the solute
molecules also become
larger
that between
molecules
andmolecule
each other. The vapor
Figure
(4)than
The angle
between the
the solvent
two bonds
in the water
pressure depends on the number of solute particles and not on its composition or property.

Electrolytes and non-electrolytes solutions :

Electrolytes: are the substances which their solutions or molten conduct the electric
current through their ions .
Electrolytes are divided into:
 Strong electrolytes: conduct the electrical current to a large extent as it is completely ionized,

i.e. all its molecules are dissociated into ions. Examples of this are:
✓ Ionic compounds are like sodium chloride NaCl – sodium hydroxide NaOH.
Sucrose

Water

✓ Polar covalent compounds like hydrogen chloride gas HCl which conducts the electrical
Figure (10)
Vapor
of pure solvent
is greater
thatnot
of solution
non volatile
solutein its
current
in the
casepressure
of its solution
in water
, andthan
does
conductcontains
the electrical
current
gaseous state.
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Boiling Point :

Solutions

Vapor pressure

The natural
boiling point:
the temperature
in which
the vapor
pressure
of theAnd
liquidsometimes
equals
Solutions
are necessary
in biological
processes
that occur
in living
organisms.
they are even a main condition for certain
chemical reactions.
the atmospheric
pressure. If you analyze any two samples of
the same solution, you will find that they contain the same substances with the same amounts,
waterthe
is boiled
at 100°C.
However,
which Pure
confirms
homogeneity
inside
the solution. The proof of this is the sweet taste of the
Atmospheric
saltsolution
water is in
notwater
so since
the of
addition
of salt to
sugar
in any
its parts.
pressure (1 atm)
water raises the boiling point of the solution
The
is a homogenous
than pure water
as solution:
the salt particles
decreasemixture of two substances or more.
the water molecules that escape from the liquid
The major component that has the larger ratio is usually
Water called the solvent while the minor
surface and thus, the vapor pressure decreases
component with the lesser ratio is known as the solute.
and water needs more energy to evaporate.
Solution (1)
lower conc.
Therefore,
the boiling
Types
of Solutions
: point increases. This
Solution (2)
is repeated with any nonvolatile solute that is
Some
believe that the word solution is always connected
with
the liquid state of the substance.
highet
conc.
added
to
the
solvent.
As
shown
in
this
graph
However, the solutions are classified according to the physical state for each of the solute and the
t1 is the
boiling point
solution table:
1 while t2 is
solvent
as clarified
in theoffollowing
100°C
t1
t2
Temperature °C
the boiling point of solution 2. For example,
Type
of 0.2 M of table salt NaCl causes the same change that occurs to the solution 0.2 M of
the
solution
Solute State Solvent State
Examples
Solution
potassium nitrates KNO3 because each of them produce the same number of ion in the solution.
However, if we use the solution 0.2 M of sodium carbonates Na2CO3 , the boiling point increases
Gas
Gas
Gas
Air – natural gas
to a greater level due to the increase of the number of ion produced.
Measured poiling
vapour
pressure
of the liquid
equals
Gaspoint: the temperature at which
Softthe
drinks
- oxygen
dissolved
in water
the pressure exerted or acted on it.
Liquid Point
Liquid
Freezing
:

Liquid

Alcohol in water – ethylene glycol (anti-freeze) in water

The addition of a nonvolatile solute to a solvent has an inverse affect on the freezing point of
the solution thanSolid
what occurs in the boiling point.
Sugar or salt in water
When adding a solute to the solvent, the freezing point of the solvent decreases than its pure
state due to the attraction between the solute and the solvent that prevent the solvent from
Hydrogen
insnow-covered
platinum or palladium
transforming intoGas
a solid substance. Thus, when adding
salt to
streets, the water
found on these streets will not easily freeze which will prevent cars from skidding and decrease
the rate of accidents.
Solid
Liquid
Solid
Silver amalgam Ag(s) / Hg(l)
The decreasing in the freezing point is directly proportional with the number of the dissolved
solute particles in the solvent and does not depend on the nature of each of them. So when adding
Alloys solution
like nickel
– chrome
alloyHowever,
one mole (180 g)Solid
of glucose to 1000 g of water, the product
freezes
at -1.86°C.
when adding one mole (58.5 g) of sodium chloride to 1000 g of water,the solution freezes at
-3.72°C. This is due to that one mole
of(1)
NaCl
produces
two moles of ions, which leads to the
Table
Types
of solutions
doubling
of the decrease
in the
freezing
We
will concentrate
in our
study
of thispoint.
section on the solutions of the type “solid in a liquid”

in which water is the solvent.
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Electronegativity: is the ability of atom to attract the bonded electrons to itself.
Polar bonds: is a covalent bond between two different atoms in the electronegativity. The higher electronegative atom
carries a partially negative charge (δ-) while the other carries a partially positive charge (δ+).
Polar molecules: are the molecules that have an end carrying a partially positive charge (δ+) and another end carrying
a partially negative charge (δ-). This depends on the polarity of the bonds , the angles between these bonds and its
stereostructure.

Water is a Polar Solvent :
The bonds in a water molecule are polar bonds because the electronegativity of oxygen is higher
than that of hydrogen. Therefore, oxygen atom carries a partially negative charge (δ−)while the
hydrogen carries a partially positive charge (δ+). In addition to the value of the angle between the
two bonds in the water molecule is approximately 104.5° .

particles

Polar bond

Figure (4) The angle between the two bonds in the water molecule

Electrolytes and non-electrolytes solutions :

Electrolytes: are the substances which their solutions or molten conduct the electric
current through their ions .
Electrolytes are divided into:
 Strong electrolytes: conduct the electrical current to a large extent as it is completely ionized,

i.e. all its molecules are dissociated into ions. Examples of this are:
✓ Ionic compounds are like sodium chloride NaCl – sodium hydroxide NaOH.
✓ Polar covalent compounds like hydrogen chloride gas HCl which conducts the electrical

current in the case of its solution in water , and does not conduct the electrical current in its
gaseous state.
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Solutions
Solutions and Colloids

The following table reveals some colloids
that are specified according to the nature of the
Solutions
dispersed phase, the dispersing medium, and some life applications for it:
Solutions are necessary in biological processes that occur in living organisms. And sometimes
they are even a main condition for certain chemical reactions. If you analyze any two samples of
Life Applications
for Colloids
the same solution, you will find that they contain the same
substances with
the same amounts,
Dispersed
Dispersinginside
medium
which
confirmsphase
the homogeneity
the solution. The proof of this is the sweet taste of the
sugar solution in water in any of its parts.
Gas
Liquid
Some types of creams
Gas

The solution: isSolid
a homogenous Some
mixturetypes
of two
substances or more.
of sweets made of sugar and egg whites

The major
component thatLiquid
has the larger Emulsion
ratio is usually
themilk
solvent
while the minor
Liquid
of oil,called
vinegar,
and mayonnaise
component with the lesser ratio is known as the solute.
Liquid
Gas
Fog , aerosols

Types of Solutions :

Liquid
Solid
Hair gel
Some believe that the word solution is always connected with the liquid state of the substance.
However, the
solutions are classified
state
foraireach
of the solute and the
Solid
Gas according to the physical
Dust
and
particles
solvent as clarified in the following table:
Solid
Liquid
Pigmented ink and blood , starch in hot water
Type of
Solute State Solvent
Examples
TableState
(2) Colloidal mediums / phases
Solution
The properties of colloids differ from the real solutions and the suspensions. As many of them,
Gas
Gas the form ofGas
– natural
at concentration, take
milk or clouds. However, it Air
appears
clear gas
at severe dilution, the
ultrafiltration membrane does not hold its particles, and if left for a while without shaking, it does
not permeate at the
bottom of the solution.
Gas
Soft drinks - oxygen dissolved in water

Preparation Methods for Colloids :
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Alcohol in water – ethylene glycol (anti-freeze) in water

The most known methods for preparing colloids is the continuous method and the condensation method:

 Dispersion method: the substance is crushed into small particles until its size reaches the size

Solid
Sugar or salt in water
of colloid particles. It is then added to the continuous medium while stirring (starch in water).

 Condensation method: the small particles are collected together into larger and more appropriate

Gas reactions like oxidization, Hydrogen
particles by chemical
reduction, in
or platinum
hydrolysis.or palladium

Solid

2H2S(aq) + SO2(g)
Liquid
Solid

Solid

3S(colloid) + 2H2O(l) (oxidation)
Silver amalgam Ag(s) / Hg(l)

Alloys like nickel – chrome alloy
Table (1) Types of solutions

We will concentrate in our study of this section on the solutions of the type “solid in a liquid”
in which water is the solvent.
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Also when sodium hydroxide dissolves in water, it dissociate to sodium ions and hydroxide ions.
NaOH(s)

water

-

+

Na (aq) + OH (aq)

Figure (13) Sodium hydroxide solution in water

The ionization of acids and bases in water have different patterns. The first scientist who
observed this, at the end of the nineteenth century, was the Swedish scientist, Arrhenius.

KOH(aq)

-

+

H (aq) + HSO 4(aq)

H2SO4(aq)
+

Sulfuric acid

-

K (aq) + OH (aq) Potassium hydroxide

In 1887, Arrhenius revealed his theory that explained the nature of acids and bases, which
stated that:

Acid: the substance that ionizes or dissociates in water and gives one or more hydrogen ions H+
Base: the substance that ionizes or dissociates in water and gives one or more hydroxide ions OHAccording to this theory, we observe that the acids work on increasing the concentration of
positive hydrogen ions H+ in aquatic solutions. This requires that Arrhenius’s acid to contain
hydrogen as a source of hydrogen ions as clarified from the equations of ionization or dissociation
of acids. From another point, the base works on increasing the concentration of hydroxide ions
in aquatic solutions. And therefore, Arrhenius’s base must contain the hydroxide group OH- as
shown from the equations of ionization or dissociation of bases. Arrhenius’s theory helps in
explaining what occurs when there is neutralization between the acid and the base to form an
ionic compound (salt) and water, as shown in the following equation:
HCl(aq) + NaOH(aq)
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Acids and Bases

The following table shows some of the natural and industrial products, and the acids and bases
entering in its composition or preparation.
Product

Acid or base entering in its composition or preparation

Acidic plants (lemon, orange, tomatoes)

Citric acid – ascorbic acid

Dairy products (cheese, milk, yogurt)

Lactic acid

Soft drinks

Carbonic acid – phosphoric acid

Soap

Sodium hydroxide

Baked soda

Sodium bicarbonate

Washing soda

Hydrated sodium carbonate
Table (3) Usages of acids and bases

 Acid : a compound with a sour taste. It changes the dye color of the litmus to red, reacts with

the active metal producing hydrogen gas
Zn(s) + 2HCl(aq)

ZnCl2(aq) + H2(g)

and reacts with carbonate or bicarbonate salts causes effervesence and producing carbon
dioxide gas, reacts with the bases giveing salt and water.
Na2CO3(s) + H2SO4(aq)

Na2SO4(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)

 Base : a compound with a bitter taste and slippery feel. It changes the dye color of the litmus

to the blue color, reacts with the acids, and gives salt and water.
The external appearance of the acid and base leads us to an experimental definition for each.
However, we must take into consideration that the experimental definition is based on observation
and does not describe or explain the unseen properties that lead to that behavior. The more overall
definition, that gives scientists the chance to predict the behavior of these substances comes from
the studies and experiments that were placed in the form of theories.

The theories placed to describe acid and base
The Arrhenius Theory :
The electrical conductivity of aqueous solutions of acid and base proves the existence of free ions
in it. When hydrogen chloride gas dissolves in water, it ionizes into hydrogen ions and chloride ions.
+

-

H (aq) + Cl (aq)

HCl(g)
water
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Acids
Acidsand
andBases
Bases

Alsowhen
when sodium hydroxide
to to
sodium
ions
andand
hydroxide
ions.ions.
Also
hydroxidedissolves
dissolvesininwater,
water,it itdissociate
dissociate
sodium
ions
hydroxide
NaOH
NaOH(s)

water
water

(s)

+ +

-

-

Na
Na(aq)(aq)+ +OH
OH
(aq)(aq)

Figure (13) Sodium hydroxide solution in water

Figure (13) Sodium hydroxide solution in water

The ionization of acids and bases in water have different patterns. The first scientist who
The
ionization
acids
andnineteenth
bases in water
have
patterns.
The
first scientist who
observed
this, at theofend
of the
century,
wasdifferent
the Swedish
scientist,
Arrhenius.
observed this, at the end of the nineteenth+ century, was
the Swedish scientist, Arrhenius.
H (aq) + HSO 4(aq) Sulfuric acid
H2SO4(aq)
+
H (aq) + HSO 4(aq) Sulfuric acid
H2SO4(aq)
+
K (aq) + OH (aq) Potassium hydroxide
KOH(aq)
+
K (aq) + OH (aq) Potassium hydroxide
KOH(aq)
In 1887, Arrhenius revealed his theory that explained the nature of acids and bases, which
stated
that: Arrhenius revealed his theory that explained the nature of acids and bases, which
In 1887,

stated that:
Acid: the substance that ionizes or dissociates in water and gives one or more hydrogen ions H+
Acid: the
thesubstance
substancethat
thationizes
ionizesorordissociates
dissociates
in water
gives
or more
hydrogen
Base:
in water
andand
gives
oneone
or more
hydroxide
ions ions
OHH

+

Base: the substance that ionizes or dissociates in water and gives one or more hydroxide ions OH-

According to this theory, we observe that the acids work on increasing the concentration of
positive hydrogen ions H+ in aquatic solutions. This requires that Arrhenius’s acid to contain

According to this theory, we observe that the acids work on increasing the concentration of

hydrogen as a source of hydrogen ions as clarified from the equations of ionization or dissociation
positive hydrogen ions H+ in aquatic solutions. This requires that Arrhenius’s acid to contain
of acids. From another point, the base works on increasing the concentration of hydroxide ions
hydrogen as a source of hydrogen ions as clarified from the equations of ionization or dissociation
in aquatic solutions. And therefore, Arrhenius’s base must contain the hydroxide group OH- as
of acids. From another point, the base works on increasing the concentration of hydroxide ions
shown from the equations of ionization or dissociation of bases. Arrhenius’s theory helps in

in aquatic solutions. And therefore, Arrhenius’s base must contain the hydroxide group OH- as
explaining what occurs when there is neutralization between the acid and the base to form an
shown from the equations of ionization or dissociation of bases. Arrhenius’s theory helps in
ionic compound (salt) and water, as shown in the following equation:
explaining what occurs when there is neutralization between the acid and the base to form an
HCl(aq) + NaOH(aq)
NaCl(aq) + H2O(l)
ionic compound (salt) and water,
as shown in the following
equation:
HCl(aq) + NaOH(aq)
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Acids and Bases

expressive
equation
of the
thisnatural
reaction
according
to products,
Arrhenius’sand
theory
is: and bases
TheThe
following
tableionic
shows
some of
and
industrial
the acids
+
entering in its composition or preparation.
H (aq) + OH (aq)
H2O(l)
Product
Acid or base entering in its composition or preparation
And therefore, water becomes an essential product when neutralization occurs between the
Acidic
plants
Citric acid – ascorbic acid
acid and
the(lemon,
base. orange, tomatoes)
Observations
on Arrhenius’s
theory:
Dairy
products (cheese,
milk, yogurt)

Lactic acid

 Carbon dioxide
and other compounds give acidic
solutions
however
Soft drinks
Carbonic
acidin– water,
phosphoric
acidthey do not

contain ion H+ in their structure. this does not match with Arrhenius’s theory.
Soap
Sodium hydroxide
 Ammonia and some other compounds give aqueous solutions inspite that it does not contain
Baked
soda
Sodium
the hydroxide
ion
in its structure. It is also neutralized with
acidsbicarbonate
and this does not agree with
Arrhenius’s
theory.
Washing
soda
Hydrated sodium carbonate
Table (3) Usages of acids and bases

 Acid : a compound with a sour taste. It changes the dye color of the litmus to red, reacts with

the active metal producing hydrogen gas
Zn(s) + 2HCl(aq)

ZnCl2(aq) + H2(g)

and reacts with carbonate or bicarbonate salts causes effervesence and producing carbon
dioxide gas, reacts with the bases giveing salt and water.
Na2CO3(s) + H2SO4(aq)

Na2SO4(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)

 Base : a compound with a bitter
taste(15)
andAmmonia
slipperysolution
feel. It in
changes
Figure
water the dye color of the litmus

to the blue color, reacts with the acids, and gives salt and water.
The BrÖnsted – Lowry Theory :
The external appearance of the acid and base leads us to an experimental definition for each.
In 1923
, Johannes
Brönsted
, from Denmark
, and Thomasdefinition
Lowry , from
England
, proposed
However,
we must
take into
consideration
that the experimental
is based
on observation
on theoracid
and the
the unseen
base. properties that lead to that behavior. The more overall
andtheir
doestheories
not describe
explain
The next
link inscientists
EKB explains
the Brönsted-Lowry
theory: of these substances comes from
definition,
that gives
the chance
to predict the behavior
the studies and experiments that were placed in the form of theories.

The theories placed to describe acid and base
The Arrhenius
Theory
Give a scientific
term::
TheAelectrical
conductivity
of aqueous solutions
of acid and base proves the existence of free ions
)
base gains
a proton. (..............................
in it. When hydrogen chloride gas dissolves in water, it ionizes into hydrogen ions and chloride ions.
+

-

H (aq) + Cl (aq)

HCl(g)
water
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Also when sodium hydroxide dissolves in water, it dissociate to sodium ions and hydroxide ions.
NaOH(s)

water

-

+

Na (aq) + OH (aq)

Figure (13) Sodium hydroxide solution in water

The ionization of acids and bases in water have different patterns. The first scientist who
observed this, at the end of the nineteenth century, was the Swedish scientist, Arrhenius.

KOH(aq)

-

+

H (aq) + HSO 4(aq)

H2SO4(aq)
+

Sulfuric acid

-

K (aq) + OH (aq) Potassium hydroxide

In 1887, Arrhenius revealed his theory that explained the nature of acids and bases, which
stated that:

Acid: the substance that ionizes or dissociates in water and gives one or more hydrogen ions H+
Base: the substance that ionizes or dissociates in water and gives one or more hydroxide ions OHAccording to this theory, we observe that the acids work on increasing the concentration of
positive hydrogen ions H+ in aquatic solutions. This requires that Arrhenius’s acid to contain
hydrogen as a source of hydrogen ions as clarified from the equations of ionization or dissociation
of acids. From another point, the base works on increasing the concentration of hydroxide ions
in aquatic solutions. And therefore, Arrhenius’s base must contain the hydroxide group OH- as
shown from the equations of ionization or dissociation of bases. Arrhenius’s theory helps in
explaining what occurs when there is neutralization between the acid and the base to form an
ionic compound (salt) and water, as shown in the following equation:
HCl(aq) + NaOH(aq)
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Acids and Bases
Acids

The following table shows
some of the natural
industrial
Classification
of and
Acids
andproducts,
Basesand the acids and bases
entering in its composition or preparation.

First: Acids

Product
Acid or base entering in its composition or preparation
Acids can be classified according to some basis as follows:
Acidic plants (lemon, orange, tomatoes)
Citric acid – ascorbic acid
1. According to the degree of ionization in the solution, it is divided into:
Dairy products (cheese, milk, yogurt)
Lactic acid
 Strong acids: they are acids that are completely ionized, i.e. all its molecules dissociate in the
Softions.
drinks
Carbonic
acid
phosphoric acidlarge extent
solution into
Its solutions conduct an electrical
current
to –
a proportionately
due to its containing
are considered
Soap a large amount of ions. Therefore, they
Sodium
hydroxidestrong electrolytes
like
Baked soda
Sodium bicarbonate
Hydroiodic acid HI , perchloric acid HClO4 , hydrochloric acid HCl , sulfuric acid H2SO4 ,
Washing
soda
Hydrated sodium carbonate
nitric acid HNO
3
 Weak acids: they are acids that
are(3)
partially
i.e. bases
a small part of the molecules ionized
Table
Usages ionized,
of acids and

into ions and conduct an electrical current to a small degree. Therefore, they are considered
 Acid : a compound with a sour taste. It changes the dye color of the litmus to red, reacts with
weak electrolytes like acetic acid (vinegar) CH3COOH that ionizes in water into hydronium
theion
active
producing
andmetal
acetate
anion. hydrogen gas

ZnCl
+ H2(g)
CH32(aq)
COOH
+ H2O ? CH3COO− + H3O+
and reacts with carbonate or bicarbonate salts causes effervesence and producing carbon
Notice
Notegas, reacts with the bases giveing salt and water.
dioxide
There is no relation between the strength of the acid and the number of hydrogen atoms in its molecular structure.
Zn(s) + 2HCl(aq)

contains
three+hydrogen
in each molecule. In spite of this, it is an weaker
Na2COAs3(s)the+ phosphoric
H2SO4(aq)acid H3PO4Na
SO4(aq)
H2O(l)atoms
+ CO
2
2(g)

than the nitric acid HNO3 that contains one hydrogen atom.
 Base : a compound with a bitter taste and slippery feel. It changes the dye color of the litmus

to the blue color, reacts with the acids, and gives salt and water.
The external appearance of the acid and base leads us to an experimental definition for each.
However, we must take into consideration that the experimental definition is based on observation
and does not describe or explain the unseen properties that lead to that behavior. The more overall
definition, that gives scientists the chance to predict the behavior of these substances comes from
the studies and experiments that were placed in the form of theories.

HCl

CH 3COOH

The theories placed to describe acid and base
The Arrhenius Theory :
The electrical conductivity of aqueous solutions of acid and base proves the existence of free ions
Figure (16)chloride
A stronggas
aciddissolves
conducts an
electrical
current into
to a greater
extent
than
a weak
acid ions.
in it. When hydrogen
in water,
it ionizes
hydrogen
ions
and
chloride
+

-

H (aq) + Cl (aq)

HCl(g)
water
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2. Also
According
to its source,
it is divided
when sodium
hydroxide
dissolvesinto:
in water, it dissociate to sodium ions and hydroxide ions.
+
 Organic acids: they are the acids that have
origin (plant
– animal) extracted from
wateran organic

Na

NaOH

+ OH

(aq)
the organs of living organisms. They(s)are weak acids(aq)like: formic
acid – acetic acid – lactic acid
– citric acid – oxalic acid.

 Mineral acids: they are the acids that usually have non-metal elements in their composition

like chlorine, sulfur, nitrogen, phosphorous, and others. They have not organic origin like:
hydrochloric acid HCl – phosphoric acid H3PO4 – perchloric acid HClO4 – carbonic acid
H2CO3 – nitric acid HNO3 – sulfuric acid H2SO4

Figure (17) Citric acid in
lemons

Figure (13) Sodium hydroxide solution in water
Figure (18) Lactic acid
Figure (19) Carbonic
in milk and its products
acid in soft drinks

The ionization of acids and bases in water have different patterns. The first scientist who

3. According
the end
number
ofnineteenth
hydrogen atoms,
the
acid
through
it, and
is known as
observed
this, to
at the
of the
century,
was
thereacts
Swedish
scientist,
Arrhenius.
the basisty of the acid:
 Monobasic acid: H2SO4(aq)

+

-

H (aq) + HSO 4(aq)

Sulfuric acid

+
When it dissolves in water, each molecule
gives one
proton

K (aq) + OH (aq) Potassium hydroxide
Acetic acid CH3COOH
In 1887, Arrhenius revealed his theory that explained the nature of acids and bases, which
Nitric acid HNO3
Formic acid HCOOH
stated that:
 Dibasic acids:
KOH(aq)

Hydrochloric acid HCl

Acid: the substance that ionizes or dissociates in water and gives one or more hydrogen ions H+
When it dissolves in water, each molecule gives one or two protons

Base: the substance that ionizes or dissociates in water and gives one or more hydroxide ions OHCOOH
Sulfuric acid H2SO4

Oxalic acid
According
to this
theory, we observe that the
acidsacid
work
on increasing the concentration of
Carbonic acid
H2CO
Oxalic
COOH
3
positive hydrogen ions H+ in aquatic solutions. This requires that Arrhenius’s acid to contain
hydrogen as a source of hydrogen ions as clarified from the equations of ionization or dissociation
of acids. From another point, the base works on increasing the concentration of hydroxide ions
in aquatic solutions. And therefore, Arrhenius’s base must contain the hydroxide group OH- as
shown from the equations of ionization or dissociation of bases. Arrhenius’s theory helps in
explaining what occurs when there is neutralization between the acid and the base to form an
ionic compound (salt) and water, as shown in the following equation:

HCl(aq) + NaOH(aq)
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Acids
Acids
andand
Bases
Bases
Acids

 The

TriTri
–following
basic
– basic
acids:
acids:
table shows some of the natural and industrial products, and the acids and bases

entering
ingive
itsupcomposition
or preparation.
Can
Can
give
up
to to
three
three
protons
protons
during
during
reaction.
reaction.
Acid orCH
base
entering
in its composition or preparation
COOH
COOH
CH
2 2

Product
HH
PO
PO
Phosphorous
Phosphorous
acid
acid
3 3 4 4

Acidic plants (lemon, orange, tomatoes)HO
Citric
acidCitric
– Citric
ascorbic
acid
acidacid
HO C C COOH
COOH
Dairy products (cheese, milk, yogurt)

Lactic acid
CH
CH
COOH
COOH
2 2

Soft drinks

Carbonic acid – phosphoric acid

GoGo
Further
Further

Soap
Sodium hydroxide
ForFor
more
more
knowledge
knowledge
about
about
thisthis
topic
topic
you
you
Bakedcan
soda
Sodium
can
refer
refer
to to
thethe
Egyptian
Egyptian
Knowledge
Knowledge
Bank
Bank bicarbonate
(EKB)
(EKB)
through
through
thethe
opposite
opposite
link.
link.
Washing soda
Hydrated sodium carbonate
Table (3) Usages of acids and bases

Second:
Second:
Bases
Bases
 Acid : a compound with a sour taste. It changes the dye color of the litmus to red, reacts with
Bases
Bases
cancan
bebe
classified
classified
according
according
to to
some
some
rules
rules
as as
follows:
follows:
the active metal producing hydrogen gas
1. 1.
According
According
to to
itsits
ionization
ionization
degree
degree
as as
follows:
follows:
Zn(s) + 2HCl(aq)
ZnCl2(aq) + H2(g)

Strong
Strong
bases:
bases:
they
they
areare
completely
completely
ionized
ionized
bases.
bases.
They
They
areare
considered
considered
strong
strong
electrolytes
electrolytes
as as
likelike
and
reacts
with
carbonate
or
bicarbonate
salts
causes
effervesence
and
producing
carbon
potassium
potassium
hydroxide
hydroxide
KOH
KOH
, sodium
, sodium
hydroxide
hydroxide
NaOH
NaOH
, barium
, barium
hydroxide
hydroxide
Ba(OH)
Ba(OH)
. .
2 2
dioxide gas, reacts with the bases giveing salt and water.

Weak
Weak
bases:
bases:
they
they
areare
partially
partially
ionized
ionized
bases.
bases.
They
They
areare
considered
considered
weak
weak
electrolytes
electrolytes
like
like
Na
CO3(s) + H
SO4(aq) NH
Na2SO4(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)
ammonium
ammonium
hydroxide
hydroxide
NH
OH.
OH.
2
2
4 4

 Base : a compound with a bitter taste and slippery feel. It changes the dye color of the litmus

to the blue color, reacts with the acids, and gives salt and water.
The external appearance of the acid and base leads us to an experimental definition for each.
However, we must take into consideration that the experimental definition is based on observation
and does not describe or explain the unseen properties that lead to that behavior. The more overall
NaO
NaO
H the
H chance to predict the behavior of these
definition, that gives scientists
NHN4OHH4OH substances comes from
the studies and experiments that were placed in the form of theories.

The theories placed to describe acid and base

Figure
Figure
(20)
(20)
The
The
strong
strong
base
base
conducts
conducts
an an
electrical
electrical
current
current
to atolarger
a larger
degree
degree
than
than
thethe
weak
weak
base
base

2. 2.
According
According
to to
itsits
molecular
molecular
composition:
composition:

The Arrhenius Theory :

Some
Some
substances
substances
react
react
with
with
thethe
acid
acid
to to
give
give
saltsalt
and
and
water.
water.
Therefore,
Therefore,
they
they
areare
considered
considered
The
electrical
conductivity
of
aqueous
solutions
of
acid
and
base
proves
the
existence
of free ions
bases
bases
like:
like:
in it. When hydrogen chloride gas dissolves in water, it ionizes into hydrogen ions and chloride ions.

Metal
Metal
oxides
oxides
– FeO:
– FeO:
+
FeO
FeO
+(s) HCl
+2 HCl
FeCl
+H
+H
OO
H FeCl
Cl
+2(aq)
(s) HCl
(aq)(aq)
2(aq) 2 2(l) (l)
(aq)

(g)

(aq)

water
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and
Bases
Acids
Acids
andand
Bases
Bases


Metal
Metal
Hydroxides:
Hydroxides:
Also
when
sodium hydroxide dissolves in water, it dissociate to sodium ions and hydroxide ions.
+
water
Ca(OH)
Ca(OH)
+H
+H
SOSO
CaSO
CaSO
+H
+
2 HO O
2(aq)
2(aq) 2 2 4(aq)
4(aq) Na
4(aq)
4(aq) 2 2(l) (l)
OH

NaOH(s)

(aq)

+

(aq)


Metal
Metal
Carbonates
Carbonates
(or(or
bicarbonates):
bicarbonates):

K2K
CO
CO + 2HCl
+ 2HCl
2 3(s)3(s)
(aq)(aq)

2KCl
2KCl
+H
+H
O O+ CO
+ CO
(aq)(aq) 2 2(l) (l)
2(g)2(g)

KHCO
KHCO
+ HCl
+ HCl
3(s)3(s)
(aq)(aq)

KCl
KCl
+H
+H
O O+ CO
+ CO
(aq)(aq) 2 2(l) (l)
2(g)2(g)

The
The
bases
bases
that
that
dissolve
dissolve
in in
water
water
areare
called
called
alkalis.
alkalis.
They
They
cancan
bebe
defined
defined
as as
substances
substances
that
that
- dissolve
dissolve
in in
water
water
and
and
give
give
hydroxide
hydroxide
ionion
OH
OH
, i.e.
, i.e.
thethe
alkalis
alkalis
areare
part
part
of of
thethe
bases.
bases.
And
And
therefore,
therefore,
wewe
cancan
say:
say:
allall
alkalis
alkalis
areare
bases
bases
and
and
notnot
allall
bases
bases
areare
alkalis.
alkalis.

Detecting
DetectingAcids
Acidsand
andBases
Bases
There
There
areare
a number
a number
of of
methods
methods
forfor
identifying
identifying
thethe
type
type
of of
solution,
solution,
whether
whether
it isit acidic,
is acidic,
alkaline,
alkaline,
oror
neutral
neutral
as as
indicators
indicators
oror
pH–meter
pH–meter
. .
Figure (13) Sodium hydroxide solution in water

First:
First:Indicators
Indicators
The ionization of acids and bases in water have different patterns. The first scientist who
They
They
areare
weak
weak
acids
acids
and
and
bases.
bases.
They
They
change
change
color
color
with
with
thethe
change
change
of of
thethe
type
type
of of
solution.
solution.
observed this, at the end of the nineteenth century, was the Swedish scientist, Arrhenius.
This
This
is due
is due
to to
thethe
variation
variation
of of
thethe
ionized
ionized
indicator
indicator
color
color
from
from
thethe
non-ionized
non-ionized
indicator
indicator
color.
color.
+
Indicators
Indicators
areare
used
used
to to
identify
identify
thethe
type
type
ofH
of
solution
solution
and
and
during
during
the
the
titration
titration
process
between
between
thethe
HSO
SO4(aq)
Sulfuric
acidprocess
H
4(aq)
(aq) +
2
acid
acid
and
and
thethe
base.
base.
The
The
following
following
schedule
schedule
shows
shows
examples
examples
of of
some
some
indicators
indicators
and
and
their
their
color
color
in in
+
thethe
different
different
mediums:
mediums:

KOH(aq)

K (aq) + OH (aq) Potassium hydroxide

Colour
Colour
inin
acidic
acidic
Colour
Colour
inin
basic
basic
Colour
Colour
inin
neutral
neutral
Indicator
Indicator
In 1887,
Arrhenius revealed his theory that explained the nature of acids and bases, which
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
stated that:
Methyl
Methyl
orange
orange
Red
Red
Yellow
Yellow
Orange
Orange

Acid: the substance that ionizes or dissociates in water and gives one or more hydrogen ions H+

Bromothymol
Bromothymol
blue
blue
Yellow
Yellow
Blue
Blue
Green
Greenions OHBase:
the substance
that ionizes
or dissociates in water and
gives one or more hydroxide
Phenolphthalein
Phenolphthalein
Colorless
Colorless
Pinkon increasing the
Colorless
Colorless
According
to this theory, we
observe that the acidsPink
work
concentration of
positive hydrogen ions H+ in aquatic solutions. This requires that Arrhenius’s acid to contain
Litmus
Litmus
Red
Red
Blue
Blue
Violet
Violet
hydrogen as a source of hydrogen ions as clarified from the equations of ionization or dissociation
of acids.
From
another
point,
theindicators
base works
oncolor
increasing
the basic
concentration
of
hydroxide
Table
Table
(4)(4)
Examples
Examples
of
some
of some
indicators
and
and
their
their
color
in the
in the
acidic,
acidic,
basic
acid,
acid,
and
and
neutral
neutral
medium
mediumions
in aquatic solutions. And therefore, Arrhenius’s base must contain the hydroxide group OH- as
Enrichment
Enrichment
Information
Information
shown from the equations of ionization or dissociation of bases. Arrhenius’s theory helps in
AntAnt
andand
beebee
bites
bites
have
have
acidic
acidic
effect
effect
, they
, they
cancan
be be
treated
treated
by by
using
using
thethe
sodium
sodium
bicarbonate
bicarbonate
solution
solution
, whereas
, whereas
explainingthewhat
occurs
when
there
iseffect
neutralization
between
the
acid and the base to form an
the
wasp
wasp
and
and
jellyfish
jellyfish
have
have
basic
basic
effect
andand
cancan
be be
treated
treated
by by
using
using
vinegar.
vinegar.
ionic compound (salt) and water, as shown in the following equation:

HCl(aq) + NaOH(aq)
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Acids and Bases

The following table shows some of the natural and industrial products, and the acids and bases
entering in its composition or preparation.
Product

Acid or base entering in its composition or preparation

Acidic plants (lemon, orange, tomatoes)

Citric acid – ascorbic acid

Dairy products (cheese, milk, yogurt)

Lactic acid

Soft drinks

Carbonic acid – phosphoric acid

Soap

Sodium hydroxide

Baked soda

Sodium bicarbonate

Washing soda

Hydrated sodium carbonate
Table (3) Usages of acids and bases

 Acid : a compound with a sour taste. It changes the dye color of the litmus to red, reacts with

the active metal producing hydrogen gas
Zn(s) + 2HCl(aq)

ZnCl2(aq) + H2(g)

and reacts with carbonate or bicarbonate salts causes effervesence and producing carbon
dioxide gas, reacts with the bases giveing salt and water.
Na2CO3(s) + H2SO4(aq)

Na2SO4(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)

 Base : a compound with a bitter taste and slippery feel. It changes the dye color of the litmus

to the blue color, reacts with the acids, and gives salt and water.
The external appearance of the acid and base leads us to an experimental definition for each.
However, we must take into consideration that the experimental definition is based on observation
and does not describe or explain the unseen properties that lead to that behavior. The more overall
definition, that gives scientists the chance to predict the behavior of these substances comes from
the studies and experiments that were placed in the form of theories.

The theories placed to describe acid and base
The Arrhenius Theory :
The electrical conductivity of aqueous solutions of acid and base proves the existence of free ions
in it. When hydrogen chloride gas dissolves in water, it ionizes into hydrogen ions and chloride ions.
+

-

H (aq) + Cl (aq)

HCl(g)
water
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dil.
Also when sodium hydroxide
dissolves
dissociate
to sodium
Active metal
+ acidin water, itsalt
+ hydrogen
gas ions and hydroxide ions.
-

+

water
dil.

Na (aq) + OH (aq)
ZnSO4(aq) + H2(g)-

NaOH
Zn(s) + H2SO(s)4(aq)

The product salt can be separated by heating the solution, so water evaporates and salt remains
 Reaction of metal oxides with acids: this method is usually used if there is difficulty in the direct

reaction of metal with acid, whether it is because a dangerous reaction or due to the decrease
of metal activity than the hydrogen.
Metal oxide + acid salt + water
CuO(s) + H2SO4(aq)

Δ

CuSO4(aq) + H2O(l)

 Reaction of metal hydroxide with acid: this method is suitable in the case of metal hydroxides

that are dissolving in water and are considered as alkalis.
base + acid salt + water
Δ

(13) Sodium hydroxide
solution
+ NaOH
NaCl
+ Hin2Owater
HClFigure
(aq)
(aq)
(aq)
(l)

The ionization of acids and bases in water have different patterns. The first scientist who
observed
at thereactions
end of the
century, was the
Swedish
scientist,
Acids this,
and bases
arenineteenth
known as neutralization
reactions.
They
are usedArrhenius.
to determine
+
an unknown concentration of an acid or alkali
using an alkali
or acid of a known concentration in
H (aq) + HSO 4(aq) Sulfuric acid
H2SO4(aq)
the presence of suitable indicator. Neutralization occurs when the amount of acid is completely
+
equivalent to the alkali amount.

KOH(aq)

K (aq) + OH (aq) Potassium hydroxide

 Reaction of metal carbonates or bicarbonates with most acids: it is the carbonic acid salts. It

is unstable
(low boiling
point).
is possible
any otherthe
acid
that isofmore
than it which
to
In
1887, Arrhenius
revealed
hisIttheory
thatfor
explained
nature
acidsstable
and bases,
remove
stated
that: it from its salts and replace it. The new acid salt and water form, and carbon dioxide
gas evolved. This reaction is called acidity test.

Acid: the substance that ionizes or dissociates in water and gives one or more hydrogen ions H+
Na2CO3(s) + 2HCl(aq)

2NaCl(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)-

Base: the substance that ionizes or dissociates in water and gives one or more hydroxide ions OHAccording to this theory, we observe that the acids work on increasing the concentration of
positive hydrogen ions H+ in aquatic solutions. This requires that Arrhenius’s acid to contain
hydrogen as a source of hydrogen ions as clarified from the equations of ionization or dissociation
of acids. From another point, the base works on increasing the concentration of hydroxide ions
in aquatic solutions. And therefore, Arrhenius’s base must contain the hydroxide group OH- as
shown from the equations of ionization or dissociation of bases. Arrhenius’s theory helps in
explaining what occurs when there is neutralization between the acid and the base to form an
ionic compound (salt) and water, as shown in the following equation:
HCl(aq) + NaOH(aq)
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Acids and Bases
Acids

Naming
Salts:
The
following
table shows some of the natural and industrial products, and the acids and bases
entering in its composition or preparation.
Salt forms when the negative ion of the acid (anion X-) combines with the positive ion of the
+
base (cation MProduct
) to produce the salt (MY).
Therefore,
the chemical
name of salt or
is formed
from
Acid
or base entering
in its composition
preparation
two parts. For example, we could say, “sodium chloride” or “potassium nitrates” The first part
Acidic plants (lemon, orange, tomatoes)
Citric acid – ascorbic acid
refers to the negative ion of the acid (anion), and is called “the acidic radical of the salt”. While the
Dairy
products
milk, yogurt)
Lactic“the
acid
first part
refers (cheese,
to the positive
ion of the base (cation), and is called
basic radical of the salt”.
When nitric Soft
acid drinks
(HNO3) reacts with potassium hydroxide
the resulting
Carbonic (KOH),
acid – phosphoric
acidsalt is called
potassium nitrates (KNO3)
Soap
Sodium hydroxide
Baked sodaKOH(aq) + HNO3(aq)

KNO
+H
O
3(aq)
2 (l)
Sodium
bicarbonate

The chemical
formula
on the valence
the anion and cation.
Washing
soda of the resulting salt depends
Hydrated
sodiumofcarbonate
The following table shows examples of some salts, their formulas, and the acids in which they
Table (3) Usages of acids and bases
were prepared from.
 Acid : a compound with a sour taste. It changes the dye color of the litmus to red, reacts with
Acidmetal producing
Acidic radical
Examples for some salts
the active
hydrogen gas

Zn(s) + 2HCl(aq)
ZnCl2(aq) + H2(g)
Potassium nitrates KNO3 – lead nitrates Pb(NO3)2
Nitric acid
Nitrate (NO3)−
HNO3 with carbonate or bicarbonate salts causes
and reacts
effervesence
and3producing
carbon
iron III
nitrates Fe(NO
)3
dioxide gas, reacts with the bases giveing salt and water.
Sodium chloride NaCl – magnesium chloride MgCl2
Hydrochloric
−
Na
CO3(s) + H2SO4(aq)
SO4(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)
Chloride ClNa
2
2
acid HCl
aluminum chloride AlCl3
 Base : a compound with a bitter taste and slippery feel. It changes the dye color of the litmus
Potassium
acetate
COOK – copper II acetate (CH3COO)2Cu
to the
blueacid
color, reacts
with the acids,
and gives
saltCH
and
3 water.
Acetate
Acetic
−
CH3COOH
(CH3COO)
ironusIII
(CH3COO)
Fe
The external
appearance
of the acid and base leads
toacetate
an experimental
definition
for each.
3
However, we must take into consideration that the experimental definition is based on observation
Sulfate
(SOthe
)2- unseenSodium
sulfate
SO – copper II sulfate CuSO4
and does
not describe
or explain
properties
thatNa
lead
Sulfuric
acid
4
2 to4that behavior. The more overall
H2SO
bisulfate
–ofaluminum
bisulfate comes
Al(HSOfrom
)
definition,
that4 gives Bisulfate
scientists
the 4chance
to predict
theNaHSO
behavior
these substances
(HSO
)− sodium
4
4 3
the studies and experiments that were placed in the form of theories.
Sodium carbonate Na2CO3 – calcium carbonate CaCO3
Carbonate (CO3)2Carbonic
sodium bicarbonate NaHCO3 – magnesium bicarbonate
acid H2CO3 bicarbonate (HCO )−
3
) base
The theories placed
to describeMg(HCO
acid and
3 2

The Arrhenius Theory :

Table (5) Examples of acids and some of its salts

The electrical conductivity of aqueous solutions of acid and base proves the existence of free ions
in it. When hydrogen chloride gas dissolves in water, it ionizes into hydrogen ions and chloride ions.
+

-

H (aq) + Cl (aq)

HCl(g)
water
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Acids and Bases

Also when sodium hydroxide dissolves in water, it dissociate to sodium ions and hydroxide ions.
NaOH(s)

water

-

+

Na (aq) + OH (aq)

Figure (13) Sodium hydroxide solution in water

The ionization of acids and bases in water have different patterns. The first scientist who
observed this, at the end of the nineteenth century, was the Swedish scientist, Arrhenius.

KOH(aq)

-

+

H (aq) + HSO 4(aq)

H2SO4(aq)
+

Sulfuric acid

-

K (aq) + OH (aq) Potassium hydroxide

In 1887, Arrhenius revealed his theory that explained the nature of acids and bases, which
stated that:

Acid: the substance that ionizes or dissociates in water and gives one or more hydrogen ions H+
Base: the substance that ionizes or dissociates in water and gives one or more hydroxide ions OHAccording to this theory, we observe that the acids work on increasing the concentration of
positive hydrogen ions H+ in aquatic solutions. This requires that Arrhenius’s acid to contain
hydrogen as a source of hydrogen ions as clarified from the equations of ionization or dissociation
of acids. From another point, the base works on increasing the concentration of hydroxide ions
in aquatic solutions. And therefore, Arrhenius’s base must contain the hydroxide group OH- as
shown from the equations of ionization or dissociation of bases. Arrhenius’s theory helps in
explaining what occurs when there is neutralization between the acid and the base to form an
ionic compound (salt) and water, as shown in the following equation:
HCl(aq) + NaOH(aq)
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Acids and Bases

The following table shows some of the natural and industrial products, and the acids and bases
entering in its composition or preparation.
Product

Acid or base entering in its composition or preparation

Acidic plants (lemon, orange, tomatoes)

Citric acid – ascorbic acid

Dairy products (cheese, milk, yogurt)

Lactic acid

Soft drinks

Carbonic acid – phosphoric acid

Soap

Sodium hydroxide

Baked soda

Sodium bicarbonate

Washing soda

Hydrated sodium carbonate
Table (3) Usages of acids and bases

 Acid : a compound with a sour taste. It changes the dye color of the litmus to red, reacts with

the active metal producing hydrogen gas
Zn(s) + 2HCl(aq)

ZnCl2(aq) + H2(g)

and reacts with carbonate or bicarbonate salts causes effervesence and producing carbon
dioxide gas, reacts with the bases giveing salt and water.
Na2CO3(s) + H2SO4(aq)

Na2SO4(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g)

 Base : a compound with a bitter taste and slippery feel. It changes the dye color of the litmus

to the blue color, reacts with the acids, and gives salt and water.
The external appearance of the acid and base leads us to an experimental definition for each.
However, we must take into consideration that the experimental definition is based on observation
and does not describe or explain the unseen properties that lead to that behavior. The more overall
definition, that gives scientists the chance to predict the behavior of these substances comes from
the studies and experiments that were placed in the form of theories.

The theories placed to describe acid and base
The Arrhenius Theory :
The electrical conductivity of aqueous solutions of acid and base proves the existence of free ions
in it. When hydrogen chloride gas dissolves in water, it ionizes into hydrogen ions and chloride ions.
+

-

H (aq) + Cl (aq)

HCl(g)
water
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Lesson One : Solutions and Colloids

colloids

Laboratory
: Comparing
the types ofsolutions
solutions
Laboratory
Activity : Activity
Electrolytic
and non-electrolytic

Procedures :

Security and Safety

Security and Safety

rst beaker , then
d.

cup , then add
y heat and stir.

Purpose of the Activity
 Form
an electric
circuit
a lightwith
bulb, battery
andpowder
conducting
 Repeat
the
sameofsteps
the milk
and chalk
Purpose of the Activity
; Distinguishing the types of wires, then connect its two ends with a graphite column
powder.
; Classify
the solutions according to
solutions.
(rod).
their electrical current conductivity.

............................

............................

glass beaker of
f lead chromate
lead chromate.

............................
............................

tilled water by
everal time.

Procedures :

Co-operate with two classmates to carry out the following
 then
Number
3 beakers
1 towith
3. other groups in the
activity,
compare
yourfrom
results
class.
 Put 3 g of salt in the first beaker , then add distilled water and
 place stir
200until
ml ofthe
water
in a glass
beaker.
solution
volume
reaches 100 ml.

Acquired Skills

 Look at the mixture by your naked eye and observe if you

 Submerge the graphite column in water inside the glass cup

can distinguish its components.

without touching its wall. What do you observe on the light
 Take a drop from each mixture and put it on a glass slice,
; Using the tools − prediction − bulb?
Acquired Skills

; Observation
− explanation
observation
− inferring.−
recording data − conclusion.

Materials

then screen it under the microscope. What do you observe
on the volume of the particles of each mixture?

Observation : ..................................................................................

 Add a little of soduim chloride(table salt) in the water, then

Materials

glass
on theonconical
flask
and put filtration
stirit Put
well.the
What
dofunnel
you observe
the light
bulb?
paper inside it. Pour the salt solution inside the filtration

; 3 standard glass beakers of Observation : ..................................................................................
paper. Can the salt be separated from water this way?
capacity 200 ml − distilled
wires − a graphite column
 Substitute the solution in the beaker with other solutions
water
Repeat the steps above with two other mixtures, then record
(pencil
tip) −− sodium
distilledchloride
water − a− milk for
each of:
− chalk
powder
your observation and conclusion.
250 mlpowder
glass beaker
− light
bulb− light
H
O , NH4OH , NaOH , CH3COOH , HCl , CuSO4
C
microscope
− filtration
12 22 11
− glasstorch
rod −−sodium
chloride
−
Observation: ...................................................................................
paper
− glass
funnel − conical Record your data in a table from your own designing.
copper
sulphate
− hydrochloric

; 6 volt battery − conducting

....................................................................................................................

− glass(acetic
slices −acid)
glass rod
acid flask
− vinegar
Conclusion : ....................................................................................
− sucrose
− soduim hydroxide
for stirring.
Explanation : ...................................................................................
− ammonium hydroxide.

Conclusion :

 Compare between the real solution (salt solution), suspended

sin to get rid of

heating.

mortar and use

Milk powder

o a soft powder.

(chalk solution) and colloidal (milk solution) in a table from
your own designing and containing the following data :
homogenous , volume of particles and the ability to separate
the components.
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
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Unit 3

Activities and Assessment Questions

Laboratory
LaboratoryActivity
Activity: :Preparing
Preparingsome
somesimple
simplecolloids
colloids
Laboratory Activity : Preparing Solutions of Different
Concentrations
Security
and
Safety
Security
and
Safety
Security
and
Safety

Procedures
:: :
Procedures
Procedures

If you
know that
the atomic
mass of Na , C , and O are 23,
First
: :preparing
starch
::
First
preparing
starch

12 and 16 respectively , calculate the molar mass of sodium

Put
50
Put
50ggofofstarch
starchininlittle
littlecold
coldwater
waterininthe
thefirst
firstbeaker
beaker, ,then
then
carbonate.
Purpose
ofofthe
Activity
Purpose
thethe
Activity
Purpose
of
Activity
;;Preparing
some
simple
Preparing
some
simplecolloids.
colloids.
;
Preparing
solutions
of different

concentrations
;;Preparing
a atype
paints
Preparing
typeofofpractically.
paintsasasanan
example
exampleofofcolloid
colloidsystems.
systems.
Acquired Skills
Acquired
AcquiredSkills
Skills

; Using the lab tools − observation

;;Using
the
− recording
data
conclusion.
Using
thelab
labtools
tools−−−observation
observation
− −inferring.
inferring.

shake
the cup
liquid
shake
cupwell
welluntil
until
liquiddough
doughformed.
formed.
Thethe
molar
mass
= ...........................................................................
Put
100
ml
water
ininthe
second
, ,then
The
mass
0.2
mol of
sodium
carbonate
=cup
..............................
Put
100
mlofofdistilled
distilled
water
the
secondcup
thenadd
add

the
liquid
dough
the
heat
stir.
theUse
liquid
doughtototo
theawater
water
gradually
heatand
and
stir.

a balance
take
mass and
ofand
0.2gradually
mol of sodium
carbonate
Observe
what
Observe
what
occurs.
and place
itoccurs.
in
a flask.


Use the graduated
cylinder to place 50 ml of water on the
Observation:
...................................................................................
Observation:
...................................................................................

salt inside the flask smoothly , then use the glass hand to stir.
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
 Complete the solution to be 200 ml and keep stirring until
Second
: :preparing
paints
::
Second
preparing
paintsdissolves
the sodium
bicarbonate
completely.

Materials
Materials
Put
50
ml
solution
11M
aaglass
beaker
Use
following
relation
to calculate
concentration

Put
50the
mlof
oflead
leadnitrate
nitrate
solution
Mininthe
glass
beakerofof of
; GraduatedMaterials
cylinder − 3 standard 

;;5050gflasks
− −2 2standard
of capacity
200 ml glass
, glass
250 ml
gofofstarch
starch
standard
beakers
of
capacity
500
ml
and
500
ml
−
balance
−
distilled
beakers of capacity 500 ml − −
distilled
− −bunsen
flame
water water
− sodium
carbonate
distilled
water
bunsen
flame −
− −glass
rod.
sodium
glass
rod. hydroxide − hydrate

copper sulfate
− sodium
chloride
;;Glass
Glass beaker
beaker − − test
test tube
tube − −
− sugar cane (sucrose)
− glass rod
graduated
graduated cylinder
cylinder 5050 mlml − −
for stirring. water − bunsen
dropper
dropper− −distilled
distilled water − bunsen

flame
flame− −glass
glasshand
hand− −lead
leadnitrate
nitrate
solution
1
M
sodium
solution 1 M sodiumchromate
chromate
solution
solution1 1MM− −raw
rawoiloilofofflax
flaxseed
seed− −

Distilled
steaming basin − mortar − mortar
watersteaming basin − mortar − mortar
hand
hand− −brush
brushtotopaint
paint− −a apiece
piece
ofofwood.
wood.

Solution
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1

the solution
capacity
500
capacity
500ml
ml:, then
, thenadd
addaasimilar
similarvolume
volumeofoflead
leadchromate
chromate
The
number
of
the
solute
moles
with
stirring.
with
stirring.
The
molar
concentration =
The volume of the solution in liters
Observe
the
precipitant's
color
Observe
the precipitant's
color
formedfrom
fromlead
leadchromate.
chromate.
The molar
concentration
=formed
........................................................


Follow up the
steps above to prepare solutions of different
Observation:
...................................................................................
Observation:
...................................................................................

concentrations of sodium bicarbonates.
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
 Substitute sodium bicarbonates with hydrate copper sulfate.
Wash
the resulted
precipitant by
distilled water
Wash
resulted
bythe
the
waterby
by
Whatthe
is the
changeprecipitant
that may occur
to distilled
get 1 M solution?
decantition
decantitionmethod
methodand
andrepeat
repeatwashing
washingititseveral
severaltime.
time.
.............................................................................................................
Transport
the
into
aasteaming
basin totoget
ofof
theprecipitant
precipitant
intousing
steaming
getrid
rid
Transport
Repeat the
activity
above
other basin
substances
such
as
the
extra
humidity
smoothly
by
slow
quiet
heating.
thesodium
extra humidity
smoothly
slow quiet
hydroxide
, sodiumby
chloride
andheating.
sugar cane.
Record
thethe
results
which
you put
conclude
a tableand
involving

After
drying
lead
mortar
use
After
drying
the
leadchromate,
chromate,
putititininaain
mortar
and
use
substance
, to
itsgrain
massitit, until
number
of itsinto
moles
, volume
of the
the
mortar
hand
powder.
thethe
mortar
handto
grain
untilititturns
turns
intoaasoft
soft
powder.
solution and concentration.
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Solutions, Acids and Bases

Laboratory Activity : Comparing the types of solutions

colloids

Laboratory Activity : Comparing the types of solutions

Procedures :

Security and Safety

Security and Safety

Procedures :

 Number 3 beakers from 1 to 3.

 Number 3 beakers from 1 to 3.

 Put 3 g of salt in the first beaker , then add distilled water and

rst beaker , then
d.

cup , then add
y heat and stir.

............................

............................

Putthe
3 g solution
of salt in volume
the first reaches
beaker ,100
thenml.
add distilled water and
stiruntil

Purpose of the Activity

stirthe
until
the steps
solution
volume
reaches
100and
ml. chalk
 Repeat
same
with
the milk
powder
Purpose
of
the
Activity
; Distinguishing the types of
solutions.
; Distinguishing the types of

solutions.

powder.
 Repeat the same steps with the milk powder and chalk

 Look powder.
at the mixture by your naked eye and observe if you

candistinguish
its mixture
components.
Look at the
by your naked eye and observe if you
distinguish
components.
 Take acan
drop
from eachitsmixture
and put it on a glass slice,
; Using the toolsAcquired
− prediction
Skills−
then
screen
it
under
the
microscope.
What do you observe
observation − inferring.
 Take a drop from each mixture and put it on a glass slice,
; Using the tools − prediction −
on the volume of the particles of each mixture?
Acquired Skills

observation − inferring.
Materials

then screen it under the microscope. What do you observe

 Put the
funnel on
the particles
conical flask
andmixture?
put filtration
onglass
the volume
of the
of each

paper inside it. Pour the salt solution inside the filtration

lead chromate.

; 3 standard glassMaterials
beakers of
 Put
funnel
on the
conical
and put filtration
paper.
Canthe
theglass
salt be
separated
from
waterflask
this way?
capacity 200 ml − distilled
paper inside it. Pour the salt solution inside the filtration
; 3− sodium
standard
glass −beakers
of
water
chloride
milk
 Repeat the steps above with two other mixtures, then record
paper. Can the salt be separated from water this way?
capacity
ml − −light
distilled your observation and conclusion.
powder
− chalk 200
powder
− sodium− chloride
torch water
− microscope
filtration− milk
 Repeat the steps above with two other mixtures, then record
Observation: ...................................................................................
paperpowder
− glass −
funnel
conical− light
chalk−powder
your observation and conclusion.

............................
............................

Observation: ...................................................................................
....................................................................................................................

glass beaker of
f lead chromate

tilled water by
everal time.

sin to get rid of

....................................................................................................................

flask −torch
glass− slices
− glass−rod
microscope
filtration
for stirring.
paper − glass funnel − conical

Milk powder

heating.

mortar and use

Conclusion :

flask − glass slices − glass rod
for stirring.
 Compare between the real solution (salt solution), suspended

Milk powder

o a soft powder.

Conclusion
: in a table from
(chalk solution) and colloidal
(milk solution)
your
designing
andthe
containing
the(salt
following
data
:
 own
Compare
between
real solution
solution),
suspended
homogenous , volume of particles and the ability to separate
(chalk solution) and colloidal (milk solution) in a table from
the components.

your own designing and containing the following data :
..............................................................................................................
homogenous , volume of particles and the ability to separate
the components.
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
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Unit Three
Unit
Three
Unit
Three
Solutions, Acids and
Bases
Solutions,
Solutions,Acids
Acidsand
andBases
Bases

Laboratory Activity : Preparing some simple colloids
Laboratory
LaboratoryActivity
Activity: :Preparing
Preparingsome
somesimple
simplecolloids
colloids

Security and Safety
Security
Securityand
andSafety
Safety

Procedures :
Procedures
Procedures::

First : preparing starch :
First
First: :preparing
preparingstarch
starch: :
 Put 50 g of starch in little cold water in the first beaker , then
Put
Put50
50ggofofstarch
starchininlittle
littlecold
coldwater
waterininthe
thefirst
firstbeaker
beaker, ,then
then
Purpose of the Activity
shake the cup well until liquid dough formed.
Purpose
shake
Purposeofofthe
theActivity
Activity
shakethe
thecup
cupwell
welluntil
untilliquid
liquiddough
doughformed.
formed.
; Preparing some simple colloids.
 Put 100 ml of distilled water in the second cup , then add
;;Preparing
Preparingsome
somesimple
simplecolloids.
colloids.
100
ml
distilled
water
ininthe
second
cup
add
; Preparing a type of paints as an 
Put
Put
100
mlofofdough
distilled
water
the
second
cup,heat
,then
thenand
addstir.
the
liquid
to
the
water
and
gradually
;;Preparing
a
type
of
paints
as
an
Preparing
of systems.
paints as an
example aoftype
colloid
the
liquid
totothe
theObserve
liquiddough
dough
thewater
waterand
andgradually
graduallyheat
heatand
andstir.
stir.
what occurs.
example
exampleofofcolloid
colloidsystems.
systems.
Observe
Observewhat
whatoccurs.
occurs.
Acquired Skills
Observation:
...................................................................................
Acquired
AcquiredSkills
Skills
Observation:
...................................................................................
Observation:
...................................................................................
; Using the lab tools − observation
....................................................................................................................
;;Using
the
Using
thelab
labtools
tools− −observation
observation ....................................................................................................................
− inferring.
....................................................................................................................
− −inferring.
inferring.
Second : preparing paints :
Second
Second: :preparing
preparingpaints
paints: :
Materials
 Put 50 ml of lead nitrate solution 1 M in a glass beaker of
Materials
Put
50
nitrate solution
11M
ininaaglass
beaker
ofof
Materials
Put
50ml
mlof500
oflead
lead
solution
M
glass
beaker
capacity
ml ,nitrate
then add
a similar
volume
of lead
chromate
; 50 g of starch − 2 standard glass
capacity
500
;;5050gbeakers
glass
capacity
500ml
ml, then
, thenadd
addaasimilar
similarvolume
volumeofoflead
leadchromate
chromate
gofofstarch
starch
−2 2standard
standard
glass
of − capacity
500
ml −
with stirring.
beakers
of
capacity
500
ml
−
with
beakers
capacity
500 mlflame
−
distilledof water
− bunsen
withstirring.
stirring.
distilled
water
−
bunsen
flame
distilled
water
−
bunsen
flame

Observe
the precipitant's color formed from lead chromate.
− glass rod.

Observe
the
− −glass
rod.
 Observe theprecipitant's
precipitant'scolor
colorformed
formedfrom
fromlead
leadchromate.
chromate.
; glass
Glassrod.beaker − test tube −
Observation:
...................................................................................
;;Glass
beaker
− − test
−− −
Glass
beaker cylinder
test tube
tubeml
graduated
50
Observation:
Observation:...................................................................................
...................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
graduated
cylinder
50
ml
−−
graduated
50 −mlbunsen
dropper −cylinder
distilled water
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
bunsen
dropper
water
bunsen
dropper
distilled
water
flame− −distilled
glass hand
−− −lead
nitrate
 Wash the resulted precipitant by the distilled water by
flame
− −glass
− −lead
flame
glass
hand
leadnitrate
nitrate  Wash the resulted precipitant by the distilled water by
solution
1hand
M sodium
chromate

Wash
the resulted
precipitant
the distilled
water
decantition
method
and repeatbywashing
it several
time.by
solution
1 1M
solution
chromate
solution
1M
Msodium
−sodium
raw oilchromate
of
flax seed −
decantition
decantitionmethod
methodand
andrepeat
repeatwashing
washingititseveral
severaltime.
time.
solution
1 1MM−basin
ofofflax
−−
solution
−raw
rawoil
flaxseed
−seed
mortar
steaming
−oil
mortar

Transport
the
precipitant
into
a
steaming
basin
to
get rid of
− −mortar
steaming
− −mortar
hand basin
−basin
brush
to paint
− a piece  Transport the precipitant into a steaming basin to get rid of
mortar
steaming
mortar

Transport
the
precipitant
into
a
steaming
basin
to
get
the extra humidity smoothly by slow quiet heating.rid of
hand
of−wood.
hand
−brush
brushtotopaint
paint− −a apiece
piece
the
theextra
extrahumidity
humiditysmoothly
smoothlyby
byslow
slowquiet
quietheating.
heating.
ofofwood.
wood.
 After drying the lead chromate, put it in a mortar and use
After
lead
put
and
use
After
drying
the
lead
chromate,
putititturns
itininaamortar
mortar
and
use
thedrying
mortarthe
hand
tochromate,
grain
it until
into
a soft
powder.
the
themortar
mortarhand
handtotograin
grainitituntil
untilititturns
turnsinto
intoaasoft
softpowder.
powder.
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colloids

Unit Three

Unit Three
Solutions,
and Bases
Solutions,
AcidsAcids
and Bases

 Add the raw oil of flax seed to the lead chromate salt grained in the mortar, then grain the

components (add what you need
only of oilActivity
to get the:paint
which is easy
be painted
by the
Laboratory
Comparing
the to
types
of solutions
brush). Is the product a real or colloid solution?
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Procedures :

 Paint the piece
of wood
by a layer of the lead chromate paint you have prepared, then let it
Security
and Safety

dry in air.

 Put 3 g of salt in the first beaker , then add distilled water and

rst beaker , then
d.

cup , then add
y heat and stir.

............................

............................

glass beaker of
f lead chromate
lead chromate.

............................
............................

tilled water by
everal time.

sin to get rid of

heating.

mortar and use

o a soft powder.

 Number 3 beakers from 1 to 3.

Purpose of the Activity
; Distinguishing the types of
solutions.
Acquired Skills

stir until the solution volume reaches 100 ml.
 Repeat the same steps with the milk powder and chalk

powder.
 Look at the mixture by your naked eye and observe if you

can distinguish its components.

Assessment
Questions
 Take a drop from each mixture and put it on a glass slice,

; Using the tools − prediction −
− inferring.
First :observation
Choose the
correct answer :

then screen it under the microscope. What do you observe
on the volume of the particles of each mixture?

1. Air represents a gaseous solution of the ................... type.
 Put the glass funnel on the conical flask and put filtration
Materials
A. Gas in gas
B. Gas in liquid
paper inside it. Pour the salt solution inside the filtration
; 3 standard glass beakers of

C. Liquid in gas

D. Solid inpaper.
gas Can the salt be separated from water this way?

capacity 200 ml − distilled
2. Waterwater
is polar
solvent
due to− milk
the difference
in electronegativity
and hydrogen
− sodium
chloride
 Repeat
the steps abovebetween
with twooxygen
other mixtures,
then record
and the
angle−between
the bonds
valueobservation
is about ...................
powder
chalk powder
− light whoseyour
and conclusion.
torch − microscope − filtration
A. 104.5°
B. 105.4° Observation: ...................................................................................
paper − glass funnel − conical

....................................................................................................................
C. 90°flask − glass slices − glass rod
D. 140.5°

for stirring.
3. ...................
is an example of strong electrolytes.

Conclusion :

A. H2O(l)

B. Benzene

C. HCl(g)

D. HCl
(aq) Compare between the real solution (salt solution), suspended

(chalk solution)
colloidal
(milk solution) in a table from
4. The unit used for expressing the molar concentration
of and
a solution
is ...................
A. mol/L
Milk powder
C. g/L

your own designing and containing the following data :
homogenous , volume of particles and the ability to separate
D. mol/kgthe components.
B. g/eq.L

Second : what is meant of each ?
1. Solubility.

..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................
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Unit Three
Unit
Three
Solutions, Acids
and
Bases
Unit
Three
Solutions,
Solutions,Acids
Acidsand
andBases
Bases

2. Saturated solution.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Laboratory
LaboratoryActivity
Activity: :Preparing
Preparingsome
somesimple
simplecolloids
colloids

3. Measured oiling point.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Third
: think
infer one reason at least for each
of the following
Security
and
Safety
Procedures
:: :
Security
andand
Safety
Procedures
1. The absence of a free proton in the aqueous solutions of acids.
First
First: :preparing
preparingstarch
starch: :
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Put
Put50
50ggofofstarch
starchininlittle
littlecold
coldwater
waterininthe
thefirst
firstbeaker
beaker, ,then
then
2. Water molecules have a high degree of polarity.
Purpose
shake
Purposeofofthe
theActivity
Activity
shakethe
thecup
cupwell
welluntil
untilliquid
liquiddough
doughformed.
formed.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
;;Preparing
Preparingsome
somesimple
simplecolloids.
colloids.

Put
the
second
add
Put100
100ml
mlofofdistilled
distilledwater
waterinin
thesodium
secondcup
cup, ,then
then
add
3. Raising the boiling point of sodium
carbonate
solution
rather
than
chloride
solution,

;;Preparing
Preparinga atype
typeofofpaints
paintsasasanan
the
totoboth
the
and
heat
theliquid
liquid
doughin
thewater
water
andgradually
heatand
andstir.
stir.
however
the
mass
of both the solvent
anddough
solute
solutions
isgradually
constant.
example
exampleofofcolloid
colloidsystems.
systems.

Observe
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Observewhat
whatoccurs.
occurs.
Acquired Skills

Acquired
Skills
Observation:
4. Dissolving
sugar
in water produces
a solution ,...................................................................................
while
dissolving milk powder in water produces
Observation:
...................................................................................
;;Using
the
lab
tools
−
observation
colloid.
Using
the lab tools − observation ....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
− −inferring.
inferring.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Second
paints :
Second: :preparing
Fourth : solve the following problems
:preparing paints :

Put
nitrate
11M
aaglass
ofof
Materials
1. Add 10 gMaterials
of sucrose to an amount
of50
water
alead
mass
240 gsolution
,solution
then calculate
massbeaker
percentage
Put
50ml
mlofoflead
nitrate
Mininthe
glass
beaker
of
sucrose
the
solution.
capacity
;;5050
g gof
glass
capacity500
500ml
ml, then
, thenadd
addaasimilar
similarvolume
volumeofoflead
leadchromate
chromate
ofstarch
starch−in
−2 2standard
standard
glass
.............................................................................................................................................................................
beakers
of
capacity
500
ml
−
with
beakers of capacity 500 ml −
withstirring.
stirring.
distilled
distilledwater
water− −bunsen
bunsenflame
flame

2.− glass
Add 25 ml of ethanol to an amount
of waterprecipitant's
, then complete the
solution tolead
50 ml. Calculate
Observe
Observethe
the precipitant'scolor
colorformed
formedfrom
from leadchromate.
chromate.
− glassrod.
rod.
the volume percentage (v/v) of ethanol in the solution.
;;Glass
Glass beaker
beaker − − test
test tube
tube − −
Observation:
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Observation:...................................................................................
...................................................................................
graduated
cylinder
50
graduated cylinder 50 mlml − −
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
− −distilled
− −bunsen
bunsen
dropper
distilled
water
3.dropper
Calculate
thewater
molar
concentration for a solution of a volume 200 ml of sodium hydroxide.
flame
− −glass
hand
− lead nitrate
flame
glass
hand
nitratehydroxide
Known
that
the− lead
sodium
mass
dissolved
it is 28 g. by
Wash
the
resulted
precipitant
Wash
the
resultedin
precipitant
bythe
thedistilled
distilledwater
waterby
by
solution
1
M
sodium
solution 1 M sodiumchromate
chromate
.............................................................................................................................................................................
decantition
decantitionmethod
methodand
andrepeat
repeatwashing
washingititseveral
severaltime.
time.
solution
solution1 1MM− −raw
rawoiloilofofflax
flaxseed
seed− −
steaming
mortar
steamingbasin
basin− −mortar
mortar− −mortar

4. Calculate the molar concentration
for the
solution
prepared
by
dissolving
ofrid
sodium
Transport
the
precipitant
into
basin
totogget
ofof
Transport
the
precipitant
intoaasteaming
steaming
basin53
get
rid
hand
− −brush
totopaint
− −a apiece
hand
brush
paint
piece
carbonate in 400 g of water. the
theextra
extrahumidity
humiditysmoothly
smoothlyby
byslow
slowquiet
quietheating.
heating.
ofofwood.
wood.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
the
chromate,
put
After
Afterdrying
drying
theinlead
lead
chromate,
putit:itininaamortar
mortarand
anduse
use
Fifth : determine the type
of
colloid
system
each
application
the mortar hand to grain it until it turns into a soft powder.
1. Emulsiion of oil and vinegar. the mortar hand to grain it until it turns into a soft powder.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
2. Dust in air.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit Three
Solutions, Acids and Bases

Solutions, Acids and Bases

Lesson Two : Acids and Bases
Laboratory Activity : Distinguishing between the acidic and
Laboratory Activity : Comparing the types of solutions
basic solution

colloids

Procedures :

Security and Safety

Security and Safety

rst beaker , then
d.

cup , then add
y heat and stir.

lead chromate.

............................
............................

tilled water by
everal time.

mortar and use

can distinguish its components.

Observation: ...................................................................................
 Take a drop from each mixture and put it on a glass slice,
; Using
the tools
− prediction ....................................................................................................................
−
Acquired
Skills
observation − inferring.

; Using the tools − observation −

then screen it under the microscope. What do you observe

 Put a on
drop
phenolphthalein
in a sample
of mixture?
each solution.
theofvolume
of the particles
of each

Materials
Materials

; 3 standard glass beakers of

What do you observe?
 Put the glass funnel on the conical flask and put filtration
Observation:
...................................................................................
paper inside
it. Pour the salt solution inside the filtration

....................................................................................................................
paper. Can the salt be separated from water this way?

; Hydrochloric
capacityacid
200− acetic
ml −acid
distilled

− soduim
soduim− milk

waterhydroxide
− sodium −chloride
bicarbonate
soduim− light
powdersolution
− chalkorpowder
bicarbonate − red and blue litmus

Repeat
the previous
and
replace
phenolphthalein
for record
 Repeat
the stepssteps
above
with
two other
mixtures, then
methyl
orange.
your
observation and conclusion.

torch − microscope − filtration
 Classify
the previous
solutions into acidic solutions and
Observation:
...................................................................................
paper − glass funnel − conical

paper − phenolphthalein − methyl

....................................................................................................................
basic
ones.

orange − test tubes and digital pH

flask − glass slices − glass rod
for stirring.
 Use a digital pH-metter to find the pH value for each solution,

metter.

then order the solutions Conclusion
according to the pH
: value.

 Determine
the between
strongestthe
acidic
solution(salt
andsolution),
the weakest
 Compare
real solution
suspended

sin to get rid of

heating.

 Look
at observe
the mixture
bycolor
yourofnaked
andpaper.
observe if you
 What
do you
on the
the 2eye
litmus

Acquired Skills

inferring − comparison.

glass beaker of
f lead chromate

stir until
solution
volume reaches 100 ml.
hydroxide
and the
soduim
bicarbonate.

Purpose and
of the
Activity
; Identify the evidences
their
2Repeat
the same
withthe
theother
milkispowder
and chalk
 Put
litmus papers
– redsteps
one and
blue- inside
uses.
; Distinguishing the types of
powder. of the previous ones.
each solutions
; Distinguishing
between the acidic
solutions.
proper evidence.

............................

 solution
Numberis3inbeakers
from
to 3.and record the solution
each
a separate
test1tube
 Put
g oftube:
salt in
the first beaker
addacid,
distilled
water and
name
on 3the
hydrochloric
acid,, then
acetic
soduim

Purpose of the Activity

and basic solutions using the

............................

Procedures :

 Prepare 0.1 M solution of the following substances in a way

Basic solution

Milk powder

o a soft powder.

solution) and colloidal (milk solution) in a table from
basic (chalk
solution.
your own designing and containing the following data :
homogenous , volume of particles and the ability to separate
...................................................................................................................
the components.
Conclusion: ....................................................................................

..............................................................................................................
Acidic solution
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Unit
UnitThree
Three
Solutions,
Solutions,Acids
Acidsand
andBases
Bases

Laboratory
LaboratoryActivity
Activity: :Preparing
Preparingsome
somesimple
simplecolloids
colloids

Security
Securityand
andSafety
Safety

Procedures
Procedures::
First
First: :preparing
preparingstarch
starch: :
Put
Put50
50ggofofstarch
starchininlittle
littlecold
coldwater
waterininthe
thefirst
firstbeaker
beaker, ,then
then

Purpose
Purposeofofthe
theActivity
Activity
;;Preparing
Preparingsome
somesimple
simplecolloids.
colloids.
;;Preparing
Preparinga atype
typeofofpaints
paintsasasanan
example
exampleofofcolloid
colloidsystems.
systems.

Acquired
AcquiredSkills
Skills
;;Using
Usingthe
thelab
labtools
tools− −observation
observation
− −inferring.
inferring.

Materials
Materials
;;5050g gofofstarch
starch− −2 2standard
standardglass
glass
beakers
of
capacity
500
ml
beakers of capacity 500 ml − −
distilled
distilledwater
water− −bunsen
bunsenflame
flame
− −glass
rod.
glass rod.

;;Glass
Glass beaker
beaker − − test
test tube
tube − −
graduated
cylinder
50
graduated cylinder 50 mlml − −

dropper
bunsen
dropper− −distilled
distilledwater
water− −bunsen
flame
−
glass
hand
−
lead
nitrate
flame − glass hand − lead nitrate

solution
solution1 1MMsodium
sodiumchromate
chromate
solution
1
M
−
raw
oil
of
flax
solution 1 M − raw oil of flaxseed
seed− −

steaming
mortar
steamingbasin
basin− −mortar
mortar− −mortar
hand
−
brush
to
paint
hand − brush to paint− −a apiece
piece
ofofwood.
wood.

shake
shakethe
thecup
cupwell
welluntil
untilliquid
liquiddough
doughformed.
formed.
Put
Put100
100ml
mlofofdistilled
distilledwater
waterininthe
thesecond
secondcup
cup, ,then
thenadd
add

the
theliquid
liquiddough
doughtotothe
thewater
waterand
andgradually
graduallyheat
heatand
andstir.
stir.
Observe
Observewhat
whatoccurs.
occurs.
Observation:
Observation:...................................................................................
...................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
Second
Second: :preparing
preparingpaints
paints: :
Put
Put50
50ml
mlofoflead
leadnitrate
nitratesolution
solution11M
Mininaaglass
glassbeaker
beakerofof

capacity
capacity500
500ml
ml, then
, thenadd
addaasimilar
similarvolume
volumeofoflead
leadchromate
chromate
with
withstirring.
stirring.
Observe
Observethe
theprecipitant's
precipitant'scolor
colorformed
formedfrom
fromlead
leadchromate.
chromate.

Observation:
Observation:...................................................................................
...................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
Wash
Washthe
theresulted
resultedprecipitant
precipitantby
bythe
thedistilled
distilledwater
waterby
by

decantition
decantitionmethod
methodand
andrepeat
repeatwashing
washingititseveral
severaltime.
time.

Transport
Transportthe
theprecipitant
precipitantinto
intoaasteaming
steamingbasin
basintotoget
getrid
ridofof

the
theextra
extrahumidity
humiditysmoothly
smoothlyby
byslow
slowquiet
quietheating.
heating.

After
Afterdrying
dryingthe
thelead
leadchromate,
chromate,put
putititininaamortar
mortarand
anduse
use

the
themortar
mortarhand
handtotograin
grainitituntil
untilititturns
turnsinto
intoaasoft
softpowder.
powder.
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Solutions, Acids and Bases

Laboratory Activity : Titration of acid and base

colloids

Laboratory Activity : Comparing the types of solutions

Procedure :

Security and Safety

Security and Safety

Procedures :

 By using pH-meter identify the value of pH for HCl and

 Number 3 beakers from 1 to 3.
NaOH.

rst beaker , then
d.

cup , then add
y heat and stir.

............................

............................

glass beaker of
f lead chromate
lead chromate.

............................
............................

tilled water by
everal time.

Purpose of the Activity

until
the the
solution
volume
reaches
ml. to the
 Take stir
10 ml
from
NaOH
solution
by a 100
pipette
Purpose
of
the
Activity
; Know the tools used to measure
and transport the required volume
; Distinguishing
of the
desired solutions. the types of
; Knowsolutions.
the function of the
phenolphthalein inhibitor in the
experiment.
; Use the pH to know
the types
of
Acquired
Skills
solutions in terms of their acidic

and base trait.

; Using tools – predicting –
observing – concluding
.
Materials

; 3 standard glass beakers of

Materials
capacity
200 ml − distilled
; 50 ml of
HCl−solution
unknown− milk
water
sodiumofchloride
concentration
–
100
ml
of
NaOH− light
powder − chalk powder
with 0.1 M concentration – 100 ml
− filtration
conicaltorch
flask −
– microscope
three 100 ml flasks

paper
− glasswith
funnel
− –conical
– funnel
– burrete
carrier

Start the titration by adding HCl drop by drop from the

process?
 Put the glass funnel on the conical flask and put filtration
..............................................................................................................
paper inside it. Pour the salt solution inside the filtration
Identify
andCan
record
to reach
paper.
thethe
saltapproximate
be separatedHCl
fromneeded
water this
way?
the equivalent point at which the pink color of the solution
 Repeat the steps above with two other mixtures, then record
begins to disappear and then identify the pH value of the
your observation and conclusion.
produced solution.

Observation:
Repeat
the titration...................................................................................
process three times with complete
....................................................................................................................
phenolphthalein
inhibitor
–
10
ml
flask − glass slices − glass rod accuracy and then reach the average calculation of these
pipette – pH metter.
three titrations. Why do the titration process repeat?
for stirring.
HCl

..............................................................................................................
Conclusion :

 If the
value of pH
of the the
produced
solution
less than 7,
is
 Compare
between
real solution
(saltissolution),
suspended

the titration
process correct
or not? (milk
.............................
(chalk solution)
and colloidal
solution) in a table from

heating.

Milk powder

mortar and use

o a soft powder.
0.1 M NaOH
solution

Three

conical
flask and
drops
themilk
phenolphthalein
 Repeat
the then
sameadd
steps
withofthe
powder and chalk
inhibitor.
Place
it
at
the
bottom
of
the
burrete.
Place
a white
powder.
paper under the flask. What is the purpose for it?
 Look at the mixture by your naked eye and observe if you
..............................................................................................................
can distinguish its components.

 Take a drop from each mixture and put it on a glass slice,
; Using the tools − prediction −
burrete while gently moving the flask.
then screen it under the microscope. What do you observe
observation − inferring.
Acquired Skills
 Why on
should
the NaOH
movedofduring
the titration
the volume
of thebe
particles
each mixture?

sin to get rid of

97

Put
3 g of salt
the first
beaker , then add distilled water and
 Fillthe
burrete
withinHCl
solution.

own
designing
and containing
following
 Whatyour
are the
steps
that should
be taken to the
complete
the data :

Phenolphthalein
drops

titration
process in the
case there
is a difference
the value
homogenous
, volume
of particles
and theinability
to separate
of pHthe
than
7.
components.
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
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Unit
Three
UnitUnit
Three
Three
Solutions,
Acids
and
Solutions,
Acids
and
Bases
Solutions,
Acids
andBases
Bases

Assessment Questions

Laboratory
LaboratoryActivity
Activity: :Preparing
Preparingsome
somesimple
simplecolloids
colloids

First : Choose the correct answer :
1. The phosphoric acid H3PO4 is one of the ....................... acids
Security and Safety

Procedures
Procedures::

Security and Safety
A. Mono-proton

B. Di-proton

C. Tri-proton

First
: :preparing
D.
Poly-proton
First
preparingstarch
starch: :

Put
2. The pH value of an acidic solution
is
Put50
50g.......................
gofofstarch
starchininlittle
littlecold
coldwater
waterininthe
thefirst
firstbeaker
beaker, ,then
then
shake
Purposeofofthe
theActivity
Activity
shake
thecup
cupwell
welluntil
untilliquid
liquiddough
doughformed.
formed.
A. 7Purpose
B.
5 the
;;Preparing
Preparing
somesimple
simplecolloids.
colloids.
C. 9 some

14100
D.
Put
Put
100ml
mlofofdistilled
distilledwater
waterininthe
thesecond
secondcup
cup, ,then
thenadd
add

;;Preparing
Preparinga atype
typeofofpaints
paintsasasanan
the liquid
totothe
water and
heat+ and
stir.
liquiddough
doughacid,
the
andgradually
gradually
stir.
3.
In
the
reaction
of
ammonia with the
the hydrochloric
thewater
ammonium
ion (NHheat
) isand
considered
example
4
exampleofofcolloid
colloidsystems.
systems.

.......................

Acquired
AcquiredSkills
Skills
A. Conjugated
acid
;;Using
Using
thelab
labtools
tools− −observation
observation
C.the
Conjugated
base
− −inferring.
inferring.

Observe
Observewhat
whatoccurs.
occurs.

B.
Base
Observation:
...................................................................................
Observation:
...................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
D. Acid
....................................................................................................................

Second
paints
::
4. One of the following acids is considered
apreparing
strong acid
.......................
Second: :preparing
paints
A. Acetic
acid
Materials
Materials

Carbonic
acid nitrate solution 1 M in a glass beaker of
B.
Put
Put50
50ml
mlofoflead
lead nitrate solution 1 M in a glass beaker of

;;5050gC.
starch
gofofNitric
starch−acid
−2 2standard
standardglass
glass
beakers
of
capacity
500
ml
beakers of capacity 500 ml − −

D.
Citric 500
acid
capacity
capacity
500ml
ml, then
, thenadd
addaasimilar
similarvolume
volumeofoflead
leadchromate
chromate
with stirring.
stirring.
5.
The pH value in which the colorwith
of phenolphthalein
is red is .......................
distilled water − bunsen flame
distilled water − bunsen flame
− −glass
A.rod.
2rod.
glass

B.
Observe
the
4
Observe
theprecipitant's
precipitant'scolor
colorformed
formedfrom
fromlead
leadchromate.
chromate.

;;Glass
Glass
test tube
tube − −
C. beaker
6beaker − − test
graduated
cylinder
50
graduated cylinder 50 mlml − −

D.
9
Observation:
Observation:...................................................................................
...................................................................................
− ....................................................................................................................
dropper
is ......................
6.
The−conjugated
HSO4....................................................................................................................
bunsen
dropper
−distilled
distilledwater
water−acid
−bunsen
flame
− −glass
flame
glasshand
leadnitrate
nitrate
+hand− −lead
A. HSO
4
solution
1
M
sodium
solution 1 M sodiumchromate
chromate

C. H2SO
solution
oiloilofofflax
4raw
solution1 1M
M− −raw
flaxseed
seed− −
steaming
mortar
steamingbasin
basin− −mortar
mortar− −mortar

SO4−2the
B.
Wash
Wash
theresulted
resultedprecipitant
precipitantby
bythe
thedistilled
distilledwater
waterby
by

decantition
method
D.
H+
decantition
methodand
andrepeat
repeatwashing
washingititseveral
severaltime.
time.

Transport
Transportthe
theprecipitant
precipitantinto
intoaasteaming
steamingbasin
basintotoget
getrid
ridofof

Second
: to
Write
the
scientific term :
hand
− −brush
paint
a apiece
hand
brushto
paint− −
piece
the
theextra
extrahumidity
humiditysmoothly
smoothlyby
byslow
slowquiet
quietheating.
heating.
ofofwood.
wood.

1. The substance that contains hydrogen and generates it when reacting with metals .......................
After
drying
the lead
chromate,
put
aamortar
and
After
drying
chromate,
putititinintype
mortar
anduse
use
2. Chemical substances that change
color
with the
the lead
change
of the median
.......................
the
themortar
mortarhand
handtotograin
grainitituntil
untilititturns
turnsinto
intoaasoft
softpowder.
powder.
3. A method of expressing the degree of acidity or base with numbers from zero to 14 .......................
4. A substance that has the ability to acquire (receive) a proton .......................
5. A substance that has the ability to give a proton .......................
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Unit Three
Unit Three
Solutions, Acids and Bases

Solutions, Acids and Bases

Third : Think and infer at least one reason for each of the following :

colloids

−
Laboratory
: Comparing
the types
of solutions
) in its
1. Ammonia is considered a base
although it Activity
does not contain
a hydroxide
group (OH
structure.

.............................................................................................................................................................................

Procedures :
2. The hydrochloric acid is strong while the acetic acid is weak.
 Number 3 beakers from 1 to 3.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Security and Safety

rst beaker , then
d.

 Put 3 g of salt in the first beaker , then add distilled water and
3. The pH value for ammonium chloride solution is less than 7.

cup , then add
y heat and stir.

; Distinguishing the types of
4. Sulfuric
acid has two types of salts.
solutions.

............................

............................

glass beaker of
f lead chromate
lead chromate.

............................
............................

tilled water by
everal time.

stir until the solution volume reaches 100 ml.

Purpose of the Activity
.............................................................................................................................................................................

 Repeat the same steps with the milk powder and chalk

powder.

.............................................................................................................................................................................
 Look at the mixture by your naked eye and observe if you

can distinguish its components.

Acquired Skills

 Take a drop from each mixture and put it on a glass slice,
; Using the tools − prediction −
Fourth
: Answer the following questions :

then screen it under the microscope. What do you observe

observation − inferring.

1. Compare between the definition of acidon
andthe
base
in Arrhenius’s
theory and
Bronsted-Lowry’s
volume
of the particles
of each
mixture?
theory. Mention examples and the equations expressing this.
 Put the glass funnel on the conical flask and put filtration
Materials
.............................................................................................................................................................................

paper inside it. Pour the salt solution inside the filtration
the salt
be separated from water this way?
2. Identify
the acidic
basic radicalspaper.
of theCan
following
salts:
capacity
200 and
ml −thedistilled
; 3 standard glass beakers of

water − sodium
chloride
− milk acetates
 Repeat
the steps
above
with two other
mixtures, then record
Potassium
nitrates
– sodium
– copper
sulfates
– ammonium
phosphates

powder − chalk powder − light
your observation and conclusion.
torch − microscope − filtration
Observation: ...................................................................................
paper
− glass funnel
− conical
3. Use the
following
radicals
to form salts and then write the names of these salts:
....................................................................................................................
flask − glass slices − glass +rod
−
22+
2+
NH 4 − Ca − Ba − Cl − SO 4 − NO 3
for stirring.

.............................................................................................................................................................................

Conclusion :
.............................................................................................................................................................................

 Compare between the real solution (salt solution), suspended

sin to get rid of

heating.

mortar and use

Milk powder

o a soft powder.

(chalk solution) and colloidal (milk solution) in a table from
your own designing and containing the following data :
homogenous , volume of particles and the ability to separate
the components.
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
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Unit Three
Unit
UnitThree
Three
Solutions, Acids and Bases
Solutions,
Solutions,Acids
Acidsand
andBases
Bases

Unit Three Revision Questions

Laboratory
LaboratoryActivity
Activity: :Preparing
Preparingsome
somesimple
simplecolloids
colloids

First : Choose the correct answer :

Procedures
Procedures::

1. InSecurity
the neutral
median , the indicator that has a purple color is ............................
and Safety
Security and Safety

A. Litmus
C. Orange methyl

B. Phenolphthalein
First
First: :preparing
preparingstarch
starch: :
D. Blue bromothynol
Put
Put50
50ggofofstarch
starchininlittle
littlecold
coldwater
waterininthe
thefirst
firstbeaker
beaker, ,then
then

Purpose ofofthe
shake
theActivity
Activity
shakethe
thecup
cupwell
welluntil
untilliquid
liquiddough
doughformed.
formed.
2. The Purpose
pH number
for a base solution
............................
;;Preparing
Preparingsome
somesimple
simplecolloids.
colloids.

A. 7

;;Preparing
Preparinga atype
typeofofpaints
paintsasasanan
C.
2
example
exampleofofcolloid
colloidsystems.
systems.

Put
ml
5ofofdistilled
Put100
100B.
ml
distilledwater
waterininthe
thesecond
secondcup
cup, ,then
thenadd
add

the
theliquid
liquid
thewater
waterand
andgradually
graduallyheat
heatand
andstir.
stir.
D.dough
8doughtotothe
Observe
Observewhat
whatoccurs.
occurs.

Acquired
AcquiredSkills
Skills

Observation:
3. Acids react with carbonate and
bicarbonate ...................................................................................
salts
and ............................ gas rises
Observation:
...................................................................................
;;Using
the
lab
tools
−
observation
Using the lab tools − observation ....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
A. Hydrogen
B. Oxygen
− −inferring.
inferring.

C. Carbon dioxide
Materials
Materials

Di-sulfur oxide
Second
: :preparing
paints
SecondD.
preparing
paints: :
Put
Put50
50ml
mlofoflead
leadnitrate
nitratesolution
solution11M
Mininaaglass
glassbeaker
beakerofof

20 g of sodium
hydroxide
in500
an ml
amount
water
andvolume
complete
the
solution
4. gDissolve
capacity
add
aasimilar
;;50
capacity
500
ml, then
, thenof
add
similar
volumeofoflead
leadchromate
chromateuntil
50 gofofstarch
starch− −2 2standard
standardglass
glass
250
ml,
the
concentration
is
............................
[Na
=
23
,
O
=
16
,
H
=
1]
beakers
with stirring.
beakersofofcapacity
capacity 500
500 mlml − −

with stirring.
B. 0.5 M
Observe
Observethe
theprecipitant's
precipitant'scolor
colorformed
formedfrom
fromlead
leadchromate.
chromate.
C. 2 M
D. 0.25 M
;;Glass
Glass beaker
beaker − − test
test tube
tube − −
Observation:
Observation:...................................................................................
...................................................................................
graduated
cylinder
50
graduated cylinder 50 mlml − −
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
dropper
water
bunsen
distilled
water− −bunsen
5.dropper
All −of−distilled
the following
are mineral
acids except ............................
distilled
distilled
water− −bunsen
bunsenflame
flame
A. 1water
M
− −glass
rod.
glass rod.

flame
flame− −glass
glasshand
hand− −lead
leadnitrate
nitrate
A. Sulfuric
acidchromate
solution
1
M
sodium
solution 1 M sodium chromate
solution
C. 1Phosphoric
acid
solution
1MM− −raw
rawoiloilofofflax
flaxseed
seed− −
steaming
mortar
steamingbasin
basin− −mortar
mortar− −mortar

Wash
resulted
B. Citric
acidprecipitant
Washthe
the
resulted
precipitantby
bythe
thedistilled
distilledwater
waterby
by

decantition
method
decantition
methodand
andrepeat
repeatwashing
washingititseveral
severaltime.
time.
D. Hydrochloric
acid

Transport
Transportthe
theprecipitant
precipitantinto
intoaasteaming
steamingbasin
basintotoget
getrid
ridofof

hand
hand− −brush
brushtotopaint
paint− −a apiece
piece
the
humidity
by
quiet
heating.
6.wood.
Which of the following salts form
solution
of an smoothly
alkaline
affect
on the
litmus?
............................
theaextra
extra
humidity
smoothly
byslow
slow
quiet
heating.
of
of wood.

A. NH4Cl
C. NaNO3

Shorouk Press

B. K CO3lead chromate, put it in a mortar and use
After
Afterdrying
drying2the
the lead chromate, put it in a mortar and use

the
hand
D. KCl
themortar
mortar
handtotograin
grainitituntil
untilititturns
turnsinto
intoaasoft
softpowder.
powder.
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Unit Three
cids and Bases

colloids

Unit Three
Unit Three
Solutions,
AcidsAcids
and Bases
Solutions,
and Bases

7. If one mole is dissolved from each of the following substances in one liter of water, which one
of them has the largest effect Laboratory
in the vapor pressure
of its solution? ............................
Activity : Comparing the types of solutions
A. KBr

B. C6H12O6

C. MgCl2

D. CaSO4
Security and Safety

Procedures :

Second : Correct the underlined in
following
statements
the
Number
3 beakers
from 1: to 3.

rst beaker , then
d.

cup , then add
y heat and stir.

............................

............................

1. The color of phenolphthalein changes
to the
color
when
the neutral
median.
 Put
3 gred
of salt
in the
firstplaced
beakerin, then
add distilled
water and
............................

stir until the solution volume reaches 100 ml.

Purpose of the Activity

acid.
............................
2. Carbonic acid H2CO3 is a tri-proton
Repeat
the same steps with the milk powder and chalk
; Distinguishing the types of
solutions.

3. The citric acid is considered a bi-protonpowder.
acid. ............................

Look at that
the mixture
eye andOH
observe
−
4. Acid, according to Arrhenius, is the
substance
dissolvesbyinyour
waternaked
to produce
ion. if you
can distinguish its components.
Acquired Skills
............................

Take
a drop
from each mixture and put it on a glass slice,
Using the which
tools − have
prediction
−
5. The;solutions
pH higher
than
7 acids.
............................

then screen it under the microscope. What do you observe

observation − inferring.

6. The diluted acids react with the active metals
produce
oxygen
gas. of
............................
on theand
volume
of the
particles
each mixture?

glass beaker of
f lead chromate
lead chromate.

............................
............................

tilled water by
everal time.

sin to get rid of

heating.

mortar and use

7. The molal concentration
0.5 M
in 500
of solvent
 Putthat
the contains
glass funnel
onof
thesolute
conical
flaskg and
put filtration
Materials of the solution
is 2 mol/kg. ............................
paper inside it. Pour the salt solution inside the filtration
; 3 standard glass beakers of

paper. Can the salt be separated from water this way?

capacity 200 ml − distilled
− sodium
− milk
 Repeat
Thirdwater
: Write
the chloride
scientific
terminology
: the steps above with two other mixtures, then record
powder − chalk powder − light
your observation and conclusion.
1. The substances
that
dissolves
in
water
to
release the positive hydrogen ion. ............................
torch − microscope − filtration
Observation: ...................................................................................
paper
− glass
funnel
− conical
2. A weak
acid
or base
that
changes color with the change of the pH value of the solution.
flask − glass slices − glass rod
............................

....................................................................................................................

for stirring.

3. The substance that is produced after the acid losses a proton. ............................

Conclusion :

4. The number of moles of solutes in one kilogram of the solvents. ............................
 Compare between the real solution (salt solution), suspended
5. The mass of the solute in 100 g of the solvent
a certainand
temperature.
............................
(chalkatsolution)
colloidal (milk
solution) in a table from

Milk powder

o a soft powder.

your own designing and containing the following data :
homogenous , volume of particles and the ability to separate
the components.
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
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Unit
UnitThree
Three
Solutions, Acids and Bases
Solutions,
Solutions,Acids
Acidsand
andBases
Bases

Fourth :
1. Study the diagram below that shows the change in the vapor pressure of three different solutions
Activity
: :Preparing
Laboratory
Activityquestions:
Preparingsome
somesimple
simplecolloids
colloids
with temperature andLaboratory
answer the following

Security
Securityand
andSafety
Safety

Procedures
Procedures::
First
First: :preparing
preparingstarch
starch: :
Put
Put50
50ggofofstarch
starchininlittle
littlecold
coldwater
waterininthe
thefirst
firstbeaker
beaker, ,then
then

Purpose
Purposeofofthe
theActivity
Activity
;;Preparing
Preparingsome
somesimple
simplecolloids.
colloids.
;;Preparing
Preparinga atype
typeofofpaints
paintsasasanan
example
exampleofofcolloid
colloidsystems.
systems.

Acquired
AcquiredSkills
Skills
;;Using
Usingthe
thelab
labtools
tools− −observation
observation
− −inferring.
inferring.

Materials
Materials

shake
shakethe
thecup
cupwell
welluntil
untilliquid
liquiddough
doughformed.
formed.
Put
Put100
100ml
mlofofdistilled
distilledwater
waterininthe
thesecond
secondcup
cup, ,then
thenadd
add

the
theliquid
liquiddough
doughtotothe
thewater
waterand
andgradually
graduallyheat
heatand
andstir.
stir.
Observe
Observewhat
whatoccurs.
occurs.
Observation:
Observation:...................................................................................
...................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
Second
Second: :preparing
preparingpaints
paints: :
Put
Put50
50ml
mlofoflead
leadnitrate
nitratesolution
solution11M
Mininaaglass
glassbeaker
beakerofof

capacity
capacity500
500ml
ml, then
, thenadd
addaasimilar
similarvolume
volumeofoflead
leadchromate
chromate
with stirring.
stirring.
A. Which of the solutions boils with
at 15°C
knowing that the atmospheric pressure is (760 mmHg)
distilled water − bunsen flame

;;5050g gofofstarch
starch− −2 2standard
standardglass
glass
beakers
of
capacity
500
ml
beakers of capacity 500 ml − −

distilled water − bunsen flame
Observe
− −glass
rod.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Observethe
theprecipitant's
precipitant'scolor
colorformed
formedfrom
fromlead
leadchromate.
chromate.
glass
rod.

;;Glass
Glass beaker
beaker − − test
test tube
tube − −
...................................................................................
B. What is the boiling point ofObservation:
liquid B at standard
conditions?
Observation:
...................................................................................
graduated
cylinder
50
graduated cylinder 50 mlml − −

....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
dropper
− −distilled
.............................................................................................................................................................................
bunsen
dropper
distilledwater
water− −bunsen
flame
flame− −glass
glasshand
hand− −lead
leadnitrate
nitrate
Wash
Washthe
theresulted
resultedprecipitant
precipitantby
bythe
thedistilled
distilledwater
waterby
by

C. Arrange thechromate
solutions according to concentration.
solution
solution1 1MMsodium
sodium chromate
decantition
decantitionmethod
methodand
andrepeat
repeatwashing
washingititseveral
severaltime.
time.
solution
1 1MM− −raw
.............................................................................................................................................................................
solution
rawoiloilofofflax
flaxseed
seed− −

steaming
mortar
steamingbasin
basin− −mortar
mortar− −mortar
hand
−
brush
to
paint
hand − brush to paint− −a apiece
piece
ofofwood.
wood.

Transport
Transportthe
theprecipitant
precipitantinto
intoaasteaming
steamingbasin
basintotoget
getrid
ridofof

the
theextra
extrahumidity
humiditysmoothly
smoothlyby
byslow
slowquiet
quietheating.
heating.

After
Afterdrying
dryingthe
thelead
leadchromate,
chromate,put
putititininaamortar
mortarand
anduse
use

the
themortar
mortarhand
handtotograin
grainitituntil
untilititturns
turnsinto
intoaasoft
softpowder.
powder.
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Heat Content

Heat and Temperature
The flow of heat from one position to another depends on the difference in temperature
between the two positions. So what is meant by temperature? And what is the relationship between
temperature and the kinetic energy of its molecules?

Temperature: it is a measurement of the average kinetic energy of matter molecules and it
indicates the hotness and coldness of an object.
molecules and atoms of substances are in continouse motion and vibration. However, they
differ in their speed in the same substance. The system is formed from a group of molecules
react with each other. Where , when the average kinetic energy of the molecules increases, the
Lesson One :
temperature also increases.

Heat Content

Heat is a form of energy … it is considered as energy transferred between two bodies of
Learning
Outcomes
different
temperature.

Basic concepts of thermochemistry

All the chemical and physical changes are accompanied by

By theWhenever
end of thisthe
lesson,
youabsorb heat energy, the average speed of molecules increases. This
system
changes in energy. It is very important for all living organisms
will be able to:

expresses the kinetic energy of the
molecules
andwe
leads
to themove.
rise ofThe
the system
temperature,
and
without
energy
cannot
other various
activities

✓ Distinguish between the system and
vice
versa.
whether they are mental or muscular activities cannot be carried
the surrounding.
out without the need for the produced energy from burning
✓ Compare between the types of
i.e.,
there
is
a
direct
relationship
between
the system
energy
and
the kinetic
energy
of its
different systems (opened – closed –
sugars
inside
our bodies.
We
would
also not
be able
tomolecules.
cook our
isolated).
food without heat energy resulting from the burning of natural
✓ Know
the
First
Law
of
gas. The science that deals with the study of energy and how
Thermodynamics.
it transfers is called thermodynamics. Scientists became
✓ Know the thermo chemical equation.
interested in studying a branch of thermodynamics concerned
✓ calorie
Identify the exothermic reactions and
with the heat effects that accompanying the chemical reactions
the endothermic reactions.
✓ Clarify
the
relationship
between
the physical
changes.ofThis
came
be known as
Is the quantity of heat neededand
to raise
the temperature
1 g ofbranch
water by
1°Cto(15°:16°).
the system energies and its particle
thermochemistry.

Measuring units of quantity of heat

movement.
1 kilocalorie = 1000 calorie
✓ Infer that temperature is a
measurement of the median of
Joule
There are various forms of energy like: chemical energy,
movement energies of the system’s
1
energy,
light energy, of
electrical
energy,
particles.
°Cenergy.
Is the quantity of heat neededheat
to raise
the temperature
1 g of water
by and kinetic
4.184
✓ Identify molar enthalpy (heat
However, through the classification of energy into different
content).
forms,
you can imagine
that each form is independent in itself
Enrichment
Information
✓ Apply the relationship that connects
from
the
rest
of
the
forms.
Inspite of this, there is a relationship
used
specific heat,The
heatCalorie
capacity, isand
heatwhen calculating the quantity of heat gained from food. The level of your Calorie
between all the forms of energy as energy is converted from
change.
consumption depends on the level of your activity. For example, if you spend a day working in the library, you

Law of Conservation of Energy

one form to another. And this leads us to the statement of the
consume approximately 800 Calories. While a marathon runner consumes approximately 1800 Calories to
law of conservation of energy.
complete the race.

Specific Heat

Law of Conservation
of Cal
Energy: the energy in any physical or
1 KCal = 1000
chemical change can be neither created nor destroyed, but is
transformed from one form to another.

But what is the relationship of a chemical reaction with energy?

Specific Heat: the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of one gram of the
substance by one degree Celsius.
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Heat Content

Most chemical reactions are accompanied with changes in energy as most chemical changes
either release energy or absorb energy. Energy exchange occurs between the reaction mixture and
the surrounding. The reaction mixture is called the system and the parts of the universe outside
the system with which the system interacts called the surrounding.

System: is part of the universe in which physical or chemical change occurs or it is the part of
the substance chosen for study.
Surrounding: is the part outside the system and exchanges energy with it in the form of heat
or work.
In the case of chemical reactions, the system expresses the reactants and products. The
system boundary may be a container, a flask or a test tube in which the reaction occurs, while the
surrounding may be anything outside the reaction.

Types of Systems
 Isolated System: it does not exchange either energy or matter with its surroundings. i.e. system

does not interact with its surroundings
 Open System: it freely exchanges matter and energy with its surrounding.
 Closed System: it exchanges energy (but not matter) with its surrounding in the form of heat
or work.
Surrounding

System

Energy
Figure (2) The system and its surrounding

Figure (3) Types of systems

First Law of Thermodynamics
Any change in the system’s energy is accompanied by a similar change in the surrounding
energy, but with an opposing sign so that the total energy remains constant.
∆Esystem = − ∆Esurrounding

First Law of thermodynamics: The total energy of an isolated system is constant even the
system is changed from state to another.
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Heat
Content
Heat
Content

Heat
and
Heat
andTemperature
Temperature
The
flowofofheat
heatfrom
from one
one position
position totoanother
on on
thethe
difference
in temperature
The
flow
anotherdepends
depends
difference
in temperature
between
twopositions.
positions.So
So what isismeant
And
what
is the
between
between
thethetwo
meantbybytemperature?
temperature?
And
what
is relationship
the relationship
between
temperatureand
andthe
thekinetic
kinetic energy
energy of
temperature
ofits
itsmolecules?
molecules?

Temperature:ititisisaameasurement
measurement ofofthe
energy
of matter
molecules
and itand it
Temperature:
theaverage
averagekinetic
kinetic
energy
of matter
molecules
indicates the
of an
object.
indicates
thehotness
hotnessand
andcoldness
coldness
of an
object.
molecules and atoms of substances are in continouse motion and vibration. However, they

molecules and atoms of substances are in continouse motion and vibration. However, they
differ in their speed in the same substance. The system is formed from a group of molecules
differ in their speed in the same substance. The system is formed from a group of molecules
react with each other. Where , when the average kinetic energy of the molecules increases, the
react
with each other. Where , when the average kinetic energy of the molecules increases, the
temperature also increases.
temperature also increases.
Heat is a form of energy … it is considered as energy transferred between two bodies of
Heat is temperature.
a form of energy … it is considered as energy transferred between two bodies of
different

different temperature.

Whenever the system absorb heat energy, the average speed of molecules increases. This
Whenever
system
absorb
heat energy,
speed
molecules
increases.
expresses
thethe
kinetic
energy
of the molecules
and the
leadsaverage
to the rise
of theofsystem
temperature,
and This
expresses
the kinetic energy of the molecules and leads to the rise of the system temperature, and
vice versa.

vice versa.
i.e., there is a direct relationship between the system energy and the kinetic energy of its molecules.
i.e., there is a direct relationship between the system energy and the kinetic energy of its molecules.
Measuring units of quantity of heat

Measuring units of quantity of heat
calorie

Is the quantity of heat needed to raise the temperature of 1 g of water by 1°C (15°:16°).
calorie
1 kilocalorie
= 1000 calorieof 1 g of water by 1°C (15°:16°).
Is the quantity of heat needed to
raise the temperature
Joule

1 kilocalorie = 1000 calorie

1

°C
Is the quantity of heat needed to raise the temperature of 1 g of water by
Joule
4.184
1
Information
°C
Is the quantity of heat needed toEnrichment
raise the temperature
of 1 g of water by
4.184

The Calorie is used when calculating the quantity of heat gained from food. The level of your Calorie
Enrichment
consumption depends on the level of
your activity. For Information
example, if you spend a day working in the library, you
800calculating
Calories. While
a marathonofrunner
consumesfrom
approximately
consume
approximately
The
Calorie
is used when
the quantity
heat gained
food. The1800
levelCalories
of yourtoCalorie
complete thedepends
race. on the level of your activity. For example, if you spend a day working in the library, you
consumption

a marathon
runner consumes approximately 1800 Calories to
consume approximately 800 Calories. While
1 KCal
= 1000 Cal
complete the race.

Specific Heat

1 KCal = 1000 Cal

Specific Heat: the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of one gram of the
substance by one degree Celsius.

Specific Heat

Specific Heat: the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of one gram of the
substance by one degree Celsius.
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Heat Content

Most chemical reactions are accompanied with changes in energy as most chemical changes
either release energy or absorb energy. Energy exchange occurs between the reaction mixture and
the surrounding. The reaction mixture is called the system and the parts of the universe outside
the system with which the system interacts called the surrounding.

System: is part of the universe in which physical or chemical change occurs or it is the part of
the substance chosen for study.
Surrounding: is the part outside the system and exchanges energy with it in the form of heat
or work.
In the case of chemical reactions, the system expresses the reactants and products. The
system boundary may be a container, a flask or a test tube in which the reaction occurs, while the
surrounding may be anything outside the reaction.

Types of Systems
 Isolated System: it does not exchange either energy or matter with its surroundings. i.e. system

does not interact with its surroundings
 Open System: it freely exchanges matter and energy with its surrounding.
 Closed System: it exchanges energy (but not matter) with its surrounding in the form of heat
or work.
Surrounding

System

Energy
Figure (2) The system and its surrounding

Figure (3) Types of systems

First Law of Thermodynamics
Any change in the system’s energy is accompanied by a similar change in the surrounding
energy, but with an opposing sign so that the total energy remains constant.
∆Esystem = − ∆Esurrounding

First Law of thermodynamics: The total energy of an isolated system is constant even the
system is changed from state to another.
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Heat Content

Heat Content

Heat and Temperature
Thermometer

Ignition wires

Thermometer

Stirrerfrom one position to another depends on the difference in temperature
The flow of heat
Stirrer
between the two positions. So what is meant by temperature? And what is the relationship between
temperature and the kinetic energy of its molecules?
Insulted
Temperature: it is a measurement of the average
kinetic energy of matter molecules and it
container
Steel
bomb
indicates the hotness and coldness of an object.

Water

O2(g)

molecules and atoms of substances are in continouse motion and vibration. However, they
Liquid
differ in their speed in the same substance. The system
is formed from a group of molecules
Sample
react with each other. Where , when the
average kinetic energy of the molecules increases, the
in cup
temperature also increases.
Heat is a form of energy … it is considered
as energy transferred between two bodies of
Figure (5) Calorimeter
different temperature.
Think and Infer

Whenever
the system
absorb
energy,
of molecules
increases.
Is specific
heat constant
for oneheat
substance
inspitethe
of theaverage
differencespeed
in the amount
of this substance
or its This
expresses the
kinetic
physical
state?energy of the molecules and leads to the rise of the system temperature, and
vice versa.
i.e.,The
there
is a direct relationship
system energy
the kinetic
energy
of its
molecules.
multiplication
product ofbetween
mass (m)the
in specific
heat (c)and
is known
as heat
capacity
(c).
Example:

Measuring units of quantity of heat

Dissolve one mole of ammonium nitrates in an amount of water. Complete the solution volume
to 100 ml of water. You notice that the temperature decreases from 25°C to 17°C Calculate the
calorie
quantity of absorbed heat.

Is the quantity of heat needed to raise the temperature of 1 g of water by 1°C (15°:16°).
Solution:

1 kilocalorie = 1000 calorie

In diluted solutions, the mass of a millimeter of water is calculated to equal one gram because
the water density = 1 g / ml.
Joule
J/g°Cneeded
✕ (17 –to25)°C
− 3344
J
q = 100
g ✕ 4.18
Is the
quantity
of heat
raise=the
temperature
of 1 g of water by
q = − 3.344 kJ / mol

1
°C
4.184

Enrichment Information

The Calorie is used when calculating the quantity of heat gained from food. The level of your Calorie
Heat Content
consumption depends on the level of your activity. For example, if you spend a day working in the library, you
Eachconsume
chemical
substance 800
differs
in the number
type runner
of atoms
included
in its structure.
also to
Calories.
While a and
marathon
consumes
approximately
1800ItCalories
approximately
differs in
the
type
of
bond
between
its
atoms
than
the
other
substances.
Therefore,
each
substance
complete the race.
has a specified amount of energy called the internal
This amount is the summation of a
1 KCal =energy.
1000 Cal
number of types of energy stored inside the substance.
 Stored chemical energy in the atom: is represented in the electron energy in the energy levels.

Specific Heat

It is the summation of kinetic energy and potential energy of the electron in the energy level.

Specific Heat: the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of one gram of the
substance by one degree Celsius.
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Heat
Content
Heat Content

Most
chemical
reactions
arein
accompanied
with
in energy
energyinasthe
most
chemical
changes
 Stored
chemical
energy
the molecule:
thechanges
chemical
molecule
is found
in
either release
energy
or
absorb
energy.
Energy
exchange
occurs
between
the
reaction
mixture
and
the chemical bonds between its atoms whether they are covalent bonds or ionic bonds.
the surrounding. The reaction mixture is called the system and the parts of the universe outside
 Intermolecular forces: the attraction force between the molecules is known as the Van der
the system with which the system interacts called the surrounding.
Waals attraction force. It is considered a potantial energy. There are other forces between the
molecules
likeofthe
forces
depend on
the nature
andoftheir
System:
is part
thehydrogen
universe bonds.
in whichThese
physical
or chemical
change
occursoformolecules
it is the part
polarity.

the substance chosen for study.

From the previous, we can clarify that:

Surrounding: is the part outside the system and exchanges energy with it in the form of heat
The substance stores an amount of energy
that is produced from the electron energy in the
or work.

energy levels of the atom, the energy of chemical bonds, and the energy of attraction between the
molecules.
sum of these
energiesthe
found
in a mole
of a substance
is calledand
the products.
heat content
of
In
the caseThe
of chemical
reactions,
system
expresses
the reactants
The
the substance
thebe
molar
enthalpy.a flask or a test tube in which the reaction occurs, while the
system
boundaryormay
a container,

surrounding may be anything outside the reaction.
Heat content of a substance (H) (molar enthalpy): the sum of stored energies in one mole of a
substance.

Types of Systems

Molecules
of different
substances
the type
atoms,
their
number, or thei.e.types
of
 Isolated
System:
it does not
exchangediffer
eitherinenergy
or of
matter
with
its surroundings.
system
bondsnot
in them,
it iswith
normal
that the heat content differs for the various substances. It is practically
does
interact
its surroundings
not possible to measure the heat content or the stored energy in a certain substance. However,
 Open System: it freely exchanges matter and energy with its surrounding.
what we can measure is the change occurring to the heat content during the different changes
 Closed System: it exchanges energy (but not matter) with its surrounding in the form of heat
that occur to the substance.

or work.

Heat content change (ΔH): the difference between the sum of the heat content of the
Surrounding
products
and the sum of the heat content of the reacting substances.
i.e. : heat content change = heat content of the products – heat content of the reactants
ΔH = ∑Hproducts – ∑Hreactants
System

ΔH° Standard Heat Content
Scientists have agreed
on the comparison of values of the different reactions under one standard
Energy

conditions, which are:

Figure (2) The system and its surrounding

 Pressure that equals atmospheric pressure 1 atm.

Figure (3) Types of systems

 Law
Roomof
temperature
25°C.
First
Thermodynamics
 Solution
1 M.
Any
changeconcentration
in the system’s
energy is accompanied by a similar change in the surrounding
energy,Scientists
but withhave
an opposing
sign
sothe
thatheat
thecontent
total energy
remains
considered
that
for the
elementconstant.
= zero.

quantity of heat absorbed or released, and n
For a process at constant pressure
if Δq=p is− the
∆Esurrounding
∆Esystem
Δqp
is the number of moles, then
= ΔH

First Law of thermodynamics:nThe total energy of an isolated system is constant even the
system is changed from state to another.
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Heat Content

Heat and Temperature
The flow of heat from one position to another depends on the difference in temperature
between the two positions. So what is meant by temperature? And what is the relationship between
temperature and the kinetic energy of its molecules?

Temperature: it is a measurement of the average kinetic energy of matter molecules and it
indicates the hotness and coldness of an object.
molecules and atoms of substances are in continouse motion and vibration. However, they
differ in their speed in the same substance. The system is formed from a group of molecules
react with each other. Where , when the average kinetic energy of the molecules increases, the
temperature also increases.
Heat is a form of energy … it is considered as energy transferred between two bodies of
different temperature.
Whenever the system absorb heat energy, the average speed of molecules increases. This
expresses the kinetic energy of the molecules and leads to the rise of the system temperature, and
vice versa.
i.e., there is a direct relationship between the system energy and the kinetic energy of its molecules.

Measuring units of quantity of heat
calorie
Is the quantity of heat needed to raise the temperature of 1 g of water by 1°C (15°:16°).
1 kilocalorie = 1000 calorie
Joule
Is the quantity of heat needed to raise the temperature of 1 g of water by

1
°C
4.184

Enrichment Information
The Calorie is used when calculating the quantity of heat gained from food. The level of your Calorie
consumption depends on the level of your activity. For example, if you spend a day working in the library, you
consume approximately 800 Calories. While a marathon runner consumes approximately 1800 Calories to
complete the race.
1 KCal = 1000 Cal

Specific Heat
Specific Heat: the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of one gram of the
substance by one degree Celsius.
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Heat
Content
Heat Content

Heat content (H)

Heat content (H)

Energy
(kJ)
Energy (kJ)
Most
chemical
reactions are accompanied with changes
in energy as most chemical changes
either release energy or absorb energy. Energy exchange occurs between the reaction mixture and
the surrounding. The reaction mixture is called the system and the parts of the universe outside
the system with which the system interacts
H2(g) + ½O2(g)
MgO(s) +called
CO2(g) the surrounding.
(Resultants)

(Reactants)

= 117.3
System: isΔH°
part
of thekJ/mol
universe in which physical or chemical change occurs or it is the part of
the substance chosen for study.
ΔH° = - 285.8 kJ/mol
MgCO3(s)
H2O(l)

Surrounding:(Reactants)
is the part outside the system and exchanges energy with it in the form of heat
(Resultants)
Progress of reaction
Progress of reaction
or work.
Figure (7) Diagram of endothermic reaction of heat

Figure (8) Diagram of exothermic reaction

In the case of chemical reactions, the system expresses the reactants and products. The
of heat occurs, while the
system boundary may be a container, a flask or a test tube in which the reaction
surrounding may be anything
the reaction.
Go outside
Further
For more knowledge about this topic you
Types of Systems can refer to the Egyptian Knowledge Bank
(EKB) through the opposite link.
 Isolated System: it does not exchange either energy or matter with its surroundings. i.e. system

does
interact with
surroundings
Heatnot
Content
and its
Bond
Energy
 Open System: it freely exchanges matter and energy with its surrounding.
During the chemical reaction the bonds in the reactants are breaking and new bonds in the
 Closed
it exchanges
energybond
(butstores
not matter)
with
its surrounding
productsSystem:
are formed
as the chemical
chemical
potential
energy. in the form of heat
or work.
 During the breaking of the bond, an amount of energy is absorbed from the surrounding until

the bond is broken.

Surrounding

Energy

Breaking bonds
Endothermic

Molecule

Separated atoms

Systemof the bond, energy is released to the surrounding (so the temperature
 During the formation

of the surrounding increases).
Energy
Forming bonds

Energy

Figure (2) The system and its surrounding

Figure (3) Types of systems

Exothermic
Separated atoms
First Law of Thermodynamics

Molecule

Bond Energies:
energy must
be absorbed
to break the
or energy
is released
the
Any change
in the system’s
energy
is accompanied
bybond
a similar
change
in thewhen
surrounding
is formed
in one
of theremains
substance.
energy, but with an opposing bond
sign so
that the
totalmole
energy
constant.
Each bond energy differs accordingly
to =
the− type
of compound or its physical state. Therefore,
∆Esurrounding
∆Esystem
scientists agreed to use the average bond energy instead of the bond energy. Table (2) shows the
average
energy
for some bonds: The total energy of an isolated system is constant even the
First Law
of thermodynamics:

system is changed from state to another.
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Heat
HeatContent
Content

Heat Bond
and Temperature
Average bond energy kJ/mol

Bond

Average bond energy kJ/mol

The flow of heat from one position to another depends on the difference in temperature
H
H
432
C
C
346
between the two positions. So what is meant by temperature? And what is the relationship between
Oand the kinetic energy
358 of its molecules?C
C
610
C
temperature
C

O

803

C

C

835

O

O

498

Si

H

318

Temperature: it is a measurement of the average kinetic energy of matter molecules and it
H
467
H
413
O
C
indicates the hotness and coldness of an object.
molecules and atoms of substances are in continouse motion and vibration. However, they
Table
(2) AverageThe
energy
for some
differ in their speed in the same
substance.
system
is bonds
formed from a group of molecules
 When
energy from
bonds
in the energy
productsofisthe
larger
than theincreases,
absorbed the
react
with the
eachreleased
other. Where
, when
the formation
average kinetic
molecules
energy toalso
break
reactant , an energy is released equal to the difference in energy in the two
temperature
increases.
processes. And the reaction is exothermic, and ΔH° is negative.

Heat is a form of energy … it is considered as energy transferred between two bodies of
 A larger energy is absorbed when breaking the bonds of the reactants than when released when
different temperature.
forming bonds in products. The reaction is endothermic and ΔH° is positive.

Whenever the system absorb heat energy, the average speed of molecules increases. This
Example:
expresses
the kinetic energy of the molecules and leads to the rise of the system temperature, and
vice Calculate
versa. the heat of the following reaction and determine if the reaction is exothermic or
endothermic.

i.e., there is a direct relationship between the system energy and the kinetic energy of its molecules.
CH4(g) + 2O2(g)

CO2(g) + 2H2O(g)

Knowing that
bond
is estimated
by the unit kJ / mol as follows:
Measuring
units
ofenergy
quantity
of heat

calorie
Solution:

(C

O) 803 , (O

H) 467 , (C

H) 413 , (O

O) 498

Is the quantity of heat needed to raise the temperature of 1 g of water by 1°C (15°:16°).
413 kJ / mol

Joule

H

498 kJ / mol

O

803 kJ / mol

467 kJ / mol

1 kilocalorie = 1000 calorie

O

O
H

+ needed to raise the temperature
H
H of heat
O C of O
Is the C
quantity
1 g of+water by
H

O

O

Enrichment Information

H

H

1
°C
4.184

O

H

The Calorie is used when calculating the quantity of heat gained from food. The level of your Calorie
consumption
depends
on the
level ofbonds
your activity.
For(C
example,
you[2spend
working in the library, you
The energy
required
to break
reactant
= [4 ✕
H)]if +
✕ (Oa dayO)]
consume approximately 800 Calories. While a marathon runner consumes approximately 1800 Calories to
The energy required to break reactant bonds = [4 ✕ 413] + [2 ✕ 498] = 2648 kJ
complete the race.
Released energy from the formation of bonds in the products = [2 ✕ (C O)] + [2 ✕ 2 (O H)]
1 KCal = 1000 Cal
Resulting energy from the formation of bonds in the products = [2 ✕ 803] + [2 ✕ 2 ✕ 467] = 3474 kJ

Specific
(∆H) = (+Heat
2648) + (− 3474) = − 826 kJ/mol

And therefore, the reaction is exothermic because the sign is negative.

Specific Heat: the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of one gram of the
substance by one degree Celsius.
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HeatContent
Content
Heat

Most
chemical reactions
are accompanied with changes in energy as most chemical changes
Thermochemical
Equation
either release energy or absorb energy. Energy exchange occurs between the reaction mixture and
Notice the following equation, and then infer what is meant by the thermochemical equation,
the surrounding. The reaction mixture is called the system and the parts of the universe outside
and what are its conditions ?
the system with which the system interacts called the surrounding.
H2(g) + ½ O2(g)

H2O(g) + 242 kJ/mol

System: is part of the universe in which physical or chemical change occurs or it is the part of
Thermochemical equation: a symbolical chemical equation that includes the heat change
the substance chosen for study.

accompanying the reaction, and is represented in the equation as one of the reactants or products.

Surrounding: is the part outside the system and exchanges energy with it in the form of heat
The thermochemical equation should
orhave
work.the following conditions:

 It must be balanced. The coefficients in the balanced thermochemical equation represent the

In the
case of
ofmoles
chemical
theproducts
system and
expresses
the reactants
and products.
The
number
of thereactions,
reactants and
do not represent
the number
of molecules.
system Therefore,
boundary we
maycan
bewrite
a container,
a flask or aastest
tube inand
which
the reaction
occurs,
while
these coefficients
fractions
not necessarily
real
numbers,
as the
in
surrounding
may
be
anything
outside
the
reaction.
the following example.
H2(g) + ½ O2(g)

Types of Systems

H2O(l) + 285.8 kJ/mol

 The physical state of the reactants or the products must be mentioned. Some symbols that

 Isolated
System:
it does
exchange
with itschanges
surroundings.
i.e.change
system
represent
this state
arenot
used
like: aq either
, l , g , senergy
due toor
thematter
heat content
with the
doesofnot
interact
with
its
surroundings
the physical state of the substance, which, in turn, effects the value of the heat change. The
 Open
System:
it freelyreveals
exchanges
following
example
this: matter and energy with its surrounding.
 Closed System:
in kJ/mol
the form of heat
H it+exchanges
½ O energy
H O(but not matter) with its surrounding
∆H° = − 285.8

or work.

2(g)

2(g)

H2(g) + ½ O2(g)

2

(l)

H2O(g)

∆H° = − 242 kJ/mol

 It clarifies theSurrounding
value and sign of the change in the heat content (ΔH°) of the chemical reaction

or the physical changes, i.e. to have a positive or negative sign. The positive sign means the
reaction is endothermic, while the negative sign means that the reaction is exothermic, as in
the following examples.
H2O(s)

System

H2O(l)

CH4(g) + 2O2(g)

∆H° = + 6 kJ/mol
CO2(g) + 2H2O(l)

∆H° = − 890 kJ/mol

 When multiplying or dividing the two ends of the equation with a certain numerical coefficient,
Energy

the same operation must be conducted on the change value in the heat content, as follows:
Figure (2) The system and its surrounding

H2O(s)

H2O(l)

2H2O(l)
2H2O(s)
First Law of Thermodynamics

Figure (3) Types of systems

∆H° = + 6 kJ/mol

∆H° = 2 ✕ 6 kJ/mol = 12 kJ/mol

Any
change
in the
energycan
is accompanied
similar
in heat
the surrounding
 The
direction
of system’s
the heat content
be inversed. Inby
thisa case,
the change
sign of the
content ΔH
energy,isbut
with an
sign soexample:
that the total energy remains constant.
changed
as opposing
in the following
H2O(s)

H2O(l) ∆Esystem = − ∆Esurrounding∆H° = + 6 kJ/mol

O(l)
H2O(S)The total energy of an isolated
∆H° =system
- 6 kJ/mol
First Law ofH2thermodynamics:
is constant even the
system is changed from state to another.
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Forms of Changes in Heat Content

Figure (12) soulibility
Lesson Two : Forms of
Changes in Heat Content

The value of heat of solution ΔHs depends on the sum of these processes:

Heat content (H)

Heat content (H)

 Learning
If ΔH1 + ΔH
> ΔH3 the solutionThe
is endothermic
Outcomes
calculation of change in heat content is of great
2
As the understanding of the change in heat
ΔH1of+ this
ΔH2lesson,
< ΔH3you
than theimportance.
solution is exothermic
By
theIf end
content
accompanying
the burning of different fuels helps
will be able to:
The
following
graph
shows
an
endothermic
solution
and
exothermic
solution.
✓ Calculate the absorbed heat and the
when designing engines to an
know
which type
of fuel is more
released heat from the system.
suitable for these engines. It also helps firemen in identifying
✓ Infer the change in the heat content
the amount of heat accompanying the burning of different
of the system from the averages Separated
of the
particles
Separated particles
heat content.
materials. This helps them to choose the most suitable method
✓ Achieve Hess’s law for heat summation.
to fight the fire. The forms of change in the heat content
Solute
differ according to the type of physical or chemical change
occurring.
Solution
Solvent

Solution
Figure (13) Diagram of an endothermic solution

Solute

Solvent
Figure (14) Diagram of an exothermic solution

Enrichment Information
Previously prepared sachets are used as cold fomentations.
contain
two layers
Figure (9) These
Storedsachets
chemical
energy
in fuelseparated by a
transforms
into
heat
energy
and
work
thin membrane. In one layer, there is ammonium nitrate and in the other layer, there is water. When needed,
pressure is applied on the fomentation and the thin membrane is teared. This allows the two substances to mix
Heat Changes Accompanying Physical
and thus, the temperature in the sachet decreases due to it being an endothermic solution. Heated fomentation
sachets are also available as they contain calcium chloride andChanges
water. In this case, the solution is exothermic.

Examples of a physical change include dissolving and
diluting. We
will study
in detail qthe
The heat of solution can be calculated
by using
the relation:
= heat
m . cchanges
. ΔT accompanying
each of them:

 In diluted solutions, the solution's mass (m) can be expressed by the volume because the denisty

of water in normal conditions equals 1.
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Forms
of ofChanges
Forms
ChangesininHeat
HeatContent
Content

Standard
Heat
of Solution
Standard
Heat
of Solution
° : the quantity of absorbed or released heat when dissolving
° : the
Standard
of solution
Standard
heatheat
of solution
ΔHΔH
s s quantity of absorbed or released heat when dissolving

one mole
of the
solute
a certain
amount
of the
solvent
gaina asaturated
saturatedsolution
solutionunder
under
one mole
of the
solute
in aincertain
amount
of the
solvent
totogain
standard
conditions.
standard
conditions.

When
dissolving
ammonium
nitrates
(NH
NO
) in
water,the
thetemperature
temperatureofofthe
thesolution
solution
4
When
dissolving
ammonium
nitrates
(NH
NO
) 3in
water,
4
3
decreases. Solution, in this case, is an endothermic and is expressed by the following equation:
decreases. Solution, in this case, is an endothermic and is expressed by the following equation:
NH4NO3(s)

NH4NO3(s)

-

+

+
NH
+ NO
4(aq)
3(aq)

NH 4(aq) + NO 3(aq)

ΔH ° = + 25.7 kJ / mol

s + 25.7 kJ / mol
ΔH s° =

When dissolving sodium hydroxide (NaOH) in water, the solution’s temperature rises and, is

When dissolving sodium hydroxide (NaOH) in water, the solution’s temperature rises and, is
solution exothermic solution is expressed by the following equation:
solution exothermic solution is expressed by the following equation:
NaOH(s)

NaOH(s)

+

Na
+ (aq) + OH
-

Na (aq) + OH

(aq)

Energy (kJ)

ΔH s° = − 51 kJ / mol

ΔH s° = − 51 kJ / mol

Energy (kJ)

NaOH(s) + Water
Energy
(KJ)
NaOH
+ Water
(s)

Na+ (aq)OH(aq)

Energy
ΔHs°(KJ)
= - 51 kJ Na+ OH
(aq)
(aq)
ΔHs° = - 51 kJ
Progress of dissolving

Progress
of dissolving
Figure (10)
Sodium hydroxide
exothermic solution

Figure (10) Sodium hydroxide
exothermic solution

Heat content (H)
Heat content (H)

Heat content (H)

(aq)

Energy (kJ)

Energy (kJ)
Heat content (H)

-

NH4+ (aq) NO−3(aq)

NH4+ (aq) NO−3(aq)

ΔHs° =
+25.7 kJ/mol

ΔHs° =
+25.7 kJ/mol
NH NO
4

3(s)

+ Water

NH4NOof
+ Water
Progress
3(s)dissolving
Progress
of dissolving
Figure (11)
Ammonium nitrates
endothermic solution

Figure (11) Ammonium nitrates
endothermic solution

The heat of solution can be explained in the following steps:
 Separating
solventcan
molecules:
an endothermic
process
that requires energy to overcome the
The
heat of solution
be explained
in the following
steps:

attraction force between the solvent’s molecules, and is denoted by ΔH1
 Separating solvent molecules: an endothermic process that requires energy
to overcome the
 Separating
molecules:
it is alsomolecules,
an endothermic
that
ΔH1 energy to overcome
attraction
forcesolute
between
the solvent’s
and isprocess
denoted
byrequires
the attraction force between the solute’s particles, and is denoted by ΔH2
 Separating solute molecules: it is also an endothermic process that requires energy to overcome
 attraction
Dissolvingforce
process:
it is anthe
exothermic
process asand
energy
is released
when solvent particles are
the
between
solute’s particles,
is denoted
by ΔH
2
combined with solute molecules, and is denoted by ΔH3 (It is called hydration energy, if the
 Dissolving
solventprocess:
is water).it is an exothermic process as energy is released when solvent particles are

combined with solute molecules, and is denoted by ΔH3 (It is called hydration energy, if the
solvent is water).
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Figure (12) soulibility

Figure (12) soulibility

The value of heat of solution ΔH depends on the sum of these processes:

The value of heat of solution ΔHs s depends on the sum of these processes:

 If ΔH + ΔH > ΔH the solution is endothermic
 If ΔH11+ ΔH22 > ΔH33 the solution is endothermic
 If ΔH1 + ΔH2 < ΔH3 than the solution is exothermic
 If ΔH1 + ΔH2 < ΔH3 than the solution is exothermic
The following graph shows an endothermic solution and an exothermic solution.

The following graph shows an endothermic solution and an exothermic solution.

Solute

Separated particles
Heat content (H)

Separated particles

Separated particles

Heat content (H)

HeatHeat
content
(H)(H)
content

Separated particles

Solute
Solvent

Solvent
Solution

Solution

Figure (13) Diagram of an endothermic solution

Solution
Solute

Solution

Solute
Solvent

Solvent

Figure (14) Diagram of an exothermic solution

Figure (13) Diagram of an endothermic
solution Information
Figure (14) Diagram of an exothermic solution
Enrichment

Previously prepared sachets are used as cold fomentations. These sachets contain two layers separated by a
Enrichment Information
thin membrane. In one layer, there is ammonium nitrate and in the other layer, there is water. When needed,
Previously prepared sachets are used as cold fomentations. These sachets contain two layers separated by a
pressure is applied on the fomentation and the thin membrane is teared. This allows the two substances to mix
thin membrane. In one layer, there is ammonium nitrate and in the other layer, there is water. When needed,
and thus, the temperature in the sachet decreases due to it being an endothermic solution. Heated fomentation
pressure
is applied on the fomentation and the thin membrane is teared. This allows the two substances to mix
sachets are also available as they contain calcium chloride and water. In this case, the solution is exothermic.

and thus, the temperature in the sachet decreases due to it being an endothermic solution. Heated fomentation
sachets are also available as they contain calcium chloride and water. In this case, the solution is exothermic.
The heat of solution can be calculated by using the relation: q = m . c . ΔT
 In diluted solutions, the solution's mass (m) can be expressed by the volume because the denisty

The heat of solution can be calculated by using the relation: q = m . c . ΔT
of water in normal conditions equals 1.

 In diluted solutions, the solution's mass (m) can be expressed by the volume because the denisty

of water in normal conditions equals 1.
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 The specific
the solution can be considered equal to the specific heat of water 4.18 J/g°C
Standard
Heatheat
of ofSolution
 If the solution has a 1 molar concentration (1 mol / L) , i.e. the amount of solute (1 mol) and

the volume
produced
(1 L),of
then
the amount
of released
or absorbed
energy,
Standard
heatofofthe
solution
ΔH°ssolution
: the quantity
absorbed
or released
heat when
dissolving
in this case, is called the molarity heat of solution.

one mole of the solute in a certain amount of the solvent to gain a saturated solution under

Molar heat of solution: the heat change
fromconditions.
dissolving one mole from the solute to form a liter
standard
of the solution.

When dissolving ammonium nitrates (NH4NO3) in water, the temperature of the solution
Standard
Heatinof
decreases.
Solution,
thisDilution
case, is an endothermic and is expressed by the following equation:
Study the following two examples,
as they
reveal that the difference of heat of solution is due
+
NH 4(aq)of solvent.
ΔH s°how
+ NO 3(aq)
= + dilution
25.7 kJ /effects
mol change in the
NH4NO3(s)of the amount
to the difference
Then try to reach
heat content.
When dissolving
sodium+hydroxide
in water,
thekJ/mol
solution’s temperature rises and, is
5H2O(l) (NaOH)
NaOH
+ 37.8
NaOH
(s)
(aq)
solution exothermic
solution
is expressed
by theNaOH
following
equation:
+ 200H
O
+ 42.3
kJ/mol
NaOH
(s)
2 (l)
(aq)

Heat content (H)

Heat content (H)

In a concentrated solution,
the solute
ions get closer to °each other. When adding another
+
Na (aq) the
OH move
ΔHanother.
NaOH
+ ions
= − 51This
kJ /needs
mol an energy called
amount
of solvent
(dilution),
away from one
(s)
s
(aq)
ion separation energy, it is an absorbed energy. By increasing the number of molecules of the
Energy (kJ)
(kJ)
solvent,
the ions are attached to a greater number ofEnergy
its molecules,
and an amount of heat is
released. The change in the heat content is the sum of those two operations. The standard heat
of dilution can be identified as:
−
+

NH4 (aq) NO 3(aq)
NaOH(s) + Water
°
Standard
heat
of dilution
Energy
(KJ)
Na+ΔH
OH: the quantity of released or absorbed heat for each one mole
(aq) dil (aq)
ΔHlower
° = concentration with the
s
when
ΔHdiluting
° = - 51 the
kJ solution from a high concentration to another
s
+25.7 kJ/mol

condition of being in its standard state.

NH4NO3(s) + Water

Heat Changes Accompanying Chemical
Changes
Progress of dissolving

Progress of dissolving

We Figure
will deal
with
the heat
changes accompanying someFigure
chemical
like:nitrates
(10)
Sodium
hydroxide
(11)changes
Ammonium
exothermic solution

Standard Heat of Combustion

endothermic solution

Combustion is a rapid reaction of a substance with oxygen. The complete combustion of
elements and compounds produces a large amount of energy in the form of heat or light. The
The
heatenergy
of solution
can be
in the following
released
is known
as explained
the combustion
heat (ΔHcsteps:
). The standard heat of combustion is
known
as
follows:
 Separating solvent molecules: an endothermic process that requires energy to overcome the

attraction force between the solvent’s
molecules, and is denoted by ΔH
Standard heat of combustion ΔH°c : the quantity of released heat when one1 mole of substance
 Separatingissolute
molecules:
it is also
an endothermic
process
thatstandard
requiresconditions.
energy to overcome
completely
combusted
in excess
amount of oxygen
under
the attraction force between the solute’s particles, and is denoted by ΔH2

Examples of combustion reactions that we use in our everyday life include the combustion
H andas
butane
C4isHreleased
) with the
atmospheric
oxygenare
to
of stove gasprocess:
(it is a mixture
propane Cprocess
 Dissolving
it is anof
exothermic
energy
when
solvent particles
3 8
10
produce
a
large
amount
of
heat,
which
is
used
in
cooking
food
and
has
other
usages.
The
following
combined with solute molecules, and is denoted by ΔH3 (It is called hydration energy, if the
equation represents the complete combustion of propane gas in the presence of oxygen gas:

solvent is water).
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C3H8(g) + 5O2(g)
ΔH°c =

- 2323.7 kJ/mol

3CO2(g) + 4H2O(g)
(Resultants)

Progress of reaction
Figure (15) Energy diagram for combustion of propane

One of the important combustion reactions is the complete combustion of glucose C6H12O6
inside the bodies of living organisms in the
presence
of oxygen to provide the organisms with the
Figure
(12) soulibility
necessary energy to perform their vital functions, as in the following equation:

The value of heat of solution ΔHs depends on the sum of these processes:

C H O6(s) + 6O2(g)
6CO2(g) + 6H2O(g) , ΔH c° = − 2808 kJ/mol
 If ΔH1 + ΔH62 >12ΔH
the
solution
is
endothermic
3

Heat
of Formation
Standard
If ΔH1 + ΔH
< ΔH
than the solution is exothermic
2
3
The heat change accompanying the formation of the compound from its elements is called the
The following graph shows an endothermic solution and an exothermic solution.
heat of formation (ΔHf). The standard heat of formation can be known as follows:

of a compound is formed from its elements where these elements are in its standard state.
Heat content (H)

Heat content (H)

° : the quantity of released or absorbed heat when one mole
Standard heat of formation
SeparatedΔH
particles
Separated particles
f

Solute

Relation Between Heat of Formation and Stability of the Compound

Solution

The heat of formation of a compound is its heat content. Through the results of experiments,
Solvent
Solute
scientists have observed that the compounds that have negative heat of formation are more stable
at room temperature and do not tend to dissociate because its heat content is small. In contrary
to the compounds that have positive heat of formation, as it tends to spontaneously dissociate to
Solvent
Solution
its elements at room temperature. Most reactions move in the direction of the formation of the
most stable compounds.
Figure (13) Diagram of an endothermic solution

Figure (14) Diagram of an exothermic solution

°
Using the standard heat of formation ( H f ) to calculate the change in
Enrichment Information
the heat content
Previouslyheat
prepared
sachets arefor
used
cold fomentations.
contain
two layersofseparated
The standard
of formation
allaselements
are zero These
at the sachets
standard
conditions
pressureby a
thin membrane.
In onethe
layer,
there is ammonium
nitrate
the other layer,
there is water. When needed,
and temperature,
i.e. when
temperature
is 25°C
andand
theinpressure
is 1 atm.
on thecontent
fomentation
thin membrane
teared.
This allows
the two substances to mix
As thepressure
changeis applied
in the heat
canand
bethe
calculated
fromisthe
following
relation:
thus,sum
the temperature
in the sachet
decreases
due–tothe
it being
solution.
fomentation
(ΔH)and
= the
of heats content
of the
products
sumanofendothermic
heat contents
of Heated
the reactants
sachets are also available as they contain calcium chloride and water. In this case, the solution is exothermic.
The change in the heat content of compounds can also be calculated by using the heat of
formation from the following relation:

The
heat
of solution
canheat
be calculated
byofusing
the relation:
= mof. cthe
. ΔT
(ΔH)
= the
sum of the
of formation
the products
– theqsum
heat formation of

theInreactants
diluted solutions, the solution's mass (m) can be expressed by the volume because the denisty

of water in normal conditions equals 1.
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Example:
Standard
Heat of Solution
If the heat of formation of methane is -74.6 and carbon dioxide is -393.5 and water

° : the quantity of absorbed or released heat when dissolving
heat of solution
ΔHthe
isStandard
-241.8 kJ/mol,
calculate
s change in the heat content of the reaction shown in the

following
equation:
one mole of
the solute in a certain amount of the solvent to gain a saturated solution under
CH4(g) +standard
2O2(g) conditions.
CO2(g) + 2H2O(g)
Solution:

When dissolving ammonium nitrates (NH4NO3) in water, the temperature of the solution
decreases.
this
is anofendothermic
and is expressed
byofthe
equation:of
( ΔHSolution,
) = the in
sum
ofcase,
the heat
formation of products
– the sum
thefollowing
heat of formation
f
reactants

NH4NO3(s)

-

+

NH 4(aq) + NO 3(aq)

( ΔH f° ) = (CO2 + 2H2O) − (CH4 + 2O2)

ΔH s° = + 25.7 kJ / mol

When dissolving
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) in water, the solution’s temperature rises and, is
( ΔH °f ) = [(−393.5) + (2 ✕ −241.8)] − [(−74.6) + (2 ✕ 0)] = -802.5 kJ/mol
solution exothermic solution is expressed by the following equation:
NaOH(s)

-

Na (aq)Law
ΔH s°summation
+ OH
= − 51 kJ / mol
Hess’s
of (aq)
Constant heat
+

Scientists usually refer to using indirect methods to calculate heat of reaction. This is due to
Energy (kJ)
a number of reasons such as:
Heat content (H)

Heat content (H)

Energy (kJ)

 The mixture of reactants or products with other substances.
NH4+ (aq) NO−3(aq)
NaOH(s) + Water
 Some Energy
reactions
slowly and needs a long time like the formation of rust.
(KJ)occur very
Na+ (aq)OH(aq)
ΔHs° =
° = - 51ofkJdanger when measuring heat of reaction
 The ΔH
presence
by an
experimental method.
s
+25.7
kJ/mol
 Difficulties when measuring heat of reaction in normal conditions
of pressure
NH NO
+ Water and temperature.
4

3(s)

In order
to measure
heat change of reactions like these, scientists
Hess’s Law.
Progress
of dissolving
Progress ofused
dissolving
Figure
(10)
Sodium
hydroxide
Figure
(11) Ammonium
nitrates
Hess’
s Law:
heat
of reaction
is a constant amount in standard
conditions,
whether the
reaction
exothermic solution
endothermic solution
is carried out in one step or a number of steps.

The algebraic formula for Hess’s law can be expresses as follows: ΔH = ΔH1 + ΔH2 + ΔH3 ...

The heat of solution can be explained in the following steps:

The importance of this law is due to the ability to calculate the change in the heat content
 Separating
solvent
molecules:
that
requires
to by
overcome
the
(ΔH°) of the
reactions
that can an
notendothermic
be measured process
in a direct
way.
This isenergy
achieved
using other
ΔH1 of Hess’s law can be
attraction
between
the
molecules,
is denoted
reactions inforce
which
the heat
ofsolvent’s
each reaction
can beand
measured.
The by
concept
clarified through the following two examples:
 Separating solute molecules: it is also an endothermic process that requires energy to overcome

the attraction force between the solute’s particles, and is denoted by ΔH2
 Dissolving process: it is an exothermic process as energy is released when solvent particles are

combined with solute molecules, and is denoted by ΔH3 (It is called hydration energy, if the
solvent is water).
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Example (1) :
In the light of your understanding to Hess's law , calculate the heat of forming carbon monoxide
CO in the following two equations :
(1) C(s) + O2(g)

∆H1 = −393.5 kJ/mol

CO2(g)

(2) CO(g)+ 12 O2(g)

ΔH2 = −283.3 kJ/mol

CO2(g)

Solution:
By subtracting the two equations algebracally :
C(s)+ O2(g) − CO(g) − 12 O2(g)

CO2(g) − CO2(g)

Figure (12) soulibility

ΔH = ΔH1 − ΔH2 = −393.5 − (−283.3) = −110.5 kJ/mol

The value of heat of solution ΔHs depends on the sum of these processes:

By transferring CO from the left side to the right side of the equation :
 If ΔH1 + ΔH2 > ΔH(g)
the solution is endothermic
3
1
CO
ΔH = −110.5 kJ/mol
C + 2 O2(g)
 (s)
If ΔH1 + ΔH2 < ΔH3 (g)
than the solution is exothermic

The following graph shows an endothermic solution and an exothermic solution.
Calculate the combustion of nitric oxide NO with respect to the following equation :
Separated particles
Separated particles
1
NO(g) + 2 O2(g)
NO2(g)
Solute

In terms of the two equations next :
(1) 12 N(2)+ 12 O2(g)
NO(g)
Solvent
NO2(g)
(2) 12 N2(g) + O2(g)
Solution

Solution:
By subtracting equation (1) from (2) :

Figure (13) Diagram of an endothermic solution

1 N +O − 1 N − 1 O
2 2(g) 2(g) 2 2(g) 2 2(g)

Heat content (H)

Heat content (H)

Example (2) :

ΔH = +90.29 kJ/mol

Solution

Solute

ΔH = +33.2 kJ/mol
Solvent
Figure (14) Diagram of an exothermic solution

NO2(g) − NO(g) ΔH = ΔH2 − ΔH1
Enrichment Information

1 O Previously
prepared
These
sachetskJ/mol
contain two layers separated by a
NO2(g)
− NOsachets are used as cold fomentations.
ΔH = (33.2
− 90.29)
2 2(g)
thin membrane. In one layer, there is ammonium nitrate and in the other layer, there is water. When needed,
pressure is applied
fomentation
and thedifferent
thin membrane
By transferring
NO(g)ontothe
the
left side with
sign :is teared. This allows the two substances to mix
and thus, the temperature in the sachet decreases due to it being an endothermic solution. Heated fomentation
NO(g) + 12 O2(g)
NO2(g)
ΔH = −57.09 kJ/mol
sachets are also available
as they contain calcium chloride and water. In this case, the solution is exothermic.

The heat of solution can be calculated by using the relation: q = m . c . ΔT
 In diluted solutions, the solution's mass (m) can be expressed by the volume because the denisty

of water in normal conditions equals 1.
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Standard Heat of Solution
Standard heat of solution ΔH°s : the quantity of absorbed or released heat when dissolving
one mole of the solute in a certain amount of the solvent to gain a saturated solution under
standard conditions.
When dissolving ammonium nitrates (NH4NO3) in water, the temperature of the solution
decreases. Solution, in this case, is an endothermic and is expressed by the following equation:
-

+

NH 4(aq) + NO 3(aq)

NH4NO3(s)

ΔH s° = + 25.7 kJ / mol

When dissolving sodium hydroxide (NaOH) in water, the solution’s temperature rises and, is
solution exothermic solution is expressed by the following equation:
+

Na (aq) + OH

Heat content (H)

Energy (kJ)
NaOH(s) + Water
Energy (KJ)
ΔHs° = - 51 kJ

(aq)

ΔH s° = − 51 kJ / mol
Energy (kJ)

Na+ (aq)OH(aq)

Progress of dissolving
Figure (10) Sodium hydroxide
exothermic solution

Heat content (H)

NaOH(s)

NH4+ (aq) NO−3(aq)
ΔHs° =
+25.7 kJ/mol
NH4NO3(s) + Water
Progress of dissolving
Figure (11) Ammonium nitrates
endothermic solution

The heat of solution can be explained in the following steps:
 Separating solvent molecules: an endothermic process that requires energy to overcome the

attraction force between the solvent’s molecules, and is denoted by ΔH1
 Separating solute molecules: it is also an endothermic process that requires energy to overcome

the attraction force between the solute’s particles, and is denoted by ΔH2
 Dissolving process: it is an exothermic process as energy is released when solvent particles are

combined with solute molecules, and is denoted by ΔH3 (It is called hydration energy, if the
solvent is water).
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Unit Four
hermochemistry

Unit Four
Unit Four
Thermochemistry
Thermochemistry

Lesson
One :One
Heat: Heat
Content
Lesson
Content

uestions

Laboratory Activity : Exothermic Reactions

Laboratory Activity : Exothermic Reactions

eactions

Procedure :

Security and Safety

nates and put it

wet and observe

............................
............................

chloride instead

Security and Safety

Procedure :

 Determine mass of 20 g of calcium oxide and place it in a

 Determine
metal
container. mass of 20 g of calcium oxide and place it in a

metal container.

Purpose of the Activity

 Place a piece of aluminum foil on the surface of calcium

 Place
of aluminum
oxide
so thata itpiece
is adjacent
to it. foil on the surface of calcium

Purpose of the Activity
oxide
so that
it is adjacent
to it. oxide.
; Understand the exothermic
 Add an
amount
of water
on the calcium
reactions.
; Understand the exothermic
a Add
water
on aluminum
the calciumfoil.
oxide.
 Put
piecean
ofamount
butter onoftop
of the
reactions.
 Putwhat
a piece
of butter
on piece
top ofofthe
aluminum foil.
Acquired Skills
 Observe
happens
to the
butter.
Skills
; HypothesizingAcquired
– predicting

 Observe ...................................................................................
what happens to the piece of butter.
Observation:

– observing – recording data
....................................................................................................................
; Hypothesizing – predicting
Observation: ...................................................................................
– concluding – analyzing data.

ndothermic and

– observing – recording data
– concluding – analyzing data.

....................................................................................................................

Analyze data :

Materials

Analyze data :

 Is this reaction considered exothermic or endothermic and

............................

............................

; Calcium oxide –Materials
balance –
why?
metal container – piece of
 Is this reaction considered exothermic or endothermic and
; Calcium oxide – balance – ..............................................................................................................
butter.

why?

metal container – piece of
butter.

..............................................................................................................

Conclusion :

..............................................................................................................

............................

Conclusion :

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
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Unit
Unit
44 4
Unit

Unit
Unit
UnitFour
FourFour
Thermochemistry
Thermochemistry
Thermochemistry

Activities
and
Assessment
Questions
Activities
and
Assessment
Questions
Activities
and
Assessment
Questions
Laboratory Activity
: Endothermic Reactions
Laboratory
LaboratoryActivity
Activity: :Endothermic
EndothermicReactions
Reactions
Security and Safety
Security
Securityand
andSafety
Safety

Procedure
Procedure
:: :
Procedure

 Determine mass of 53 g of sodium bicarbonates and put it
Determine
Determinemass
massofof53
53ggofofsodium
sodiumbicarbonates
bicarbonatesand
andput
putitit

in a conical flask.
ininaaconical
conicalflask.
flask.
 Place the flask on a thin piece of wood that is wet and observe
Place
Placethe
theflask
flaskon
onaathin
thinpiece
pieceofofwood
woodthat
thatisiswet
wetand
andobserve
observe
what happens.
Purpose of the Activity
what
happens.
what happens.
Purpose
Purposeofofthe
theActivity
Activity
Observation: ...................................................................................
; Understand the exothermic Observation:
...................................................................................
Observation:
...................................................................................
;;Understand
the
exothermic
Understand
the
exothermic
....................................................................................................................
reactions.
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
reactions.
reactions.
 Repeat the previous steps using ammonium chloride instead
Repeat
the
steps
Repeat
theprevious
previous
stepsusing
usingammonium
ammoniumchloride
chlorideinstead
instead
Acquired Skills
of sodium
bicarbonates.
Acquired
Skills
Acquired Skills
ofofsodium
sodiumbicarbonates.
bicarbonates.
; Hypothesizing – predicting
;;Hypothesizing
Hypothesizing
predictingdata
– observing––– predicting
recording
– –observing
–
recording
data
observing
– recording
datadata.
– concluding
– analyzing
– –concluding
concluding– –analyzing
analyzingdata.
data.

Analyze data :
Analyze
Analyzedata
data::
 Is this reaction considered exothermic or endothermic and

Materials
Materials
Materials
; Conical flask – sodium carbonates
;;Conical
carbonates
– flask
ammonium
chloride
– thin
Conical
flask– –sodium
sodium
carbonates
– – ammonium
chloride
–
thin
piece
of
wood
ammonium chloride – thin

why?
why?
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................

IsIsthis
reaction
this
reactionconsidered
consideredexothermic
exothermicororendothermic
endothermicand
and
why?

piece
pieceofofwood
wood

Conclusion :
Conclusion
Conclusion::
..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
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One : Heat Content
AssessmentLesson
Questions
Laboratory Activity : Exothermic Reactions
First : Choose the correct answer :

1. Measuring unit of specific heat is the .......................

nates and put it

A. Joule

Security and Safety

C. J / K°

wet and observe

............................
............................

chloride instead

Procedure :

B. J / mol
 Determine mass of 20 g of calcium oxide and place it in a
D. J / g°C

metal container.

 Place a piece of aluminum foil on the surface of calcium
2. Which of the following
substances
Purpose of the
Activity has a larger heat capacity .......................

oxide so that it is adjacent to it.

A. 1;g water
B. 1 g iron
Understand the exothermic
 Add an amount of water on the calcium oxide.
C. 1 g reactions.
aluminum

D. 1 g mercury
 Put a piece of butter on top of the aluminum foil.

Acquired Skills

3. In exothermic reactions .......................
; Hypothesizing – predicting

 Observe what happens to the piece of butter.

Observation: ...................................................................................
....................................................................................................................

A. Heat
to –the
system data
from the surrounding
– moves
observing
recording

ndothermic and

– concluding
– analyzing
data.to the surrounding
B. Heat
moves from
the system

C. Heat does not move from or to the system

............................

............................

............................

Analyze data :

Materials
D. Heat moves from
and to the system at the same time
 Is this reaction considered exothermic or endothermic and

; Calcium oxide – balance –
metal container – piece of
4. In the isolated system .......................
butter.

why?
..............................................................................................................

A. Exchange occurs between heat and the substance with the surrounding
B. Exchange of heat occurs with the surrounding
C. Exchange of the substance occurs with the surrounding

Conclusion :

..............................................................................................................

D. Exchange of heat or substance does not occur with the surrounding

..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................

5. What is meant by the standard conditions of the reaction .......................
A. Under 1 atm pressure and temperature of 0°C
B. Under 1 atm pressure and temperature of 25°C
C. Under 1 atm pressure and temperature of 100°C
D. Under 1 atm pressure and temperature of 273°C
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Second : Various Questions :

Unit Four
Unit
UnitFour
Four
Thermochemistry
Thermochemistry
Thermochemistry

Activities
and
Assessment
Questions
1. If you knew that the specific heat
for platinum
= 0.133
J / g°C and titanium
= 0.528 J / g°C
Activities
and
Assessment
Questions
and zinc = 0.388 J / g°C So if we have a sample with a mass of 70 g from each metal at room
Laboratory
LaboratoryActivity
Activity: :Endothermic
EndothermicReactions
Reactions
temperature, which metal has the first increase in temperature when heated under the same
conditions? Mention the reasons.

Procedure
Procedure::

Security
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Securityand
andSafety
Safety
Determine
Determinemass
massofof53
53ggofofsodium
sodiumbicarbonates
bicarbonatesand
andput
putitit
2. Explain how the breakage and
of the bond accompanying the chemical reaction
ininformation
aaconical
conicalflask.
flask.
specifies the kind of reaction whether it is endothermic or exothermic.
Place
Placethe
theflask
flaskon
onaathin
thinpiece
pieceofofwood
woodthat
thatisiswet
wetand
andobserve
observe
.............................................................................................................................................................................
what
happens.
what happens.
Purpose
Purposeofofthe
theActivity
Activity

Observation:
Observation:...................................................................................
...................................................................................
3.Understand
What does
mean?
;;Understand
the
theit exothermic
exothermic
....................................................................................................................
reactions.
reactions.
A. The average bond energy....................................................................................................................
of C - C is 346 KJ / mol

Repeat
Repeatthe
theprevious
previoussteps
stepsusing
usingammonium
ammoniumchloride
chlorideinstead
instead
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Acquired
Skills
Acquired Skills
ofofsodium
sodiumbicarbonates.
bicarbonates.
B. Specific–heat
of water = 4.18 J / g.°C
;;Hypothesizing
Hypothesizing
– predicting
predicting

Analyze
Analyzedata
data::

– –observing
– –recording
observing
recordingdata
data
.............................................................................................................................................................................
– –concluding
concluding– –analyzing
analyzingdata.
data.

IsIsthis
thisreaction
reactionconsidered
consideredexothermic
exothermicororendothermic
endothermicand
and

ThirdMaterials
:Materials
Think and Infer :

why?
why?

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................
1.Conical
Water
moderate climate
in coastal areas in both winter and summer. Explain your
;;Conical
flask
flask–causes
–sodium
sodiumacarbonates
carbonates
answer.
– – ammonium
ammonium chloride
chloride – – thin
thin
piece
pieceofofwood
wood

Conclusion
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Conclusion::

..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
2. In a medical thermometer, is the
system opened or closed? And how did this system transform
into an isolated system?
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................
3. When is the value of change of heat content of the reaction and heat of combustion equal?
.............................................................................................................................................................................
4. Farmers in cold areas spray fruit trees with water.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
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Lesson Two : Forms
of One
Changes
Heat Content
Lesson
: HeatinContent

uestions

Laboratory Activity : Heat of Solubility

Laboratory Activity : Exothermic Reactions

eactions

Procedure :

Security and Safety

Security and Safety

nates and put it

mass
ofthen
20 gplace
of calcium
oxide
and place
mlof Determine
distilled water
and
the cover.
Identify
the it in a
metal
container.
mass of
the cup
once again.

wet and observe

............................
............................

chloride instead

Procedure :

 Determine the mass of a covered foam cup and place in it 50

Purpose of the Activity

 Place
a piece
of aluminum
oncup
thewhile
surface
of calcium
 Place
the first
cup inside
a second foil
larger
placing
Purpose
of
the
Activity
someoxide
cotton
them as to
anit.insulator. Record the
the heat changes
sobetween
that it is adjacent

; State

accompanying
the the
solubility
; Understand
exothermic temperature of water using an alcoholic thermometer.
 Add an amount of water on the calcium oxide.
process.
reactions.

 Identify the mass of 4 g of calcium chloride and then add it to

 Put a piece of butter on top of the aluminum foil.
the water while stirring. State the temperature of the solution
after
thehappens
substance
completely
dissolved.
 making
Observesure
what
to isthe
piece of butter.

Acquired Skills

Acquired Skills

; Hypothesizing – predicting

; Hypothesizing – predicting
 Notice the change in water temperature after the dissolving

Observation: ...................................................................................
– observing – recording data
– observing – recording data of ....................................................................................................................
calcium chloride.
– concluding – analyzing data.
– concluding – analyzing data.

ndothermic and

Observation: ...................................................................................
....................................................................................................................

Materials

............................

............................

Materials

Analyze data :

; A covered foam cup – an
 Is this reaction considered exothermic or endothermic and
; Calciumfoam
oxide cup
– balance
–
uncovered
–
why?
metal thermometer
container – piece
of
alcoholic
–
 Record the data in the following table and then explain it.
balance
– distilled water –
butter.
..............................................................................................................
calcium chloride.
Procedure
Value

............................

Recording data :

Conclusion
:
Mass of empty beaker
....................
..............................................................................................................
Mass of beaker and water

Stirrer

Alcoholic
thermometer
Cover

Water

Foam cup
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....................

..............................................................................................................
Water mass

....................
..............................................................................................................
Water temperature

....................

Calcium chloride mass

....................

Solution temperature

....................

Temperature change

....................

2019 - 2020
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Activities and Assessment Questions

and Assessment
Questions
 What is the reason for change Activities
in water's temperature
after the dissolving
of calcium chloride?
Laboratory
LaboratoryActivity
Activity: :Endothermic
EndothermicReactions
Reactions
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Procedure
Procedure::

 Calculate the released or absorbed heat when calcium chloride dissolves.
Security
Securityand
andSafety
Safety

.............................................................................................................................................................................
Determine
Determinemass
massofof53
53ggofofsodium
sodiumbicarbonates
bicarbonatesand
andput
putitit
ininof
aaconical
conicalflask.
flask.
 Calculate the number of moles
calcium
chloride and then calculate the change in the heat
content.
Place
Placethe
theflask
flaskon
onaathin
thinpiece
pieceofofwood
woodthat
thatisiswet
wetand
andobserve
observe
what
happens.
what happens.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Purpose of the Activity
Purpose of the Activity

Observation:
Observation:...................................................................................
...................................................................................
;;Understand
exothermic
Understand
the
exothermic

Does thethe
change
in water temperature differ if dissolved 6 g of calcium chloride?
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
reactions.
reactions.

.............................................................................................................................................................................
Repeat
Repeatthe
theprevious
previoussteps
stepsusing
usingammonium
ammoniumchloride
chlorideinstead
instead
Acquired
Skills
Acquired Skills
ofofsodium
sodiumbicarbonates.
bicarbonates.

Conclusion :
Analyze
Analyzedata
data::

;;Hypothesizing
Hypothesizing –– predicting
predicting
– –observing
–
recording
observing – recordingdata
data
 Calculate the change in the heat content accompanying the dissolving of 4 g of calcium chloride
– –concluding
concluding– –analyzing
analyzingdata.
data.

in water.

IsIsthis
thisreaction
reactionconsidered
consideredexothermic
exothermicororendothermic
endothermicand
and

why?
.............................................................................................................................................................................
why?
Materials
Materials

;;Conical
Conicalflask
flask– –sodium
sodiumcarbonates
carbonates
– – ammonium
chloride
ammonium chloride – – thin
thin
piece
pieceofofwood
wood

..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................

Conclusion
Conclusion::
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
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nates and put it

wet and observe

............................
............................

chloride instead

One : Heat Content
AssessmentLesson
Questions
Laboratory Activity : Exothermic Reactions
First : Write the scientific terminology :

1. The quantity of released or absorbed heat when dissolving one mole of a solute in a certain
amount of solvent
gain
a saturated solution. ................................
Securitytoand
Safety
Procedure :
2. The bondage of dissociated ions in water.
................................
 Determine
mass of 20 g of calcium oxide and place it in a

metal
container.
3. The quantity of released and absorbed heat
when
forming one mole of the substance from its
primary elements on condition that these
substances
their standard
condition.
 Place
a pieceare
ofinaluminum
foil on
the surface of calcium
................................
Purpose of the Activity
oxide so that it is adjacent to it.

4. The;quantity
of released
heat from a complete combustion of one mole of the substance in an
Understand
the exothermic
 Add an amount of water on the calcium oxide.
excess reactions.
of oxygen. ................................
 Put a piece of butter on top of the aluminum foil.
Acquired Skills
 Observe
whatofhappens
to the :piece of butter.
Second : Write the scientific explanation
for each
the following
; Hypothesizing – predicting

ndothermic and

............................

............................

............................

Observation:
1. When writing the thermal chemical equation,
the physical...................................................................................
state of the accompanying substances
– observing – recording data
....................................................................................................................
in the reaction and the substance produced
from it must be mentioned.
– concluding – analyzing data.

2. Using Hess’s law in calculating the heat formation of carbon dioxide.
3. The solubility process
is accompanied by a heat change.
Materials

Analyze data :

 Is this
reaction
considered
exothermic or endothermic and
4. The formation heat has a strong relationship
with
the stability
of compounds
; Calcium oxide – balance –
metal container – piece of
butter.

Third : Various Questions :

why?
..............................................................................................................

1. Calculate the standard change in the heat content for the following reaction:
H2S(g) + 4F2(g)

Conclusion :

2HF(g) + SF6(g)

..............................................................................................................

If you knew that the formation temperatures are as follows:

..............................................................................................................

H2S = -21 kJ/mol , HF = -273 kJ/mol , SF6 = -1220 kJ/mol

..............................................................................................................

2. When dissolving one mole of ammonium nitrates in an amount of water and the volume
was completed to 1000 ml, the temperature was decreased by 6°C. Calculate the amount
of absorbed heat (assume that the solution's density = 1 g / ml and the specific heat of the
solution = 4.18 J / g°C)
3. If you knew that the standard change in the heat content for the combustion of octane liquid
(C8H18) is -1367 kJ / mol. Write the expressive chemical equation of the complete combustion
of one mole of this liquid in an excess amount of oxygen.
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Unit
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Unit
UnitFour
FourFour
Unit
Thermochemistry
Thermochemistry
Thermochemistry

Activities
Activitiesand
andAssessment
AssessmentQuestions
Questions
Laboratory Activity : Endothermic Reactions

Activity : Endothermic Reactions
First: Write the scientific termLaboratory
:

1. The amount of absorbed or released heat from forming one mole of a substance from its primary
Procedure
Procedure::
elements
in
itsSafety
standard
condition. ............................
Security
and
Security
and
Safety
Determine
Determinemass
massofof53
53ggofofsodium
sodiumbicarbonates
bicarbonatesand
andput
putitit
2. The amount of heat needed to raise the body temperature one degree Celsius. ............................
ininaaconical
conicalflask.
flask.
3. A chemical equation that includes the change in heat accompanying the reaction. ............................
Place
Placethe
theflask
flaskon
onaathin
thinpiece
pieceofofwood
woodthat
thatisiswet
wetand
andobserve
observe
4. The amount of absorbed or released
heat
when
dissolving
one
mole
of
the
solute
in
an amount
what
happens.
what happens.
Purpose ofofthe
theActivity
Activity
of thePurpose
solvent to
get
a saturated solution. ............................
Observation:
Observation:...................................................................................
...................................................................................
;;Understand
the exothermic
exothermic
5.Understand
The heat ofthereaction
is a fixed
amount
in
standard
conditions whether the reaction is conducted
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
reactions.
reactions.
in one step or a number of steps. ............................
Repeat
Repeatthe
theprevious
previoussteps
stepsusing
usingammonium
ammoniumchloride
chlorideinstead
instead
Acquired
Skills
Acquired Skills
ofofsodium
sodiumbicarbonates.
bicarbonates.
Second : Re-write
the following statements after correcting the underlined :
;;Hypothesizing
Hypothesizing –– predicting
predicting
– –observing
– –recording
observing
recordingdata
1.
Heat
is considered
adata
measurement for the average
kinetic energy
Analyze
data
Analyze
dataof::the molecules that form
– –concluding
– –analyzing
data.
concluding
analyzing
data.
the substance or the system. ............................
IsIsthis
thisreaction
reactionconsidered
consideredexothermic
exothermicororendothermic
endothermicand
and
why?
2. The joule
is known as the amount
of required heat to raise the temperature of 1 g of water one
why?
Materials
Materials
degree Celsius (from 15°C to ..............................................................................................................
16°C).
............................
..............................................................................................................

;;Conical
Conicalflask
flask– –sodium
sodiumcarbonates
carbonates
–3.– ammonium
chloride
The
specific
heat
unit is the J. ............................
ammonium chloride –measuring
– thin
thin
piece
pieceofofwood
wood

Conclusion :

Conclusion
4. Chemical energy derives in the molecule from level
energy which :is the sum of the electron
..............................................................................................................
kinetic energy in addition to its..............................................................................................................
potential energy. ............................
..............................................................................................................
5. The change in the heat content..............................................................................................................
is the sum of the stored energy in one mole of the substance.
............................
6. The system is opened when there is no transportation of either the energy of the substance
between the system and the surrounding medium. ............................
7. The thermometer is used as an isolated system to measure the absorbed or released heat in
the chemical reaction. ............................
8. The heat content of the substance is the sum of all internal energies in 1 Kg of this substance.
8. ............................
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Third : How can you explain ?

Lesson One : Heat Content

1. The dissolving of potassium iodide in water is considered endothermic.
Laboratory Activity : Exothermic Reactions
.............................................................................................................................................................................
2. Hess’s law is considered one of the forms of the first law of dynamic heat.

nates and put it

wet and observe

............................
............................

chloride instead

Security and Safety

Procedure :

.............................................................................................................................................................................
 Determine mass of 20 g of calcium oxide and place it in a
3. When the dilution process occurs, the amount
of solvent increases and produces in increase
metal container.
in the value of (ΔH).
 Place a piece of aluminum foil on the surface of calcium
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Purpose of the Activity
oxide so that it is adjacent to it.
Understand
the exothermic
4. The;burning
of glucose
C6H12O6 inside
of living
is considered
one of the
 the
Addbodies
an amount
of organisms
water on the
calcium oxide.
reactions.
important combustion reactions.
 Put a piece of butter on top of the aluminum foil.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Acquired Skills
 Observe what happens to the piece of butter.
5. Scientists
usually refer
use indirect methods
to calculate
the reaction heat.
; Hypothesizing
– to
predicting
Observation:
...................................................................................
– observing – recording data
.............................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................

ndothermic and

............................

............................

............................

– concluding – analyzing data.

Fourth : Various
Questions :
Materials

Analyze data :

 Is this
reaction
considered
1. A sample
was absorbed
from an– unknown
substance
with
a mass ofexothermic
155 g of heatorofendothermic
5700 J so and
; Calcium
oxide – balance
why?
the temperature
raised– from
metal container
piece25°C
of to 40°C calculate its specific heat.
butter.
..............................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................

2. Calculate the released heat when cooling 350 g of mercury from 77°C to 12°C if you knew that
the specific heat of mercury is 0.14 J / g.°C
Conclusion :
.............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

3. Methane gas CH4 is considered the main component of natural gas. If you knew that
..............................................................................................................
ΔH c° = − 965.1 kJ/mol and ΔH f° = − 74.6
kJ/mol Calculate both the amount of released
heat when forming 50 g of methane gas and also when combusting 50 g of it.
.............................................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................
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4. Calculate the change in the heat content when dissolving 80 g ammonium nitrates in an amount
of water to form one liter of the
solution knowing
the initial temperature
is 20°C became
Activities
and
Assessment
Questions
Activities
andthat
Assessment
Questions
14°C and answer the following questions:
Laboratory
LaboratoryActivity
Activity: :Endothermic
EndothermicReactions
Reactions

A. Is the solubility exothermic or endothermic? Mention the reason.

.............................................................................................................................................................................
Procedure
Procedure::
Security
Securityand
andSafety
Safety

mass
ofof53
ggofofofsodium
bicarbonates
and
itit
Determine
Determine
mass
53
sodium
bicarbonates
andput
putthat
B. Can this heat change beexpressive
of the
molar
heat
solubility
or not? Knowing
conicalflask.
flask.
[N = 14 , O = 16 , H = 1] ininaaconical
Place
.............................................................................................................................................................................
Placethe
theflask
flaskon
onaathin
thinpiece
pieceofofwood
woodthat
thatisiswet
wetand
andobserve
observe
what
happens.
what happens.
Purpose
Purposeofofthe
theActivity
Activity

Observation:
Observation:...................................................................................
...................................................................................
;;Understand
the
exothermic
thethat
exothermic
5.Understand
If you knew
the heat of combustion
of
ethanol
C2H5OH is 1367 kg/mol Write the expressive
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
reactions.
reactions.

thermochemical equation knowing that the products of the combustion is carbon dioxide gas
Repeat
the
using
chloride
instead
Repeat
theprevious
previous
steps
usingammonium
ammonium
chloride
insteadthat
and water vapor and calculate
the
produced
heat ofsteps
combusting
100 g of alcohol
knowing
Acquired
Skills
ofofsodium
sodiumbicarbonates.
bicarbonates.
[C = Acquired
12 , O =Skills
16 , H = 1]

;;Hypothesizing
–– predicting
Hypothesizing
predicting
.............................................................................................................................................................................
– –observing
–
recording
observing – recordingdata
data
– –concluding
– –analyzing
concluding
analyzingdata.
data.
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Analyze
Analyzedata
data::

IsIsthis
thisreaction
reactionconsidered
consideredexothermic
exothermicororendothermic
endothermicand
and

Materials
Materials
;;Conical
Conicalflask
flask– –sodium
sodiumcarbonates
carbonates
– – ammonium
chloride
ammonium chloride – – thin
thin
piece
pieceofofwood
wood

why?
why?

..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................

Conclusion
Conclusion::
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
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Atomic Nucleus and Elementary Particles

Example:
Write the chemical symbol for the nucleus of an aluminum atom, if you knew it contained 13
protons, in addition to 14 neutrons.
Solution:
27

The aluminum element symbol is Al , and the nucleus symbol for the aluminum atom is 13 Al

Isotopes
Isotopes: are atoms of the same element that have the same atomic number (Z), i.e. the nuclei
of the atoms have the same number of protons and differ in the number of neutrons.

Lesson One : Nucleus and Elementary Particles

This means that the atoms of the isotopes are similar in the number of electrons and their
distribution around the nucleus, and therefore, are similar in their chemical reactions.
Learning Outcomes

Atom Components

By the end of this lesson, you
will be able to:

Carbon atom

✓ Identify the components of an atom
and The
the nuclear
amount of
thatisotopes
classify
examples
are abundant as most of the elements in the periodical table have
Hydrogen atom
the nucleus.
✓ isotopes.
Find out whatEven
isotopesthe
mean.simplest element found in nature, which is hydrogen, has three isotopes
2 the properties
3
1
✓ 1Understand
of the
Nucleus
,
,
The
nucleus
of
the
isotope
is composed of a proton. The nucleus of
nuclear
force.
1
1
1
1
2 energy
✓ Identify the nuclear binding
the
isotope atom 1 is called deuteron. It contains proton and neutron while the tritium
and calculate it.
✓ nucleus
Connect between
the nuclear as
stability
considered
a proton and neutron.
Electron
and the ratio between the number of
neutrons to protons in the nucleus.
Proton
✓ Identify the main and elementary
The hydrogen atom

H

H

H

H

H

particles in the atom.
1
✓ Know the quark model and use it.

Proton

contains one energy level

H
1

Deuteron

2

H
1

Neutron
The
carbon atoms contains
two levels of energy

Tritium

3
1

H

Figure(Nucleus
(1) The atom
with electrons
of a is composed of a nucleus(Nucleus
of a
revolving
Deuteron
atom)around it in the energy levels
Tritium atom)

(Nucleus of a
Hydrogen atom)

It is nuclei
known
matter
is composed
Figure (3) The
ofthat
atoms
of hydrogen
isotopesof atoms. These atoms
show the physical and chemical properties of the matter. By
the end of the nineteenth century, scientists had become sure
Atomic masses of elements can
beelectrons
identified are
in terms
the relatively
atomic
their
that
of theofmain
components
of masses
atoms. of
These
isotopes and the ratio of the presence
of each.
electrons
are particles with a very small mass and have a negative
since
the atom
electrically
neutral,
means
Example: calculate the atomiccharge.
mass ofAnd
copper
knowing
thatisit is
found in the
naturethis
in the
form
63
65
that
the
atom
carries
a
positive
charge
equal
to
the
negative
of two isotopes; Cu 69.09% and Cu 30.91%)
charge of the electrons. However, the manner of distribution
solution:
of these charges in the atom was not known during that time.

Example:

contribution of Cu63 in the atomic mass = 62.9298 ✕
contribution of Cu in the atomic mass = 9278 ✕
65

69.09
100
30.91

100
the atomic mass of copper = 43.4782 + 20.069 = 63.55 amu
BookBook
- Unit -Five
140
Student
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= 43.4782 amu

= 20.069 amu
2019 - 2020

Atomic Nucleus and Elementary Particles

The scientist, Rutherford (1871 – 1937), constructed a model to describe the atom. He
reached this model after many trials. He described the atom as a relatively heavy nucleus in
which the atom’s mass is concentrated. The nucleus carries the positive charge of the atom and
negatively charged electrons rotate around it at a relatively far distance. According to RutherfordBohr's Model, the electrons revolve around the nucleus in certain constant orbits called energy
levels. Each level is occupied by a certain number of electrons that cannot be increased.
Rutherford’s calculations concluded that the nucleus’s diameter is ranged between 10-6:10-5
nm while the atom’s diameter is approximately (0.1nm).
In 1919, Rutherford proved that the atom’s nucleus contains particles that carry the positive
charge called protons. The protons have a mass that is larger than the electron’s mass by
approximately 1800 times. During the same year, Nevil Sidgwick discovered that the nucleus
neutrally charged called neutrons. The mass of a neutron equals the mass of a proton.

Mass Number and Atomic Number
Scientists described the atom’s nucleus of any element by using three atomic amounts, which
are:
1. Mass number (A)
2. Atomic number (Z)
3. Neutron number (N)
The following schedule shows these amounts:
Term

Symbol

Relation

Mass number

A

Number of protons + number of neutrons

Atomic number

Z

Number of protons=number of electrons

Neutron number

N

N=A−Z

Table (1) Nuclear quantities

It is observed that:
 The protons and neutrons inside the nucleus are known as nucleons.
 The number of protons (Z) in the nucleus is equal to the number of electrons around the
nucleus in the case of the neutral atom.

Nucleus's Symbol
If we assume an element with a chemical symbol (X), the nucleus of this element atom can be
described by the following method:

A (mass number = proton number + neutron number)

XZ

(atomic number = proton number)
A

and sometimes the symbol is written as follows: Z X N
Shorouk Press
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Atomic Nucleus and Elementary Particles

Example:
Write the chemical symbol for the nucleus of an aluminum atom, if you knew it contained 13
protons, in addition to 14 neutrons.
Solution:
27

The aluminum element symbol is Al , and the nucleus symbol for the aluminum atom is 13 Al

Isotopes
Isotopes: are atoms of the same element that have the same atomic number (Z), i.e. the nuclei
of the atoms have the same number of protons and differ in the number of neutrons.
This means that the atoms of the isotopes are similar in the number of electrons and their
distribution around the nucleus, and therefore, are similar in their chemical reactions.

The examples of isotopes are abundant as most of the elements in the periodical table have
isotopes. Even the simplest element found in nature, which is hydrogen, has three isotopes
1

2

3

1

H , 1 H , 1 H The nucleus of the isotope 1 H is composed of a proton. The nucleus of
1
2
the isotope atom 1 H is called deuteron. It contains proton and neutron while the tritium
nucleus considered as a proton and neutron.
Proton
Neutron
Proton

1

H
1

Deuteron

(Nucleus of a
Hydrogen atom)

2

H
1

Tritium

(Nucleus of a
Deuteron atom)

3
1

H

(Nucleus of a
Tritium atom)

Figure (3) The nuclei of atoms of hydrogen isotopes

Example:
Atomic masses of elements can be identified in terms of the relatively atomic masses of their
isotopes and the ratio of the presence of each.
Example: calculate the atomic mass of copper knowing that it is found in the nature in the form
of two isotopes; Cu63 69.09% and Cu65 30.91%)
solution:
contribution of Cu63 in the atomic mass = 62.9298 ✕
contribution of Cu in the atomic mass = 9278 ✕
65

69.09
100
30.91

100
the atomic mass of copper = 43.4782 + 20.069 = 63.55 amu
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Atomic
Particles
AtomicNucleus
Nucleusand
and Elementary
Elementary Particles

The scientist, Rutherford (1871 Enrichment
– 1937), constructed
a model to describe the atom. He
Information
reached thisInmodel
after many
described
atomtoas
relatively
nuclear chemistry,
othertrials.
nuclear He
terminology
is usedthe
in addition
theaisotopes,
whichheavy
are: nucleus in
which the atom’s
mass is concentrated. The nucleus carries the positive charge of the atom and
 Isobars: they are the nuclei of atoms of different elements that have the same number of mass (A), but
negatively charged electrons rotate around it at a relatively far17distance.
According to Rutherford17
they electrons
differ in the atomic
number
(Z). An
example
of this
F , constant
O
9
8
Bohr's Model, the
revolve
around
the
nucleus
iniscertain
orbits called energy
levels. Each 
level
is occupied
by nuclei
a certain
number
of electrons
increased.
Isotones:
they are the
of atoms
of different
elements thatthat
havecannot
the samebe
number
of neutrons, but
17
16
Rutherford’sthey
calculations
concluded
diameter is ranged between 10-6:10-5
differ in the mass
number like:that
, nucleus’s
Fthe
O
9 8
8 8
nm while the atom’s diameter is approximately (0.1nm).
In 1919, Rutherford proved that the atom’s nucleus contains particles that carry the positive
Mass and Energy Units
charge called protons. The protons have a mass that is larger than the electron’s mass by
It is known
that times.
the unitDuring
of measuring
massyear,
in theNevil
International
of Unitsthat
is the
approximately
1800
the same
SidgwickSystem
discovered
thekilogram.
nucleus
However,
since the
atom
masses ofThe
the mass
element
areequals
very small,
It is estimated
by the atomic
neutrally
charged
called
neutrons.
of aisotopes
neutron
the mass
of a proton.
mass unit (a.m.u.) and abbreviated by the symbol (u) and it is equavelant to 1.66 ✕ 10-27 Kg.

Mass Number and Atomic Number

Scientists described the atom’s nucleus of any element by using three atomic amounts, which
When a mass of (1u) completely transforms into energy, as occurs in some nuclear reactions,
are:
then the amount of product energy (E) can be calculated according to Einstein’s equation from
1.
Mass number (A)
2. Atomic number (Z)
3. Neutron number (N)
the relation:
The following schedule shows these amounts:
E = m c2
Term
Symbol
Relation
As (m):
the mass transformed
into energy estimated in kilograms
8
m/s ) of protons + number of neutrons
(c):
speed of light in air. It equals
( 3 ✕ 10Number
Massthe
number
A
` E = (1.66 ✕ 10-27) ✕ (3 ✕ 108)2
-11 Number of protons=number of electrons
Atomic number
Z
` E = 14.94 ✕ 10-11 Joule = 14.94 ✕ 10-11 = 931 MeV
1.605 ✕ 10
Neutron number
N
N=A−Z
From the previous, it is shown that there is an equilibrium between mass and energy. i.e.

` 1 amu
- 931 MeV
Table
(1) Nuclear
quantities

It is observed that:
 The protons and neutrons inside the nucleus are known as nucleons.
Did you
? the number of electrons around the
 The number of protons (Z) in the nucleus
is know
equal to
Another
is used
for measuring
the energy besides the joule, called electronvolt and is denoted by the
nucleus
in theunitcase
of the
neutral atom.
symbol (eV) as:

Nucleus's Symbol

1 eV = 1.602 ✕ 10 J
If we assume an element with a chemical
symbol (X), the nucleus of this element atom can be
There
is
a
larger
unit
called
one
million
electronvolt,
and is denoted by the symbol (MeV) as:
described by the following method:
-19

✕ 10 +Jneutron number)
= 1.602
proton
number
A (mass number1 =MeV
-13

XZ

(atomic number = proton number)
A

and sometimes the symbol is written as follows: Z X N
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Nuclear Forces

Example:

Write
the chemical
symbol
the nucleus
an aluminum
atom, ifisyou
knew itpositively
contained 13
We have
mentioned
at the for
beginning
of thisoflesson
that the nucleus
composed
protons,
addition
14 neutrons.
chargedinprotons
andtoneutrons
that do not have a charge. But what makes the atom nucleus bind?
What
leads to the stability of nucleons inside the nucleus?
Solution:
It is known that protons in the nucleus repulsive to one another due to the electric forces. 27
The
aluminum
element
is Alto
, and
the nucleus
symbol
the
aluminum
atom is 13 Al
As such,
it is impossible
forsymbol
the nucleus
become
stable if the
only for
force
between
the protons
is the coulomb electric force. Undoubtedly there is an attractive force between the nucleons
Isotopes
inside the nucleus, like the attractive force between any two bodies. However, this amount of
attractive force is very small and does not equal with the electric repulsive force between the
Isotopes: are atoms of the same element that have the same atomic number (Z), i.e. the nuclei
nucleons.

of the atoms have the same number of protons and differ in the number of neutrons.

This means that the atoms of the isotopes are similar in the number of electrons and their
distribution around the nucleus,
and therefore, are similar in their chemical reactions.
Proton
Neutron
Directions
of attractive
forces as most of the elements in the periodical table have
The examples of
isotopes
are abundant
between the nucleons

isotopes. Even the simplest element found in nature, which is hydrogen, has three isotopes
1

2

3

Directions of repulsive forces

1

nucleus
of the isotope 1 H is composed of a proton. The nucleus of
the nucleons
H , 1 H , 1 H Thebetween
1
2
the isotope atom 1 H is called deuteron. It contains proton and neutron while the tritium
Figure (5) If the attractive force between the nucleons is very small, then there must be a

nucleus considered asforce
a proton
neutron.
workingand
on pushing
the nucleons towards each other
Proton
Neutron

It is clear
that the accumulation of the nucleons inside
1
2 the nucleus cannot be stable except
3 in
Tritium
Proton
Deuteron of
H
H
H
the
presence
of
other
forces
working
on
the
combining
these
nucleons.
This
force
is
called
1
1
1 the
(Nucleusforce.
of a The nuclear force has the following
(Nucleus
of a
(Nucleus of a
nuclear
properties:

Hydrogen atom)
 Short – range force.

Deuteron atom)

Tritium atom)

Figure (3) The nuclei of atoms of hydrogen isotopes
 Does not depend on the essence of the nucleons, as it is one of the following pairs: (proton –

Example:
proton , proton – neutron , neutron – neutron).

Atomic
masses
of elements can be identified in terms of the relatively atomic masses of their

It is a great
force.

isotopes and the ratio of the presence of each.

Example: calculate the atomic mass of copper knowing that it is found in the nature in the form
of two isotopes; Cu63 69.09% and Cu65 30.91%)
solution:
contribution of Cu63 in the atomic mass = 62.9298 ✕
contribution of Cu in the atomic mass = 9278 ✕
65

69.09
100
30.91

100
the atomic mass of copper = 43.4782 + 20.069 = 63.55 amu
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Nucleusand
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The
scientist,
Rutherford
(1871 – 1937), constructed a model to describe the atom. He
Nuclear
Binding
Energy
reached this model after many trials. He described the atom as a relatively heavy nucleus in
It have proven that the nucleus mass , when it is stable , is less than the sum of the masses of
which the atom’s mass is concentrated. The nucleus carries the positive charge of the atom and
nucleons forming it. This lose im mass is a characteristic property for each nucleus and is converted
negatively charged electrons rotate around it at a relatively far distance. According to Rutherfordinto an energy used to bend the components of the nucleus to be combined with each other inside
Bohr's Model, the electrons revolve around the nucleus in certain constant orbits called energy
the infinite small nuclear space and called "the nuclear bending energy".
levels. Each level is occupied by a certain number of electrons that cannot be increased.
By using Einstein’s
law toconcluded
transform that
massthe
intonucleus’s
energy, then:
Rutherford’s
calculations
diameter is ranged between 10-6:10-5
nm while the atom’s diameter is approximately (0.1nm).
mass defect= theoritical mass- actual mass.
In 1919, Rutherford proved that the atom’s nucleus contains particles that carry the positive
(MeV) BE=
[mass
defect
✕ 931
chargeNuclear
called binding
protons.energy
The protons
have
a mass
that
is larger than the electron’s mass by
approximately 1800 times. During the same year, Nevil Sidgwick discovered that the nucleus
neutrally charged called neutrons. The mass of a neutron equals the mass of a proton.
As mn , mp Neut ron mass and proton mass successively, Mx the actual nucleus mass.

MassThe
Number
and Atomic
Number
value in which
each nucleon
contributed in the binding energy of the nucleus is called the

BE
binding force
for eachthe
nucleon,
it equals:
( element
) by using three atomic amounts, which
Scientists
described
atom’sand
nucleus
of any
A
are:
Example:
1. Mass number (A)
2. Atomic number (Z) 4
3. Neutron number (N)
If
the
actual
mass
of
the
nucleus
of
helium
atom
is
=
4.00150
u
He
The following schedule shows these amounts:
2
4
Calculate the nuclear binding (MeV) for 2 He nucleus , then calculate the binding energy per
Symbol
Relation
nucleonTerm
, knowing :
proton
mass = 1.007284
Mass number

A

Number of protons + number of neutrons

neutron mass = 1.008664
Number of protons=number of electrons
Atomic number
Z
Solution:
4
Neutron
number
N
N=A−Z
nucleus consists of 2 protons and 2 neutrons , the B.E. calculated as follows :
2 He
Table (1) Nuclear quantities

BE =that:
[ ( 2 ✕ 1.00728 + 2 ✕ 1.00866 ) − 4.00150 ] ✕ 931 MeV = 28.28 MeV
It is observed
 TheBE
protons
and neutrons inside the nucleus are known as nucleons.
= 28.28 = 7.07 MeV
 The Anumber 4of protons (Z) in the nucleus is equal to the number of electrons around the
nucleus in the case of the neutral atom.

Nucleus Stability and the Neutron / Proton Ratio
Nucleus's
Symbol
The stable element is known as: the element in which it atom’s nucleus remains stable
If
we assumetime.
an element
with
a chemicalAs
symbol
(X),
the nucleus
of this
elementdisassembles
atom can be
throughout
It has no
radioactivity.
for the
unstable
element,
its nucleus
described
bythrough
the following
method:
with time
radioactivity.
So if we draw a diagram relation between the number of neutrons
(N) and the number of protons (Z) for all the stable nuclei of the elements and for those found
(mass number = proton number + neutron number)
in the periodic table, we get a curve as in the below figure:

A

XZ

(atomic number = proton number)
A

and sometimes the symbol is written as follows: Z X N
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Example:
Number of neutrons (N)

Write the chemical symbol for the nucleus of an aluminum atom, if you knew it contained 13
protons, in addition to 14 neutrons.
Solution:

Stability belt

27

The aluminum element symbol is Al , and the nucleus symbol for the aluminum atom is 13 Al

Isotopes
Isotopes: are atoms of the same element that have the same atomic number (Z), i.e. the nuclei
of the atoms have the same number of protons and differ in the number of neutrons.
Number of protons (Z)

Figurethe
(6) atoms
Stabilityof
line,
each
point on are
this diagram
a stable nucleus
This means that
the
isotopes
similar represents
in the number
of electrons and their
distribution
around
nucleus,
andthat:
therefore, are similar in their chemical reactions.
By studying
thisthe
diagram,
we find

 The light and stable nuclei of the elements have a number of neutrons equaling the number of

protons and the ratio is 1:1. This ratio gradually increases whenever we move to the heavier
elements in the periodic table until it reaches a ratio of 1 : 1.53 in the case of the nucleus of

208
The
examples
lead
Pb of isotopes are abundant as most of the elements in the periodical table have
82

isotopes. Even the simplest element found in nature, which is hydrogen, has three isotopes
1

 The
of the element that is located on 1the left side of the stability belt has mostly an
2 nucleus
3

nucleus
isotope
H ,unstable
H , 1nucleus.
H TheThe
H is composed of a proton. The nucleus of
numberof
of the
neutrons
is larger
1
1 than the stability level. This nucleus acquires
2
is called deuteron.
contains
protoninto
and
neutron
the tritium
the isotope
atom
its stability
by the
of one ofItthe
extra neutrons
a proton
andwhile
the emission
Htransformation
1
1

of aconsidered
negative electron
called the
beta
particle, and is denoted by the symbol β
nucleus
as a proton
and
neutron.

 The nucleus of the element that is located on the right side of
the stability curve has a number of
Proton

protons is larger than the stability level. This nucleus acquires
its stability by the transformation
Neutron
1
of one
of the extra protons into a neutron
and the2emission of a positive electron
called3the
Tritium H
Deuteron H
H
1
1
1
positron, and is denoted by the symbol +β As such, the neutron-proton ratio in the nucleus is
(Nucleus of a
(Nucleus of a
(Nucleus of a
amended
Hydrogen
atom)to get close to the stability curve.
Deuteron atom)
Tritium atom)

Proton

 The nucleus of an element
that(3)
hasThe
a large
atomic
number
and its location
Figure
nuclei
of atoms
of hydrogen
isotopesis above the stability

curve can acquire its stability by emission of 2 protons and 2 neutrons in a particle form called
Example:
an alpha particle and is denoted by the symbol α

Atomic masses of elements can be identified in terms of the relatively atomic masses of their
isotopes and the ratio of the presence of each.
Example: calculate the atomic mass of copper knowing that it is found in the nature in the form
of two isotopes; Cu63 69.09% and Cu65 30.91%)
solution:
contribution of Cu63 in the atomic mass = 62.9298 ✕
contribution of Cu in the atomic mass = 9278 ✕
65

69.09
100
30.91

100
the atomic mass of copper = 43.4782 + 20.069 = 63.55 amu
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The scientist, Rutherford (1871Concept
– 1937), constructed
of Quarka model to describe the atom. He
reached this model after many trials. He described the atom as a relatively heavy nucleus in
themass
American
physicist, Murray
proved
that
the protons
areof
anthe
accumulation
which In
the1964,
atom’s
is concentrated.
TheGell-Mann,
nucleus carries
the
positive
charge
atom and
negatively
charged
electrons
around
it at anumber
relatively
distance.
to Rutherfordof primary
particles
calledrotate
quarks
and their
is 6fartypes,
eachAccording
one is characterised
by a
Bohr's
Model,
the
electrons
revolve
around
the
nucleus
in
certain
constant
orbits
called
energy
number which is called Q which express its relative charge to the electron's charge and its value
2 elevel
levels.
Each
is occupied
by a certain number of electrons that cannot be increased.
are +
or - 1
e
3
3
Rutherford’s calculations concluded that the nucleus’s diameter is ranged between 10-6:10-5
nm while the atom’s diameter is approximately (0.1nm).
The following schedule shows the types of quarks: :
In 1919, Rutherford proved that the atom’s nucleus contains particles that carry the positive
charge called protons. The protons have a mass that is larger than the electron’s mass by
Quark
approximately 1800 times. During the same year, Nevil Sidgwick discovered that the nucleus
neutrally charged called neutrons. The mass of a neutron equals the mass of a proton.

Mass Number and Atomic1Number
Charge (+ 2 )
Charge �− )
3 amounts, which
3
Scientists described the atom’s nucleus of any element by using three atomic
are:
Down (d)
1. Mass number (A)
2. Atomic number (Z)
The following schedule
shows
Strange
(s)these amounts:
Term

Up (u)

3. Neutron number (N)

Charm (c)

Bottom (b)
Symbol

Mass number
Atomic number
Composition
of proton:

Top
(t)
Relation

A

Number of protons + number of neutrons

Z

Number of protons=number of electrons

The proton consists the combination of two
Neutron
number
N
upper quarks ( u) with one lower quark (d ).

N = A −d Z

1

– e
Table
(1) Nuclear
the electrical positive charge of the
proton
Qp is quantities
3
It
is observed
interpreted
as itthat:
is the sum of the three quark charges
 The
protons
forming
it. and neutrons inside the nucleus are known as nucleons.
u
u
 The number of protons (Z) in the nucleus is equal to the number of electrons around the
+2e
+2e
2 neutral
1 =+1
nucleus
Qp = in2the case
+ of the
– atom.
3
3

3
3
Nucleus's(u)
Symbol (u)

3

(d)

If we assume an element with a chemical symbol (X), the nucleus of this element atom can be
described by the following method:
Figure (6) Composition of proton:

A (mass number = proton number + neutron number)

XZ

(atomic number = proton number)
A

and sometimes the symbol is written as follows: Z X N
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Example:
Composition
of Neutron:
Write
chemical
symbol
for the nucleus
ofupper
an aluminum
youlower
knew
it contained
13
Thethe
Neutron
consists
the combination
of one
quark ( uatom,
) withiftwo
quarks
(d ).
protons,
addition
to 14charge
neutrons.
the in
electrical
neuteral
of the neutron Q is interpreted as it is the sum of the three quark
N

charges
forming it.
Solution:

27

The=aluminum
2 +element
Q
(– 1 symbol
) + (– is1Al ), and
= 0the nucleus symbol for the aluminum atom is 13 Al

3

n

Isotopes (u)

3

3

(d)

(d)

Isotopes: are atoms of the same element that have the same atomic number (Z), i.e. the nuclei
of the atoms have the same number of protons and differ in the number of neutrons.
u
This means that the atoms of the isotopes
+ 2aree similar in the number of electrons and their
distribution around the nucleus, and therefore,3are similar in their chemical reactions.

d
_1e
3

d
_1e
3

The examples of isotopes are abundant as most of the elements in the periodical table have
isotopes. Even the simplest element found in nature, which is hydrogen, has three isotopes
1

2

3

1

of the7:isotope
H , 1 H , 1 H The nucleusFigure
H isofcomposed
Composition
neutron of a proton. The nucleus of
1
1
2
the isotope atom 1 H is called deuteron. It contains proton and neutron while the tritium
nucleus considered as a proton and neutron.
Proton
Neutron
Proton

1

H
1

Deuteron

(Nucleus of a
Hydrogen atom)

2

H
1

Tritium

(Nucleus of a
Deuteron atom)

3
1

H

(Nucleus of a
Tritium atom)

Figure (3) The nuclei of atoms of hydrogen isotopes

Example:
Atomic masses of elements can be identified in terms of the relatively atomic masses of their
isotopes and the ratio of the presence of each.
Example: calculate the atomic mass of copper knowing that it is found in the nature in the form
of two isotopes; Cu63 69.09% and Cu65 30.91%)
solution:
contribution of Cu63 in the atomic mass = 62.9298 ✕
contribution of Cu in the atomic mass = 9278 ✕
65

69.09
100
30.91

100
the atomic mass of copper = 43.4782 + 20.069 = 63.55 amu
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Radioactivity and Nuclear Reactions

Half - life
When the alpha particles or beta particles or gamma rays emitte from the nucleus of the atom
of the radiant element, it is said: this nucleus has occurred to it a radioactive decay. the activity
of the radioactive material decreases over time and the time needed to decay the number of the
neuculs atoms of the radioactive element into a half is called half - life t1/2.
For example, if we take a sample of the radioactive iodine sample (iodine −131), only one
nucleus disintegrates every second from between 1,000,000 iodine nuclei found at that moment.
The following figure represents the disintegration of iodine −131.
40 million nuclei
of iodine - 131

20 million nuclei
did not disintegrate

10 million nuclei
did not disintegrate

5 million nuclei did
not disintegrate

Lesson Two : Radioactivity and Nuclear Reactions

Learning Outcomes
One of the important discoveries that lead to the great
Time
Time = zero
advancement
in
our
information
about
the
atom
and
its
8
days
16
days
24
days
By beginning
the end ofofthis
(at the
the lesson, you
phenomenon
composition was the detection of the radioactivity phenomena.
will
be able to:
disintegration)
✓ Understand
phenomena
of in which
phenomenon
Figure (9)theAmount
of time
the
number
of
iodine
nuclei
decrease
by
radiation
The scientist, Henri Becquerel, made this discoverytoinhalf
of the
1896.
radioactivity.

original number is called half-life. InThe
this figure
Represents
one million iodine
nuclei
that
have not
first to give
this phenomenon
this name
was
Marie
Curie

✓ Compare between alpha, beta, and
yet, and
gammadisintegrated
rays.

in 1898.
Represents
one million iodine nuclei that have disintegrated.

✓ Understand what is meant by half-life
the radioactivity
revealed,
of the
radiant element. of iodine -131 canWhen
The
disintegration
be represented
by drawing aphenomenon
graph relation aswas
in figure
(10).

researchers gave their attention to know the nature of these
shooting rays from the radiant substances and compare their
properties. Two methods were followed in doing this, which
are:

✓ Classify the nuclear reactions.
✓ Compare between the reactions of
nuclear fission and nuclear fusion.
✓ Understand the scientific base for the
function
of a nuclear
reactor.
Number
of iodine
✓ Specifynuclei
some remaining
of the negative side
effectswith
of radiation.
disintegration

 Testing the capability of rays to permeate through substances.
 Testing the deviation of rays by the effect of both the

✓ Number some of the peaceful usages
of radiation.

magnetic field and the electric field.
The experiments inferred that there are three different rays
that are radiated from the natural radioactive substances, which
are:

Time (day)
Figure (10) Radioactive
decay
curve
of
-131.isHalf-life
8 days
 Alpha rays α:iodine
particles
formedhas
from
two protons and
0

8

16

Example:

24

two neutrons, i.e. each particle is the nucleus of the helium

Calculate the half-life of a radioactive
element
knowing
theat ain
sample
ofreactions
it has a mass
of 12 g
atom.
So, the
alpha particle
nuclear
is denoted
4
and remain 1.5g of it after 45 days.
by the symbol He
2

solution:
t

12 g

1
2

(1)

aD=3

t

6g
`

Shorouk Press
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(2)

t =
1
2

t
D

3g
=

t

1
2

(3)

45
3

1.5 g
= 15 days
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Radioactivity
NuclearReactions
Reactions
Radioactivity
andandNuclear
0

0

Beta
rays:are
areparticles
particles that
that carry
carry the
of of
electrons
( -1 e( ) in
of mass
and and

Beta
rays:
thecharacteristics
characteristics
electrons
in terms
of mass
e )terms
-1
speed.
Beta
rays
emitte
from
the
nuclei
of
atoms
of
radiant
elements
or
in
the
nuclear
reactions.
speed. Beta rays emitte from the nuclei of atoms of radiant elements or in the nuclear reactions.
The
massofofthe
thebeta
betaparticle
particle is
to to
thethe
atomic
unitunit
masses.
Its charge
The
mass
is ignored
ignoredininproportion
proportion
atomic
masses.
Its charge
equals
the
negative
charge
unit,
and
is
denoted
by
the
symbol
(β
).
equals the negative charge unit, and is denoted by the symbol (β ).
 Gamma rays: are electromagnetic waves with a very short wavelength. Its speed equals the
 Gamma rays: are electromagnetic waves with a very short wavelength. Its speed equals the
speed of light. It is the shortest electromagnetic wave in its wavelength after the universal
speed of light. It is the shortest electromagnetic wave in its wavelength after the universal
ray, and therefore it has a high frequency and a large photonic energy. Since gamma rays are
ray, and therefore it has a high frequency and a large photonic energy. Since gamma rays are
electromagnetic rays, it does not carry a charge and has no mass. Therefore, its emergence
electromagnetic
does of
not
carry aelement
chargedoes
and not
has lead
no mass.
itsatomic
emergence
from the nucleusrays,
of anit atom
a radiant
to anyTherefore,
change in the
from
the nucleus
of an
atom of
ofthis
a radiant
element
not lead
to the
anynuclei
change
in the atomic
number
or the mass
number
nucleus.
Gammadoes
rays emitte
from
of elements
number
or thenuclei
massare
number
of(its
thisenergy
nucleus.
Gamma
emittestate).
from the nuclei of elements
when these
unstable
is more
extra
than inrays
its stable

when these nuclei are unstable (its energy is extra than in its stable state).

The following table shows a comparison between the properties of the three types of rays that
Theradiated
following
shows
a comparison between the properties of the three types of rays that
are
fromtable
a radiant
substance.

are radiated from a radiant substance.

Radiation Symbol

Radiation Symbol

α
Alpha

Alpha

α4
2

He

4

He
2

Nature of
radiation

Nature of
radiation
Helium
nucleus
2Helium
protons
2nucleus
neutrons

2 protons
2 neutrons

β
Beta

Beta

0

βe
-1
0

Electron

Electron

e
-1
Gamma

Gamma

γ

γ

Electromagnetic
waves

Electromagnetic
waves

The
Deviation
ability
to
in the
The
Deviation
Estimated
ionize
the
Ability
to
magnetic
ability to
in the
mass
medium
permeate
Estimated
ionize the
Ability to or electric
magnetic
passing
mass
medium
permeate field
or electric
through

passing
through

Four times of
proton mass

Four times of
proton mass

field

Weak - cannot
Small
pass through
deviation
Weak - cannot
Has strong thin paper
Small

Has strong
capability

capability

pass through
thin paper

deviation

Average
Less than
A 5 mm
Large
Alpha,s
aluminium
slice
Average
deviation
protons
Less than prevents
A 5itsmm
1 mass capability
of the
Large
passing
1800
Alpha,s
aluminium slice
1
of the
1800

protons mass

-----

-----

capability Quite
prevents
high its
passing
More

deviation

premeable
Quite high
passing
Does not
More
throught lead
deviate
premeable
slice of
a few
The least centimeters
passing
Does not
powered
throught
lead
deviate
thick

The least
powered

slice of a few
Table (3) Comparison between the properties of the three types
of rays
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Radioactivity

Half- -life
life
Half
When
alpha
particles
beta
particlesororgamma
gammarays
raysemitte
emittefrom
fromthe
thenucleus
nucleus of
of the
When
thethe
alpha
particles
oror
beta
particles
the atom
atom
of
the
radiant
element,
it
is
said:
this
nucleus
has
occurred
to
it
a
radioactive
decay.
the
activity
of the radiant element, it is said: this nucleus has occurred to it a radioactive decay. the activity
of the
radioactive
material
decreases
overtime
timeand
andthe
thetime
timeneeded
neededto
todecay
decay the
the number
number of
of the
radioactive
material
decreases
over
of the
the
neuculs
atoms
of
the
radioactive
element
into
a
half
is
called
half
life
t1/2.
neuculs atoms of the radioactive element into a half is called half - life t1/2.
example,
if we
take
a sampleofofthe
theradioactive
radioactiveiodine
iodinesample
sample(iodine
(iodine −131),
−131), only
ForFor
example,
if we
take
a sample
only one
one
nucleus disintegrates every second from between 1,000,000 iodine nuclei found at that moment.
nucleus disintegrates every second from between 1,000,000 iodine nuclei found at that moment.
The following figure represents the disintegration of iodine −131.
The following figure represents the disintegration of iodine −131.
40 million nuclei
40 million
nuclei
of iodine
- 131
of iodine - 131

20 million nuclei
20did
million
nuclei
not disintegrate
did not disintegrate

10 million nuclei
10
nuclei
didmillion
not disintegrate
did not disintegrate

5 million nuclei did
5 million
nuclei did
not disintegrate
not disintegrate

Time
Time = zero
Time
8 days
16 days
24 days
= zero of the
(atTime
the beginning
8 days
16 days
24 days
(at the beginning
of the
disintegration)
Figure (9) Amount of time in which the number of iodine nuclei decrease by radiation to half the
disintegration)
Figure
Amount
of time
in which
the figure
numberRepresents
of iodine nuclei
decrease
by radiation
tohave
half not
the
original(9)
number
is called
half-life.
In this
one million
iodine
nuclei that

original number
is calledyet,
half-life.
In this figure
Represents
one
million
nuclei that have not
disintegrated
and Represents
one million
iodine
nuclei
thatiodine
have disintegrated.
disintegrated yet, and Represents one million iodine nuclei that have disintegrated.

The disintegration of iodine -131 can be represented by drawing a graph relation as in figure (10).
The disintegration of iodine -131 can be represented by drawing a graph relation as in figure (10).

Number of iodine
nuclei remaining
Number of iodine
with disintegration
nuclei remaining
with disintegration

Time (day)
Figure (10) Radioactive decay curve of iodine -131. Half-life has 8 days
0
8
16
24
Time (day)
Example: Figure (10) Radioactive decay curve of iodine -131. Half-life has 8 days
0

8

16

24

Calculate the half-life of a radioactive element knowing theat a sample of it has a mass of 12 g
Example:
and remain 1.5g of it after 45 days.
Calculate the half-life of a radioactive element knowing theat a sample of it has a mass of 12 g
solution:
and remain 1.5g of it after 45 days.
t
t
t
12 g
6g
3g
1.5 g
solution:
(1)
(2)
(3)
t
t
t
1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

6 g t = t 3 g = 45 1.5
g days
= 15
`
(1)
(2) D
(3)3
aD=3
` t = t = 45 = 15 days
D
3
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Radioactivity
andandNuclear
Radioactivity
NuclearReactions
Reactions

What does it mean that the half-life of radioactive iodine-131equals 8 days?
0
 Beta rays: are particles that carry the characteristics of electrons ( e ) in terms of mass and
-1
This means that the time in which the number of nuclei of the radioactive
iodine element
speed. Beta
raysitsemitte
from
the nuclei
of atomsdecay
of radiant
or in the nuclear reactions.
decreases
to half
original
number
by radioactive
equalselements
eight days.

The mass of the beta particle is ignored in proportion to the atomic unit masses. Its charge
equals the negative charge unit, and is denoted by the symbol (β-).

Nuclear Reactions

 Gamma rays: are electromagnetic waves with a very short wavelength. Its speed equals the
Nuclear reactions are reactions that include the change in the composition of the nuclei of the
speed
of light. It is the shortest electromagnetic wave in its wavelength after the universal
reactant elements and the formation of new nuclei when the nuclei of the reacting atoms interact.
ray, and therefore it has a high frequency and a large photonic energy. Since gamma rays are
Nuclear reactions are different than chemical reactions. As a chemical reaction occurs between the
electromagnetic rays, it does not carry a charge and has no mass. Therefore, its emergence
atoms of the elements by combining between the existent electrons in the outer energy levels for
from the nucleus of an atom of a radiant element does not lead to any change in the atomic
the atoms of the reactant elements, and no change occurs to the nuclei of these atoms.

number or the mass number of this nucleus. Gamma rays emitte from the nuclei of elements
Nuclear
canunstable
be classified
the following
when
thesereactions
nuclei are
(itstoenergy
is extratypes:
than in its stable state).

The following table shows a comparison between the properties of the three types of rays that
Nuclear
are radiated from a radiant substance.
reactions

Radiation Symbol

Nuclear
fusion

Nature of
radiation

Nuclear
fission

Estimated
mass

The
ability to
ionize the
medium
Reactions
passing
of nuclear
through
transformation

Deviation
in the
Ability to
magnetic
permeate
or electric
Normal
field
transformation
of elements

Helium
Weak - cannot
nucleus
Four times of Has strong
Small
Alpha
pass through
4
2
protons
proton
mass
capability
deviation
Natural Transmutation
thin paper
He
2 neutrons
2
This transformation occurs to the nuclei of atoms of elements that are located above the
N
Average
stability curve or below it. As these nuclei have a ratio ( ) that differ from
this ratio for the
Z
β
Less
than
A
5
mm
1
of
the of this transformation is that the unstable
stable nuclei that are located on the curve. The
product
Large
1800
Alpha,s
aluminium slice
Electron
Beta
0
deviation
nucleus spontaneously changes to transform
into
another
nucleus by theprevents
emission
protons
mass
capability
itsof alpha rays
e
-1
passing
and beta rays.
α

For example: the uranium-238 nucleus disintegrates into a thorium-234Quite
nucleus
by the emission
high
More
of an alpha particle. This reaction is described by the following nuclear equation:
premeable
238
234
4
+
Th
He
Electromagnetic92 U
The
least
passing
Does not
2
Gamma
γ
----- 90
waves
powered
throught
lead
deviate
It is observable from this equation that uranium-92 is transformed into another element which
slice of a few
is thorium-90. It is also noticeable that the number of mass (A) of the original nucleus equals the
centimeters
sum of the mass numbers for the alpha particle and the produced nucleus. thick
The atomic number
(Z) is also equal in the two sides of the nuclear equation.
Table (3) Comparison between the properties of the three types of rays
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life
The nucleus of the radioactive carbonHalf
atom -6 C
transforms into the nucleus of a nitrogen atom
14
thealpha
emission
of a beta
particle.
Remember
thatrays
theemitte
beta particle
is an
electron
emitting
N Bythe
7
When
particles
or beta
particles
or gamma
from the
nucleus
of the
atom
from a nucleus. This reaction is expressed by the following nuclear equation:
of the radiant element, it is said: this nucleus
has14occurred
to it a radioactive decay. the activity
14
0
C
N + -1 e needed to decay the number of the
of the radioactive material decreases over
6 time and
7 the time
neuculs
atomsthat
of the
radioactive
element
into a half
is called
- life t1/2.
Notice
when
emitting the
beta particle,
a neutron
in half
the carbon
nucleus had transformed
14

into example,
a proton, ifwhich
leadsa sample
to the increase
in atomic number
the one,
and the
massonly
number
For
we take
of the radioactive
iodine by
sample
(iodine
−131),
one
(number
of
nucleons)
remains
the
same.
Notice
also
that
the
beta
particle
is
denoted
by
the
symbol
nucleus disintegrates every second from between 1,000,000 iodine nuclei found at that moment.
0
(-1) represents
an electron charge.
But the
zero, means the mass is neglected
e as the number
The-1following
figure represents
the disintegration
of iodine
−131.
in
comparison
to
the
mass
of
the
proton
or
neutron.
In
this
equation,
we observe
equilibrium
40 million nuclei
20 million nuclei
10 million nuclei
5 millionthe
nuclei
did
both -the
and the atomic number
ofofiodine
131mass number
did (A)
not disintegrate
did not (Z).
disintegrate
not disintegrate

Nuclear Transformation:
If we want two nuclei to react, we accelerate one of them in order to acquire appropriate energy
movement so that it can come closer to the other nucleus. The nucleus that is accelerated is called
Time

Time = zero
1
8 days
16 days
24 days
thebeginning
bomb, while
(at the
of thethe other nucleus is called the target. Examples of bombs are the proton 1 H , the
2
3
disintegration)
deuteron
, and theofalpha
particle H number of iodine nuclei decrease by radiation to half the
H Amount
Figure 1(9)
time in which 1the

These
bombs
can behalf-life.
accelerated
byfigure
using devices
called
accelerators
the Van
original
number
is called
In this
Represents
onenuclear
million iodine
nuclei like
that have
not de
Graaf accelerator
and
the
Cyclotron
accelerator.
Theiodine
first tonuclei
conduct
artificial
nuclear reaction
disintegrated
yet,
and
Represents
one million
that an
have
disintegrated.
was Rutherford in 1919. He discovered that when alpha particles pass through nitrogen gas, the
The
of with
iodine
can be
drawing
a graph
relationofasa in
figure atom
(10).
alphadisintegration
particles merge
the-131
nucleus
ofrepresented
the nitrogenby
atom
to form
the nucleus
fluorine
18
F and is called the nucleus compound. This nucleus is unstable and with a high energy. It rids of
9
the excess energy to return to the stable condition, and a proton 11 H Accelerates and the nucleus
of the nitrogen atom transforms into the nucleus of an oxygen atom.
Number of iodine

From
here,
it is possible to look at this nuclear reaction as requiring two steps:
nuclei
remaining
with disintegration
18 *

 First step : [

14

F]
9

 Second step : [

18

4

N + 2 He
7
17

*

F]
9

1

O + 1H
8

It is clear that in an artificial nuclear reaction, the reacting elements transform into other
different elements. In
Rutherford’s
experiment,
nitrogen transformed into oxygen.
0
8
16
24
Time (day)

The following
are(10)
other
examples decay
of artificial
that lead
the transformation
Figure
Radioactive
curve nuclear
of iodinereactions
-131. Half-life
has 8todays
of elements into other elements:
Example:
27
1
28 *
24
4
+
[
]
+
Al
H
Si
Mg
He of it has a mass of 12 g
Calculate the half-life of a13radioactive
element
1
14 knowing12theat a sample
2
and remain 1.5g of it after 4526days. 2
28
24
4
*
[ 13 Al ]
Mg + 1 H
Na + 2 He
12
11
solution:
1
4
t
t 6
t 3
Li + n
H + 2 He
12 g
6g
g
3 3 g0
1 1.5
(1)
(2)
(3)
1
2

aD=3

1
2

`
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t =
1
2

1
2

t
D

=

45
3

= 15 days
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Radioactivity and Nuclear Reactions

 Beta rays: are particles that carry the characteristics of electrons (

0
-1

e ) in terms of mass and

speed. Beta rays emitte from the nuclei of atoms of radiant elements or in the nuclear reactions.
The mass of the beta particle is ignored in proportion to the atomic unit masses. Its charge
equals the negative charge unit, and is denoted by the symbol (β-).
 Gamma rays: are electromagnetic waves with a very short wavelength. Its speed equals the

speed of light. It is the shortest electromagnetic wave in its wavelength after the universal
ray, and therefore it has a high frequency and a large photonic energy. Since gamma rays are
electromagnetic rays, it does not carry a charge and has no mass. Therefore, its emergence
from the nucleus of an atom of a radiant element does not lead to any change in the atomic
number or the mass number of this nucleus. Gamma rays emitte from the nuclei of elements
when these nuclei are unstable (its energy is extra than in its stable state).
The following table shows a comparison between the properties of the three types of rays that
are radiated from a radiant substance.

Radiation Symbol

α
Alpha

4
2

He

Nature of
radiation

Estimated
mass

The
ability to
ionize the
medium
passing
through

Helium
nucleus
2 protons
2 neutrons

Four times of
proton mass

Has strong
capability

Weak - cannot
pass through
thin paper

Small
deviation

1
of the
1800

Less than
Alpha,s
capability

Average
A 5 mm
aluminium slice
prevents its
passing

Large
deviation

The least
powered

Quite high
More
premeable
passing
throught lead
slice of a few
centimeters
thick

Does not
deviate

β
Beta

0
-1

Gamma

Electron

e

γ

Electromagnetic
waves

protons mass

-----

Ability to
permeate

Deviation
in the
magnetic
or electric
field

Table (3) Comparison between the properties of the three types of rays
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Half - life

Nuclear Fusion

Thethe
division
of a heavy
into two
average rays
nuclei
is called
The
When
alpha particles
ornucleus
beta particles
or gamma
emitte
fromthe
thenuclear
nucleusfission.
of the atom
opposite
of this
reaction
the fusion
of two light
to form
a heavier
nucleusdecay.
is another
nuclear
of the
radiant
element,
it isis said:
this nucleus
hasnuclei
occurred
to it
a radioactive
the activity
reaction
called the
nuclear
fusion. For
example,
if two
are integrated
together
to form
a
of the
radioactive
material
decreases
over
time and
thedeuterons
time needed
to decay the
number
of the
helium nucleus, then the nucleus mass of the helium is less than the sum of both masses of the two
neuculs atoms of the radioactive element into a half is called half - life t1/2.
deuterons. This difference in mass transforms into energy estimated to be 24 million electronvolt
For
if we
a sample
radioactive
−131), only
that example,
is freed with
thetake
fusion
of these of
twothe
deuterons.
Thisiodine
nuclearsample
fusion (iodine
can be represented
byone
the
nucleus
disintegrates
every second from between 1,000,000 iodine nuclei found at that moment.
following
nuclear equation:
The following figure represents2 the disintegration
of iodine
−131.
2
3
1
+
+
+
24 MeV
H
H
He
n
40 million nuclei
20 million
nuclei
10
million
nuclei
5 million nuclei did
1
1
2
0
of iodine
- 131occurrence did
disintegrate
not disintegrate
notrank
disintegrate
For the
of anot
nuclear
fusion, a highdid
temperature
that reaches to
107 K must be

present. Due to this high temperature, the nuclear fusion is difficult to achieve in laboratories.
Although this reaction occurs inside the Sun (as occurs inside most stars) as temperatures reach
up to millions of degrees Celsius. The nuclear fusion is the source of the destructible energy of
the hydrogen bomb.
Time

Time = zero
8 days
16 days
24 days
(at the beginning of the
disintegration)
Figure (9) Amount of time in which the number of iodine nuclei decrease by radiation to half the

Nuclear Reactor

We have seen in the nuclear fission reaction that a group of neutrons are produced from the

original number is called half-life. In this figure Represents one million iodine nuclei that have not

reaction, in addition to the fission fragments. Each one of these neutrons (if its speed is appropriate)
disintegrated yet, and Represents one
235 million iodine nuclei that have disintegrated.
can split a new nucleus from the nuclei 92 U These new fissions produce other new neutrons
235
The
disintegration
ofsame
iodineprevious
-131 canreaction,
be represented
bysplits
drawing
a graph
as in figure
that can
perform the
and so it
other
nucleirelation
of the nuclei
and
U(10).
92
so forth. This reaction is called a serial reaction. Figure (12) shows how to duplicate the number
of nuclei that split if the reaction continues in this manner.
Number of iodine
nuclei remaining
with disintegration

Time (day)
Figure (10) Radioactive decay curve of iodine -131. Half-life has 8 days
0

8

16

24

Example:
Figure
The serial
startselement
by the nucleus
of thetheat
uranium
atom bombarding
a neutron
Calculate
the(12)
half-life
of a reaction
radioactive
knowing
a sample
of it has a mass
of 12 g
and remain 1.5g of it after 45 days.
This serial reaction generates huge thermal energy that increases with the continuation of the
solution:
reaction if it was possible to use the largest number of produced neutrons. This is the function
t
t
t
of the6nuclear
fission 3
bomb.
12 concept
g
g
g
1.5 g
(1)
(2)
(3)
1
2

aD=3

1
2

`
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Radioactivity and Nuclear Reactions

Definite volume is an amount of uranium -235 in which one neutron – in
0 average – from each
 reaction
Beta rays:
are
particles
that
carry
the
characteristics
of
electrons
(
) in
terms
mass and
starts a new reaction. In this way, the reaction continuously remains-1ine its
same
slowofinitial
rate.
If the
amount
of uranium
is muchoflarger
than
the difinite
volume,orthen
thenuclear
reactionreactions.
will
speed.
Beta
rays emitte
fromused
the nuclei
atoms
of radiant
elements
in the
continue
with
an
accelerated
rate
that
will
lead
to
an
explosion.
(this
may
be
needed
in
making
a
The mass of the beta particle is ignored in proportion to the atomic unit masses. Its charge
nuclear bomb. If we wanted to control a serial reaction so that it produces
at
the
end
energy
and
equals the negative charge unit, and is denoted by the symbol (β-).
does not cause an explosion, in this case, then the number of neutrons produced from the serial
controlled.
This control
is performed
in the
nuclear
reactor byIts
using
cadmium
 reaction
Gammamust
rays:beare
electromagnetic
waves
with a very
short
wavelength.
speed
equals the
control
rods
that
are
absorbent
to
neutrons.
When
these
rods
are
placed
inside
the
reactor,
the
speed of light. It is the shortest electromagnetic wave in its wavelength after theserial
universal
nuclear reaction begins to slow down, and its rate can be controlled in a good manner by controlling
ray,location
and therefore
it hasofathe
high
frequency
large photonic
Since
the
and number
cadmium
rods.and
Thea nuclear
reactor isenergy.
considered
as agamma
source rays
of are
electromagnetic
rays, it heat
doesenergy
not carry
charge
and
has noenergy
mass.by
Therefore,
emergence
heat
energy. The produced
is useda to
produce
electrical
using steamitsturbine.

from the nucleus of an atom of a radiant element does not lead to any change in the atomic
number or the mass number of this nucleus. Gamma rays emitte from the nuclei of elements
Water vapor
when these nuclei are unstable (its energy is extra than
in its stable state).

The following table shows a comparison between the properties of the three types of rays that
Cooling tower
are radiated from a radiant substance.
Warm water

Steam lines
Containment building
Steam generators

RadiationControlSymbol
rods

Nature of
radiation

The
Transformer

Turbine

Generator

Estimated
mass

Uranium fuel

Reactor vessel

α

Alpha

4
2

He

HeliumPump
Condenser
nucleus
Four times of
2 protons
proton mass
2 neutrons

ability to
ionize the
medium
passing
through

Cooling water

Has strong
capability

ElectricityDeviation

Ability to
permeate
Pump

Cold water basin

in the
magnetic
or electric
field

Cool water

Weak - cannot
pass through
thin paper

Small
deviation

Figure (13) Diagram of a nuclear reactor for producing energy

Comparison between chemical reactions and nuclear reactions :
Average
β
Less
than
A
5 mm
1
of the
Large
1800
Alpha,s
aluminium slice
Electron
Beta
Chemical
reactions
Nuclear reactions
0
deviation
prevents its
e the electrons of theprotons mass capability
Occur between
-1
passing
Occur between the nuclei
of the atoms
outermost shells of the atom
Quiteofhigh
There is no transformation of an element Almost there is transformation
an element to
More
to another
another or its isotope
premeable
The products are the
same if we used
Isotopes The
of the
same element
gave different
Electromagnetic
least
passing
Does not
Gamma
γ
----different isotopes
of the same
element
products
waves
powered
throught lead
deviate
slice
of
a
few
Produce small amount of energy
Produce large amount energy
centimeters
Table (4) Comparisson between chemical and nuclear reactions
thick
Table (3) Comparison between the properties of the three types of rays
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Half - life

In the medical Field

Gamma
rays particles
are emitted
fromparticles
the isotope
of cobolt-60
or cesium-137.
They are
used
in
When
the alpha
or beta
or gamma
rays emitte
from the nucleus
of the
atom
destroying
directing
thehas
gamma
rays totothe
of the tumor.
of the
radiant carcinogenic
element, it iscells
said:bythis
nucleus
occurred
it acenter
radioactive
decay.Radioactive
the activity
of the
radioactive
material
time and
thearetime
neededintothe
decay
the number
of the
radium-226
is also
used decreases
in the formover
of needles
that
implanted
carcinogenic
tumor
in
neuculs
of the
element into a half is called half - life t1/2.
orderatoms
to destroy
itsradioactive
cells.

For example, if we take a sample of the radioactive iodine sample (iodine −131), only one
In the
Industrialevery
Field
nucleus
disintegrates
second from between 1,000,000 iodine nuclei found at that moment.
The following
figure
the
disintegration
of iodine
−131.lines. An example of this is the
Gamma rays
arerepresents
used in the
automation
of some
production
40 million nuclei
20 million nuclei
10 million nuclei
5 million nuclei did
automation process indid
thenotpouring
of molten steel.
A source of gamma rays,
like cobolt-60 or
of iodine - 131
disintegrate
did not disintegrate
not disintegrate

sicium-137 is placed at one of the sides of the pouring machine and a radioactive reagent that
receives gamma rays is placed on the other side. When the iron mass reaches certain dimensions,
the reagent cannot receive the gamma rays, and thus, the pouring process stops.

Time

Time = zero

8 days
In beginning
the Agricultural
Field
(at the
of the

16 days

24 days

disintegration)
The seeds are exposed to different dosages of gamma rays to create mutations in their embryos
Figure (9) Amount of time in which the number of iodine nuclei decrease by radiation to half the

and to select
theisfinest
them toInproduce
plants
of greaterone
productivity
andnuclei
resistance
to disease.
original
number
calledofhalf-life.
this figure
Represents
million iodine
that have
not

Gammadisintegrated
rays are alsoyet,
used
to pasteurize
and animal
products
to preserve
them from spoilage
and
Representsplant
one million
iodine
nuclei that
have disintegrated.
and increase their storage time. The gamma rays are also used to sterilize male insects to limit the
The disintegration of iodine -131 can be represented by drawing a graph relation as in figure (10).
spread of diseases.

In the Scientific Research Field
Numbernuclear
of iodine reactors are used in preparing many radioactive isotopes that are used in
Research
nuclei remaining
various
scientific researches. For example, it is possible to know what occurs in plants by placing
with disintegration
radioactive substances in the main substances that plants use. The radiations emitted from these
substances are traced to know their cycle in the plant, like entering water that has radioactive
oxygen and following its track.

Harmful Effects Time
of Radiation
(day)

0

8

16

24

(10) Radioactive decay curve of iodine -131. Half-life has 8 days
In general, Figure
there are
two types of radiation:
Example:
 Ionized radiation: it causes changes in the composition of tissues that are exposed to it. It
Calculate
thefor
half-life
of aalpha
radioactive
element
knowing
theat
sampleWhen
of it has
a mass
of 12 g
includes,
example,
rays, beta
rays, gamma
rays,
andaX-rays.
these
rays collide
and remain 1.5g of it after 45 days.
with the atoms of any substance, it ionizes them. This is why they are called ionized rays.
solution:
t
t
t

12 g

1
2

(1)

aD=3

1
2

6g

`
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(2)

t =
1
2

t
D

3g

=

1
2

(3)

45
3

1.5 g

= 15 days
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andandNuclear
Radioactivity
NuclearReactions
Reactions

 Non-ionized radiation: it does not cause changes in the composition of tissues
that are exposed
0
 Beta
rays:
are
particles
that
carry
the
characteristics
of
electrons
(
)
in
terms of mass and
e
to it. Examples of this radiation include radio waves from cellular phones,
-1 microwaves, light,

speed.
Betarays,
raysultraviolet
emitte from
of atoms of radiant elements or in the nuclear reactions.
infrared
rays,the
andnuclei
laser rays.
The mass of the beta particle is ignored in proportion to the atomic unit masses. Its charge
equalsHarmful
the negative
chargeRadiation
unit, and is denoted by the symbol (β-).
First:
Ionized

 Gamma
are electromagnetic
waves
with
Its speed
equals the
Duringrays:
the falling
of ionized radiation
on the
cell,aitvery
leadsshort
to thewavelength.
ionization of water
molecules

speed of light. It is the shortest electromagnetic wave in its wavelength after the universal
ray, and therefore it has a high frequency and a large photonic energy. Since gamma rays are
of the chromosomes, and to some genetic deformations. On the long-run, effects occur to the
electromagnetic rays, it does not carry a charge and has no mass. Therefore, its emergence
cell that lead to:
from the nucleus of an atom of a radiant element does not lead to any change in the atomic

Death or
of the
number
thecell
mass number of this nucleus. Gamma rays emitte from the nuclei of elements
when
these nuclei
are unstable
(its energy
is extra the
thanrate
in its
state).which leads to

Preventing
or delaying
cell mitosis
or increasing
of stable
its division,
that represents the larger part of any living cells. This leads to the ruining of the cell, the breakage

carcinogenic
tumors.
The
following table
shows a comparison between the properties of the three types of rays that
areradiated
from a radiant substance.
Occurrence of permanent changes in the cell that is genetically transported to the next
generations. The result is the birth of new infants that are different than the parents.
The
Deviation
ability to
in the
Nature of
Estimated
ionize the
Ability to
Second: Harmful Non-Ionized
Radiation
magnetic
Radiation Symbol
radiation
mass
medium
permeate
or electric
For example, the radiations emitted from the cellular towers
may
cause
physiological changes
passing
field
in the nervous system. The result is that people living closethrough
to the areas in which towers are found
suffer from headaches, dizziness, and fainting symptoms. Scientists have agreed that the distance
Helium
between cellularα towers and
households must be at least 6 meters. This is considered
a safe distance.
Weak - cannot
nucleus
Four times of Has strong
Small
Alpha
As for the 4cellular phones,
its dangerproton
lays in mass
the radiocapability
waves emitted pass
fromthrough
it as the rays deviation
of the
2 protons
thin paper
2 neutrons
magnetic field2 He
and the electric
field effect these cells. They also cause an increase in temperature of
cells due to the absorption of energy by the cells. Some studies have noted that the use of laptops
Average
by placing them
β on the knees effects fertility.
Less
than
A
5 mm
1
of the
Large
1800
Alpha,s
aluminium slice
Electron
Beta
0
deviation
protons mass capability
prevents its
e
-1
passing

Gamma

γ

Electromagnetic
waves

-----

The least
powered

Quite high
More
premeable
passing
throught lead
slice of a few
centimeters
thick

Does not
deviate

Table (3) Comparison between the properties of the three types of rays
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Radioactivity and Nuclear Reactions

Half - life
When the alpha particles or beta particles or gamma rays emitte from the nucleus of the atom
of the radiant element, it is said: this nucleus has occurred to it a radioactive decay. the activity
of the radioactive material decreases over time and the time needed to decay the number of the
neuculs atoms of the radioactive element into a half is called half - life t1/2.
For example, if we take a sample of the radioactive iodine sample (iodine −131), only one
nucleus disintegrates every second from between 1,000,000 iodine nuclei found at that moment.
The following figure represents the disintegration of iodine −131.
40 million nuclei
of iodine - 131

20 million nuclei
did not disintegrate

10 million nuclei
did not disintegrate

5 million nuclei did
not disintegrate

Time
Time = zero
8 days
16 days
24 days
(at the beginning of the
disintegration)
Figure (9) Amount of time in which the number of iodine nuclei decrease by radiation to half the
original number is called half-life. In this figure Represents one million iodine nuclei that have not
disintegrated yet, and Represents one million iodine nuclei that have disintegrated.

The disintegration of iodine -131 can be represented by drawing a graph relation as in figure (10).

Number of iodine
nuclei remaining
with disintegration

Time (day)
Figure (10) Radioactive decay curve of iodine -131. Half-life has 8 days
0

8

16

24

Example:
Calculate the half-life of a radioactive element knowing theat a sample of it has a mass of 12 g
and remain 1.5g of it after 45 days.
solution:
t

12 g

1
2

(1)

aD=3

t

6g
`

Shorouk Press

1
2

(2)

t =
1
2

t
D

3g
=

t

1
2

(3)

45
3

1.5 g
= 15 days
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Nuclear Chemistry

Lesson One : Nucleus and Primary Particles

uestions

Lesson One : Nucleus and Primary Particles

Application Activity : Nuclear Isotopes

y of Nuclei

Application Activity : Nuclear Isotopes

Procedures :

Procedures :

Purpose of the Activity

 Given that: carbon has four isotopes, which are :
Purpose of the Activity

he relationship
mber of protons
nts found in the

wing questions:

he drawing?

............................

nuclei of atoms
Which of these
article? Explain

; Understand what is meant by

11

nuclear
isotopes.
; Understand
what is meant by

nuclear
isotopes.
; Compare
between
the isotopes

6

12

11

12

13

14

C
C, 6C
, 6 Cis, represented
 Required:
proton
by the figure
6 if the
6

and

and
the neutron by the figure Show the number of protons
and the number of neutrons in the nucleus of each isotope.

element.

............
............

Acquired Skills
; Comparing – concluding.
Acquired Skills

11

; Comparing – concluding.

6

C

............
............

............
............12
6

11

C

C

............
............

............
............13
6

12

C

C

............
............

............
............
14
6

6

13
6

............
............

C

C

Analyzing the results :
6

14
6

C

 What are the most widespread isotopes in nature? .....................

Analyzing the results :

 Which of these nuclei is more stable? .....................

 What are the most widespread isotopes in nature? .....................
 Do the atoms of isotopes have the same chemical properties?
 Which of these nuclei is more stable? .....................
Explain your answer.
 Do the atoms of isotopes have the same chemical properties?
..............................................................................................................

that are known
the table:

Explain
your answer.
 Complete
the following
table:

Ratio (N/Z)

..............................................................................................................

Atom
Mass
Atomic Neutron's Neucleon's
 Complete
following table:
number
symbol
number the number
number

...................

11
6

...................

12
6

...................

13
6

...................

14
6

(N/Z) of these

Atom

C

11

Atomic

Neutron's Neucleon's

C

12

C
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................

6

...................
................... ................... ...................
C

................... ................... ................... ...................

6

C

13

...................
................... ................... ...................
C

................... ................... ................... ...................

6

6

............................

Mass

C symbol
...................
...................
...................number
...................number
number
number

14

C

Conclusion :

................... ................... ................... ...................

 Isotopes are .......................................................................................

Conclusion :
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14

of nuclei
of atomsbetween
of the same
by theiffigure
Show
the numberbyofthe
protons
; Compare
the isotopes the neutron
 Required:
the proton
is represented
figure
element.of nuclei of atoms of the same and the number of neutrons in the nucleus of each isotope.

............................
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has four isotopes, which are :
C , 6 that:
C , 6carbon
C
C, 6Given
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Unit
Unit

Unit
UnitFive
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Unit
Nuclear
Chemistry
Nuclear
Chemistry
Nuclear
Chemistry

Activities
and
Assessment
Questions
Activities
and
Assessment
Questions
Activities
and
Assessment
Questions
Application
Activity
: Study
stability
of Nuclei
Application
Activity
: :Study
the
stability
of
Application
Activity
Study
thethe
stability
ofNuclei
Nuclei

Procedure
Procedure
:: :
Procedure

Purpose
ofActivity
the
Activity
Purpose
ofofthe
Purpose
the
Activity

; Correlating
between
the

Given
that:
the
following
graph
shows
the
relationship
;;Correlating
between
the
that:
the
graph
shows
the
Correlating
between
theratio
ratioratioGiven
Given
that:
thefollowing
following
graph
shows
therelationship
relationship
of
the
number
of
neutrons
to
between
the
number
of neutrons
and
the
number
of protons
ofofthe
thenumber
numberofofneutrons
neutronstoto
between
the
ofofneutrons
and
ofofprotons
between
thenumber
number
neutrons
andthe
thenumber
number
protons
the
number
of
protons
in
the
ofstable
the
stable
nuclei
ofatoms
the
atoms
ofelements
the
elements
found
in the
the
thenumber
numberofofprotons
protonsininthe
the
ofofthe
nuclei
ofofthe
ofofthe
found
ininthe
the
stable
nuclei
the
atoms
the
elements
found
the
nucleus
and nuclear
stability.
nucleus
and
nuclear
stability.
periodical
table.
nucleus and nuclear stability.
periodical
periodicaltable.
table.

 Study
this figure
and then
answerfollowing
the following questions:
Study
Acquired Skills
Studythis
thisfigure
figureand
andthen
thenanswer
answerthe
the followingquestions:
questions:
Acquired
AcquiredSkills
Skills
A. What does
the dotted
line represent
in the drawing?
; Explaining data – applying – A.
A.What
Whatdoes
doesthe
thedotted
dottedline
linerepresent
representininthe
thedrawing?
drawing?
;;Explaining
Explainingdata
data––applying
applying––
concluding.
..............................................................................................................
concluding.
..............................................................................................................
concluding.
..............................................................................................................

Number of neutrons N
Number of neutrons N

Number of neutrons N

110
110
110 100
100
100 90
*
9090 80
*
A
*
** C
8080 70
A A*
CC
7070 60
6060 50
5050 40
4040 30
*
3030 20
** B
BB
2020 10
1010 0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
00
of protons Z
0 0 1010202030Number
30404050506060707080809090
Number
of
protons
Number of protonsZ
Z

B. A , B and C represent the position of three nuclei of atoms
B.B.AA, B
, Band
andCCrepresent
representthe
theposition
positionofofthree
threenuclei
nucleiofofatoms
atoms
of elements outside the stability zone. Which of these
ofofelements
outside
the
stability
zone.
Which
of
these
elements outside the stability zone. Which of these
nuclei acquires stability by emitting β particle? Explain
nuclei
acquires stability
by emitting β particle? Explain
nuclei
youracquires
answer.stability by emitting β particle? Explain
your
youranswer.
answer.
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
C. The following table includes some nuclei that are known
C.C.The
following
table
some
nuclei that
are
known
Thefor
following
tableincludes
includes
some
aretable:
known
there stability.
Complete
thenuclei
data that
of the
for
forthere
therestability.
stability.Complete
Completethe
thedata
dataofofthe
thetable:
table:
Neutron's
Proton's
NucleusNeutron's
Ratio (N/Z)
Proton's
Neutron's
number Proton's
number Ratio (N/Z)
Nucleus
Nucleus number
Ratio
(N/Z)
number
number
number
208
Pb
208
...................
...................
...................
208 82
Pb
8282 Pb
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
56
Fe
5656 26
...................
...................
...................
Fe
2626 Fe
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
40

Ca

...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
23
Na
...................
...................
...................
2323 11
Na
1111 Na
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
 How can you correlate between the ratio (N/Z) of these
nuclei
and
nuclear
How
can
between
How
canyou
youcorrelate
correlatestability?
betweenthe
theratio
ratio(N/Z)
(N/Z)ofofthese
these
nuclei
and
nuclear
stability?
nuclei
and nuclear stability?
..............................................................................................................
4040
2020

20

Ca
Ca

..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
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uestions

Lesson
One : Nucleus
and Primary Particles
Application
Activity : Quarks

y of Nuclei

Application Activity : Nuclear Isotopes
 Given that: the following table shows the amounts of Q for
Purpose of the Activity each of the quarks s , d and u relative to the electron.

Procedures :

Purpose of the Activity

he relationship
mber of protons
nts found in the

wing questions:

; Calculate the electric charge for
some nuclear
particles. what is meant by
; Understand

nuclear isotopes.

nuclei of atoms
Which of these
article? Explain

of nuclei of atoms of the same
element..
data – concluding

; Understanding terms – comparing

6

C,

C

6

............
............

............
............

............
............

Study the following figure then answer the questions :

; Comparing – concluding.

11

d

that are known
the table:

d
u

6

C

12
6

C

13

u

6

C

14
6

C

X
Analyzing the results
:

d

u

 What are the most widespread isotopes in nature? .....................
Energy

 Which of these nuclei is more stable? .....................
Neutron

Proton

 Do the atoms of isotopes have the same chemical properties?

Explain
yourcharge
answer.for the proton and the neutron.
 Calculate
the electric

Ratio (N/Z)

..............................................................................................................

............................................................................................................
 Complete the following table:
 Write a nuclear equation to show the conversion of a neutron
Atom
Mass
Atomic Neutron's Neucleon's
to proton.

...................

symbol

...................

number

number

number

number

..............................................................................................................
11

C

...................
...................
 What is 6the electric
charge of ...................
the particle (X).

...................

...................

12
............................................................................................................
6

...................

13

(N/Z) of these

6
14
6

............................

160
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C,

6

............
............

Acquired Skills

............................

161

C,

2
+ e
u
3
 Required: if the proton is represented
by the figure and
1
the neutron
e the number of protons
d by the figure - 3Show
and the number of neutrons in the nucleus of each isotope.
1
- e
s
3
6

; Compare
Acquired between
Skills the isotopes

he drawing?

............................

 Given that: carbon has four isotopes, which are :
Quark
Q
11
12
13
14

162 Activity Book - Unit Five
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C

................... ................... ................... ...................

C

................... ................... ................... ...................

C

................... ................... ................... ...................

Conclusion :

2019 - 2020
 Isotopes are .......................................................................................

Unit
Unit55

Unit
Unit
UnitFive
Five Five
Nuclear
Chemistry
Nuclear
NuclearChemistry
Chemistry

Activities
Assessment
Activitiesand
and
AssessmentQuestions
Questions
Assessment
Questions
Application
ApplicationActivity
Activity: :Study
Studythe
thestability
stabilityof
ofNuclei
Nuclei

First : Choose the correct answer :

1. If the nuclear binding energy of the helium nucleus equals 28 MeV, so the nuclear binding
Purpose
Activity
:: volt equals .......................
Purpose
ofthe
thenucleon
Activity in the helium nucleus withProcedure
Procedure
energy
for of
each
the million electron
;;Correlating
Correlating
betweenthe
theratio
ratio
A. 7 between
ofofthe
thenumber
numberofofneutrons
neutronstoto

B.
Given
Given
that:the
thefollowing
followinggraph
graphshows
showsthe
therelationship
relationship
14 that:

between
betweenthe
thenumber
numberofofneutrons
neutronsand
andthe
thenumber
numberofofprotons
protons
D. 112
ofofthe
thestable
stablenuclei
nucleiofofthe
theatoms
atomsofofthe
theelements
elementsfound
foundininthe
the
periodical
table.
periodical
table. of the nucleus components of the iron atom
2. If the difference between the sum
of the masses
and the nucleus mass when
stable
is figure
0.5
u ,and
so
nuclear
bond
energy ofquestions:
the nucleus of
it's
Study
this
then
answer
the
Study
this
figure
andthe
then
answer
thefollowing
following
questions:
Acquired
AcquiredSkills
Skills
the iron atom is .......................
A.A.What
Whatdoes
doesthe
thedotted
dottedline
linerepresent
representininthe
thedrawing?
drawing?
;;Explaining
Explainingdata
data––applying
applying––
A. 0.8 ✕ 10-19 MeV
B. 0.5 Joule
concluding.
..............................................................................................................
concluding.
..............................................................................................................
C. 0.5 MeV
D. 465.5 MeV
B.B.AA, B
, Band
andCCrepresent
representthe
theposition
positionofofthree
threenuclei
nucleiofofatoms
atoms
110
110
100
of
elements
outside
the
stability
zone.
Which
of
these
100
of elements
outsideisthe
stability zone. Which of these
3. If the proton is converted into neutron
.......................
emitted
9090
nuclei
acquires
stability
by
**
nuclei
acquires stability byemitting
emittingββparticle?
particle?Explain
Explain
**
8080
+
CC
B. b
A. b− A A
your
answer.
7070
your answer.
6060 C. a
D. d
..............................................................................................................
5050
..............................................................................................................

Number of neutrons N
Number of neutrons N

C. 56 of protons in the
the
thenumber
number of protons in the
nucleus
nucleusand
andnuclear
nuclearstability.
stability.

4040
C.C.The
includes
drawing represents
thefollowing
structuretable
of .......................
304.
*
The
following
table
includessome
somenuclei
nucleithat
thatare
areknown
known
30 The following
B B*
2020
for
there
stability.
Complete
the
data
ofofthe
table:
for
there
stability.
Complete
the
data
the
table:
B. Neutron
1010 A. Proton
00
0 0 C.
1010Electron
20203030404050506060707080809090
Proton's
D. Meson Neutron's
Neutron's
Proton's Ratio (N/Z)
Nucleus
Number
Nucleus
Ratio (N/Z)
Numberofofprotons
protonsZ
Z

number
number

208
208

Pb
Pb

number
number

d

...................
...................

...................
...................

...................
...................

5656
2626

...................
...................

...................
...................

...................
...................

4040
2020

...................
...................

...................
...................

...................
...................

2323
1111

...................
...................

...................
...................

...................
...................

8282

d
Fe
Fe

Ca
Ca

Na
Na

u

How
Howcan
canyou
youcorrelate
correlatebetween
betweenthe
theratio
ratio(N/Z)
(N/Z)ofofthese
these

nuclei
nucleiand
andnuclear
nuclearstability?
stability?

..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
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Nuclear Chemistry

Second : solve the following problems :

Lesson
One
Use the following relationships when
needed:

: Nucleus and Primary Particles

Application
Activity
: Nuclear
Proton mass = 1.007825 u – neutron mass
= 1.008665
u – speed
of light = Isotopes
3 ✕ 108 m/s

1 u = 1.66 ✕ 10-27 kg

Procedures :

Purpose of the Activity

he relationship
mber of protons
nts found in the

wing questions:

he drawing?

............................

nuclei of atoms
Which of these
article? Explain

1. Use Einstein’s formula to calculate the mass in kilograms that transforms into energy estimated
 Given that: carbon has four isotopes, which are :
to be
190 MeV. what is meant by
; Understand
11
12
13
14

C,

C,

C,

C

nuclear isotopes.
6
6
6
6
.............................................................................................................................................................................
; Compare between the isotopes
 Required: if the proton is represented by the figure and
.............................................................................................................................................................................
of nuclei of atoms of the same
the neutron by the figure Show the number of protons
element.

and
the resulting
number of
neutrons
in the nucleus
2. Calculate the energy estimated in units of
MeV
from
the transformation
ofof
5 geach
fromisotope.
a substance into energy.
............

Acquired Skills

............

............

............

............
............
............
............
.............................................................................................................................................................................

; Comparing – concluding.

11
12
13
14
.............................................................................................................................................................................
6

4

C

6

C

6

C

6

C

3. Calculate the binding energy of the nucleus 2 He Estimated with MeV units and then calculate
4
Heresults
the binding energy for each nucleon in this nucleusAnalyzing
if you knew that
= 4.001506
2
the
:u

............................

.............................................................................................................................................................................
 What are the most widespread isotopes in nature? .....................

that are known
the table:

 Which of these nuclei is more stable? .....................
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Ratio (N/Z)
...................

16 atoms of isotopes have the same chemical properties?
 Do the
O Estimated with MeV units and then calculate
4. Calculate the binding energy of the nucleus
8
16
Explain
yourif answer.
the binding energy for each nucleon in this nucleus
you knew that 8 O = 15.994915 u

..............................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................
 Complete the following table:
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Atom
Mass
Atomic Neutron's Neucleon's
17
number
number
O if you knew
5. Which are more stable: nucleus 8 O symbol
Or nucleusnumber
that: number
8
16

...................

16
8

...................

11
O = 15.994915
Cu ,
6

(N/Z) of these

............................

it Five

O = 16.999132 u

................... ................... ................... ...................

C

6
................... ................... ................... ...................
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Third : Search and Learn :

13
6

C

................... ................... ................... ...................

Use the Internet in making a research to know the source or origin of the name ‘quark’ and
14
who discovered these primary particles. What
types of quarks?
Write a research
and show
Care the
6
...................
...................
...................
...................
it to your classmates using the computer and the PowerPoint program.

Conclusion :
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164
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8

.............................................................................................................................................................................
12

...................
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Unit
Unit55

Unit
UnitFive
Five
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Nuclear
NuclearChemistry
Chemistry

Lesson Activities
Two
: Radioactivity
and Nuclear
Reactions
and
Questions
Activities
andAssessment
Assessment
Questions
Application
Activity
: Half-life
ofthe
a Radioactive
Substance
Application
Activity
: :Study
stability
Application
Activity
Study
the
stabilityof
ofNuclei
Nuclei

Procedure
:: :
Procedure
Procedure

Purpose
ofofofthe
Activity
Purpose
the
Purpose
theActivity
Activity
between
the
;;
Using
the graphical
relationship
;Correlating
Correlating
between
theratio
ratio
between
andofthe
numbertoof
ofofthe
number
thetime
number
ofneutrons
neutrons
to
remaining
nuclei
in
calculating
the
the
thenumber
numberofofprotons
protonsininthe
the
half-life
span.
nucleus
and
nuclear
stability.
nucleus and nuclear stability.

Acquired
Acquired
Skills
AcquiredSkills
Skills
data
––applying
––
;;
Explaining
terms
– displaying
data
;Explaining
Explaining
data
applying
in aconcluding.
graph
– reaching results .
concluding.

Number of neutrons N
Number of neutrons N

110
110
100
Materials
100
9090
*
**
8080 paper.
A A*
Graph
CC
7070
6060
5050
4040
3030
*
B B*
2020
1010
00
0 0 101020203030404050506060707080809090
Number
Numberofofprotons
protonsZ
Z

;


that:
the
graph
the
Given
that:
the
following
graphshows
shows
therelationship
relationship
Given
Given
that:
infollowing
an experiment
to measure
the half-life

of a
radioactive substance(radon Rn), the relation between
ofofthe
the
ofofthe
the
elements
found
the
thestable
stablenuclei
nucleinuclei
theatoms
atoms
the
elements
found
thetime (t)
remaining
(n) isofofin
the
million
andinin
the
periodical
table.
periodical
table.
in seconds
as in the following table:
220
between
the
betweenthe
thenumber
numberofofneutrons
neutronsand
and
thenumber
numberofofprotons
protons
86

Study
Studythis
thisfigure
figureand
andthen
thenanswer
answerthe
thefollowing
followingquestions:
questions:

0 does
10the
20
40 50ininthe
55drawing?
60 65
A.tA.What
line
What
does
thedotted
dotted30
linerepresent
represent
the
drawing?

70

..............................................................................................................
n..............................................................................................................
30 26 23 21 18 16 15 14 13

12

B.B.AA, B
, Band
andCCrepresent
representthe
theposition
positionofofthree
threenuclei
nucleiofofatoms
atoms
of
elements
outside
the
stability
zone.
Which
of
these
 Required:
draw
a graphical
relationship
between
the number
of elements
outside
the stability
zone. Which
of these
nuclei
acquires
stability
by
emitting
β
particle?
Explain
acquires
stability
emitting
particle?
ofnuclei
remaining
nuclei
(onbythe
verticalβ axis)
andExplain
time (on the
your
answer.
your answer.
horizontal
axis) on a graph paper.
..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................

Analyzing the results and inferring :

C.C.The
Thefollowing
followingtable
tableincludes
includessome
somenuclei
nucleithat
thatare
areknown
known
for
forthere
therestability.
stability.Complete
Completethe
thedata
dataofofthe
thetable:
table:
 Calculate the half-life of the radioactive radon element.
Neutron's
Proton's
Neutron's
Proton's Ratio (N/Z)
Nucleus
Nucleus
Ratio (N/Z)
..............................................................................................................
number
number
number
number
208

208
 What
by the value of half-life that you obtained?
Pb is meant
8282 Pb
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................

..............................................................................................................

5656
2626

Fe
Fe

...................
...................
................... 220...................
...................
...................
 In one of the stages of 86 Rn reduction by emitting an alpha
4040
2020

particle:
Ca
Ca
...................

...................

...................
...................

...................
...................

A. What is the nature of alpha particles?

2323
1111

Na
Na

...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
..............................................................................................................

How
can
between
the
ratio
How
canyou
you
correlate
between
the
ratio
(N/Z)ofof
these
B. When
ancorrelate
alpha
particle
emits
from
a(N/Z)
nucleus
ofthese
a radioactive

nuclei
and
stability?
nuclei
andnuclear
nuclear
radon
-220, itstability?
transforms into a polonium isotope. Write
..............................................................................................................
the equation that represents this transformation.
..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................
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Activity
ActivityBook
Book- -Unit
UnitFive
Five

Unit Five
clear Chemistry

Unit Five

Unit Five
Nuclear Chemistry
Nuclear Chemistry

uestions

y of Nuclei

Assessment
Lesson OneQuestions
: Nucleus and Primary Particles
First : Choose the correct answer : Application Activity : Nuclear Isotopes
1. One of the following properties is related to Gama rays .......................
Purpose of the Activity

he relationship
mber of protons
nts found in the

wing questions:

he drawing?

............................

A. Have a positive charge

Understand
what is meant by
C.;They
are electrons
nuclear isotopes.

4

B+4

............................

...................
...................

(N/Z) of these

............................

A-2
A-2

4

C. 2 He +

B-2
B-2

4

A-4

X

A
B

X

A
B

X

A

X

11
6

X
X

it Five

6

C,

C

6

C

............
............
12
6

C

............
............
13
6

C

............
............
14
6

C

Analyzing the results :
 What are the most widespread isotopes in nature? .....................

A. Electron

 Which of these nuclei is more stable? .....................
C + X (X) is .......................
6 Do the atoms of isotopes have the same chemical properties?

B.Explain
Proton your answer.

C. Neutron

D...............................................................................................................
Gama ray

4

9

3. In the equation 2 He + 4 Be

12

 Complete the following table:
228

4. Thorium 90 Th Is converted into
equals .......................

216
84

Po
as a resultMass
of releasingAtomic
a number Neutron's
of alpha particles
Neucleon's
Atom

symbol

A. 2

B.113

C. 4

D.65
6

number

number

number

number

C

................... ................... ................... ...................

C

................... ................... ................... ...................

5. X is a nucleus of a radioactive element losing 5 alpha particles respectively, as a result, its nucleus
206
changed into the element nucleus 80 X 13, so
Cthe nucleus of the origin element X is .......................
A.
C.

216
90

226
86

6

X

B.

X

D.6

216

14

164

161

C,

6

............
............

12

...................

C,

B

B
B - 4 – concluding.
;4 Comparing

D. 2 He +

...................

6

X SkillsA X
A. 2 He + AAcquired
+2
B. 2 He +

Ratio (N/Z)

B. Have a negative charge
 Given that: carbon has four isotopes, which are :
12 electromagnetic
13
14
D. 11
They are
waves

; Compare between
the isotopes
 Required: if the proton is represented by the figure and
B
X
2. If youof know
that
represents
a
nucleus
of an element emitting alpha particles, then the
A
nuclei of atoms of the same
the neutron by the figure Show the number of protons
radiation
of
this
element
nucleus
to
alpha
particles
can be represented by the following equation:
element.
and the number of neutrons in the nucleus of each isotope.
.......................

nuclei of atoms
Which of these
article? Explain

that are known
the table:

Procedures :

166
Activity Book - Unit Five
Activity Book - Unit Five

160
Activity Book - Unit Five

82

C

226
94

X

................... ................... ................... ...................

X ................... ................... ................... ...................

Conclusion :

2019 - 2020
 Isotopes are .......................................................................................

Unit
55
Unit
6. One of the following properties is related to alpha rays .......................
A. They are nuclei of helium

Unit
UnitFive
Five Five
Unit
Nuclear
Chemistry
Nuclear
Chemistry
Nuclear Chemistry

Activities
Activitiesand
andAssessment
AssessmentQuestions
Questions

Application
ApplicationActivity
Activity: :Study
Studythe
thestability
stabilityof
ofNuclei
Nuclei

B. They have more ability to ionize the air

C. They have more ability to permeate in the air
Purpose
Purposeofofthe
theActivity
Activity

Procedure
Procedure::

D. They are affected by the magnetic field
;;Correlating
Correlatingbetween
betweenthe
theratio
ratio Given
Giventhat:
that:the
thefollowing
followinggraph
graphshows
showsthe
therelationship
relationship
ofofthe
thenumber
numberofofneutrons
neutronstoto
between
betweenthe
thenumber
numberofofneutrons
neutronsand
andthe
thenumber
numberofofprotons
protons
the
number
ofofprotons
ininthe
number
protons
the for aofpure
7.theAfter
passing
12 minutes
sample
of
a
radioactive
element
,
75%
of
the
atom
nuclei
ofthe
thestable
stablenuclei
nucleiofofthe
theatoms
atomsofofthe
theelements
elementsfound
foundininthe
the
nucleus
and
nuclear
stability.
nucleus
and
nuclear stability.
of this
element
dissolve. The half-life
of this
element equals .......................
periodical
table.
periodical
table.
A. 3 minutes

B. 4figure
minutes
Study
and
Studythis
this
figure
andthen
thenanswer
answerthe
thefollowing
followingquestions:
questions:

C. 6 minutes

D.
9 minutes
A.A.What
does
the
What
does
thedotted
dottedline
linerepresent
representininthe
thedrawing?
drawing?

Acquired
AcquiredSkills
Skills

;;Explaining
Explainingdata
data––applying
applying––
concluding.
concluding.

..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................

Second : essay questions : B. A , B and C represent the position of three nuclei of atoms

Number of neutrons N
Number of neutrons N

B. A , B and C represent the position of three nuclei of atoms
110
110
100
elements
outside
100
1. Compare alpha and Gama rays inofof
the
aspect of:
elements
outsidethe
thestability
stabilityzone.
zone.Which
Whichofofthese
these
9090
nuclei
acquires
stability
by
emitting
β
particle?
Explain
**
nuclei acquires stability by emitting β particle? Explain
8080 A. The
A Acharge of* *each
CC
your
7070
youranswer.
answer.
6060 B. The ability of each to permeate the air
..............................................................................................................
5050
..............................................................................................................
4040 C. The ability of each to ionize the air
C.C.The
3030
Thefollowing
followingtable
tableincludes
includessome
somenuclei
nucleithat
thatare
areknown
known
220 * *
BRa
B is disintegrated to give an alpha particle. Show this reaction using a suitable
Radium
88
202.
20
for
there
stability.
Complete
the
data
ofofthe
table:
for
there
stability.
Complete
the
data
the
table:
1010 nuclear equation.
00
0 101020203030404050506060707080809090
Proton's
Neutron's
Proton's Ratio (N/Z)
3. 0Explain
the four
steps
of the cell
radiationNeutron's
damage.
Nucleus
Number
Nucleus
Ratio (N/Z)
Numberofofprotons
protonsZ
Z
number
number
number
number
4. Explain the harmful effects of the radiation emitted by the cell phone and lap top sets.
5. State the difference between:

208
208

Pb
Pb

...................
...................
A. Chemical reaction and nuclear
reaction.
5656
Fe
Fe
...................
26
B. Nuclear fission and nuclear 26
fusion.
...................
8282

4040
C. Ionizing radiation and unionizing
radiation.
Ca
2020 Ca
...................
...................
2323
1111

Na
Na

...................
...................

...................
...................

...................
...................

...................
...................

...................
...................

...................
...................

...................
...................

...................
...................

...................
...................

How
Howcan
canyou
youcorrelate
correlatebetween
betweenthe
theratio
ratio(N/Z)
(N/Z)ofofthese
these

nuclei
nucleiand
andnuclear
nuclearstability?
stability?

..............................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
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Activity
ActivityBook
Book- -Unit
UnitFive
Five

Unit Five
clear Chemistry

Unit Five

Unit Five
Nuclear Chemistry
Nuclear Chemistry

uestions

y of Nuclei

Unit Five
Revision
Lesson
One : Questions
Nucleus and Primary Particles
First : Choose the correct answer : Application Activity : Nuclear Isotopes

Procedures :

1. ....................... are called nucleons
Purpose of the Activity

he relationship
mber of protons
nts found in the

wing questions:

he drawing?

............................

nuclei of atoms
Which of these
article? Explain

............................

that are known
the table:

Ratio (N/Z)
...................
...................

A. Protons and alpha particles

; Understand what is meant by
nuclear isotopes.

C. Beta particles and neutrons

B. Alpha particles and beta particles
 Given that: carbon has four isotopes, which are :
11
13
14 protons
D.12Neutrons
and
6

...................

C,

............
............

Acquired Skills
B. They have the
same atomic number
; Comparing
concluding.
C. They
have the–same
number of neutrons

D. They have the same number of protons

C

6

11
6

C

............
............
12
6

C

............
............
13
6

C

............
............
14
6

C

Analyzing the results :

3. The number of atoms of a radioactive element sample is (4.8 ✕ 1012 atom) and the half-life of
the most
widespread
isotopes inafter
nature?
.....................
this element is 2 years, the number oftheWhat
atomare
nuclei
of this
element dissolved
8 years
equals .......................
 Which of these nuclei is more stable? .....................
A. 2.4 ✕ 1012
C. 3.6 ✕ 1012

12
B. 4.2
10atoms

Do✕the
of isotopes have the same chemical properties?
12
D. Explain
4.5 ✕ 10your answer.

..............................................................................................................
 to
Complete
the following table:
4. The Value of Q for a (u) quark is equal
.......................

A. 0

B.Atom
+ 1/3

C. + 2/3

D. -1

symbol
6

C

Mass
number

Atomic
number

Neutron's Neucleon's
number
number

................... ...................
................... ...................
4

5. Which of the following particles is denoted by the symbol He 2 .......................
12

A. Alpha particle

C particle
B. Beta
6
................... ................... ................... ...................

C. Neutron

D. 13Proton
6
14
6

............................

166

it Five

6

A. They have the same chemical properties

(N/Z) of these

161

C,

6

; Compare between the isotopes
 Required: if the proton is represented by the figure and
2. Whichofofnuclei
the following
characteristics
is
relatedby
tothe
thefigure
concept of
the the
isotopes
of the
of atoms of the same
thenot
neutron
Show
number
of protons
element
.......................
element.
and the number of neutrons in the nucleus of each isotope.

11

...................

C,

168Activity Book - Unit Five
Activity Book - Unit Five

160

Activity Book - Unit Five

C

................... ................... ................... ...................

C

................... ................... ................... ...................

Conclusion :

2019 - 2020
 Isotopes are .......................................................................................

Second : answer the following questions :

Unit
Unit55

Unit
UnitFive
Five Five
Unit
Nuclear
Chemistry
Nuclear
Chemistry
Nuclear
Chemistry

Activities
1. Complete the following nuclear
equations and
Activities
andAssessment
AssessmentQuestions
Questions
A.

226
88

Ra

4
2

Application
ApplicationActivity
Activity: :Study
Studythe
thestability
stabilityof
ofNuclei
Nuclei

He + .......................

Procedure
Procedure::

Purpose
Purposeofofthe
theActivity
Activity
9

;;Correlating
the
Correlating
between
theratio
ratio
+ .......................
B. 4 Bebetween
ofofthe
thenumber
numberofofneutrons
neutronstoto
the
thenumber
numberofofprotons
protonsininthe
the
nucleus
and
nuclear
stability.
4
nucleus14and nuclear
stability. 1

C.

7

N + 2 He

Acquired
AcquiredSkills
Skills

Third
: give
the
reason
;;Explaining
data
––applying
Explaining
data
applying–:–
concluding.
concluding.

1

12

1

Given
C +that:
n the
Given
that:
thefollowing
followinggraph
graphshows
showsthe
therelationship
relationship
6
0

between
betweenthe
thenumber
numberofofneutrons
neutronsand
andthe
thenumber
numberofofprotons
protons
ofofthe
thestable
stablenuclei
nucleiofofthe
theatoms
atomsofofthe
theelements
elementsfound
foundininthe
the
periodical
table.
table.
H + periodical
.......................
Study
Studythis
thisfigure
figureand
andthen
thenanswer
answerthe
thefollowing
followingquestions:
questions:
A.A.What
Whatdoes
doesthe
thedotted
dottedline
linerepresent
representininthe
thedrawing?
drawing?

..............................................................................................................
1. The actual mass of the nucleus..............................................................................................................
of any atom is less than the total masses of its components.
B. A , B and C represent the position of three nuclei of atoms

Number of neutrons N
Number of neutrons N

B. A , B and C represent the position of three nuclei of atoms
110
110 .............................................................................................................................................................................
100
ofofelements
100
elementsoutside
outsidethe
thestability
stabilityzone.
zone.Which
Whichofofthese
these
902.
90 The atomic
number or mass number
of
a
radiant
nucleus
does
not
change
as
Gama
rays emit
nuclei
acquires
stability
by
emitting
β
particle?
Explain
**
nuclei acquires stability by emitting β particle? Explain
**
8080
AA
C
C
your
7070 from it.
youranswer.
answer.
6060
.............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
5050
..............................................................................................................
4040
C.C.The
following
includes
attable
the laboratories.
303.
Thereaction
following
table
includessome
somenuclei
nucleithat
thatare
areknown
known
30 It is difficultB* to
* do the nuclear fusion
B
2020
for
there
stability.
Complete
the
data
ofofthe
table:
for
there
stability.
Complete
the
data
the
table:
1010 .............................................................................................................................................................................
00
0 0 101020203030404050506060707080809090
Neutron's
Proton's
Proton's Ratio (N/Z)
Nucleus
Number
Z
Fourth
: ofsolve
the
problems : Neutron's
Nucleus
Ratio (N/Z)
Number
ofprotons
protons
Zfollowing
number
number
number
number
12
1. Find the nuclear binding energy
of the carbon nucleus 6 C estimated by:
208
208
Pb
8282 Pb
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
A. The unit of atomic masses (u)

5656
B. Million-electron volte (MeV)
Fe
2626 Fe
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
.............................................................................................................................................................................
4040
2020

Ca
Ca
...................
...................
...................
.............................................................................................................................................................................
...................
...................
...................
23
2. The deuterium nucleus is called23deuteron.
The deuteron is composed of neutron and proton. If
Na
1111 Na
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
...................
the mass of deuteron is 2.014102 u , the mass
of proton is 1.007825
u and the
mass of neutron
is 1.008665 u .calculate the nuclear binding energy of the deuteron using MeV units.
How
Howcan
canyou
youcorrelate
correlatebetween
betweenthe
theratio
ratio(N/Z)
(N/Z)ofofthese
these
.............................................................................................................................................................................
nuclei
and
nuclear
stability?
nuclei and nuclear stability?

..............................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................
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Activity
ActivityBook
Book- -Unit
UnitFive
Five

Unit Five
clear Chemistry

uestions

y of Nuclei

Unit Five
Nuclear Chemistry

Unit Five
Nuclear Chemistry

3. Calculate the quantity of energy in joul, produced from converting 3 gm of mass into energy.

Lesson One : Nucleus and Primary Particles

.............................................................................................................................................................................
Application Activity : Nuclear Isotopes
.............................................................................................................................................................................

Procedures :

of the
Activity produced from converting 1.66 ✕ 10-24 gm measured by:
amount
of energy
42. Calculate thePurpose

he relationship
mber of protons
nts found in the

wing questions:

Understand
what is meant by
A. ;
Joul
(J)

nuclei of atoms
Which of these
article? Explain

11

nuclear isotopes.

B. Million electron volte (MeV).

6

C,

12
6

C,

13
6

C,

14
6

C

; Compare between the isotopes
 Required: if the proton is represented by the figure
.............................................................................................................................................................................

and
of nuclei of atoms of the same
the neutron by the figure Show the number of protons
element.
and the number of neutrons in the nucleus of each isotope.
.............................................................................................................................................................................

he drawing?

............................

 Given that: carbon has four isotopes, which are :

............
............

Acquired Skills

............
............

............
............

............
............

; Comparing – concluding.
11
6

C

12
6

C

13
6

14

C

6

C

Analyzing the results :

............................

 What are the most widespread isotopes in nature? .....................

that are known
the table:

 Which of these nuclei is more stable? .....................
 Do the atoms of isotopes have the same chemical properties?

Explain your answer.
..............................................................................................................

Ratio (N/Z)

 Complete the following table:

...................

Atom
symbol

...................

11
6

...................

12
6

...................

13

(N/Z) of these

6
14
6

............................

it Five

Atomic
number

Neutron's Neucleon's
number
number

C

................... ................... ................... ...................

C

................... ................... ................... ...................

C

................... ................... ................... ...................

C

................... ................... ................... ...................

Conclusion :
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Safety Symbols
Follow up the precautions required as you use a device or chemical signed by the next safety symbols:
Safety goggles (always wear safety goggles).
Clothing protection (always wear the lab coat).

Danger of the thermal burning (do not touch
hot objects with your bare hands).

Corrosive chemical (use safety goggles , lab
coat (apron) and do not touch chemicals).

Glass breakage (do not use breakable glass
materials and do not heat the bottom of a
test tube).

Flames (for girls, tie back your loose hair, wear
the lab coat (apron) to tighten your baggy
clothes inside it and do not expose them to
get burned).

Disposal (get rid of the chemicals by following
the instructions of each).

Poison do not chew gum, drink or eat in the
laboratory. Never place your hands near your face.

Irritant or harmful.

Electricity (be careful as you use an electrical
device).
Danger of inhalation (do not inhale chemicals).

Corrosive chemical substance.

Flammable.
Toxic.

The summary of the steps that should be followed in case of the occurrence of some lab injures:
Injure
Acid burns

Faint

Burning

Eye injure

How to handle
Put the injured part under cold water for a continuous period, then
use pads with bicarbonate salt.
Put the person in open air and place his head in a tilted position in a
way that the head is in a lower position than all the body parts.
Close all the gas taps, plug all the electrical connections, use anti
burning blanket and use the fire fighting to control the place.
Directly wash the eyes with water and do not rub the eye if it
contains a strange object to avoid having wounds in the cornea.

Simple wounds

Let some blood bleed, then wash the wound with water and soap.

Poisoning

Tell your teacher about the substance used which causes the
poisoning.
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Lab Tools

Casserole triangle
Steaming dish
Test tubes

Glass cup

Mortar and
pestle

Crucible with lid

Cone flask

Benzene stove

Burette holder

Clock bottle

Cork stoppers

Metal ring

Tool stand

Gas bottle
Goggles
Net
Pipette

Rubber stoppers
Vine holder

Tube holder
Pipette

Forceps
File
Metal bruch

Thermometer
Dropper

Vial washing

Minute pipette

Graduated tube

Spoon

Burette
Ladle

Test tube holder

170

Funnel

2019 - 2020

Some general rules that should be followed as you use the lab tools :

Balance
 Put the dry substances in the balance pan only, while liquid substances should be weighed by

the difference method.
 Close the balance doors during weight because this procedure prevent the error resulted from

air currents.
 Put the substance you want to weigh in the middle of the balance pan.
 Clean the balance pan using your own brush.

Test Tubes
 Make sure that the test tube mouth is not pointed at your face and do not catch it by your hand

as you heat it but you should use the holder.
 As you heat the tube, you should heat it from the bottom but not from the side. Use a quiet

flame and continually move it to avoid getting broken due to high heat.

Graduated Cylinder
 As you pour the liquid in the graduated cylinder, you should wait until its surface settles.
 Put your eye at the horizontal level of the liquid surface, then read the value which matches

the plane part of the liquid lunate surface.
 Write the number followed by the measuring unit written on the cylinder.

Pipette
 Do not heat the pipette holding it by your hand for a long time or approaching it to a heat source.
 Give enough time to the liquid to get out of the pipette completely.
 Do not shake or blow the pipette to force the liquid to get out.
 Do not lose any part of the liquid while you transfer it from the pipette.

Burette
 Fix the burette in a metal base stand to keep it vertical while you do the experiment.
 Fill the burette with the liquid above the graduation zero present near the upper end of the

burette after you close the tap well, then open the tap to let the air below it go off until the
liquid reaches the graduation zero and close the tap.
 As you read the graduations in the burette, your eye should be at the level of the liquid surface.

The correct reading should be below the liquid concavity touching the high point of the
graduation line that you need to measure.
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تم الطبع بالرشوق الحديثة  -القاهرة
باملواصفات الفنية اآلتية :
مقـــاس الكتــــابــ

)٨٢ ×٥٧( ١سم

عدد الصفحات بالغالف

 ١٨٤صفحة

عدد املـــالزم بالغالف

 ١١٫٥ملزمة

ورقــــ املـــــــتن

 ٨٠جم أبيض

ورقــــ الغــــــالف

 ٢٠٠جم كوشيه

طبــــع املـــــــتن

 ٤لــــون

طبــــع الغــــــالف

 ٤لــــون

رقــمــ الكتــــابـــ

٨

١٥٤٤/١٠/١٥/٣٣/١/٣٩

